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Abstract 
One challenging consideration in architectural design is 
the movement, or circulation, of building occupants. Poor 
circulation design can lead to daily frustration—and 
hazardous conditions in emergencies, while good 
circulation design can promote productivity and occupant 
safety. Architects generally address the challenges with 
rules of thumb, personal experience, and simple 
calculations. Today, availability of computational power 
invites a more careful approach, but this depends on 
establishing: (a) effective representation of spaces, (b) an 
efficient means of determining routes, and (c) suitable 
design metrics. We present “A2B”, a toolkit that 
addresses the first two of these, and demonstrate it with a 
series of simple calculators. The toolkit consists of two 
components: a semi-automated workflow for converting 
regular architectural data (floor plans) from CAD or BIM 
applications into a format usable for analysis, and a 
modified version of a fast and accurate artificial 
intelligence pathfinding algorithm called 
Theta*. Prototype applications based on the toolkit and 
tested on an education building, illustrate how the A2B 
toolkit can be used in design evaluation. 

Introduction 
We refer to the act of moving purposefully from one place 
to another as navigation. The route followed during such 
movement is a path, and the process of selecting a path 
for future movement is known as pathfinding, a process 
which operates on a representation of physically possible 
movements known as a navigation model.  

Aggregate navigation, or circulation, has important 
implications in the design of buildings. Good circulation 
helps buildings operate efficiently by reducing congestion 
(Heerwagen et al., 2004; Waber, Magnolfi, & Lindsay, 
2014). However, congestion can be either a positive or a 
negative quality in architectural space, as it can encourage 
occupant interaction in some environments (called 
productive congestion) or create frustration or danger in 
others, as during emergency egress.  

As office work has become dominated by knowledge 
work, with its emphasis on teamwork, creativity and 
collaboration, the role of spatial layout and occupant 
circulation has been identified as an important component 
of productivity Good spatial layout creates opportunities 
for conversations and social interaction as individuals 

come across one another throughout the normal working 
day (Brown & Duguid, 2000). 

Good circulation is also essential for building safety. 
Emergency evacuation can be difficult in confusing 
settings, particularly because in emergency situations 
occupants must make quick decisions, and their problem-
solving behaviour may be confounded by anxiety-induced 
stress (Passini, 1996). Poor circulation design can 
increase evacuation time for users of a building during 
emergency situations and make it hard for first responders 
and emergency teams to access critical areas. 

Computing circulation metrics depends on establishing 
routes. Unlike route-finding in the automotive world, 
where road networks naturally form 2D planar graphs, 
architectural space is continuous, and routes are 
established dynamically. Most CAD/BIM representations 
do not include the necessary spatial connectivity data 
needed for finding routes through buildings. All of this 
makes automated analysis challenging. 

Traditional tools for analysing circulation patterns in a 
building tend to rely on expert identification of critical 
paths, aggregate values based on area, and experience. 
Effective, high-end, agent-based crowd simulation 
models that predict the movement of people in a space 
have been developed (Kalay, 2004), but they are 
computationally expensive and time consuming, often 
taking hours or even several days to return the results for 
a single design (Nagy et al., 2017).  

Our toolkit, A2B, addresses this problem with a data-
conversion component that builds a navigation model and 
a route-finding component called Theta* that has a much 
lower computational cost (currently 1-2 hours on a laptop) 
than agent-based tools. Results, often in the form of 2D 
heat-maps, can offer insights to architects about the best 
locations for shared amenities in an office, about locations 
that make it convenient for people to collaborate with 
each other, about how long it will take to travel from one 
place to another inside a building, or about optimizing 
emergency egress routes. The toolkit could also be 
beneficial for other uses; for example, it could promote 
occupant health by providing a personalized calculation 
of how many calories would be burned during travel from 
one part of a building to another, or by demonstrating the 
aggregate benefits of routinely using stairs rather than 
elevators. These benefits would also contribute the efforts 
of designers and building owners seeking LEED or Living 
Building Certification. 
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Background 
Simulating human movement inside buildings presents 
two general challenges: 

Since CAD/BIM data sets are not generally developed for 
simulation purposes, they lack the spatial data needed for 
navigation (Johnson, 2017).  

The complexity of indoor space configuration and 
freedom of users’ movement inside buildings make 
automated route finding extremely challenging (Li, et al., 
2012). 

Nonetheless, recent studies have sought to overcome the 
challenges of simulating human movement and analysing 
interior building circulation without using agent-based 
crowd simulation methods. These methods derive a 
regular planar graph (a grid) from the floor plan, then 
build paths that follow edges or diagonals of the grid, 
often using the popular Dijkstra algorithm, which results 
in a characteristic zig-zag path that only approximates a 
natural walking route. 

Nagy et al. (2017) proposed one such methodology to 
evaluate and quantify productive congestion in their 
building designs, using an evenly sampled traversal graph 
and the Dijkstra algorithm. Although their method 
provides a measure of the productive congestion inside a 
building, it is not efficient in creating navigation models, 
and the Dijkstra paths leave it unclear whether their 
analysis results accurately predict what will actually 
happen. 

Chen and Feng (2009) developed two fast flow-control 
algorithms for simulating real-time emergency 
evacuation of populous places such as shopping malls, 
subway stations, and campus buildings. The first 
algorithm simulates situations in which there is no limit 
on the allowed number of evacuation paths, while the 
second limits the number of evacuation paths. They used 
the Dijkstra algorithm to search a graph generated on top 
of the floorplan to find the shortest paths between the 
starting location and each one of the exit doors. In 
addition to suffering from the Dijkstra zig-zag, it does not 
account for indoor objects and furniture that can impede 
movement. Finally, since their approach only generates a 
“first person” simulation, it provides limited feedback on 
other parts of the building. 

Goetz and Zipf (2011) developed a model that represents 
indoor environments with topologic, semantic and metric 
information that allows nearly length-optimal routing in 
the floor plans of complex buildings. Their navigation 
model included additional semantic information, allowing 
them to account for obstacles and special semantic areas 
inside rooms by adding additional nodes to the graph. 
However, the process of adding nodes around obstacles 
manually makes the production of the navigation model 
laborious and slow. In addition, the resulting paths do not 
cover all the indoor space, since nodes of the navigation 
graph are limited to doors and some predefined locations 
in each room. 

Xu et al. (2016) proposed an indoor pathfinding approach 
that takes obstacles of different shapes into account by 

describing them as points, lines, and polygons. They 
constructed the network of paths by subdividing the free 
space into triangles using the Delaunay triangulation 
algorithm and connecting the centre of gravity of each 
triangle, excluding edges that cross obstacles. Paths are 
found using the Visibility Graph (DeBerg, et al., 2000) 
approach. Although routes generated in their approach are 
realistic looking and similar to human movement, their 
process of extracting the navigation model from the 
architectural documents and abstracting it is not 
completely automated, and their method of reducing 
abstraction in the navigation model to achieve higher 
accuracy significantly increases computational costs.  

Although these studies addressed the challenges of 
occupant navigation, all of them suffer from several 
limitations: 

Lack of automation in the process of extracting the 
navigation model. 

High levels of abstraction in the navigation model, which 
fail to account properly for furniture and other obstacles. 

Unrealistic zig-zag routes with many unnecessary 
heading changes generated by pathfinding algorithms. 

Our toolkit addresses the general challenges of simulating 
circulation inside buildings while also overcoming the 
limitations of previous studies in this field. 

The A2B Toolkit 
The toolkit and applications describe in this paper were 
implemented in Grasshopper, the visual programming 
environment included in Robert McNeel and Associates’ 
Rhinoceros modelling software. They consist of a mix of 
custom C# and existing Grasshopper components. 
Additional detail is available in (Naderpour, 2018). 

Data Transfer 
Although architecture firms follow different workflows in 
the design process and use a variety of software, most of 
them use a computer-aided drafting (CAD) or building 
information modelling (BIM) package for floor plan 
production. Accordingly, our toolkit starts with the 
transfer of a digital floor plan.  

The most important requirement for developing the 
navigation model on a floor plan is identifying the 
humanly traversable, or walkable, areas in the building. 
This information is often implicit in BIM data (and it is 
easy to add to a CAD model). For Revit, this is found in 
the Room-Data. Figure 1 shows a Revit model with 
Room-Data for each walkable space highlighted with a 
distinct colour. The rest of the transferred floor plan data 
helps with visualization, but also shows floor areas 
covered by furniture and other objects (cabinets, sinks, 
toilets, etc.) that would actually reduce the walkable floor 
area.  

Navigation Model 
Our conversion process begins by computing a square 
bounding box that contains the collection of room 
outlines (Figure 2). The navigation model is built by 
sampling this region using a rectangular grid. The grid 
spacing can be adjusted depending on the complexity of 
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the floorplan. Complex floor plans with many pieces of 
furniture require a denser grid than open floor plans with 
little furniture. The recommended range for grid size is 
from 20cm to 60cm, since humans cannot pass 
bottlenecks narrower than 20cm, and grid cells bigger 
than 60cm will make the navigation model excessively 
abstract (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 1: Room-Data in Revit floorplan. 
The cells of the grid are either defined as walkable or part 
of an obstacle. Most nodes are also walkable, except for 
the nodes at corners of obstacles, which are not walkable 
and cannot be parts of paths. To discriminate walkable 
nodes from obstacles, A2B applies a test at each of the 
grid cells (Figure 4). First, it creates a boundary polyline 
with 32 equally distributed sample points. Next, it tests 
each of these 32 points for containment within any of the 
room or furniture outlines that overlap or intersect the 
cell. If any sample point falls within an object outline, the 
cell is marked as an obstacle, as are its corner nodes, 
otherwise it is walkable, and its corners may be included 
in paths. This method distinguishes not only walkable 
cells and obstacle-cells, but also creates a buffer about the 
size of one cell around walls and obstacles, which makes 
the navigation model more realistic, since it is unlikely 
that people will walk right next to the walls or furniture 
inside a space. Figure 5 illustrates the final navigation 
model generated for a portion of the plan shown in Figure 
1. Walkable cells are shown in green (0), while obstacle 
cells are shown in red (1). Orange cells are the buffer cells 
around walls and furniture and, like red cells, are not 
walkable. Furniture items present in the floorplan are 
treated as obstacles in the navigation model; this reduces 
the navigation model’s level of abstraction and increases 
realism of the paths generated by the toolkit. 

Theta* Pathfinding Algorithm 
One of the main flaws of many pathfinding studies is the 
zig-zag routes generated by the pathfinding algorithms 

used. This is because routes produced by most of the 
commonly used pathfinding algorithms in indoor 
navigation research, like A* and Dijkstra, are constrained 
to move parallel to the navigation grid’s edges, or along 
their diagonals, as illustrated in Figure 6 (Yap, 2002). 

 

Figure 2: The process of generating Context for the 
navigation model. 

 

Figure 3: 8" navigation grid overlaid on the plan in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 4: Green Cells have all 32 points outside 
obstacle boundaries, while red and orange cells have 

fewer than 32 points outside obstacle boundaries. 
To overcome this drawback, we used the Angle-
Propagation Theta* algorithm (Nash, et al., 2007), which 
is a variant of the A* algorithm. It generates routes 
without limiting their headings. The main difference 
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between Theta* and other pathfinding algorithms is that 
Theta* connects nodes of the navigation grid using a line-
of-sight test that allows it to generate paths that deviate 
from gridlines. A simple analogy for a line-of-sight test 
between nodes is putting a lamp on top of a node and 
shining it in the general direction of travel. Light cannot 
pass through blocked cells, so all the nodes that are not 
located in the shadow of blocked cells have line-of-sight 
to the node under the lamp (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 5: Final navigation model. Zeros indicate 
walkable cells and ones indicate obstacle-cells. 

 

Figure 6: Undesirable zig-zag path generated by A*. 
Figure 8 illustrates a route generated by Theta* produced 
on the same terrain as Figure 6 using similar start and 
destination nodes. Comparing the paths in Figure 8 and 
Figure 6 demonstrates that the route generated by Theta* 
is approximately 5% shorter and has fewer than 50% of 
the heading changes generated by the A* algorithm. 

Visualization of Results 
In A2B, tight integration of the Grasshopper 
programming environment and the Rhino modelling and 
rendering environment makes the visualization of results 
straightforward. Our vector drawings, coloured “heat 

maps”, and “super cell” graphics all flow from this work 
and are illustrated in the following examples. 

 

Figure 7: Line-of-sight test of the node (S). 
Toolkit Applications 
We built several analysis scripts to test the utility of the 
A2B toolkit, including a maximum exit route checker, a 
congestion prediction tool, and an occupant-density 
egress tool. All were tested on an educational building 
with a complex floor plan (Naderpour, 2018). Space 
constraints limit us to presenting just two of these here. 

Congestion prediction prototype 
In work environments, serendipitous congestion, which 
occurs when people come across each other while moving 
through the building, can have a positive effect on human 
experience. It can also help improve workplace 
performance by activating spaces and facilitating 
productive interaction between employees (Brown, et al., 
2014). This is because casual daily conversations and 
interactions can help make raw ideas and concepts useful 
to an organization (Brown and Duguid, 2000). In 
healthcare settings, by contrast, congestion is usually 
considered a negative attribute of the space because it 
inhibits effective movement (Johnson & Happ, 1977).  

 

Figure 8: The route generated by Theta* is 5% shorter 
and has approximately 50% fewer heading changes. 
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Having information about the locations in a building with 
a high chance of congestion helps architects and interior 
designers decide where to position amenities and security 
features. For instance, architects can place information 
centres, or shared amenities adjacent to highly congested 
areas. The first prototype developed in this study 
identifies the locations with a high chance of congestion 
inside a given floor plan by measuring the density of 
possible routes in its spaces.  

Areas of a plan that many occupants of the building pass 
through to access other areas have a high chance of 
becoming congested. In other words, congestion is more 
likely to occur in areas of the floorplan that contain many 
of the routes that occupants take when they move around. 
Congestion happens when people must walk close to each 
other. For instance, if two or more individuals approach 
each other in a narrow space, at some point congestion 
will occur between them. If the same number of 
individuals pass through a wide space, congestion will 
probably not occur. Consequently, congestion is a 
function of two parameters: 

• Number of routes in a sector of the building. 
• Area of the sector. 
After generating the navigation model (Figure 9, in white) 
a grid of user-defined “super cells” was created on top of 
the navigation model. This grid divides the floor plan into 
areas for measuring congestion (Figure 9, in red). Since 
the authors could find no research concerning the ideal 
distance between people for congestion to occur, the size 
of the super cells was made a user-generated input 
parameter for this analysis. 

 

Figure 9: Supper cells outlined in red on top of the 
navigation model, in white. 

The toolkit requires the user to provide sets of start points 
and destination points, from which the toolkit generates 
paths. In testing, we selected initial locations for both 
students and faculty. This accounts for students coming 

and going to class or going to visit their professors in their 
offices, for example, or for professors going to their 
colleagues’ offices for meetings. We further assumed that 
exterior doors, interior stairwells, and elevators are also 
feasible origin and destination points. 

Figure 10 illustrates the 23,350 possible routes generated 
in the floor plan, for 150 building occupants, between 
their start points and possible destination points. 

 

Figure 10: All the possible routes (white polylines), 
generated between start and destination points (green 

circles). 
In this case we defined the density of routes passing 
through each supercell as the metric for congestion. Route 
density was calculated using Equation (1), where D 
represents density of routes, R is number of routes 
crossing the super cell, N is the number of walkable 
navigation cells within the super cell, and S is the cell 
width of the navigation model. 

                             ! = 		$/(' ∗ )^+	)                        (1) 

To visualize the congestion on the floor plan, a heat-map 
was produced, which colour-coded the density found in 
each super cell (Figure 11).  

Comparing the results of the analysis with what students 
and faculty experience during a regular day in the first 
floor of the building indicates that the results are close to 
reality, especially during class changes. For instance, the 
areas around the core of the building are extremely 
congested locations for brief periods between classes 
(Figure 12). In addition, the super cells that contain the 
stairs are highly congested, since individuals need to use 
them to access the building’s rest rooms. Although these 
results model the operation of an existing building, the 
toolkit clearly could provide architects with insights about 
the quality of the circulation in a proposed building during 
the design process. 
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Figure 11: Heat map of congestion chance on a floor 
plan. 

 

Figure 12: Walkable area (A) and number of routes (B) 
in super cells around the core. 

Emergency egress prototype 
Emergency evacuation is another situation which is 
extremely sensitive to the circulation design of the 
building. While complicated and inappropriate circulation 
design might increase casualties during a disaster, proper 
circulation design might save lives and reduce confusion. 
Therefore, many regulations and rules related to 
emergency evacuation are provided in building codes. 
However, rules related to congestion and traffic during 
egress, which can be more dangerous than the disaster 
itself in some scenarios, are missing in building codes  
(Canter, 1980).  

Literature related to emergency egress indicates that the 
most crucial parameter during evacuation of a building is 

time, which is affected by occupants’ uncertainty when 
deciding which exit path to take, length of the route to 
exits, and congestion during an evacuation (Canter, 
1980). The circulation design of the building has a direct 
impact on all these parameters. The second prototype was 
thus intended to provide data that might be used during 
the design process, though we used the same floor plan as 
the first prototype. 

The first step in developing an emergency evacuation 
analysis tool was to develop a new metric for identifying 
locations in the floorplan with a high chance of occupant 
collisions during emergency exiting. This provides 
different information than simple route density, since few 
collisions occur during ordinary egress because in day-to-
day use people pass through the areas of the building at 
different times. Conversely, locations with a lower 
density of routes might be highly congested locations 
during egress if many individuals pass through them at the 
same time. We needed a time-dependent value. 

We chose the highest instantaneous occupant density in 
each super cell as a metric. To calculate this, individual 
timelines were computed, assuming all occupants began 
evacuating at the same time using paths leading to their 
closest exits. At each time step, Equation (2) was used to 
calculate occupant density in each super cell, and the 
maximum values were retained. D represents occupant 
density in a super cell during the time interval, H is the 
occupant load in the super cell at that time, N is the 
number of walkable navigation cells in the super cell, and 
S is the cell-size of the navigation model. 

                          ! = 		-/(' ∗ )^+	)                            (2) 

The super cells in this analysis were reduced to 2m x 2m 
since congestion during emergency egress occurs in 
smaller areas than at other times.  

 

Figure 13: Individual egress paths connecting start 
locations, in green, to exit points, in pink. 
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In contrast to the first prototype in which the start and 
destination points were interchangeable and routes 
between all of them were required for the analysis, start 
points and destination points in the emergency evacuation 
scenario have to be distinct sets of points. All the possible 
locations of individuals, including lecture-room seats, as 
well as staff and faculty offices, are start points, and all 
the exit doors are destination points during emergency 
egress. Figure 13 indicates the selected start and 
destination points in the sample building. 

After defining start and destination points, the shortest 
paths to the exit door closest to each individual were 
generated. In order to do that, the toolkit generated 
shortest paths between each start point and all the 
available exit doors and selected the shortest path for each 
start point. The closest exit door for each occupant was 
found based on the shortest realistic walking distance, 
rather than the Euclidean distance. Figure 13 also shows 
the paths selected between each occupant and their closest 
exit. These paths were generated using the AP-Theta* 
solver, which is part of the toolkit. 

The simulation also requires information about travel 
speeds during evacuation. Much research has been done 
measuring travel speed on different types of surfaces 
(horizontal, inclined, etc.). Several factors influence a 
person’s speed, including age, gender, grouping (family, 
friends, etc.), physical ability, and environmental 
conditions. Using data provided in (Fahy & Proulx, 2001) 
human movement speeds during emergency egress inside 
public buildings (theatres and educational buildings) are 
between 0.33 .// and 2.33 .//. We chose 1.33 .// as 
the average speed of occupants for the test example. 
When the simulation starts, all occupants begin to move 
toward the closest exit at the indicated speed. At each time 
step their positions are updated, a census is taken, and an 
occupant density computed for each super cell. When the 
last occupant reaches an exit, time stops. For visualization 
purposes, we defined an upper limit of 1.25 people per 
square meter (five occupants in a 2m x 2m super cell) for 
the occupant density of each cell. In Figure 14 cells with 
density higher than the upper limit are coloured red, while 
the rest of the super cells are coloured a shade of blue, 
with dark blue representing the least congested cells. 
Figure 15 is an enlarged view showing the number of 
walkable navigation model cells in each super cell 
(designated as A), as well as the maximum occupancy of 
each super cell during the evacuation period (designated 
as B). For example, one congested super cell in the upper 
left corner of the image has 30 walkable cells and had a 
maximum occupancy of 11 people during the evacuation. 

The resulting heat map identifies the same choke-points 
as seen in the actual building during class changes. Tools 
like the emergency evacuation analysis prototype in this 
project may provide useful information about emergency 
evacuation of a building and identify dangerous locations 
during emergency egress. 

Conclusion 
In this paper we discussed algorithmic approaches to 
analysing circulation in buildings. We presented a 

computational toolkit, A2B, that extracts a navigation 
model from BIM or CAD data and generates circulation 
routes between any two locations inside the building. 
These paths lack the zig-zag character of many earlier 
projects. We illustrated use of the toolkit by describing 
two applications: one for detecting areas of a floor plan 
with a high chance of (positive or negative) congestion, 
and one for identifying egress choke-points, in both cases 
with visual feedback for designers to consult during the 
design process. 

 

Figure 14: Egress peak occupant density heat map. 

 

Figure 15: Enlarged peak occupant density heat map 
with area and maximum occupancy data superimposed. 

The main advantages of our circulation toolkit in 
comparison to similar computational tools are: 
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Our circulation toolkit is relatively quick and 
computationally cheap in comparison to agent-based 
crowd simulation tools, though it identifies paths inside a 
building with a level of accuracy comparable to agent-
based crowd simulation tools.  

Since our approach in generating the navigation model 
from a regular architectural floor plan is semi-automated, 
it would be easy to incorporate into routine practice, and 
it treats furniture as obstacles during simulation, which is 
a rare feature in similar tools.  

The modified Theta* pathfinding algorithm used in the 
toolkit produces paths which appear natural and efficient. 

Directions for Future Work 
While the circulation toolkit produces routes that more 
accurately predict human behaviour than its rigid 
predecessors, there are many parameters in real world 
events that influence individuals, but which 
computational simulations tools discussed here do not 
include. Evaluating the outputs of the prototype 
applications in comparison to actual human experience 
requires additional research. 

The recent advent of extremely fast and inexpensive 
CPUs and GPUs means computational power and speed 
will no longer be a significant problem for agent-based 
crowd simulation tools. However, integrating our 
approach with agent-based simulation approaches to 
develop additional methods for simulating human 
movement behaviour inside buildings is a promising area 
of future research. 

Finally, while this work seeks to aid designers, occupant 
navigation in complex and unfamiliar buildings could 
also benefit from navigation tools comparable to GPS 
systems used in cars. We implemented Theta* in a 
smartphone app to demonstrate the feasibility, but such 
systems require data (maps) and position information for 
building interiors which is rarely available. Using inertial 
or camera data, possibly in a shared app, it may be 
possible to dynamically map existing buildings and track 
progress along a route, but further work is required.  
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Abstract 

Equation-based models are often discussed as the future 

of building simulation. In fact, the first papers about this 

date back to the early eighties. In recent years, the 

development and universal adoption of Modelica has 

revolutionized the use of equation-based modelling for a 

broad range of engineering applications. Consequently, 

several research groups have focused on the mission of 

applying Modelica to building simulation problems. 

However, in building simulation as in many other 

engineering domains, scalability – the ability to work on 

realistically large models – has proven to be insufficient. 

Despite the existence of comprehensive model libraries, 

classical Modelica tools do not seem to deliver results that 

are useful for widespread industrial adoption. The paper 

presents a range of representative Modelica benchmark 

models that have been simulated in IDA ICE as well as in 

other Modelica environments. Radical differences in 

scalability are observed.  

Introduction 

Dynamic computer modelling is steadily gaining interest 

for designing, understanding and controlling all complex 

technical systems. Buildings are no exception, and many 

expect building performance simulation (BPS) to play a 

key role for the sustainable cities that we must create in 

order to survive on this planet. It is difficult to envision 

the design and control of future districts of energy 

“prosumers”, without heavy involvement of simulation 

models. This is a long step beyond the present 

predominant usage of BPS for showing conformance with 

various certification requirements.  

BPS is currently dominated by special-purpose tools, 

where models and solution methods are intertwined. 

Tailored solution techniques are used for special sub-

problems. The two leading tools in this class, IES <VE> 

and EnergyPlus, have evolved organically out of methods 

that were first developed in the seventies and eighties. 

The idea of gaining model flexibility, generality, and 

reusability by using Hybrid DAEs1 with variable time 

step solvers for building performance simulation has been 

discussed and tried since the late eighties. A first Hybrid 

DAE modelling language for the field, NMF, was first 

                                                         

1 Systems of differential-algebraic equations with discrete 

events and model states. 
2 https://fmi-standard.org/ 

proposed in 1989 (Sahlin and Sowell 1989). Leading 

researchers largely agree, since the early nineties, about 

the principal advantages of using Hybrid DAEs for model 

definition and long-term model maintenance and 

evolution. However, only a single end-user tool that is 

based on this technology has so far become useful in 

everyday project work: EQUA’s IDA Indoor Climate and 

Energy. IDA ICE is currently the leading BPS tool in the 

Nordic and DACH countries. 

EQUA’s tools for Hybrid DAE’s 

IDA ICE is built as an application for EQUA’s general-

purpose simulation environment, IDA SE (www.equa.se). 

IDA SE is based on a numerical method for efficient 

solution of pre-compiled Hybrid DAEs. Pre-compiled 

components and subsystems – similar in concept to FMI2 

for model exchange – are in IDA SE acausally 

interconnected into large system models, i.e., component 

variables are not a priori defined as being either input or 

output. In IDA SE, a strict separation is made between the 

component-maker, who formulates, tests and compiles 

component models, and the model end-user, normally a 

design engineer with limited mathematical and numerical 

understanding.  

Component models for IDA SE can be written in NMF or 

in IDA Modelica. IDA Modelica is a flavour of Modelica3 

that is suited to pre-compiled sub-model usage. An early 

version of IDA Modelica is described in (Sahlin and 

Grozman 2003). IDA Modelica is mostly a subset of full 

Modelica, but it also relies on a few language extensions. 

Most importantly, the Pre operator is defined also for 

continuous variables, where it delivers the value of the 

variable at the last accepted timestep. This is used in many 

models to remember model state (for, e.g., modelling of 

hysteresis), and for inline integration along with several 

other purposes. Although NMF can be fully and 

automatically translated to IDA Modelica, these 

extensions presently make it problematic to port full IDA 

models into other Modelica simulation environments. 

IDA’s native pre-compiled component format is 

conceptually similar to FMI for model exchange. 

However, some key features that are missing from FMI 

3 The leading modelling language for Hybrid DAEs 

(https://www.modelica.org/) 
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2.0 allow the formulation of highly re-usable libraries of 

pre-compiled components for physical systems: 

 

Non-

expanded 

arrays 

Sizes of arrays and tensors are 

parameters that can be varied in 

compiled code. For many applications, 

especially in BPS and related domains, 

most components have arrays. (For 

example, a wall or pipe model with a 

fixed number of cells would be virtually 

useless. A zone model or tank with a 

fixed number of connectors in each 

category would also be extremely 

limiting, and combinatorial explosion 

would quickly ensue in trying to 

formulate re-usable component 

libraries.) 

Physical 

connectors 

Groups of variables that form physical 

connectors (for pipes, ducts, thermal and 

electrical connections etc.) can be 

defined. 

DAE 

access 

A solver can evaluate model equations 

and Jacobians. 

 

Similarly to FMI, IDA Modelica component models have 

declared inputs and outputs. However, IDA SE interprets 

these only as preferred causality, i.e., a model end-user is 

free to connect inputs with inputs and outputs with 

outputs, enabling efficient modelling of physical systems 

in a fashion similar to most Modelica tools. In IDA SE, 

the information on preferred causality is used to ensure 

that each component model is well-posed and solvable. 

For debugging large system models, this is useful, since 

allows the user to find which individual component it is 

that gives rise to a singularity; the singularity is not global 

as in classical Modelica tools. 

Modelica and FMI for Building Performance 

Simulation 

Several academic groups develop Modelica libraries for 

BPS. A majority of these have during the last few years 

under the auspices of IEA and lately IBPSA collaborated 

in the development of a common framework for Modelica 

BPS models (http://www.iea-annex60.org/; 

https://ibpsa.github.io/project1/). A range of useful case 

studies have been documented, showing for example 

distinct advantages when it comes to solving optimal 

control problems as well as the development of more 

flexible HVAC system model libraries.  

However, full-scale Modelica BPS simulation models are 

still not sufficiently fast for practical application. For 

example, performance measures with Dymola for a 32 

zone (room) model of an office building are reported in 

(Jorissen et al. 2015). The model contains about 30 000 

variables, which is of the same order of magnitude as a 

comparable IDA ICE model would have. Special care has 

been taken in the test model to avoid short time constants; 

the shortest time constants are about 30s. The best 

reported performance is obtained with explicit integration 

methods while implicit methods show simulation times 

approaching real time. The best explicit method executes 

the model for a year in about 18h.  

Unfortunately, these results are not very encouraging. 

Reported run times are too long for practical project work. 

Furthermore, and worse, explicit methods are very 

impractical for a realistic commercial implementation, 

since the modeller would have to take special care to 

avoid any short time constants in the model. Most BPS 

modellers are unaware of the time constants they create in 

a model. Automatically detecting and adjusting them 

would be a major nuisance for a practical modelling tool. 

Furthermore, the current practice in the Modelica world 

of global compilation each time a topological change has 

been made is impractical for the large-scale models that 

are required for BPS. Although many simulations 

encompass a large number of timesteps, shorter runs are 

also common for, e.g., system sizing. For such runs, 

compilation time would be significant. Furthermore, 

memory requirements for large-scale models become 

exorbitant in traditional Modelica tools. Pre-compilation 

is therefore an attractive alternative for BPS. 

In view of results such as these, researchers are looking 

for alternatives. Drastically different solver technologies 

are being pursued (Wetter et al. 2015, Nicolai et al. 2019) 

and hope is being placed in the evolution of FMI and 

associated tools to better encompass networks of 

interconnected physical component models.  

Modelica for pre-compiled component models 

The authors of this paper hold the view that pre-compiled 

sub-models is a requirement of any viable Hybrid DAE 

approach to BPS. A further requirement would be to 

feature pre-compiled sub-models that exhibit the three 

listed characteristics of the IDA compiled model format: 

non-expanded arrays, physical connectors, and solver 

DAE access. Fortunately, FMI working groups are in 

place to include these features into the FMI standard. 

However, it is unclear when this work can be expected to 

deliver useful results. 

Unfortunately, automatically converting current 

Modelica 3.4 library models to pre-compiled units with 

these required characteristics have proven exceedingly 

difficult. The main problem lies with parameter-

controlled changes to the structure of models. Since most 

Modelica tools expand arrays into scalars at an early stage 

of the symbolic processing and the language allows 

virtually any complex alteration of also individual 

elements of an array, robust and sufficiently general 

methods to recreate these transformations in compiled 

code have proven difficult to achieve. It is unclear if such 

tools will be developed within the foreseeable future. 

On the other hand, IDA Modelica has been defined with 

the specific purpose of allowing definition of pre-

compiled units. Therefore, although limiting, it is natural 

to base the benchmark studies on IDA Modelica. 

However, since the purpose of the test suite is to compare 

performance of different Modelica tools, we must limit 

the tests to IDA Modelica without the language extension 

features. Unfortunately, the extensions are very widely 
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used in standard IDA applications and it is, therefore, not 

trivial to generate large test cases from IDA. 

Purpose and scope of the suggested test cases 

The purpose of the proposed cases is to capture essential 

performance differences between Modelica tools with 

respect to typical BPS problem categories. Since scaling 

properties with respect to problem size is of paramount 

importance for practical application, focus will be placed 

on models that can easily be scaled. Table 1 shows an 

overview of the test cases. 

Table 1 Overview of test cases 

Test case Reference 

results 

Comment 

GrundA Simulink-

IDA-

Dymola  

A small dedicated 

BPS test model for 

all three 

environments 

GrundC IDA-

Dymola  

An elaboration on 

GrundA for 

somewhat larger 

models 

DHCPipingS IDA-

Dymola  

Scalable models 

for district 

heating/cooling 

networks that have 

been adapted from 

IEA Annex 60.  

HCPlant IDA-

OpenMode

lica 

An energy 

conversion plant 

model. 

Testing Report 

The GrundA and GrundC cases 

This case was originally constructed in order to compare 

pros and cons of Simulink vs. Hybrid DAE modelling for 

physical BPS modelling. With a minimum of complexity, 

the model covers some typical phenomena that are 

common in BPS models: 

• Non-linear quasi-static pressure-flow networks 

(algebraic loops) 

• Representative stiffness 

• Representative ratio between state and total variables 

• Representative number of events 

                                                         

4 In IDA’s definition, ”Total no. of vars.” – approximately 

equal to ”nontrivial equations” in Dymola. 

 

Figure 1. The GrundA Simulink model 

The underlying equations were first implemented in NMF 

and then automatically translated into IDA Modelica 

without using any of the language extensions. In IDA SE, 

the NMF models performed nearly identically as IDA 

Modelica, so this distinction is not further investigated 

here.  

Figure 2 shows the corresponding system in IDA. The 

acausal physical connections make it much easier to 

understand the diagram (and to work with it). 

 

Figure 2. GrundA in IDA ICE 

The single room GrundA model has a total of just 59 

variables4 and 4 states, and in order to make it slightly 

larger, water split and merge components were added to 

the Modelica model so that a structure of multiple rooms 

and floors could be added. This variant (Figures 3, 4 and 

5) is called GrundC. With this extension, the model has a 

total of 821 variables and 32 states, still very small, but 

enough to investigate some differences in scaling. 
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Figure 3. GrundA extended to three floors with 5 zones 

per floor. 

 

 

Figure 4. A floor in grundC. 

 

 

Figure 5. A zone in a floor in grundC. 

 

GrundA performance comparisons 

In its basic form, and with roughly comparable total 

numbers of steps, CPU time for a yearly simulation are: 

 

 Simulink IDA 

SE 

Dymola 

(DASSL) 

Dymola 

(CVODE) 

CPU 

time 

47s 4.1s 3.6s 2.0s 

 

It should be noted that limited care was taken to ensure 

that overheads in terms of screen updates, writing of 

output etc. were completely comparable. However, 

Simulink is clearly at a disadvantage compared to the 

DAE based tools. 

Due to the stiffness of the system, explicit methods 

performed radically worse on this problem. 

GrundA result comparisons 

Figure 6 shows the resulting room temperature over the 

year in Simulink and Dymola. Differences are negligible.  

 

Figure 6.  GrundA room temperatures 

GrundC performance comparisons 

Comparisons were made of how much CPU time and how 

many time steps it takes to simulate the Modelica GrundC 

model for one year with different tolerances: 

 

IDA SE: 

Tolerance 0.005 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.1 0.3 1.0 

Time (s) 6.6 5.5 4.6 5.2 4.9 5.0 5.5 

No. of 

steps 

12017 9789 8206 8716 8358 8585 9600 

 

Dymola: 

Solver Cvode DASSL DASSL DASSL DASSL 

Tolerance 0.001 0.005 0.03 0.04 0.05 

Time (s) 124 293 232 222 230 

No. of 

steps 

2829 13143 7571 7009 7211 
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IDA SE and DASSL solvers show best results at similar 

values of tolerance: 0.03 for IDA and 0.04 for DASSL. 

The number of steps the solvers do are similar, but the 

times they take are vastly different. The simulations with 

IDA ICE and Dymola have been run on separate 

computers with possibly slightly different performance. 

However, the significant difference in simulation time 

does not motivate a further investigation into precise 

computer performance. 

The Dymola CVODE solver performs roughly twice as 

well as DASSL in terms of time, with fewer number of 

steps, but there is still a distinct disadvantage with respect 

to IDA SE results. 

GrundC result comparisons 

The following graph shows the results of the first 2000 

hours (about 83 days) of simulation for IDA with 

tolerance 0.03 and Dymola (DASSL) with tolerance 0.01. 

The temperature shown is for the largest room of the top 

floor (represented as Floor2.Zone3 in the model). This 

room was chosen since the variation of its temperature is 

maximal compared to other rooms.  

 

Figure 7.  GrundC room temperatures 

Another way to compare the results is to look at integral 

characteristics, for example, the time a certain variable 

(e.g., some temperature) is under a given value. The 

following graph shows such a comparison for the 

temperature of the above-mentioned room. Its x-axis 

shows time in hours, and its y-axis shows temperature 

such that the room’s temperature spends a given time at 

this or lower values. 

 

 

Figure 8.  GrundC room temperature duration 

comparison  

One can see from this graph that in both simulations, the 

temperature spends most of the time around the setpoint 

of 23 °C. (The controller is a rather detailed model of a 

thermostatic valve.) Some minute differences between the 

solvers can be observed at the ends of the graph. 

The DHCPipingS case 

This case was designed to see how well different tools 

cope when simulating district heating networks. As a base 

for the test case, data on a small DH meshed network were 

used. The network contains 205 customer stations and 

about 900 pipes, counting both supply and return ones. 

The total number of variables was 81700. 

The Modelica model for a customer station (a building 

with DH substation) was rather simple, with a total of 23 

variables. Two different models were used for pipes: 

pipes longer than 60 meters were represented by a model 

using a physical delay to keep track of the propagated 

temperature profile along the pipe, while shorter pipes 

were represented by a finite difference model, with 1 cell 

per about 10 meters of pipe’s length. 

 

Figure 9. DHN test case in IDA ICE 

Simulating this model in IDA ICE for a year took 5746 s, 

with 238110 steps taken. Simulating an equivalent 

Modelica model in Dymola for a day took 7578 s, with 

638 steps taken. While those simulations were run on 

different machines with similar performance (IDA ICE 

4.8 was run on a machine with Intel Core i7-3770 CPU at 

3.4 GHz; Dymola 2018 FD01 was run on a machine with 

Intel Core i5-5200U CPU at 2.2 GHz; both were run on a 

single core), IDA ICE clearly shows more favourable 

scalability. 

Furthermore, several identical networks connected in 

parallel to the same pump and heater, with their powers 

scaled proportionally, were simulated in IDA ICE. (We 

were unable to simulate larger systems in Dymola on the 

used 8GB RAM machine.) The purpose of these 

experiments was to see how many copies of the network 

can be simulated at once and how the simulation time 

scales with the number of copies. The highest number of 
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copies we have simulated successfully in IDA ICE was 

40. As seen in Figure 8, the simulation time grows 

somewhat faster than linear with respect to the number of 

copies. At 40 copies, the simulator used a total of about 

2GB of RAM. However, a 32 bit program module was 

used for this experiment and it prevented the progress to 

larger systems. With this module replaced or re-compiled 

to 64 bit, it should be possible to continue the experiment 

to significantly larger systems. 

 

 

Figure 10. IDA ICE simulation time as a function of DHN 

system copies. 

 

The HCPlant case 

The HCPlant test case (Figure 11) is a model of an energy 

conversion plant to be used for model-based control. It 

contains a heat pump, a CHP unit, two sources of thermal 

energy and several heat exchangers, tanks and pumps. 

The IDA model contains 655 variables. An equivalent 

Modelica model contains 1055 variables, according to 

OpenModelica. (The difference in the number of 

variables is because IDA solver treats two connected 

variables as one.) The sources (to the left) may be used as 

free cooling and as a source/sink for the heat pump/chiller. 

The question to answer is if the CHP or heat pump shall 

run and how much heat/cold/electricity to produce 

depending on energy prices and current load. 

Here are the data on simulating this model in IDA ICE 4.8 

and an equivalent Modelica model in OpenModelica 

1.13.2  for one year on the same machine, with Intel Core 

i5-5200U CPU at 2.2 GHz. The tolerance was set to be 

similar in both environments to achieve similar number of 

steps (tolerance settings mean different things in IDA ICE 

and OpenModelica, so tolerance cannot be made exactly 

the same.) The loads were represented by sine functions 

for the purpose of this simulation. 

 

 IDA ICE OpenModelica 

Time, s 20.95 1627.91 

Steps 70779 63826 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

Drastic differences in performance and scalability have 

been observed on the reported test cases between the 

(sparse, pre-compiled) methods used in IDA and 

Modelica tools that apply global symbolic analysis and 

reduction. It should be noted that these cases have been 

randomly selected based on availability and ease of 

conversion from IDA Modelica to standard Modelica, i.e., 

to the best of our knowledge, they are representative of 

typical BPS problems. 

The poor scalability of mainstream Modelica models has 

been observed also within the Modelica community. 

Casella and co-workers have studied the issue since a 

number of years, particularly with focus on simulation of 

 

Figure 11. HCPlant test case in IDA ICE 
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power systems (Casella 2015.) Also, the main originator 

of Dymola, Hilding Elmqvist, has experimented with 

alternative solution algorithms which preserve arrays and 

system sparsity to a larger extent than the traditional 

methods provide (Otter and Elmqvist 2017). The focus of 

these efforts has been to find better ways of processing 

existing Modelica models. Given the significant 

investment that has been made in Modelica libraries and 

models, the obvious first alternative is to find new 

algorithms rather than to change or restrict the Modelica 

language itself. However, should the efforts of upgrading 

processing algorithms for standard Modelica fail to 

deliver results on par with the performance differences 

observed here, an alternative approach must be found.  

The results of this study indicate that favourable 

scalability properties of Hybrid DAE models for BPS are 

indeed possible to achieve. The advantages in generality, 

flexibility, reusability, and efficiency of using a 

standardized Hybrid DAE modelling approach are 

indisputable. However, until new Modelica processing 

algorithms have been found and proven, further 

investments into BPS libraries based on standard 

Modelica carry a significant risk.  

Further work 

The work of finding Hybrid DAE language and solver 

properties that provide sufficient performance for BPS 

models in terms processing time and memory 

requirements continues. The authors of this work also 

believe that partial compilation of models should be 

added to the list of requirements, since global 

recompilation of models for every topological model 

change is hardly feasible for large-scale models. 
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Abstract 
Seeking inspiration in pictures of already realised 
building designs is a common activity amongst architects 
in the early stage of building design. This paper describes 
a prototype of a façade design database with parametric 
models connected to BPS tools. The intention is to 
facilitate the time consuming transition from a static 
reference picture to a working model for design 
development. Feedback from practicing architects on the 
prototype indicates that building designers could benefit 
from having access to such a database. The feedback also 
led to valuable suggestions for making the database even 
more relevant to design practice. 
Introduction 
There are research-based efforts focusing on proposing 
procedures for enhancing efficient use of building 
simulation tools for proactive performance prediction in 
the early design stage, e.g. Petersen (2011), Attia et al 
(2012), and Gerber and Lin (2014), to cite but a few. 
However, to our knowledge, there is no research-based 
evidence on whether any of such procedures are actually 
being adopted by designers in professional design 
practice; our notion is that it is rare. A reason might be 
that current proposals for procedures and methodologies 
are only assumptions of, or they interprets wrong, what 
architects actually need (Bleil de Souza, 2011). Petersen 
et al. (2014) reviewed recent studies regarding the use of 
building simulation tools in the early design phase and 
conducted their own qualitative survey to identify the 
barriers for using simulation tools in the early design 
phase. The overall conclusion was that architects are 
interested in using output from building simulation tools 
in the early design phase to make informed design 
decisions but only if the provision of this information (use 
of building simulation) is conformed to fit their design 
process.  
The above realisations was main arguments for a more in-
depth investigation on ‘how building designers work in 
the early design stage’ reported in Purup et al (2019). The 
authors used data from a range of semi-structured 
interviews with practicing architects to derive an explicit 
network of activities that designers navigate in during the 
early stages of the building design process. Furthermore, 
the interviews revealed a range of more concrete design 
activities within these activities that designers makes use 
during the design process. The interviewees was also 

asked to provide statements regarding desirable traits and 
functionality of a BPS tool for building design; based on 
these, the authors formulated a manifesto for the 
development of BPS tools fit to conform to any design 
activity conducted in the early stage. The manifesto is 
listed in the following: 
• Fast modeling: use geometry already established 

architectural CAD models and make use of templates 
for setting up remaining input parameters. 

• All geometry is possible: not only shoeboxes 
• Fast and precise simulations: identify feasible 

tradeoffs, verify implementations 
• CAD tool agnostic: the BEM tool should (at least) 

work in Rhino, SketchUp and Revit 
• Intuitive output visualizations: output should 

immediately be perceived as relevant 
• Process agnostic: supports typical design activities 

(i.e. not dicate a ceratin workflow) 
• Connected to BIM data structures: generate 

functional requirements for detailed design, and 
enable interplay between tool and detailed design 
activities. 

 
The development of the thermal simulation tool ICEbear, 
which in its BPS core is using an implementation of the 
simple hourly calculation (Purup and Petersen 2017) and 
a sophisticated but fast solar algorithm (Petersen et al 
2018), is driven by this manifesto using the research 
framework described by Purup and Petersen (2019). The 
intention of this framework is to ensure that proposed 
initiatives to accommodate the manifesto is developed 
and tested together with potential end user in an iterative 
manner.  
One of the concrete design activities identified by Purup 
et al (2019) was when designers choose to search for 
pictures of already realised building designs as inspiration 
to their own design. This paper reports on an investigation 
of whether it is useful to architects to have immediate 
access to parametric models linked to BPS tools that 
represents the façade concept of a chosen “Reference 
Picture” in the early stage of their design process. 
Method 
The study used the research framework defined by Purup 
and Petersen (2019) which is summarised in the 
following.  
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As stated in the introduction, several procedures and 
methodologies for enhancing efficient use of thermal and 
daylight building simulation tools for proactive 
performance prediction in the early design stage has been 
proposed over the years but none of these suggestions 
seems to have gained any noticeable uptake in actual 
design practice. Furthermore, barriers that could explain 
the low uptake of BPS tools in the early design stage of 
professional design practice seems well-documented.  
Future research efforts should therefore focus on 
identifying solutions to overcome these barriers. For this, 
we need research methodologies that are fit for 
investigating the ‘phenomenon of solutions’ rather than 
the ‘phenomenon of barriers’. Purup and Petersen (2019) 
have therefore proposed a research framework fit for 
research-based development of BPS tools conformed to 
fit common design practices in the early design stage. The 
proposed research framework is based on an extensive 
review of methods currently used in research of BPS for 
early stage design support, as well as a discussion of the 
relevance of approaches and methods from related 
research fields such as design research, social science, 
software development, and innovation research. The 
developed framework is illustrated in Figure 1 and 
consists of four main elements:  
• the main research approach is the reflective 

researcher, who navigates the research based on 
continuous reflections on the theories of the research 
field, the chosen research methods and approaches as 
well as partial research outcomes (Brinkmann and 
Tanggaard, 2010);  

• framing which is a rather specific articulation of the 
research theme, topic and question of interest related 
to the research objective to be investigated; 

• a workflow procedure based on the theory of action 
research that structures research activities (planning, 
acting, reflecting and observing), secure scientific 
scrutiny and involve stakeholders (Kemmis & 
McTaggert, 1993);  

• a range of research activities related to various 
quantitative as well as qualitative research methods 
and approaches that could be deployed to study the 
framed research theme, topic and question from 
multiple perspectives and thereby enable multifaceted 
conclusions.  

 
The practical workflow of the proposed framework 
initiate with the framing (Figure 1, top). Thereafter, the 
researcher start to do action research as a reflective 
researcher (Figure 1, center).  
Figure 1 also summarizes how the described research 
framework was applied for the study presented in this 
paper. The first step was therefore to frame the research 
work by defining a research theme, topic and question for 
the investigation (Figure 1, top). Note that the research 
question formulated in Figure 1 is aligned with the 
intention of this paper as stated in the end of the 
introduction section. 
Next step is to investigate the research question by doing 
action research as a reflective practitioner. In the planning 
phase of action research, it was decided to investigate the 
research question by developing a prototype and test this 
prototype in a focus group interview with practicing 
architects. This was followed by an acting phase, 
observation phase, and finally, reflection phase.  
The following sections describes the development of the 
prototype and the interview guide for the subsequent test. 
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Figure 1: Research plan for this study. 

 
Prototype of ‘Reference Pictures’ database 
A reference picture of a façade is a picture taken from the 
interior and out or vice versa. In the prototype, a reference 
considered a picture of the exterior appearance of a 
building that also seems to be the most common 
perspective. It is also assumed that designers solely 
choose a reference picture due to some visual aesthetic 
attributes that are desirable for the new design. The first 
task in the development of the prototype was therefore to 
find a range of pictures with these traits. Fourteen 
graduate students attending a course in ‘Integrated Energy 
Design’ at Aarhus University, Denmark, were asked each 
to find one reference picture of an office building façade. 
The students were asked to coordinate their choices to 
obtain a high diversity of façade designs. 
Except from visual appearance, the reference pictures are 
totally disconnected from any concerns related to building 
performance such as quality of indoor environment 
(climate) and energy performance. Therefore, the students 
were asked to make a parametric model of a section of the 
façade in Rhino/Grasshopper with a room volume behind 
it. The parametric models should be able to resemble the 
visual appearance of reference pictures but the students 
should also parameterise the geometric parameters that 
governs the visual appearance of the reference picture 
(e.g. window size and placement).  

Next, the students connected the parametric model to 
DIVA (2018) to calculate the hourly illuminance levels in 
a reference point (as input to daylight-controlled electrical 
lighting system in the thermal simulation). The model was 
also connected to the thermal simulation tool ICEbear 
which is an implementation of the simple hourly method 
in ISO 13790 (Purup and Petersen, 2017) combined with 
a new innovated solar algorithm (Petersen et al, 2018). 
The students were asked to set up the input for the 
simulations so that the model output fulfilled the criteria 
for operative temperatures in EN 15251 class II (allowed 
deviation of 5%), a daylight autonomy of 50% in the 
lighting reference point, while approximating the criterion 
for low energy class according to the Danish building 
code (primary energy use of 33 kWh/m2/year) using 
weather data from the Danish Design Reference Year 
2013. These user-defined simulation inputs (thermal and 
daylight properties of constructions, HVAC settings, 
schedules for internal loads and HVAC, etc.) was saved 
in the simulation input template library of ICEbear which 
makes the inputs accessible and transferable. The students 
should also document that the outcome of their parametric 
models made physical sense by presenting an input/output 
analysis of some chosen parametric variations of their 
model (e.g. document that the effect of increasing the 
window size increased the amount of daylight in the 
reference point but also increased the need for cooling 
energy – as expected). 
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Finally, all Rhino/grasshopper models  connected to 
DIVA and ICEbear – including the simulation input 
template – generated by the students were compiled into 
a database with a prototype web-based interface where 
each reference picture was presented with a short 
description of the chosen geometrical parametric freedom 
of the model. The idea is then, that a building designer can 
download the Rhino/grasshopper model of a desirable 
façade design, manipulate its geometric variables and 
settings in the simulation template, and get fast and 
reliable performance evaluations of these manipulations 
because the downloaded model is already connected to 
DIVA and ICEbear. The building designer can also 
manipulate all variables in the simulation input template, 
if desired. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a model 
downloaded from the database. The figure shows the 
geometry rendered in Rhino, the Grasshopper 
environment where geometric façade parameters can be 
manipulated, the ICEbear interface where the remaining 
simulation inputs can be manipulated, and how ICEbear 
pass information about simulated performance (thermal 
comfort, daylight and energy use) to designers.  
Semi-structured interview  
A focus group interview with three practicing architects 
was planned to get practical feedback on the prototype. 
We first presented the background, idea and development 
of the prototype as described in the previous sections of 
this paper. Based on this introduction, we instigated a 
semi-structured interview. The architects were allowed to 
express their immediate opinions freely on any aspects 
related to the prototype that they found relevant. We had, 
however, formulated the interview guide shown in Table 
1 beforehand to have some relevant questions to keep the 
interview going, if necessary. This interview guide 
followed the principles of Blommaert and Dong (2010), 
in which we motivate the subjects to tell narratives from 
their practice to provide examples of practical application. 
Thus, we also forced ourselves to keep an open mind .  
The focus group agreed to have the interview audio-
recorded for research purpose, and that observation notes 
were taken during the interview. Audio-recordings were 
transcripted (in Danish), and themes were categorized and 
analysed in relation to answering the research question. 
This is a methodological approach often used to report 
research findings in e.g. sociology studies (Brinkmann 
and Tanggaard, 2010). 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of a model downloaded from the 
database prototype. Geometry shown in Rhino (top), the 

Grasshopper environment (middle), the ICEbear user 
interface, and ICEbear simulated performance output 

(bottom). 
 

Table 1: Interview guide. 
Topics Interview question 

Usability of 
database 

Could you imagine yourself make use of 
such a database? 

Why/Why not? How? 

Reference 
pictures 

Have you ever used reference pictures as 
an input to your façade design process? 
If yes, give an example of how you used 

reference pictures. 
Could you imagine yourself taking offset 

in a reference picture already in the 
database? 

What makes a reference picture 
inspirational?  

Parametric 
models 

Have you ever used parametric models in 
your design process? How and for what? 
Have you ever used parametric models 

that were connected to BPS tools? Which 
and how? 

Regarding the prototype, would you 
yourself work with the model of a chosen 
reference picture or would you prefer an 

engineer to do that? 

Improvements 
to the 

prototype 

Do you have any reservations regarding 
the prototype?  

Any ideas for making the prototype more 
useful/relevant? 
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Results 
A total of 14 models of ‘Reference Pictures” were 
generated for the database. A complete overview of the 
reference pictures and corresponding parametric models 
connected to the aforementioned BPS tools are illustrated 
in Figure 3 (found in the end of the paper). Based on this 
database, a mock-up of the homepage was created (figure 
4). 

 
Figure 3: Screenshot of webpage mock-up with 

reference pictures and its corresponding parametric 
model and description of parametric freedom. 

Feedback on prototype 
The recorded results from the focus group interview 
following the interview guide presented in the method 
section is a transcription of the recorded dialogue (in 
Danish) and notes made by the researchers during the 
interview. These types of results are qualitative and 
descriptive by nature, and reporting them therefore also 
becomes qualitative and descriptive. The following is an 
extract of what we considered to be the essence of the 
feedback provided by the focus group subjects derived 
from the transcripted interviews and research notes.  
The focus group participants stated that they often search 
for reference pictures in the early design stage. They 
identified the purpose of reference pictures as inspiration 
for “the mood and atmosphere of the project narrative”, 
“identifying a direction of the design”, and “the general 
form and materiality of the building”. As such, they 
believe that both form and materiality shown on a 
reference picture can serve as inspiration – in combination 
or independently. 
The idea of having parametric models of reference 
pictures connected to BPS tools ready for design 
manipulation was intriguing to the focus group; however, 
the ability to manipulate the parameters defining the 
façade was not a feature needed to “create a mood/set the 
scene”. Instead, it would be very relevant to get some 
immediate graphical information about what they 
articulated as the performance potential (i.e. the 
geometrical boundaries for obtaining a certain level of 
energy, daylight and indoor climate performance) of the 
façade concept to inform the selection of reference 
pictures. The focus group ended up suggesting a new 
information layer next to the reference picture in the 
prototype of the database user interface depicted in Figure 
3 that “somehow” illustrates the geometrical constraints 

of the façade concept with respect to energy and indoor 
climate performance without having to open any models 
and make simulations.  Without being more specific on 
the graphical form of this, the focus group believed such 
an illustration of the performance potential could help the 
narrative of the design, e.g. to explain that the façade 
geometry varies with orientation to improve energy 
performance.  
The option of having a predefined parametric model of a 
desirable façade concept identified with a reference 
picture was regarded as a great advantage once a certain 
façade concept was chosen for further analysis. The 
reason is the reduction of time usage for analysis. The 
focus group members had often experienced that 
questions about the energy and indoor climate 
performance of a certain concept requires that someone 
(usually an engineer) have to use days or weeks to model 
the concept before being able to provide any answers. In 
the meantime, architects may have dismissed the façade 
concept due to other architectural considerations making 
the modelling work futile. Having a predefined model 
would most likely avoid this frustrating situation while 
also provide a platform for better collaboration between 
architects and engineers. The focus group noted that they 
saw many opportunities for design activities at this stage. 
The predefined model could be used to test the effect of 
random ideas for adjustments as well as being used in an 
optimization process to identify a range possible 
solutions, e.g. as described in Lauridsen and Petersen 
(2014). It was emphasized that they would prefer to make 
these analyses in collaboration with a simulation 
specialist (engineer).   
The focus group stressed that the parametric freedom of 
the models is essential but that the freedom should be 
respectful to the façade concept. It was suggested that 
further development of the prototype should include the 
division of façade concepts into overall typologies (e.g. 
“Horizontal Windows Bands”, “Floor-to-Ceiling 
Windows”, “Honeycomb Shadings”, “Vertical External 
lamellas”).  This could help designers find a parametric 
model that would fit to the concept of a reference picture 
which is not found in the database. It was also suggested 
that the reference pictures on the webpage was just 
examples of facades belonging to a certain typology, and 
that there was only one parametric model in the database 
representing this typology. 
The focus group also suggested that the coloring of the 
parametric models should be neutral (e.g. white, 
transparent-white, light blue) to avoid that materiality 
would come in focus rather than the geometric 
opportunities of the façade concept/typology. In this 
matter the material would be a variable in the models 
through the simulation template describing U-values and 
reflectance as well. 
Conclusion 
This paper describes a prototype of a façade design 
database with parametric models connected to BPS tools 
intended for use in the early design stage. Feedback from 
practicing architects on the prototype indicates that 
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building designers could benefit from having access to 
such a database. The feedback also provided valuable 
inputs for further development of a database relevant to 
practice. Especially two issues are deemed important for 
the future development of the database: 1) The database 
user interface should present the potentials of the façade 
concept in terms of energy and indoor climate 
performance graphically to inform the selection of a 
reference picture – without having to interact with the 
parametric model , and 2) the façade concepts could be 
grouped into typologies to ease the overview of the 
database, and – more importantly – enable designers to 
identify parametric model that would fit to the concept of 
a reference picture which is not found in the database. 
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Figure 4: The reference pictures and their 
corresponding parametric models currently in the 

database.
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Abstract 
Given the challenges to designing high-performance 
buildings, the use of Building Performance Simulation 
(BPS) tools during the early design phase is 
indispensable. There are many tools for evaluating solar 
impact on buildings, ranging from energy use to 
daylighting and renewable energy. However, no tool 
accurately reflects architects’ needs; all lack clear 
communication and proper visualization methods. This 
research addressed energy consumption and production 
measures impacted by exposure to the sun. The goal was 
to create a new type of early design decision support tool 
that functioned without running BPS optimization and 
parametric simulations. This was accomplished by 
developing important solar algorithms that were then used 
in a new method of solar representation for building 
design. It is important that usability assessments of this 
type of tool be conducted, especially with regards to its 
ability to satisfy architects' needs during the design 
process. However, such research is not yet common in the 
field of BPS. Thus, in the present research, user 
experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness 
of Eabbit 1.0’s key interface. The results of these 
experiments illustrate the impact of the proposed method 
on annual heating and cooling consumption. The results 
show that tool will assist users in making significantly 
better decisions regarding the installation of photovoltaic 
panels and other issues related to solar energy.  
Introduction 
As building simulations and multifaceted workflows are 
becoming more frequently integrated into architectural 
design, the need for interactive building plans and 
simulations continues to grow. However, while prevalent, 
building information modelling (BIM) and building 
performance simulation (BPS) tools are limited with 
regards to generating complicated building shapes and 
optimizing the analysis process. Moreover, most tools 
assess building energy use once a schematic design is 
confirmed. This typically requires a significant modelling 
effort, especially whenever architects change the 
geometry of their buildings. This unbalanced workflow 
limits the ability of sustainability consulting to make 
design changes and restricts design options (see Figure 1). 
Parametric modelling, however, can make this process 
more efficient during the early design phase. Existing 
BPS tools require detailed input parameters to produce 
accurate estimates of various aspects of building 

performance; thus, they are more frequently used in later 
design stages. 

 

Figure 1: Design cost effort by design phase. 

Parametric design strategies are increasingly being 
recognized in the design industry as a means of creating 
and visualizing sophisticated figures. The serendipity of 
this process is that parametric modelling application tools 
like Rhinoceros and Grasshopper offer architects instant 
visual feedback regarding their manipulations of form and 
space (Roudsari et al., 2013). Allowing architects to 
gauge the environmental validity of their creations during 
the design phase will increase profit and facilitate a deeper 
contemplation of environmental issues. Universal ways of 
employing BPS tools in the modelling interface will 
encourage more architects to actively participate in 
environmental analysis.  
Motivation 
BPS has matured into a field that offers unique expertise, 
methods, and tools for building performance evaluation, 
drawing its underlying theories from different disciplines 
(Augenbroe et al., 2004). Traditionally, most of the 
foundational work on BPS was developed and validated 
in the mechanical engineering disciplines, addressing the 
needs of engineers and resulting in increased efficacy, 
speed, and accuracy. While the energy, fundamental 
equations, and implementation were all accomplished in 
the early 1970’s, design process integration and the 
creation of user-friendly tools have yet to be achieved; 
communication and visualization of the results tends to be 
poor (Weytjens et al., 2011). Therefore, the majority of 
BPS software offers limited accessibility to designers, 
especially in terms of the integration of an intelligent 
design knowledge base, user-friendliness of the interface 
with regards to usability and information management, 
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and interoperability of the building modeling exchange 
(Attia et al., 2012). The knowledge-based assistance 
needed for design decisionmaking and user-friendly 
interfaces accounts for about 60% of architects’ needs 
(Attia et al., 2012). An intuitive user interface design for 
BPS and the integration of key BPS knowledge is required 
(Farzaneh et al., 2015). Furthermore, usability testing of 
the software in the early development process is essential 
to a user-centered design approach (Cozza et al., 2018). 
This research developed a new tool for solar analysis by 
taking basic solar engineering as the main engine. Then 
the methods established for visual representation were 
investigated and assessed through a human-subject 
research process. 
Methodology 
The sun is the primary factor determining the thermal 
environment of built areas (Oh & Haberl, 1997). 
Therefore, understanding the location of the sun and 
estimating the intensity of the solar radiation received are 
important guidelines for architects seeking to understand, 
control, and utilize thermal effects in their building 
designs. Two-dimensional (2D) sunpath diagrams have 
been used widely by architects to evaluate the sun 
(Dubois, 2000). Due to the easy-to-read characteristics 
and adaptability of 2D sunpath diagrams, complicated 
analysis and calculation methods can be integrated into 
conventional representations. By overcoming the 
shortcomings of conventional sunpath BPS tools, 
receptive and intuitive analysis functions can be offered 
and integrated into the three-dimensional (3D) modeling 
environment. In the present work, a local weather model 
was developed to manipulate a current EnergyPlus 
weather (EPW file with a fitted time-series statistical 
model, using the measured data available from the 
National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) and 
predicted diffuse radiation values. The following section 
suggests effective 2D and 3D sunpath forms available 
from a feature integrated into the modeling interface.   
2D representation of a sunpath 
Solar shading devices can reduce a substantial amount of 
cooling load, and the different levels of window 
transmittance available can increase radiation penetration 
during the winter, diminishing the heating load. This can 
reduce the energy burden between 23% and 89%, 
depending on the type of shading device, building 
orientation, and local climate where such passive design 
strategies are applied (Dubois, 1997). Therefore, solar 
analysis of building facades can be beneficial for 
designers seeking to engage intuitively with passive 
building design. To inform such architects, sunpath 
diagrams are now widely used in design practice.  
Even though there are numerous design tools for 
producing sunpath diagrams and design evaluations, polar 
sunpath diagrams (Olgyay, 1957) and orthographical 
sunpath diagrams (Mazria, 1979) are the most popular. 
The Olgyay diagram uses a polar projection of the sun 
onto a horizontal plane, while the Mazria method employs 
a cylinderical projection of the sun onto a vertical form. 
Both yield 2D diagrams, where the abscissa and ordinate 

values offer information regarding solar azimuths and 
altitudes, and each curve connects coordinates of the sun 
to show the solar time radiating away from the south 
(Dubois, 2000). Mazria’s projection method offers certain 
advantages to the study of a façade's elements, such as 
shading devices and vertical and horizontal louveres. 
However, the tradiational methods of integrating Mazria’s 
projections into the design process have certain 
limitations: 
1) Answers may be binary, and analytical capability is 

limited to direct radiation and the effects of shading 
devices.  

2) Most existing tools are based on incident solar 
radaition, and not transmtted energy.  

Despite these limitations, this method appears 
prominently in academia, offering advantages such as 
simple and straightforward design interpretations, while 
also illustrating the relationship between a building’s 
façade and solar radiation in a single picture. To overcome 
the limitations of this approach, multi-layer design tools 
developed from the original Mazria sunpath diagram are 
introduced in the following section. These new charts 
contain the total radiation received on a façade, as well as 
the total solar transmittance, or g-value (Karlsson & Roos, 
2000), which is a solar angle-dependent feature.  
To calcute the total radiation intensity (𝐼𝐼), the intensity of 
solar radiation (𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏) on a window surface can be calculated 
from the intensity of direct radiation (𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷). 
                                𝐼𝐼 =  𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 +  𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 + 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟                              (1) 
(Ib=Beam component, Id=Diffuse component, Ir=Ground 
reflected component) 

                                      𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 =  𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ∗ 𝑌𝑌                                    (2) 
(IDHI=Diffuse horizontal irradiation, 𝑌𝑌=Diffuse sky model) 

where 𝑌𝑌is determined after comparing 9 differnet models 
including Liu andJordan model (1963), Koronakis model 
(1986), Tian model (2001) and HDKR (2006).  

              𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟 =  (𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ∗ sinβ + 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)𝜚𝜚𝑔𝑔 ∗  1+ cos𝛽𝛽
2

           (3) 

( β=Solar altitude,  𝜚𝜚𝑔𝑔 =Ground-reflectance) 

                                    𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 = 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ∗ G cos𝜃𝜃                            (4) 
(IDNI = Direct normal radiation, 𝜃𝜃 = Incident angle) 
where G cos𝜃𝜃 is the cosine weighted g-value at incident 
𝜃𝜃. This value can be used to estimate solar gain in a 
builidng due to direct radiation (Dubois, 2000).  
Multiple layers of a sunpath 
Once a sunpath is drawn on the orthographic plane, lists 
of different values can be overlapped on top of the Mazria 
diagram. For example, simple shading masks, outlines of 
surroundings, and direct solar radiation charts are 
available for use with Mazria sunpaths to evalute the 
maximum shading depth and shapes. Figures 2 and 3 
illustrate two example layers that consider the building 
envelope and annual radiation on a facade.  
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Figure 2: 2D projection 
of window and shadings. 

Figure 3: 2D chart with 
annual solar radiation. 

However, the proposed sun chart consists of multiple 
layers such as radiation with incidence angle, radiation 
with window transmittance, and date-time occupancy 
schedule, all of which could be building energy 
consumption estimators. In the next section, the 
calculation methods for various solar estimators and their 
implementations are introduced in terms of their 
funtionality and the need for passive building design 
(Sriram, 2007).  
Implementation 
Outline of the software 
The proposed tool is called the Environmentally driven 
Design Decision-making Tool (Eabbit 1.0); it includes 
functions for climate information, solar data, and 
statistical and visual analyses. Eabbit 1.0 was developed 
to provide a comprehensive environmental framework. In 
this proposed tool’s actual evolution, C# and Python 3 
were used for functional development and statistical 
analysis, respectively. The main development in 
Grasshopper was accomplished by using a C# script, 
supporting Rhinoceros’ common API to enhance 
computational efficiency. Due to the limited capacity of 
statistical analysis and drawing functions in Python for 
Grasshopper, the main statistical analysis functions were 
written in Python 3, using several libraries. All of the 
functions and codes were run or integrated into the Eabbit 
1.0 software and imbedded in Grasshopper to allow for 
analysis of the results of the integrated platform, as 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Programming language and packages used. 

Development of the software 
In its current form, Eabbit 1.0 consists of five main 
components, with each sub-category demonstrating the 
comprehensive workflow of the software in its ultimate 
incarnation. These main categories consist of data 

management, data analysis, and fundamental calculations 
and design decision support. 
For data management, it is desirable to be able to import 
and download the weather file for a specific location. 
Because on many platforms the conventional BPS 
weather file is a TMY3-based EPW file, Eabbit 1.0 takes 
the EPW file format as the default for weather files. To 
generate a locally morphed sky model, the radiation 
values from EPW of NSRDB are adopted and translated. 
Throughout this process, the work focuses on determining 
the optimal weather information with contextual 
considerations in order to incorporate higher spatial and 
temporal resolutions of the solar radiation data.  
By taking the EPW format of the weather file and 
manipulated sky model, a simple statistical analysis can 
be used to generate important charts and evaluation 
functions for climate-responsive designs. All of the 
weather statistics are shown in monthly/daily/hourly 
resolution, and users are able to selectively choose 
information important to their graphical analysis. Four 2D 
charts are available for flexible information delivery; 
these include a line graph, bar chart, and radar chart for 
general delivery the of local climate (see Figure 5 ).  
 

 
Figure 5: Component for evaluating statistics on the 

main analysis panel with modeling interface. 

Importantly, Eabbit 1.0 equips a weather file morphing 
function proposing a fitted sky model and radiation 
information during the design process. To customize this 
process on the tool, nine different diffuse irradiance 
models and three clear sky models are implemented and 
evaluated. The function automatically minimizes loss 
functions by calculating global radiation on the facades. 
The 3D sunpath diagram has the capacity to support the 
analysis of interactive environments with information on 
the contextual buildings and building geometry. The 3D 
sunpath component can be used to conduct parametric 
studies with sun vectors and locations for specific days or 
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periods. The proposed sunpath contains simplified 
information regarding the annual sun energy; this is 
important for utilizing building design attributes and 
passive design strategies. Both sunpaths have 
connectivity to the analysis functions and charts, and the 
results can be saved.  
The calculated sun vector and position from the previous 
component is useful for analyzing the next components, 
which are radiation and shadow. The interface supports 
the real-time visualization of shadow drop-down on the 
ground plane, as well as in the interior space (see Figure 
7). A contextual shadow study allows designers to 
evaluate the shaded properties of a façade to create 
openings for comfortable daylighting conditions, passive 
solar heating, and views to the outside. To determine the 
critical seasons and their average values, one must first 
calculate the heating and cooling degree days. 

 
Figure 6: Mesh-radiation analysis (Falsecolor). 

 

  

   

Figure 7: Shadow map before anti-aliasing (left) and                 
after PCF (right). 

The visualization options include both falsecolor (see 
Figure 6) and black and white maps (see Figure 7); hence, 
designers are able to select colored mesh options for their 

analysis results. To make the mesh colorization process 
efficient, a local grid of the sub-surface is converted into 
a mesh grid, with the updated sun position in the 
modelling time calculated directly in the current viewport. 
To reduce noise, percentage-closer filtering (PCF) is used 
to get fewer jaggies on the edges by calculating the 
percentage of the surface that is closer to the light and, 
therefore, not in shadow (Bunnell, 2007).  
However, the 3D visualization method is not so effective 
as to alone allow designers to finalize their designs. 
Therefore, 2D functional diagrams are required to specify 
annual radiation intensity, materials properties, and so on 
(see the Methodology section above). The new feature 
was added to the existing Eabbit 1.0 as a form of 2D mask 
(explained in the previous section). The final component 
is a 2D sun mask with the same information as the 3D 
sunpath, but more intuitive and designer-friendly during 
early design exploration.  
 

 
Figure 9: Radiation mask with different sky models. 

 
The final component provides a visual diagram of the 
radiation intensity calculated on the vertical façade.  
Figure 9 illustrates the radiation masks with different sky 
models implemented in Eabbit 1.0. To overcome the 
drawbacks of conventional suncharts (such as direct solar 
radiation maps), an added layer for solar radiation 
considers window transmittance values and occupancy 

Figure 8: Components of the 2D diagram’s layers. 
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schedules and offers the capacity to consider multiple 
factors at the same time. When users decide to review the 
values of certain properties, one of these six masks (see 
Figure 8) can be overlaid on top of the Mazria sunpath; 
the user has control over which masks are shown. 
Simultaneously, the color of the basic radiation mask 
varies based on additional information provided by the 
selected mask. If designers select multiple masks, the 
added values are weighted on top of the total radiation 
mask. Six masks are provided in the interface, each with 
the flexibility to overlap. These masks help to make 
certain choices related to window size, length, position, 
and material of the windows more efficient.  
In terms of interface layout, the 2D sunchart can be shown 
together with the original building models, or be detached 
from the main panel and positioned separately on the 
modelling viewport (see Figure 10). Both options 
increase flexibility and usability, considering the 
interactive design and modelling process.  

 
Figure 10: Interface layout with 2D sunchart. 

A 3D sunchart offers various views and rich solar 
information, utilizing a sun globe to illustrate the annual 
path of the sun. However, the location of the sun and its 
angle are sometimes insufficient to evaluate the impact of 
solar energy on buildings. Notably, the total radiation 
received on a surface is not intuitively supported by a 3D 
sunpath. A weather file and physical equations allow us 
to calculate the radiation intensity on a façade by the 
month, day, and hour, as well as determine the annual 
average.  
An orthographical sunpath is useful because it contains 
relevant sun information that cannot be included in a 3D 
sunpath. If the proposed software provides the 
functionality of a 2D sunpath on top of the 3D 
information, designers’ benefits will be maximized during 
the design decision-making process.  
The following hypotheses were explored: 
- H1: Compared to a 3D-only interface, an interface 

including a 2D radiation mask will offer architects 
more information for design shading devices, thus 
reducing the annual heating and cooling energy use 
intensity (EUI) of the buildings designed. 

- H2: Compared to a 3D-only interface, an interface 
including a 2D PV mask will offer direct information 
regarding the optimized PV tilt angle, resulting in 
more energy production from the PV array.  

User Experiment 
The usefulness of 2D sunpaths in a 3D modelling 
environment was evaluated through a user study that 
followed methods commonly employed in the field of 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Each layer of 
sunchart was initially developed to support building 
fenestration and shading design. However, the 
effectiveness of multi-layer design support assistance had 
not yet been validated. The purpose of this study was to 
determine the effectiveness of the implemented sunchart 
in designing energy-efficient building façades.  
1) Experiment setting 
Two different versions of the interface were used in this 
study. One provided only a 3D sunpath (3D option, 
Figure 11) for a target building, and the other equipped a 
2D sunpath (3D + 2D option, Figure 11) that contained 
the annual radiation exposure information and projected 
view of the target building and its surroundings. Users 
were asked to design simple elements such as shading 
devices and photovoltaic panels, with information related 
to the sun given for the different options. Later, the results 
of the each design option were evaluated by running 
energy performance simulations.  Since energy 
consumption level was the final metric for evaluating the 
design performance of each option; climate information 
was a significant impact factor. 

 

 

Figure 11: Experiment design 3D (up)                         
and 3D+2D (down) options. 

Therefore, two distinct climate conditions with different 
sunpaths were given for the same building. This was 
because dissimilar suncharts would result in diverse 
designs of building attributes. As can be seen in Figures 
12 and 13, different climate zones demonstrate varying 
radiation maps when projected onto 2D image planes. For 
example, the average height of the sun is higher in LA 
than in Boston; the average intensity in June is also 
higher. The amount of radiation a building takes is closely 
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related to its external radiation intensity throughout the 
year. Therefore, Option 3D and Option 3D + 2D had two 
different conditions in distinct climate zones.    
 

 
               

 
Figure 12: 2D sunpath for Los Angeles (up)             

and for Boston (down). 
 
In Figures 12, the annual radiation intensity map was 
provided on top of the orthographical radiation map in 
order to guide the design of the photovoltaics (PVs). 
Figure 13 served as a guideline for determining the 
optimized tilt angle for the PV panels. The different levels 
of annual radiation intensity were mapped and 
represented with different color schemes. For example, 
the highest annual solar intensity is light yellow, and the 
lowest intensity is dark brown. Theoretically, then, if the 
PV panels are tilted to the same angle as the highest 
intensity map indicates, the largest annual electricity 
output should be produced. 

Figure 13: PV mask for LA (left) and Boston (right). 
2) Participants 
The target users were limited to architects and 
sustainability consultants, the potential future users of 
Eabbit 1.0 mainly at the Harvard Graduate School of 
Design (GSD). Therefore, the demographics of the 
participants were limited to individuals with relevant 
knowledge of and experience with environmental design. 
In cases where the subjects were unfamiliar with the task 
required in the experiment, a brief introduction to the 
design goal for each option was offered. A total of 20 
individuals participated. The group included 13 architects 
and seven sustainability designers; their experience 
regarding sustainable building design varied from one to 
ten years. 
3) Experiment process 
The experiment included two main parts: the user 
experiment regarding the architectural design 
decisionmaking process, and the post-experiment survey. 
The first part  (approximately 15 to 30 minutes) involved 

designing building attributes for four different design 
scenarios situated in LA and Boston, with and without a 
2D sunchart. The post-experiment survey collected 
personal perceptions of the effects of different sunpaths 
on the users’ designs. 
Once the sunpath and weather information were provided 
for both climate conditions (i.e., LA and Boston), each 
user designed a shading device based on the given solar 
information, first using Option 3D (i.e., only the 3D 
sunchart) and then using Option 3D+2D (i.e., with the 2D 
layer added). The test features of the target building 
included the lengths of the external shading devices, both 
horizontal and vertical (see Figure 14), and the angle of 
inclination of the PV panels. All had an impact on energy 
consumption and production. 

 
Figure 14: Shading design experiment setup. 

The goal of designing the shading and PV panels was 
transparent to the participants; they were instructed to 
design a given building’s shading devices in such a way 
that the annual energy consumption of the building 
decreased, especially for heating and cooling, without 
feedback from a building energy simulation. A second 
goal was to set the tilt angle of the PVs to maximize 
energy production at the specific site, with no simulation 
support.  
Participants were first given Option 3D, LA, and then 
asked to design their buildings. They next turned to 
Option 3D+2D, a layer for LA, directly after using Option 
3D. Then the participants adjusted their designs based on 
the additional information in the 2D sunchart and 
radiation intensity map. After the participants repeated 
this process for the Boston case, the post-experiment 
survey was distributed. 
4) Results analysis 
After collecting the results of the individual experiments 
from all of the participants, building energy simulations 
were done separately to compare the energy consumption 
levels of the buildings. Archsim (Dogan, 2013) for 
Grasshopper was used to calculate the annual heating and 
cooling EUI. Archsim is a parametric energy simulation 
software package that mainly utilizes the algorithm from 
EnergyPlus. Table 1 shows the average EUI for each 
design option. The average cooling load in LA and both 
the heating and cooling loads for Boston were lowered. 
The value of the EUI reduction was meaningful in that it 
decreased in both settings, but it was not statistically 
significant (LA: F(1,19)=0.011, p=0.65, Boston: 
F(1,19)=0.045, p=0.37). In sum, a total of 0.15 kWh/m2 
in annual EUI was reduced for LA, and 0.442 kWh/m2 
was reduced for Boston.  
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Table 1: EUI Comparison 

 
3D_LA 

3D+2D 
LA 3D_Boston 

3D+2D 
Boston 

Cooling 
(kWh/m2) 110.19 109.99 75.01 74.74 

Heating 
(kWh/m2) 

5.52 5.58 190.86 190.69 

Total EUI 
(kWh/m2) 

115.71 115.56 265.87 265.43 

 
The total energy production for each design option was 
then calculated. The average energy production for both 
options increased by 4.9% and 4.8% for LA and Boston, 
respectively. The value of the annual energy production 
was meaningful in that it increased in both settings, and it 
was statistically significant (LA F(1,18)=0.684, 
p=0.0025, Boston  F(1,18)=0.364, p=0.0196). This meant 
that that the PV designs for both climates worked 
considerably better, rejecting the null hypothesis.  
Since the experiment used a small-scale building model 
with a 10m x 10m open floorplan, the total amount of 
energy consumption was not substantial, and was difficult 
to control through the operation of a single shading device 
facing south. The size of the south-facing window was 6m 
in width and 4m in height. Despite all of the constraints 
and limitations, an overall trend in the reduction of energy 
use was visible. Figure 15 shows the average lengths of 
all shading options for each experimental condition. 
An additional repeated measures ANOVA was conducted 
in which we added a new between-subjects variable to 
model participant expertise. The expertise was modeled 
as having two levels: novice (those with less than two 
years of exposure to environmental science and building 
physics), and expert (those with more than two years of 
relevant experience).  
There was no significant interaction effect between 
expertise and the option with respect to PV energy 
production (LA F(1,18)=00014, p=0.874, Boston  
F(1,18)=0.0206, p=0.888). However, we observed a 
significant interaction effect between participant expertise 
and option in terms of LA (F(1,18)=0.27, p=0.042). This 
effect was nearly significant for Boston, as well 
(F(1,18)=0.19, p=0.078). The significant interaction 
effect meant that the experts and novices were differently 
affected by the two interface variants.  

As illustrated in Figure 16, when presented with the 2D 
sunpath overlays, the expert group designed building 
attributes in ways that increased building energy 
consumption, while the novice group’s designs decreased 
energy use throughout the year. These results suggest that 
people in the expert group did not refer to the information 
provided by the software, and instead trusted their own 
background knowledge. Unlike the expert group, the 
novice group tended to design building devices in 
response to the information given. This is likely what 
yielded the differing results between the two groups. 

 
Figure 16: Results comparison by level of expertise. 

The usefulness of the 2D graphics in designing PVs was 
apparent (see Figure 17). Almost all of the participants 
referred to the values provided in the 2D chart, and the 
optimized values on the graph indicated the highest 
energy production throughout the year. It is clear, then, 
that use of a 2D chart in PV design is highly effective.  

 
Figure 17: PV angle by level of expertise. 

5) Post-experiment survey 
The results of the post-experiment survey illustrated 
users’ preference for the 2D mask when creating their PV 

Figure 15:  Lengths of the final shading devices for each option. 
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designs (see Figure 18). Overall, for building and shading 
designs, users preferred to have both the 2D and 3D 
sunpaths available during the analysis process.    

 
Figure 18: Results of the post-experiment survey. 

Several suggestions for further improving Eabbit 
emerged from the comments submitted:  
- Designers need more simplified tools with optimal 

solutions. 
- Instant feedback and limited options are necessary. 
- The 3D sunpath is meaningful but requires average 

values and data for critical seasons, rather than date-
time data. 

- A more interactive GUI is required; for instance, it 
would be helpful if by clicking on the radiation circle, 
a user could see the declination angle for that season 
or hour of the day.  

- Further connectivity to calculate simple energy loads 
might be useful.  

Conclusion  
The integration of building performance simulations 
(BPS) during the early design phase is one possible way 
of encouraging designers to participate actively in energy-
efficient design. However, this requires a high level of 
expertise and is both computationally expensive and 
labor-intensive; moreover, the relevant tools are not 
currently available in a simple modelling interface. 
This research shows the workflow and feasibility of the 
Environmental Analysis (EA) method and proposed 
sunchart implemented in Eabbit 1.0. Comprehensive 
visual representation methods were compared, taking 
solar energy as the basis for prototype development. 
Eabbit 1.0 provides a wide range of design potential, due 
to the application of an advanced EA method early on in 
the design process. Furthermore, a usability assessment of 
Eabbit 1.0 was done, leading to discussions regarding 
utilizing different representation methods in BPS 
software.  
The user experiment showed the effectiveness of 
employing 2D masks in design, combined with simplified 
3D sunpaths.  
Limitations of the user experiments were as follows:  
- Due to the limited experiment time and 

demographics of the sample, only a few of the 
proposed 2D masks were evaluated in the design of 
passive buildings.  

- The number of users should be increased.  
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Abstract 
The project REHIB (Renewable Energies in Historical 
Buildings) seeks to develop a decision-making tool to 
help in the integration of renewable energy systems for 
heating and cooling, into older and historical buildings 
architecture. In particular, sustainable and cost-effective 
solutions will be developed, combining integrated 
renewable energy sources, energy storage for active and 
passive uses, and smart monitoring and controls for 
combination and adaptation into historical (built before 
1945 through pre-industrial techniques) buildings. These 
buildings are usually considered as low efficiency 
construction and are often protected by law from 
alteration hence, reducing energy consumption and CO2 
related emissions is identified as a challenge and 
opportunity.  

Introduction 
Historical buildings (defined as those built before 1945), 
which are usually low-performance buildings by 
definition, represent almost 30-40% of the whole building 
stock in European countries (Fabbri, 2012). Historical 
buildings often contribute to townscape character and 
create the urban spaces that are enjoyed by residents and 
attract tourist visitors (Fabbri, 2014). They may be 
protected by law from alteration, hence reducing the 
heating and cooling energy consumption and CO2 related 
emissions is identified as a challenge and opportunity 
(Arkande, 2014).  

Research has been carried out in the frame of optimizing 
decisions and actuations in the retrofitting process of a 
building, especially for passive actuations (Haase, 2015). 
These kind of studies are usually focused in parametric 
analysis of a given technology (insulating layers, green 
roofs…). This study has been done in the frame of REHIB 
project, which will develop a decision-making tool and a 
standardized technology-installation package for heating 
and cooling, to impulse the implementation of renewable 
energy technologies in the retrofitting of buildings. This 
decision-making tool will provide optimized selection of 
passive and active technologies to architects and 
engineers in the first steps of a retrofitting process. The 
parametric analysis will combine for the first time 
different passive technologies (insulation in different 

surfaces, windows and frame replacement…) and active 
systems including production and distribution of heating 
and cooling. The proposed passive and active actuations 
will consider legal, cultural, heritage conservation, and 
technical limitations due to the historical nature of the 
building, as well as investment cost restrictions. 

Methodology 
Decision making tool description 

Based on several inputs from architects and/or engineers, 
such as building geometry, occupancy schedule, and 
location, a building simulation numerical model based on 
Energy Plus is used to calculate the space heating and 
cooling demand of the current building. These inputs 
include: 

 Maximum cost of investment 
 Geometry of building and description of 

envelopes and windows at current state. 
 Schedule of HVAC system and comfort limits 

(both heating and cooling set points). 
 Building elements not allowed to be retrofitted 

due to artistic, legal, or historical limitations. 
This aspect is of key importance in historic 
buildings as many elements are preserved. 

 Location of building and definition of 
boundaries. 

 

The optimization algorithm behind the decision-making 
tool is fed by a cost database of all possible actuations and 
will try to reduce this demand by implementing the 
combination of the following passive technologies: 

 External insulation in walls  
 Internal insulation in walls  
 External insulation in roofs 
 Internal insulation in roofs  
 Insulation in floors 
 Replacement of existing windows for: 

o Double glass 4-12-4 (air) 
o Double glass 6-12-4 (argon) 
o Tripe glass 4-16-4-16-4 (argon) 

 Replacement of existing frame for: 
o Wood 
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o PVC 
o Aluminium (No thermal bridge) 

 
In case of adding insulating layer, different thicknesses 
will be evaluated. Specific questions such as how to 
integrate insulation, or if the access to the building is 
limited, or the existing envelope is flat will be asked to the 
architect to modify the cost of the previously cited 
actuations. 

Afterwards, if any of the proposed passive technologies is 
acceptable in terms of cost, heritage preservation and 
other limitations defined by the architects and/or 
engineers, a set of case studies will be automatically 
evaluated using Energy Plus engine. Afterwards, the 
space heating and cooling demand of the passively 
improved historical buildings, will be considered to select 
the most appropriate active system to meet that thermal 
demand. A set of non-iterative physical numerical models 
and/or meta-models based on experimental and/or 
numerical data will be used by the optimizer to select the 
most appropriate active system to minimize operational 
environmental and economic cost for space heating and 
cooling.  

The considered active systems will include production 
and distribution of heating and cooling. In case of 
production units, different sizes of the following 
technologies will be considered to meet the demand of 
each refurbished building: 

o Air to water heat pump. 
o Water to water heat pump (geothermal) 
o Direct expansion with air. 
o Direct expansion with water 
o Natural gas boiler 
o Diesel boiler 
o Biomass (pellet) boiler 
o Biomass (chips) boiler 

 

On the other hand, the following distribution systems will 
be analyzed based also on requirements and limitations 
from architect: 

 Radiant floor 
 Fan coils 
 High temperature radiators 
 Direct expansion 

 
Number of different areas to provide space heating and 
cooling as well as total surface will be provided by the 
architect to calculate the cost of distribution systems. 
 
The algorithm (shown in Figure 1) will select the best 
combination of passive actuations and active systems to 
minimize total cost after a certain life time, or to minimize 
the operational cost of the building to meet the required 
heating and cooling demand, based on the limitations 
imposed by the architect (cost of investment, historical 
and legal aspects. 

  

 
Figure 1: Summary of decision making tool algorithm. 
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Case study 

The building used as case study is a one floor building 
with one thermal zone of 10m x 10m x 4 m, and two single 
layer windows, and a wooden door as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Sketch of building used as case study. 

 

Building walls are based on 0.9 cm of wood, 6.15 cm of 
foam insulation and 10 cm of concrete. Moreover, roof is 
based on roof deck of 1.9 cm, 11.2 cm of fiberglass and 1 
cm of plasterboard. Double glazed windows were used 
with layers of 4 mm and argon in the chamber. Internal 
gains were considered as 2 people inside the thermal zone 
and 200W of electrical equipment. The thermal zone is 
exposed to 0.018 m3/s of infiltrations. Thermal properties 
of the different materials can be found in Table 1. 

Material 

Thermal 
conductivity 

(W/mꞏK) 

Heat 
capacity 

(kJ/kgꞏK)  
Density 

(kg/m^3) 

Wood 0.14 900 530 

Foam insulation 0.04 1400 10 

Concrete 0.51 1400 1000 

Roof deck 0.14 900 530 

Fiberglass 0.04 840 12 

Plasterboard 0.16 840 950 
 

The building to be retrofitted is located in two different 
cities (Madrid and Helsinki) to analyze the effect of the 
weather conditions in the decisions made by the 
algorithm. The heating period and cooling were set from 
September to April, and from June to August, 
respectively, for all analyzed climates. The HVAC system 
follows a 24 h schedule demand with a heating set point 
of 22ºC and a cooling set point of 25ºC. 

The output of the decision making tool is analyzed for 
three different levels of maximum initial investment (10 
k€, 20 k€ and 40 k€). Moreover, the case study assumes 
that the current building before refurbishment is equipped 
with a heat pump (COP=2,5) connected to a fan coil to 
provide cooling, and with a diesel boiler (efficiency=0.8) 
connected to high temperature radiators to provide 
heating. 

 

Results and discussion 
In this chapter the best combinations of active systems and 
passive actuations will be provided for each level of 
investment and each analysed location. The results will 
provide the five best solutions in terms of total cost with 
a total life of 50 years (1 to 5), and the five best solutions 
regarding yearly operational cost (A to E) expending the 
maximum level of investment. 

 

Madrid case study 

Table 2 shows the cost of the best suggested passive and 
active actuations according to the different levels of initial 
investment.  

 

Table 2: Set of solutions for Madrid case. 

  Case 

Passive 
Invest 

(€) 

Active 
Invest 

(€)  

Total cost 
50 years 

(€) 
Operat.cost 

(€/year) 

10 
k€ 

1 0 9125 46236.63 742.23 

2 0 9237 51770.82 850.68 

3 0 9125 61384.51 1045.19 

4 0 9237 66918.70 1153.64 

5 0 7579 66927.75 1186.96 

A 0 9124.931 46236.63 742.23 

B 0 9236.77 51770.82 850.68 

C 0 9124.931 61384.51 1045.19 

D 1959 7579.721 67174.76 1152.72 

E 0 9236.77 66918.70 1153.64 

20 
k€ 

1 0.00 9124.93 46236.63 742.23 

2 1959.00 9124.93 46879.83 715.92 

3 1375.26 9124.93 46979.05 729.58 

4 2705.00 9124.93 47314.52 709.69 

5 3334.26 9124.93 47614.05 703.10 

A 10892.89 10892.89 52391.05 653.72 

B 10698.64 10698.64 52385.62 657.50 

C 9952.64 9952.64 52305.21 664.55 

D 10309.15 10309.15 52930.32 669.92 

E 9368.89 9368.89 52519.56 680.51 

40 
k€ 

1 0.00 9124.93 46236.63 742.23 

2 1959.00 9124.93 46879.83 715.92 

3 1375.26 9124.93 46979.05 729.58 

4 2705.00 9124.93 47314.52 709.69 

5 3334.26 9124.93 47614.05 703.10 

A 23568.15 16020.91 69176.60 591.75 

B 23694.22 16020.91 69320.10 592.10 

C 21609.15 16020.91 67369.72 594.79 

D 21186.15 16020.91 66960.64 595.07 

E 22753.97 16020.91 68611.52 596.73 
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It can be seen that in case of low initial investment, the 
algorithm prioritizes the purchase of active equipment 
instead of improving the building envelope, as it was 
already insulated. Moreover, the algorithm selected to use 
the already existing heat pump to provide cooling for all 
levels of investment. The best active system to provide 
heating is also for all cases a biomass boiler connected to 
already existing high temperature radiators.  

Finally, authors want to highlight that increasing the level 
of investment improves the building and active systems, 
and hence reduces the operational cost of the case study 
(€/year) from 742 € in case of investing 10 k€, to 654 and 
592 in case of investing 20 k€ and 40 k€, respectively. The 
building with less operational cost (€/year) after investing 
40 k€, has been improved in terms of 12 cm of internal 
insulation in walls, 24 cm of external insulation and 8 cm 
in internal insulation in roof, replacing windows for 
double glassed with argon. However, the total cost in a 50 
years’ life span is not reduced, after investing 10 k€ for 
the case of Madrid. 

 

Helsinki case study 

In the case of Helsinki, the first that the decision making 
tool suggests is to add 8 cm of internal insulation and 
replace windows even with low levels of investment. That 
is justified due to high heating requirements due to cold 
weather conditions. 

 

Table 3: Set of solutions for Helsinki case. 

 Case 

Passive 
Invest 

(€) 

Active 
Invest 

(€)  

Total cost 
50 years 

(€) 
Operat.cost 

(€/year) 

10 
k€ 

1 1959.00 7830.00 123637.56 2276.97 

2 1375.26 7830.00 123996.23 2295.82 

3 1375.26 8381.99 124876.55 2302.39 

4 0.00 7830.00 124897.21 2341.34 

5 0.00 8381.99 125830.81 2348.98 

A 1959.00 7830.00 123637.56 2276.97 

B 1375.26 7830.00 123996.23 2295.82 

C 1375.26 8381.99 124876.55 2302.39 

D 0.00 7830.00 124897.21 2341.34 

E 0.00 8381.99 125830.81 2348.98 

20 
k€ 

1 3334.26 10689.87 78201.65 1283.55 

2 0.00 11002.86 78319.05 1346.32 

3 1375.26 11002.86 78401.79 1320.47 

4 1959.00 11002.86 78454.63 1309.86 

5 4080.26 10689.87 78501.52 1274.63 

A 8933.89 10689.87 80729.72 1222.12 

B 7993.64 10689.87 80778.18 1241.89 

C 4080.26 12784.02 80595.67 1274.63 

D 4080.26 10689.87 78501.52 1274.63 

E 8007.26 10689.87 82439.46 1274.85 

40 
k€ 

1 3334.26 10689.87 78201.65 1283.55 

2 0.00 11002.86 78319.05 1346.32 

3 1375.26 11002.86 78401.79 1320.47 

4 1959.00 11002.86 78454.63 1309.86 

5 4080.26 10689.87 78501.52 1274.63 

A 29086.49 10376.88 95211.94 1114.97 

B 29161.22 10376.88 95616.15 1121.56 

C 23694.22 10376.88 90166.06 1121.90 

D 23694.22 12784.02 92573.19 1121.90 

E 28146.24 10376.88 94624.17 1122.02 
 

In terms of active system, in case of spending 10 k€ the 
best combination is to purchase a diesel boiler coupled to 
a radiant floor, while if having more possibility to invest 
(20k€ or 40 k€) the suggested active system to provide 
heating is a biomass boiler with high temperature 
radiators. It is important to notice that considering a 50 
years’ life span the total cost is significantly lower when 
high investments are available, changing from 123.6 k€ in 
case of having 10 k€ to invest, to 78.2 k€ in case of having 
20 k€. Here is also important to notice that no benefits 
were achieved in terms of total cost when investing 40 k€ 
instead of 20 k€, so an optimization study is advised to 
determine which level of investment minimizes the total 
cost. 

On the other hand, in case of minimizing the operational 
cost (best possible building and active system with a 40 
k€ as maximum investment), the decision making tool 
suggests to add internal (12 cm) and external (12 cm) 
insulation in the walls, add 12 cm of internal insulation in 
the roof, replace windows and purchase the biomass 
boiler with high temperature radiators. The benefits of 
providing more investment in the operational cost is clear, 
especially when increasing the level of investment from 
10 to 20 k€ (2277 €/year to 1222 €/year). 

 

Conclusion 
This paper presents a decision making tool developed in 
the frame of REHIB project. This decision making tool is 
based on Energy Plus simulation models, and a complete 
cost database of passive actuations and active systems. 
Based on a specific level of initial investment, the 
developed tool provides the best combination of passive 
refurbishment actuations and purchase of active systems 
to minimize the total cost after 50 years of life time of a 
giving current building.  

This study analysed the solutions provided by the decision 
making tool for a one floor building located in Madrid and 
Helsinki. 

In case of Madrid, the decision making tool, demonstrated 
that levels of investment higher than 10 k€ does not 
reduce the total cost of the building after 50 years of 
operation. Also, in that climate, in case of low level of 
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investment, the algorithm prioritizes the purchase of a 
biomass boiler instead of any passive actuation. On the 
other hand, for the case of Helsinki, the algorithm 
suggested to replace windows and add 8 cm of insulation 
in the roof as first priority. Moreover, in Helsinki, 20 k€ 
of initial investment are suggested. 

Finally, the study demonstrated that the decision making 
tool can provide useful information to architects and 
engineers in charge of retrofitting processes of buildings. 
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Abstract

Hot water systems represent a substantial energy
draw for most residential buildings. For design
and operational optimization, they are usually either
modelled by domain experts or through black-box
models which makes use of sensor data. However,
given the wide variability in hot water systems, it is
impractical for a domain expert to individually model
every hot water system. Likewise, black-box systems
typically require an enormous amount of data to con-
verge to a usable model. This paper makes use of
transfer learning, a novel machine learning tool, to
completely automate the learning process while sub-
stantially accelerating the performance of compara-
ble black-box systems. Using real world data from
61 houses employing two different types of hot water
systems, the proposed system is shown to work on
both homogeneous and heterogeneous hot water sys-
tems. Convergence to a reliable model with transfer
learning is on the order of a few weeks, as opposed
to months or years without transfer. By presenting a
detailed account of how transfer learning can be used
in different contexts, we hope that it will become a
widely used tool in the building modelling and simu-
lation community.

Introduction

Hot water systems represent a substantial load in res-
idential energy consumption (Pérez-Lombard et al.
(2008)) and will also increasingly impact the elec-
tric grid with the electrification of heating systems
(Baruah et al. (2014)). More recently, researchers
have explored the possibility to use hot water sys-
tems as ubiquitous sources of flexibility. This flexi-
bility can be leveraged to either improve operational
efficiency (Kazmi et al. (2019)) or provide different
services to the electric grid (Liu et al. (2018)). Such
active control of hot water systems generally requires
a dynamics model describing the behaviour of the hot
water system. This model should include a charac-
terization of both the storage element (i.e. the hot
water vessel) and the heating element (e.g. an elec-
tric or gas boiler, a heat pump etc.), and can be used

with a number of optimization schemes such as model
predictive control and reinforcement learning based
control (Kazmi et al. (2019)).

In addition to active control, a detailed dynamics
model of the system can also enable simulation stud-
ies to study the effects of different variables on system
performance (Fischer et al. (2017)). Other applica-
tions include providing recommendations to the users
to improve some aspect of device or grid operational
efficiency, and diagnosing or predicting faults during
the operational phase (Chen and Lan (2009)).

A number of modelling techniques have been pro-
posed in literature that aim to capture the behaviour
of hot water systems. These include white-box mod-
elling methods which utilize a human modellers do-
main expertise to characterize the system dynamics of
the hot water system (Hensen and Lamberts (2012)).
At the other end of the spectrum, lie black-box mod-
elling techniques which remove the dependence on
the human domain expert by learning the systems
dynamics directly from sensor data. This can be
done both offline (i.e. when a model is learned prior
to operation) (Kazmi et al. (2016)) and online (i.e.
when a model is learned during operation). Some-
where between these two extremes lie grey-box mod-
elling methods which calibrate an existing model to
observed data (Afram and Janabi-Sharifi (2014)).

Most of these methods suffer from a number of sig-
nificant shortcomings. White-box methods are con-
strained by the expertise and availability of the hu-
man modeller. The sheer amount of hot water sys-
tems to be modelled makes it impractical to consider
every single device individually. Furthermore, since
these methods are typically employed in the design-
phase, they seldom reflect operational performance of
the modelled systems, often due to unexpected occu-
pant behaviour. Black-box methods, while avoiding
the costly dependence on human domain expertise,
rely on extensive sensing of the system to model the
system accurately. Where the data being gathered
fails to adequately capture the internal state of the
system, these methods break down. This is often
the case for hot water systems where only minimal
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sensing is employed in the form of a solitary temper-
ature sensor. As the temperature distribution inside
the storage vessel is not uniform because of stratifica-
tion and other nonlinear dynamics, this sensory infor-
mation is often insufficient to learn an accurate dy-
namics model. Additionally, since they rely on gath-
ered data, black-box methods usually require large
amounts of training data to converge to a reliable
model of system dynamics (Kazmi et al. (2019)).

This paper presents a method which resolves these
issues by leveraging transfer learning, a relatively re-
cent development in machine learning (Pan et al.
(2010), Mehrkanoon et al. (2018)). At its heart, the
methodology provides a structured way of integrat-
ing information collected in a variety of settings to
extract useful knowledge. Being data-driven, it is not
limited to homogeneous devices, and can also accel-
erate learning in the context of heterogeneous devices
(i.e. devices with different thermophysical character-
istics). This paper presents the results of applying
transfer learning to hot water systems in two dif-
ferent housing projects comprising of recently reno-
vated net-zero energy buildings in The Netherlands.
By successfully learning a reliable system dynamics
model in an extremely limited time frame (on the or-
der of days to weeks for both the storage and the
heating element) the paper successfully demonstrates
few-shot learning. Learning an accurate dynamics
model quickly enables all the benefits of traditional
black-box systems in a much more practicable man-
ner. It is important to note that the methodology
described here is not limited to hot water systems,
and is generalizable to other types of energy systems.

Experimental setup

We consider two different housing projects in the
Netherlands in this case study. All the houses consid-
ered (in both projects) are net-zero energy buildings
and are insulated to a very high degree. Furthermore,
all the houses considered in both projects employ air-
source heat pumps which are used to provide both
hot water and space heating. The storage vessel in-
stalled in each house in both projects is likewise 200
litres. However, the hot water system is identical only
for houses belonging to the same project. There are
considerable differences in the make of the hot wa-
ter system across the two projects (for instance, the
vessel orientation and dynamics of the storage vessel,
as well as the way the heat pump interacts with it
differ considerably). In subsequent sections, we make
this distinction clear by referring to households (and
devices) belonging to the same project as homoge-
neous, and those belonging to different projects as
heterogeneous. This setting is summarized in Fig. 1.
As the paper focuses on data-driven modelling of the
hot water system, it is important to enumerate the
data streams it uses. These include:

Figure 1: Households considered in the different
projects.

1. Temperature measurement in the storage vessel:
for project A, this was at the halfway point in the
storage; for project B, it was at one third of the
storage vessel height

2. Hot water flow in litres from the storage vessel

3. Ambient temperature

4. Electricity consumed by the heat pump for hot
water production

Making use of this sensor data, the objective is to
learn an accurate system dynamics model for the hot
water system, which further comprises of a storage
model and a heating model. The purpose of the stor-
age model is to estimate the state of the vessel (i.e.
its state of charge) at any given instant. On the other
hand, the purpose of the heating model is to estimate
the amount of energy required by the heating element
(heat pump in this case) to reheat the storage vessel
from an initial to a final state of charge. Finally, it
is important to note here that while data from 53
houses was available for analysis in the first project,
there were only eight houses in the second project.

Methodology

This section presents a typical black-box learning
work flow and, using it as a benchmark, motivates
the need for a transfer learning framework to im-
prove the modelling process. It then presents two
different methods to use transfer to allow acceler-
ated learning in black-box settings. The modelling
technique used in all of these cases is a deep neu-
ral network implemented using Keras (Chollet et al.
(2015)), and its architecture is determined through
an extensive grid search over hyperparameters which
includes the number of layers, number of neurons in
each layer, choice of activation function, regulariza-
tion and learning rate (Goodfellow et al. (2016)).

Numerous metrics have been used in literature to
evaluate the performance of black-box systems. In
this paper, we focus on two such measures: the R2

metric (or the explained variance in observation data
by the fitted model) and the mean absolute error, or
MAE (which quantifies prediction error in absolute
terms in the measurement units). Additionally, spe-
cific thermodynamic tests were designed as general
purpose checks to ensure the generalization poten-
tial of model predictions to test a variety of different
situations which might arise in real-world situations.
These include tests for the following three thermody-
namic principles of heat pump operation, keeping all
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other factors constant:

1. As ambient temperature (Tout) increases, energy
consumption of the heat pump decreases (Ê)

2. As temperature difference between the start and
end of the reheat cycle (∆T ) increases, energy
consumption of the heat pump (Ê) increases

3. As the target temperature (Tend) increases, en-
ergy consumption (Ê) increases

Benchmark black-box method

Typical black-box models learn system behaviour di-
rectly from time series data. Historically, this has
been in the form of using raw time series to predict
future system states. In this case, the only question to
consider is which sensor streams to include, and their
temporal extents (i.e. how much historic data should
be included) as input features. On the one hand, in-
creasing the temporal window allows the neural net-
work to detect longer term trends (i.e. low frequency
events). On the other hand, increasing the tempo-
ral window length can overwhelm the neural network
by providing it with unnecessary inputs. This latter
is especially a concern in low data availability set-
tings, where the dimensionality of the training vector
can far surpass the amount of training samples col-
lected. With powerful modelling techniques such as
deep learning, this opens the door to overfitting, a
commonly observed phenomenon in which the model
simply memorizes training data, rather than general-
izing to unseen test data. This also links with the
curse of dimensionality where increasing the input
feature vector considerably increases the exploration
required by the neural network to learn an accurate
representation of the hot water system Verleysen and
François (2005). In the case considered in this pa-
per, the length of the window was chosen by evaluat-
ing model performance for different window lengths.
The best performance was observed with using an en-
tire historic day for all sensors under observation (al-
though the model improvements were marginal, when
compared with other comparable window lengths).

A taxonomy of transfer learning

While black-box learning in the manner presented
above is quite common in practice, it means learning
different models for each household under considera-
tion - an extremely data-inefficient practice. Trans-
fer learning offers three key benefits when compared
to traditional data-driven (i.e. black box) methods.
These include a higher initial performance, a higher
asymptotic performance and a faster rate of learning
(Torrey and Shavlik (2010)). This is highlighted in
Fig. 2. To achieve this, transfer learning leverages
two key concepts which may be shared: a domain
and a task (Pan et al. (2010)).

The domain D consists of a feature space X and a
marginal probability distribution P (X) over the fea-
ture space, where X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} ∈ X . Here

Figure 2: A stylistic representation of modelling per-
formance with and without transfer learning, with in-
creasing amounts of training data (Torrey and Shavlik
(2010)).

X includes the space of all possible feature vectors,
whereas xi is a particular feature vector correspond-
ing to some input, and X is a particular learning sam-
ple. Thus, in the context of learning a representation
for a hot water systems, an example of the input fea-
ture space X can be all possible combinations of the
sensor data (or features extracted from this sensor
data). The marginal distribution P (X) over this fea-
ture space quantifies the probability of observing a
specific feature vector, and depends also on the occu-
pant behaviour and ambient conditions.

Given a domain, D = {X , P (X)}, a task T consists
of a label space Y and a conditional probability distri-
bution P (Y |X), which is typically to be learned from
the training data in the form of pairs xi ∈ X and
yi ∈ Y. The task T is then given by {Y, P (Y |X)}.
In the hot water system context, Y is the set of all
possible labels which are the state of charge for the
storage element and the energy consumption of the
heat pump. The conditional distribution P (Y |X) is
the dynamics model that we are interested in learning
from historic behaviour, which is again influenced by
both user and environment.

Permutations of transfer learning

There are four possibilities in transfer learning set-
tings, given the domain and task definitions presented
above. We list them briefly in this section.

1. When the feature space is different between the
source and target domain, i.e. Xs 6= Xt. This can
happen when the instrumentation on the source
and target device are completely dissimilar. This
case is not considered further in this paper.

2. When the marginal probability distribution
differs between the source and target domain, i.e.
P (Xs) 6= P (Xt). This takes place when identical
(or homogeneous) hot water systems are operated
in different households, causing the different de-
vices (which share the same system dynamics) to
operate in different regions of the state-space.

3. When the label space differs across the source
and target domain, i.e. Ys 6= Yt. As we are in-
terested in uniform label spaces (i.e. the state of
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charge for the vessel and an estimation of energy
consumption for the heat pump), this case is also
not considered further in the paper.

4. When the conditional probability distribu-
tion varies between the source and target task,
i.e. P (Ys|Xs) 6= P (Yt|Xt) . This implies different
device dynamics and is the case where heteroge-
neous devices are considered for the transfer task.

We refer to case 2 specifically as transductive
transfer and case 4 as inductive transfer, fol-
lowing the terminology introduced in (Pan et al.
(2010)). Transductive transfer learning refers to the
case where the source and target tasks are the same,
while the source and target domains are different. In-
ductive transfer learning, on the other hand, is the
case where the target task differs from the source task.
These two conditions are not mutually exclusive, and
it is possible for transfer learning to take place us-
ing samples drawn from instances where both domain
and task differ for the source and target, a case we
refer to as joint transductive-inductive transfer.

Ways of achieving transfer

While much research on transfer learning has focused
on computer vision and natural language processing
problems, the same ideas hold for modelling energy
systems. In general, two methods of achieving trans-
fer with neural networks have been investigated:

1. Feature sharing is the form of transfer learning
where source training data is directly used while
learning the target model to improve learning per-
formance. Both raw observations and extracted
features can be used for this purpose.

2. Parameter sharing usually involves the train-
ing of a model (a neural network) with a large
amount of source data. The weights (parameters)
of this neural network are then used as initializa-
tion for the target; these weights are then fine-
tuned using observed target data using backprop-
agation (the target data set is typically orders of
magnitude smaller than the source data set). The
fine-tuning is usually done with a much smaller
learning rate, and it is also possible to completely
freeze certain parts of the neural network to re-
tain the representations already learned by the
network (Yosinski et al. (2014)).

Sharing raw features is not guaranteed to work in
heterogeneous settings, and can sometimes even lead
to negative transfer. On the other hand, parame-
ter sharing can lead to overfitting if the fine-tuning
is not carried out properly. It is important to note
here that both the source and target can draw data
being collected by multiple agents, i.e. transfer can
take place both synchronously and asynchronously
depending on the nature of learning agents.

Towards few-shot learning

While transfer learning can improve performance of
black-box methods in general, the way the benchmark
black-box method is posed above is quite naive. The
most obvious flaw in the formulation is to neglect
the fact that the task is episodic. An episodic task
refers to a problem which has a clearly defined initial
and terminal state. Upon termination, the system
state is reset and previous states do not affect future
states. In other words, by defining a static temporal
window, the black box method formulated above is
forced to also consider data from previous episodes,
which detracts from the learning process.

The realization of the episodic nature of the task al-
lows for meaningful features to be extracted from the
time series. More specifically, five features are ex-
tracted from the raw time series data: (1) the mid-
point temperature in the storage vessel after a reheat
cycle (this is a proxy for the initial state), (2) time
elapsed since the last reheat cycle (episode duration),
(3) hot water consumption since the last reheat cycle
(human interaction during the episode)), (4) ambient
temperature conditions, and (5) the mid-point tem-
perature just before the reheat cycle (this is a proxy
for the terminal state of the vessel). The last two
features only influence the heat pump model, as the
storage vessel is contained in a conditioned space, and
thermodynamic losses remain relatively unaffected by
ambient conditions. Extracting these features leads
to a feature set whose dimensionality is roughly two
orders of magnitude lower than the one used for raw
time series learning, thereby circumventing the curse
of dimensionality. Feature extraction in this man-
ner also improves the interpretability of the learned
model, another common problem in black-box meth-
ods.

It is important to keep in mind what the neural net-
works are actually learning. The storage model learns
the temperature distribution in the vessel as a func-
tion of thermodynamic and mixing losses, given some
initial conditions. This temperature distribution is
then thresholded to obtain a state of charge (i.e.
the amount of hot water above a certain tempera-
ture threshold reflects the state of charge (SoC)). The
heating model, on the other hand, learns the amount
of energy which would be required to reheat the stor-
age vessel in a given state of charge and ambient con-
ditions.

Results

In this section, we present results from applying the
formulation presented above to the two different hot
water systems. First, we discuss the application of
the algorithm to the storage model, which is, in a way,
an easier learning problem because of an abundance
of data. The heating model is more difficult to learn
accurately because the training examples available for
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Figure 3: Storage vessel model accuracy with raw
time series learning for increasing amounts of data
(1 week, 32 weeks).

this are typically two orders of magnitude fewer than
for the storage model. This is because, in a day, there
are only a few (usually not more than two) reheat
cycles, but the temperature data is collected every 5
or 15 minutes.

Storage model

Benchmark black-box: Fig. 3 presents the result
of predicting the mid-point temperature in the stor-
age vessel with a deep neural network with three hid-
den layers (chosen through hyperparameter search)
trained on increasing amounts of gathered data in a
household (1 week and 32 weeks). While the per-
formance improves over time as more data becomes
available to the neural network, the predictive accu-
racy continues to be quite low, as evidenced by the
poor correlation between predicted and observed tem-
peratures (and the correspondingly low R2 values).
One explanation for this poor performance was the
high dimensionality of the input feature data when
compared with the number of training examples.

Benchmark black-box with transfer learning:
The realization that all individual households are try-
ing to learn the same dynamics model (especially
within the same project) can be leveraged to apply
transfer learning to accelerate the modelling process.
In this case, the gathered features from individual
households are combined together to form a single
feature vector which is then used to learn the shared
dynamics model for all households. As seen in Fig. 4,
increasing the data weeks used for learning a model
improves its accuracy (or the variance it can explain
in the observed data) but only up to a certain ex-
tent before asymptoting. In this way, only one of the
three benefits of transfer learning, as shown in Fig.
2, i.e. improved initial performance, is realized. The
asymptotic performance remains largely unaffected.

Learning with extracted features: By reducing
the dimensionality of the input feature vector from
96 or 288 (depending on sampling rate) to 3 (i.e. ap-
plying the feature transformations as explained in the
previous section), the learning problem is simplified
considerably. This is reflected in the improved ac-
curacy of the learned storage model using extracted
features, as shown in Fig. 4. This feature transfor-
mation also considerably simplifies the calculation of
state of charge from the predicted temperature.

Demonstrating transfer: It is also instructive to

Figure 4: Storage vessel model accuracy with raw time
series learning incorporating transfer learning data-
weeks here represents amount of data in weeks used
to train the neural network, the source of the data can
be from different households achieving transfer.

Figure 5: Mean Absolute Error [°C] as a function of
increasing data collection (weeks) and agency (house-
holds).

summarize the effect of increasing agency and time
on the learning model accuracy. This is highlighted
in Fig. 5 where it is easy to see that increasing agency
and data collection have largely the same effect, i.e.
the initial performance of the system with transfer
learning is close to the asymptotic performance of
the learner without transfer. This means that gath-
ering data for months in a single household can be
replaced by collecting data in multiple households for
a very brief amount of time. Of course this result
holds only for homogeneous devices, but it can also
be extended to heterogeneous devices, as we show in
the next section. It is also fairly easy to see that while
transfer learning allows for a much improved initial
performance, the asymptotic performance is not too
different for both with and without transfer learning.

Heating model

Benchmark block-box: As mentioned previously,
the biggest challenge to model the heating element ac-
curately arises from the very limited training dataset
the learning algorithm has access to. Practically, this
means that the learning algorithm has ten or fewer
training examples after a week of interacting with the
system for a single household. For data-intensive al-
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Figure 6: Mean Absolute Error [kWh] as a function of
increasing data collection (weeks) and agency (house-
holds).

gorithms like deep neural networks, this leads to se-
vere overfitting, especially when the deep neural net-
work is using the raw time series as its input feature
vector. In this case, the dimensionality of the input
feature vector is multiple orders of magnitude higher
than the number of examples available for learning.
This seldom, if ever, works well in practice. Indeed, in
this case the neural network failed to converge using
raw time series data alone, with or without transfer
learning.

Learning with extracted features: As before, to
model the heating element, the extracted input fea-
ture vector is fed to the neural network which pre-
dicts the energy required to reheat the storage vessel
given different ambient conditions. On average, this
energy is between one and two kWhs (however it can
vary considerably as a function of the vessels state
of charge and ambient conditions). Unlike the raw
learning case, the neural network successfully learns
to predict the heating elements behavior given ex-
tracted features. This prediction grows progressively
better as the agent observes more data, however the
learning rate is much higher than for the case of the
storage vessel.

Demonstrating transfer: The model improvement
effect holds also as the number of agents (i.e. house-
holds involved in the learning process) increases.
However, unlike the case of the storage element, the
heating model continues to improve until all the gath-
ered data has been used. In this case, transfer learn-
ing leads to both improved initial and asymptotic per-
formance (as highlighted earlier in Fig. 2). It is im-
portant to note that without transfer, a single house-
hold would never have access to almost 20 years of
operational data (which is the asymptotic amount of
data used in the transfer learning case). This infor-
mation is highlighted in Fig. 6 where it is easy to see
that the error rate continues to drop as we increase
the amount of data (either through observation pe-
riod or the number of households).

An interesting caveat arises here as, unlike for the

Figure 7: Scatter plot between observed and predicted
electricity consumption for the heat pump as a func-
tion of increased data and agency: (top-left): 1 week
of data for 1 agent; (top-right) 32 weeks of data for
1 agent; (bottom-left): 1 week of data for 32 agents;
(bottom-right): 32 weeks of data for 32 agents.

storage model, the model improves more significantly
for a longer data gathering period with fewer house-
holds than it does with additional households with
fewer data gathering (i.e. learning a model with data
collected for one household over 32 weeks results in
a better model than one learned with data collected
over 32 households for one week). This makes in-
tuitive sense and is because of better exploration of
ambient conditions over 32 weeks (i.e. the model ob-
serves heat pump performance under different condi-
tions) than is possible in only one week, even when
multiple households are observed. This effect is high-
lighted in Fig. 7. This means that regardless of the
amount of households involved in the initial transfer,
learning will always continue to improve for a while
as it takes stock of the effect of ambient conditions
on heat pump performance. This is unlike the case of
the storage vessel.

Induction

The heating model was eventually able to learn an
extremely accurate representation of the heat pump
(with a normally distributed relative mean error of
less than 10%). However, it took almost 20 years
of data to do so, implying that a more data-efficient
representation can further improve real world learn-
ing performance. In the case of the storage model,
this was not necessary as an accurate representation
was learned in a week of data collection for the case of
transductive transfer learning. This section considers
inductive transfer learning to further accelerate heat-
ing model improvements, which can be achieved by
making use of the data gathered in heterogeneous de-
vices (i.e. from devices belonging to different projects
in this case). In practice, inductive transfer learning
can be achieved in one of two ways (parameter shar-
ing or feature sharing), as explained earlier.

In this paper, the performance of both types of induc-
tion is compared. Project A is considered the source
(because of greater data availability), while Project B
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Figure 8: Mean Absolute Error [°C] as a function
of increasing data collection (weeks) and the learning
scheme (i.e. with or without transfer).

is treated as the target which can make use of transfer
learning to learn a reliable model quicker. From Fig.
8, it is obvious that parameter induction (i.e. initial-
izing the neural network with previously trained data)
outperforms naive feature induction. It is also impor-
tant to note that both parameter and feature sharing
perform substantially better than the model learned
using just the target data (i.e. project B). This effect
is especially pronounced in the early stages of data
collection.

In this case, the workflow for feature sharing is as
follows: the training data gathered from project A is
aggregated with training data from project B, all of
which is then used to train a single neural network.
The workflow for parameter sharing is more involved
as first a neural network is trained on the already
available data from project A. Then the weights of
this neural network are used as the initialization for
project B where observed data is used to fine-tune the
weights through backpropagation. Results of both
these methods are compared with a neural network
which is initialized randomly but then is trained using
only the target data (i.e. for project B). It is obvi-
ous that pre-training the neural network drastically
speeds up real world performance and reduces data
requirements by over an order of magnitude making it
realistic to model the heating element through sensor
data alone.

Thermodynamic validation: While the prediction
error with inductive transfer is much lower than the
benchmark, it is not obvious whether the neural net-
works learned using data alone can generalize to be-
yond the training and test set. This is especially a
concern because both training and test data are sam-
pled from real world behaviour of hot water systems,
which a controller is meant to affect. This controller
has the potential to drive the system to different, un-
seen parts of the state-space. As evident from Fig.
9, the model learned without induction has been able
to learn only two of the three fundamental properties
tested correctly after 32 weeks of data collection, even
when applying transductive transfer learning over two

Figure 9: Results of learning with and without in-
duction learning for the heating model; results shown
here are to visualize the trends of the learned model
for (left) with induction for 2 agents after 4 weeks,
and (right) without induction with 2 agents after 32
weeks.

households. The model is unable to generalize well on
arguably the most important property, i.e. a higher
temperature difference between start and end tem-
perature in the storage leads to higher energy con-
sumption. On the other hand, agents making use of
induction were able to learn (retain) all three proper-
ties correctly from the source task within four weeks
while simultaneously far outperforming the case with-
out transfer on the MAE and R2 metrics. This case
is a successful example of applying both transduc-
tive and inductive transfer learning to help accelerate
model learning.

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper has presented results from using transfer
learning to accelerate the real world performance of
black-box systems. This is an important real world
challenge because residential energy systems, while
increasingly important from a demand side manage-
ment perspective, are prohibitively expensive to be
modelled by a human domain expert because of their
wide variability. Likewise, existing black-box systems
suffer from many shortcomings, and can take a long
time (during which observational data has to be gath-
ered) before converging to a reasonable model. This
limits their real-world applicability.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from this
work to improve on state-of-the-art in black-box mod-
elling. Primarily, the paper demonstrates that trans-
fer learning can improve the modelling accuracy of
black-box systems in both homogeneous and hetero-
geneous device contexts. It shows that, depending on
the quantity of observational data and homogeniety
of devices, transductive or inductive transfer learn-
ing might yield the greatest performance gains. Fur-
thermore, when applying inductive transfer, param-
eter sharing outperforms feature sharing for hetero-
geneous devices, while for homoegeneous devices fea-
ture sharing is arguably a better idea. Likewise, the
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amount of data gathered also influences the gains pos-
sible with transfer learning: to illustrate this point,
the paper shows how the storage vessel model be-
haves very differently from the heat pump model.
The fundamental difference between the two models
is a reliance on ambient conditions which means that
longer observational periods help improve modelling
performance for the heat pump. This also means
that a model learned in a certain geographical loca-
tion may not be directly usable in a different loca-
tion, but might serve as a source model which could
be fine-tuned for improved performance. The paper
also demonstrates the importance of using multiple
metrics for evaluating modelling performance, rather
than relying on a single indicator, as this can yield
misleading results.

It is important to note here that the initial predictions
of the neural network before substantial amounts of
data have been gathered can be completely incorrect.
While transfer learning can address this to an ex-
tent, it is also possible to incorporate domain-specific
knowledge into the learning process. However, as this
detracts from the task-agnostic learning approach es-
poused in this paper, this was not considered in this
paper. Regardless of the transfer mechanism em-
ployed, the paper also highlights the importance of
extracting meaningful features to improve modelling
performance, and shows that a naive black-box for-
mulation is insufficient for hot water system mod-
elling. Another challenge with transfer learning is the
risk of negative transfer, which is an area of active re-
search. It is therefore important to stress here that
transfer learning, by itself, might not be the silver
bullet to solve all of black-box modelling challenges.

While the focus of this paper has been on modelling
hot water systems, the framework is generalizable to
other energy systems. While the heterogeneous sys-
tems considered in this research belonged to the same
family of devices (i.e. both were heat pump hot wa-
ter systems), it is a possible future research direction
to evaluate the framework for more diverse systems
(such as heat pumps and resistance heaters). Given
the potential gains and the limited cost of realizing
them, we believe transfer learning should be a fun-
damental part of every modeller’s repertoire. This
paper provides a useful starting point in this direc-
tion.
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Abstract 
Energy transition as a process aims to mitigate the effects 
of climate change at urban scales. It faces obstacles such 
as multiple stakeholders, complex technical and political 
decision-making, and unclear funding structures. The 
potential use of renewable energy, as well as embedding 
energy strategies in local economic development and in 
the role of municipalities is highly considered. Energy 
planning demands high resources, which are limited 
especially in rural areas. They are not appropriately 
focused by current energy planning tools. If any, only a 
few lighthouse-projects like energy cooperatives exist, 
mostly driven by private initiatives. The resulting online 
tool provides rural communities a decision support tool 
for energy transition which enables them to overcome the 
obstacles with few resources. 

Introduction 
Climate change and the escalating energy prices have 
created a reorientation to the focus of projects in energy 
planning (Ascione et al., 2013). A mitigation approach in 
the adaptation of more efficient energy consumption 
strategies and to an environmentally responsible energy 
sources as an alternative to fossil fuels is envisaged (Iwaro 
and Mwasha, 2010). With the merge of the high energy 
targets of the European Union (EU) for the upcoming 
period from 2020-2030  the necessity of energy planning 
at larger scale is of paramount importance (European 
Commission, 2014). 

Energy planning at the urban scale is a complex process 
especially with multiple stakeholder and a number of 
obstacles to overcome (Cajot et al., 2017). The process of 
energy transition is considered the key solution to tackle 
the change in energy systems, considering that energy 
transition demands deeper interaction of municipalities in 
the process (Sperling et al., 2011). Transition 
management is as important as the process itself 
(Vandenbroeck, 2012). Francis and Pye (2018) enhance 
the importance of better integration of the stakeholders to 
define and design a more flexible policy for the transition. 
Yet with the different approaches to energy planning, 
challenges appear in “overlapping scientific, political and 
administrative complexities”. These challenges affect the 
model’s quality and the quality of data collected in turn it 
is influenced by the different physical and administrative 
scales (Cajot et al., 2017). 

The development of urban energy maps sets a ground for 
analysis of energy performance where energy planning is 
equally initiated for existing buildings and updated for 
new ones. Energy performance databases of the urban 
context usually rely on data collected using Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS), visualised and developed to 
provide the needed information for the preparation of 
energy planning (Ascione et al., 2013).  

For rural areas, however, this procedure so far has not 
been implemented, as they often need high quality 
energy-data and high investments in expertise at an early 
stage of planning process. In particular, free-access 
online-tools with immediate available results and 
recommendations in early strategic planning phases do 
not exist at all (Benedek et al., 2018).  

Currently, there is a number of online tools that serve 
comparable aims of energy transition, such as  
ECOSPEED (ECOSPEED AG, 2018) and HOTMAPS 
(HOTMAPS, 2018). These tools vary in their supplied 
service, though both tools lack of the calculation and 
sizing of renewable energy based on the information of 
the specific location.  

The approach of the authors based on the above-
mentioned challenges of future energy planning and 
transition in rural areas would result in project (TRAIL 
2017-2019). The project consists of partners from science 
and practice, combing theoretical and practical expertise 
to develop and implement a decision-support-tool for 
local users and decision makers at the municipality level. 
Aiming to support small communities, with less than 
10,000 inhabitants, by evaluating complex energy 
strategies, and assessing potential projects and ensuring 
social acceptance. This support shall exploit the potential 
of linking renewable energy with rural development. 

Four typical rural municipalities in the German federal 
state of Thuringia participate in the project to express their 
requirements and give continuous evaluation of the 
TRAIL online-tool. These are Kahla with approx. 6,900, 
Werther with 3,200, Grossobringen with 900 and 
Neumark with only 500 inhabitants. 

Literature Review 
Status quo of Energy planning in rural areas in 
European Union (EU) and Germany 

Energy regulations and planning in the EU merely depend 
on the local standards of the member states, as there are 
no common unified standards, but some broad guidelines 
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and targets. However, the plans and aims of the EU 
concerning energy targets encourage the integration of 
end users and planners in the process of energy planning 
in order to achieve the aimed policy: “Energy 
Performance in Building Directive”, which is also eligible 
for rural areas (European parliament, 2010). 

Many of the energy transition discussions are related to 
urban areas and are connected to Smart City initiatives. 
Slowly, the focus on rural areas is rising as traceable by 
discussion around “smart villages” (Poggi et al., 2018). 
This is not surprising, as around 58% of the population 
live in rural areas in Germany (Federal Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture (2013). Additionally, 10% of land use is 
assigned for the energy system in Germany, almost all of 
which is in rural areas. These rural areas provide the space 
for biomass, photovoltaic or wind power (Gailing and 
Moss (2016)). 

OECD (2012) emphasizes the potentials of linking 
renewable energy with rural development. Therefore, key 
factors should be considered like: embedding energy 
strategies in the local economic development strategy, 
avoiding to impose unsuitable types of renewable energy 
on areas that are not suited to them, creating an integrated 
energy system, assessing potential projects using 
investment criteria and ensuring local social acceptance 
by addressing clear benefits to local communities and 
their engagement in the process.  

This potential has actually not been exhausted, if any, only 
for a few lighthouse-projects like energy cooperatives 
exist, that are mostly driven by private initiatives 
(Pfenning (2018), Becker and Naumann (2016)). 
Furthermore, the installation of renewable energy is 
highly incentive-driven, which led to rent-seeking 
behaviours and a competition for the use of land with 
agriculture and tourism. As a result, many rural 
communities are even opposing further deployments 
(OECD, 2012).  

Challenges of energy planning and transition   

Comparing urban areas and single buildings would lead to 
an understanding of the challenges in the process of 
energy planning (Cajot et al., 2017). The scale of single 
buildings is defined in terms of area, size, life span, etc. 
From an energy point of view, it has limited stakeholders, 
as well as energy and electricity demand (Peter et al., 
2009; Strasser, 2015; Zanon and Verones, 2013). 

At the urban scale, the complexity occurs by “multiple 
actors, different scales, long-term implications and 
uncertainty in the process, methods and basic definitions” 
(Cajot et al., 2017). Many studies have handled the issue 
of energy planning and energy efficiency at the urban 
scale, and (Zanon and Verones, 2013) argue that energy 
efficiency “must be addressed by connecting the building 
scale with the urban one”.  

The responsibility of energy planning has expanded from 
a limited group of specialists including authorities on 
various levels to concerned companies and operators to 
further parties. This expansion is caused by the transition 
of the approach to energy planning from passive demand 
supplied from urban sources to active organisation of 

energy within every geographical boundary (Coelho et 
al., 2010). 

The leading role of municipalities is considered pivotal 
for the energy transition and energy planning (Sperling et 
al., 2011). At the municipality level, the problems appear 
in the multiple and sometimes conflicting problem 
statements because of the background of every 
stakeholder of the project. The various angles of view of 
the stakeholders to the problem creates different solution 
tactics, notwithstanding the complexity and uncertainty as 
well as the instability of the problem from scientific, 
political and administrative perspectives (Cajot et al., 
2017). 

Here, the definition of energy planning in this research 
focuses on the “strategic” energy planning as described by 
(Sperling et al., 2011) where a systematic integration 
appears between the various levels of stakeholders.  

Challenges at the energy transition level constitute in high 
technical complexity (Kirnats et al., 2018), politically 
complex decision-making and unclear funding 
programme structures. Planning demands high expert 
knowledge and requires considerable resources in terms 
of cost, time and staff. 

GIS-based energy planning and tools 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has been 
experienced as a tool for urban energy planning in various 
researches ((Byrne et al., 2008), (Ascione et al., 2013), 
(Bugs et al., 2010)), mainly as tool for energy audits of 
buildings. It allows to collect information on urban scale 
and  arrange information in various layers for energy 
analysis, research and planning (Ascione et al., 2013). 
GIS embeds geo-referencing process as a methodology 
(Favretto, 2000) as referencing based on a system of 
coordinates within the known studied domain.  

All available GIS-based solutions like ECOSPEED 
toolbox and HOTMAPS have other approaches and 
deliverables and are much cost and staff intensive and 
focus mainly on urban areas. A recent evaluation of 900 
German energy projects by (Kirnats et al., 2018) revealed 
that in most cases the research projects are lacking a 
connection to their future applicants. Additionally, there 
are no digital planning tools at urban quarter or broader 
scale. Hence, systematic approaches for holistic 
modelling of overall system incorporating actively users 
and integrated energy systems are missing (Kirnats et al., 
2018).  

The use of Software development and SCRUM (see 
www.scrum.org), that are substantial components of 
organisation’s programme, reduces unpredictability and 
solves complex problems as (Wheeler, 2011) defines it as 
“significant component of almost every organisations 
programme”. This problem solving methodology applies 
empiricism as SCRUM presents heuristic as an alternative 
to algorithmic approach. (Schmidt, 2013) explains the 
importance of software development as it appears in the 
success of the project as it organises the technicality and 
objectives of the project, as well as organises and controls 
the inputs from stakeholders and the product of the 
software. 
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Methodology 
Based on the literature review the TRAIL project chooses 
an iterative approach as follows: The methodology of the 
project is based on an iterative loop of five steps. Starting 
by the assessment of framework conditions and 
requirements, derivation of software requirement 
specifications and the specification of functional targets, 
determination of software development, then test the 
results, adaptation, and eventually returning back to feed 
in the municipalities for further evaluation (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: TRAIL methodology. 

Results 
Step 1: Framework conditions and requirements 

Initially, the results of the first step show that the size and 
administrative status of the four municipal case studies are 
different yet they present little to no work for measures of 
energy transition. These municipalities are different in 
their governances as they are either independent or part of 
an association of administrations. Results of TRAIL 
workshops with municipalities showed, that they offer 
little preparatory data and suffer from limited financial 
and human resources for energy transition. Hence, they 
wish for a TRAIL software designed to their local 
requirements. 

This set of scarcities resulted in little resources and 
administrative support, different IT-infrastructures and 
eventually no time or resources for data collection of 
energy transition. Table 1 summarizes the results of step 
1, below. 

Table 1: Results of step 1. 

 

Step 2: Software requirement specifications 

As a result of the assessment, the Software Requirement 
Specifications (SRS) were derived. Along several 
workshops of the TRAIL consortium, aims, functions and 
necessary data, an in-depth description of the TRAIL-tool 
has evolved. The most important results are summarised 
in Table 2, below. 

Table 2: Result of step 2 - Overview SRS 

 
Step 3: Specifications of functional targets 

The functional targets based on the above-mentioned SRS 
were derived in step 3. They describe capabilities and 
appearance of the software as well as interactions with the 
users. They set the guideline for the developers and are a 
continuing reference point during the iterative 
programming process. Table 3, below, shows an overview 
of the specified functional targets. Here, most research 
had to be done with versioning, data collection and 
processing as well as defining measures, evaluation 
criteria and calculation algorithms, which is described 
further below. 

Table 3: Result of step 3 – Functional targets 
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Versioning 

The TRAIL-tool is developed in three versions (starter, 
plus and pro). This approach was chosen for responding 
to different aspiration levels by the municipalities and 
offering quickly a first overview of the energetic state of 
the municipality, which can be tested and improved 
iteratively at later stages. The details of the versions are 
the following:  

Data processing approach for TRAILstarter 

A bottom-up approach was developed including data 
processing of freely accessible coefficients for heat and 
power demands, and statistical and spatial data. Based on 
these data, sums of energy demand, demand per living 
area and inhabitant could be calculated. The 
municipalities were divided into 100x100m grid cells as a 
minimum limit because of privacy and data protection 
reasons (Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie 
(2017)). Statistical data of municipalities and publicly 
available data (GIS, Census) are allocated to the grid cells. 
Based on this allocation, the distribution of energy and 
power demand can be assessed and visualized.  

All of the data processing algorithms are written within 
the programming language R (Team (2017)). The 
following packages where used to get functions for 
geodata processing: sf (Pebesma (2018b)), rgdal 
(Pebesma (2018b)), lwgeom (Pebesma (2018a)) spdep 
(Bivand et al. (2013)) and raster (Hijmans (2017)). 

The data processing approach is implemented in 
TRAILstarter and its sub-steps are introduced 
subsequently. The advantages of the chosen approach are: 
No data collection needed by municipality and immediate 
availability of results. 

Classification of residential building types 

The TRAIL online-tool has a database of the buildings 
and their typology linked to their geolocation. For 
residential buildings, this is important since determination 
of energy demand is based on the knowledge about their 
correct types. There exist different categories and each 
type has its specific demand per square meter of living 
space. The demand is influenced by different factors such 
as building size, number of floors, existing period and 
number of neighbouring buildings.  

Based on classification of Tabula project, five different 
types of residential buildings where chosen because they 
are the most relevant for rural areas: detached/ 
semidetached single-family house, row housing, multi-
family house, great multi-family house and high-rise 
building (Typology Approach for Building Stock Energy 
Assessment (2012)).  

In the next step, each residential building must be 
assigned to the chosen five categories based on open 
source data only. Processed data packages are freely 
provided by Thuringian land surveying office including  
building outlines, land parcels, address coordinates and 
3D buildings in level of detail 2 (LOD2)  (Open 
Geospatial Consortium (2012)). 

 
Figure 2: Classification algorithm of building types. 

The classification algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2. In 
case of block apartment buildings that consist of various 
entrances, the energy demand estimation considers each 
entrance as a separate house. So, in the first step, building 
outlines need to be split using corresponding address 
coordinates of the entrances in their sub-parts within the 
unified outline of the building (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Splitting of building outlines per address 

coordinates. 

Necessary information for the classification of building 
types are spread over different data sets such as ground 
use (land parcels), building function and building height 
(3D buildings). All data were combined, and the building 
function was used to specify residential buildings. 
Residential buildings were classified according to the five 
building types by setting specific thresholds for gross 
floor area and building height (Figure 4). With the 
knowledge of the building types per grid cell, the living 
space per type and per inhabitant can be calculated. 

 
Figure 4: Example of building type classification. 

For further calculations of heat and power demand, the 
following data were used: Census of the year 2011 per 
grid cell (Federal Statistical Office (2011), number of 
inhabitants, number of buildings in different age of 
building classes, number of households in different 
subcategories, coefficients for heat demands by age of 
building class (Typology Approach for Building Stock 
Energy Assessment, 2012) and coefficients for power 
demands by household subcategory (Federal Statistical 
Office of Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt (2019)). 
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Calculation of heat demand 

 
Figure 5: Calculation of heat demand. 

For determining heat demand, the number of buildings in 
different ages of building classes from census data were 
combined with the age of building classes by Tabula 
(Typology Approach for Building Stock Energy 
Assessment (2012)). Based on that, the following formula 
was used to calculate the total heat demand 𝐷   per 
cell  

 𝐷  = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑄  ∙ 𝐶   (1) 

Where 𝐴  is the living space per building type, 
𝑄   is the percentual quotes of buildings per age 
of a building class and 𝐶  is the corresponding heat 
demand coefficient per square meter living space per 
building type per age of building class. 

In addition to the total heat demand per cell, the heat 
demand per square meter 𝐷  ² and inhabitant 
𝐷   was calculated by the following formulae 

 𝐷  ² =    (2) 

and 

 𝐷  =    (3) 

Where 𝑛  is the number of inhabitants from 
census data. The above calculations result in a map with 
heat demand as in the example in Figure 6 below: 

 

 
Figure 6: Sample map of heat demand. 

 

Calculation of power demand 

The total power demand 𝐷   per cell was 
calculated based on the number of households per the 
specific cell 𝑛  retrieved from the census data 
then multiplied by the power demand coefficients 𝐶 : 

 𝐷  = 𝑛 ∙ 𝐶   (4) 

 
Figure 7: Calculation of power demand. 

The number of households was summarized in the 
following categories: 1 person, 2 people and at least 3 
people -household. The power demand per inhabitant was 
calculated in the same way as the heat demand. The 
defined heat and power demand and their allocation to the 
grid cells can be used to project the renewable energy 
(RE) potential for the municipality. 
 

 
Figure 8: Sample map of power demand. 

Renewable energy potentials 

To give specific guidance to the municipalities for their 
energy planning, Renewable Energy (RE) potentials are 
defined and provided within the version TRAILplus. The 
status quo of energy from wind power, hydropower, 
photovoltaic (PV), sewage gas, landfill gas and biomass 
(forest and agriculture) are represented by blending 
geodata from publicly accessible databases with data from 
transmission system operators for identifying the 
locations of the individual plants. The results are 
illustrated on federal level, though only wind power and 
biogas plants are accessible on municipality level. 

TRAIL calculates the RE potential for PV, waste heat, 
biomass -from forest and agriculture-, and geothermal 
energy. However, it does not focus on wind and water 
potentials, since wind priority areas cannot be influenced 
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by the municipality and the potential of water is already 
exhausted in Thuringia. For assigning PV potentials to the 
municipalities, pre-calculated geodata from public 
databases are incorporated via an interface. Subsequently, 
maximum number of installable modules and potential 
CO2 savings were calculated, outliers were detected and 
yields per 100x100m grid were spatialized. Finally, yields 
were set against energy demand from TRAILstarter 
version. The resulting maps of TRAILplus shows building 
suitability, roof suitability, amount of irradiance, PV yield 
in MWh (per roof) and potential PV in MWh (per grid 
cell) (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: Sample map of PV-potential. 

The methodology for identifying geothermal and biomass 
potentials is almost identical to the one of PV, the 
resulting maps are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Due 
to space limitation, their methodologies cannot be 
presented in detail in this paper. 

 
Figure 10: Sample map of geothermal energy-potential. 

 
Figure 11: Sample map of biomass-potential. 

Analogous to the other modules of TRAILplus, users 
obtain specific action sheets concerning employment of 
RE measures in municipalities. 

Modularisation 

Since reasonable measures or the desired fields of actions 
differ for each municipality, possible measures were 
divided into modules. This facilitates orientation and 
helps with the systematic creation of individual catalogue 
of measures. Additionally, municipalities can choose their 
preferred field(s) of action and focus on certain modules 
without being obliged to evaluate all other modules. The 
TRAILplus version comprises the following nine 
modules: 

Table 4: Modules and examples of measures 

 
The development of measures focused on the first six 
modules of Table 4 as the municipalities emphasized as 
higher priority. 

Evaluation criteria and action sheets  

Seven evaluation criteria were developed for assessing the 
modularly structured measures (see Table 5 below). 

Table 5: Evaluation criteria. 

 
Consequently, the municipalities can develop a specific 
catalogue of measures based on their preferences for the 
evaluation criteria. These criteria were derived from 
literature review and feedback of the municipalities and 
have different scales (2-5 intervals or characteristics). 

The action sheets will be the core deliverables 
summarizing the contents of the research agenda. Besides 
the evaluation criteria, the action sheets include the 
description of the measure, contact persons for next steps, 
stakeholders to be involved, necessary preconditions 
and/or obstacles to overcome, next (mini-) steps and 
possibilities of funding. 
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Step 4 and 5: Software development and testing 

The fourth step, software development, started with 
establishing a hierarchy of implementations of the 
modules and applying the “SCRUM”-Method: “Sprints” 
were defined to determine form, content, design and 
typical use-cases. Based on the use-cases a developer’s 
version was programmed, quality checked and first tested 
by the TRAIL-partners. From there a version is installed 
for pilot-users of the municipalities introducing (step 5). 
Those users will give feedback during workshops, which 
will be evaluated, and changes shall be applied where 
necessary. For the actual pilot see: www.trail-energie.de. 

Discussion 
The first set of interim results of the TRAIL project 
showed that the chosen methodology lead to the desired 
results. The municipalities’ feedback revealed that the 
tool is meeting their requirements. It fits their level of 
expertise, requiring low resources in terms of cost, time 
and staff. TRAIL delivers an easy start for energy 
transition in rural areas, allowing municipalities to 
evaluate and identify possible measures according to their 
local preferences. It can therefore simplify the technical 
complexity and support the decision-making processes. 

As a free-access online-tool with immediate available 
results and recommendations it meets the identified 
functional targets, including developed algorithms for the 
calculation of heat and power demand, classification of 
building types as wells as RE potentials for PV, biomass 
and geothermal energy. Evaluation of the accuracy of this 
data is still in progress.  

Regarding the limitations of the level of detail by the 
chosen methodology, it could be argued that the data 
accuracy analysis will reveal whether TRAIL is 
appropriate to embed energy planning in the local 
economic development strategy, assess potential projects 
and ensure social acceptance by addressing clear benefits 
to local communities and their engagement in the process.  

Conclusion and Future Research 
A systematic approach is addressed by the TRAIL-project 
and includes measures for interconnected concepts for 
buildings and urban quarters, active involvement of users 
and consideration of integrated energy (Kirnats et al. 
(2018). It incorporates the specific requirements and 
framework conditions of rural municipalities for 
supporting them in the decision-making processes of 
energy transition.  

The innovation of TRAIL exists in the fully automated 
algorithm classifying all residential buildings with their 
specific heat and power demand and the potential to use 
RE in a rural municipality. Furthermore, the tool 
innovates the support in the decision-making process in 
local energy-concepts by evaluating these data and 
proposing suitable and adaptable measures. Measures are 
recommended based on the evaluation by seven 
evaluation criteria and user’s preferences. In addition, it is 
easy-to-use, flexible and low-cost. Therefore, it can be 
used by small administrations to get a much better 
understanding of energy transition. 

Within the development of the current tool several 
research gaps were identified. Their elimination would 
enhance the practicability, level of detail and scope of 
investigations. This includes the consideration of inter-
municipal cooperation, extensions of technical solutions 
for linking several infrastructure sectors, increasing data 
accuracy with new methods, simplifying data collection 
and considering aspects of data protection. These aspects 
are addressed in a subsequent project proposal. 
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Abstract 

There is a lack of optimization of buildings towards 

energy performance in early design stages in practice. 

Interviews with architects and energy consultants showed 

that one reason is the inefficient communication between 

these two groups. This paper investigates how a design-

integrated early-BIM tool can improve the relation 

between architects and energy consultants to support an 

optimization process in early design stages and facilitate 

issuing energy performance certificates. Two case studies 

show that the early-BIM tool provides meaningful results 

for the architects involved and can reduce the input time 

for energy consultants by 50%. Furthermore, the simple 

3D model functions as boundary object between the two 

groups and supports the collaboration. 

 

Introduction 

Buildings are one of the biggest carbon emitters and are 

responsible for about 40% of the world’s primary energy 

demand. At the same time buildings provide the biggest 

potential for cost-efficient reduction of greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions (UNEP SBCI 2009). In general, 

decisions made in the early phases of the design process, 

have the greatest influence, as they set general conditions 

for the subsequent design process (Paulson Jr. 1976). As 

such, the concept design phase has the highest influence 

on both operational energy demand (Hegger et al. 2007) 

and environmental impacts (Bogenstätter 2000). The 

early design phases are therefore ideal for optimization 

(Phase 1 and 2 in Figure 1). In the majority of building 

projects, especially in smaller housing projects, architects 

work alone in early design phases (Weytjens and 

Verbeeck 2010a). Large-scale architectural offices might 

have the ability to work in a design team together with 

energy and environmental specialists from early design 

on. However, in many European countries most architects 

work in small-scale offices (T’Jonck 2013; Hildebrand 

2014; Goos 2017) and they largely rely on their own 

knowledge and expertise to make design decisions 

(Weytjens and Verbeeck 2010b; Meex, Knapen, and 

Verbeeck 2016). 

The German fee structure for architects and engineers 

(HOAI) assigns the major part of the workload for energy 

consultants to phase 3 (see Figure 1 and Table 1). Phase 4 

only consists of issuing the certificates needed for the 

building permit. However, in most cases in the German 

context, energy consultants are hired shortly before the 

building permit application when an energy performance 

certificate is needed (Phase 4 in Figure 1). Besides few 

exceptions, this is also the case in other national contexts 

(Alsaadani and De Souza 2016). When hired late (in phase 

4), energy consultants can only check whether the legal 

requirements are met. It is late for optimising the 

building’s performance, because changes to the design 

would be too costly. As such, the potential for reducing 

the energy demand and therefore GHG emissions cannot 

be exploited. In addition, the users of the building have 

higher operational costs that could be avoided.  

As the energy performance requirements are tightened 

regularly, it becomes increasingly difficult to meet them. 

In case the building does not meet the required threshold, 

adaptions such as increased insulation or a different 

technical equipment are needed, leading to raised 

investment costs. Clearly, this is not in favour of the 

architects and their clients.  

 

Table 1: Definition of tasks for energy consultant 

according to HOAI (2013) and available hours for a 

multi-family house as described in case study 2  

Phase Tasks HOAI 

1 Definition of requirements and goals 3% 

2 Pre-dimensioning of relevant 

construction parts and creation of 

simulation models 

20% 

3 Updating simulation models and 

dimensioning of technical 

equipment 

40% 

4 Energy performance certificate 6% 

5 Refining results of phases 3 and 4 27% 

6 Supporting tendering 2% 

7 Evaluation of the offers regarding 

the requirements 

2% 
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Figure 1: Design phases defined in the German fee structure for architects and engineers (HOAI 2013)  

 

The question is why optimization of the energy 

performance is not carried out in early design stages and 

why energy consultants are not involved earlier. One 

problem in the German context is that the current energy 

performance regulation does not require improvement. 

The threshold that has to be met is defined by 

outperforming a virtual reference building with the same 

geometry. This means a better use of material or technical 

equipment is required, but passive strategies and an 

optimization of the building’s shape do not help to meet 

the threshold as the reference building is also improved. 

As such, holistic optimization including the geometry can 

only be based on comparing different variants. This is 

rarely done in practice because it is time-consuming and 

expensive with current tools and not mandatory. A further 

main barrier towards integrated design development is the 

communication between architects and consultants. In 

most cases, architects provide 2D plans. Energy 

consultants then either calculate the relevant surface areas 

manually or use a simple 3D tool to re-draw the geometry 

and take-off the surface areas. Building Information 

Modelling (BIM) aims towards collaboration of different 

stakeholders based on one digital model of the building. 

BIM has successfully been employed to improve the 

collaboration between designers and energy consultants 

in exemplary projects, but is rarely employed in small 

projects. Therefore, simplified approaches using so-called 

early-BIM (Hollberg, Agustí-Juan, and Habert 2018) 

and/or parametric design approaches (Roudsari, Smith, 

and Gill 2013) have been developed. 

This paper investigates how a design-integrated early-

BIM tool for energy pre-dimensioning based on a simple 

3D model can improve the relation between architects and 

energy consultants and optimize the process of issuing the 

energy performance certificates. The insights of the two 

real-life case studies of employing the tool are discussed 

and conclusions for improvement are drawn. 

Existing tools with 3D interface 

To provide a structured overview of existing tools for 

energy assessment with a connection to a 3D geometry 

they are divided into four categories in the following: 

A) Full BIM-based approaches: There are a 

number of commercial plugins for BIM software 

such as Revit, ArchiCAD or Allplan that receive 

the geometry and material information from the 

BIM model. There are even more approaches 

developed in research projects. However, they 

all require a BIM model with detailed 

information.  

B) 3D surface models: A number of tools work 

with so-called “shoe-box” models using a 3D 

model made of surfaces only. Most tools provide 

a plugin for SketchUp, such as Sefaira, Open 

Studio, or TRNSYS. The same approach can 

also be used using simple mass models within a 

BIM software, for example Autodesk Insight.  

C) Parametric approaches: In recent years 

parametric design approaches using visual 

programming languages have been increasingly 

employed. A number of plugins for the 

Grasshopper3D environment have been 

developed, e.g. Archsim, or Ladybug/Honeybee.  

D) Stand-alone 3D input: In Germany, there are 

eight major software tools for energy 

performance certificates, e.g. Hottgenroth, 

Evebi, or ZUB Helena. Most of them provide a 

stand-alone 3D input for energy consultants, e.g 

HottCAD. These allow to import 2D plans and 

model a thermal model on-top of the 2D floor 

plans.  
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All four approaches have the problem of not being 

applicable for common German architects in common 

projects. The BIM-based approaches require a lot of 

information to provide all the data needed for the energy 

consultant. The digital model is only developed with this 

high level of detail in later design stages, meaning once 

the BIM model is available, major design changes are 

costly. As such, an optimization of the geometry based on 

variants is impossible. 3D surface-based approaches such 

as Sefaira are easy to use, but they are not based on the 

national German codes. Therefore, the results do not 

provide the information whether the threshold for the 

building permit is met or not. Parametric approaches are 

successfully used by innovative design teams, but they 

require expert knowledge. However, the average architect 

does not have the opportunity to acquire the knowledge 

needed and stay up to date. Furthermore, the currently 

available plugins are not based on German codes. The 

stand-alone 3D input has been developed to speed up the 

process of inputting the geometry for energy consultants. 

As such, it can facilitate the process of the certification, 

but it is not suited to optimize the geometry, because the 

thermal model has to be re-drawn from scratch for each 

geometric variant. 

This paper focusses on closing this gap by analysing the 

potential of simple 3D design-integrated tools for the 

German context without requiring a full BIM model or 

expert knowledge.  

 

Method 

In this paper, we follow three main steps. 

1. Interviews: We interview users and potential 

users of the CAALA tool (both architects and 

energy consultants) in Germany for their 

requirements towards improving the 

collaboration between them. 

2. Adaption of tool: Based on the requirements of 

architects and energy consultant, we adapt an 

existing tool called CAALA  

3. Case studies: To evaluate the potential of the 

adapted tool towards improving the 

collaboration between architects and energy 

consultants we apply the approach to two real 

projects.  

Interviews with architects and energy engineers 

We conducted qualitative interviews with 10 energy 

consultants and 30 architects who are interested in using 

CAALA or already use the tool. We focussed on their 

work regarding residential buildings and on two main 

aspects: 

1. The use of tools for energy performance 

calculation in early design stages 

2. The collaboration between architects and 

energy consultants 

The results confirm many findings of other researchers in 

other national contexts. Regarding the first aspect, most 

architects mention a lack of interest in energy 

performance from clients, which is a reason also 

mentioned by Alsaadani and De Souza (2016). 

Furthermore, most architects said the current tools are 

complex, which Kanters, Horvat, and Dubois (2014) 

mention as number one reason not to use them. In 

addition, architects said that they do not have the time to 

use the tools, which is listed as reason number three by 

Kanters, Horvat, and Dubois (2014). When asking why 

this was the case, the answers included two main 

explanations. First, the input is time-consuming as the 

tools are complex. Second, there are already many other 

difficulties in the planning process and energy 

performance is not regarded as important as budget 

constraints, fire safety, acoustic insulation or structural 

questions, for example. 

Most architects were not satisfied with the collaboration 

with energy consultants. First, the communication with 

the consultants consumes a lot of time. They often do not 

know which information the consultants need. Second, 

they feel like they have to wait an unreasonable long time 

before they receive results. Third, there is little trust in the 

results due to the competence of the consultants but also 

due to mistrust in the German energy performance 

regulation (EnEV). In addition, architects often feel that 

energy consultants do not provide innovative solutions 

that support the design concept, but are limited to 

conventional standard approaches. As such, the results 

often do not provide any value in the design process for 

architects, but are only seen as a mandatory task. When 

asked how the collaboration could be improved, most 

architects wanted more variants and wanted the results to 

be delivered quicker. 

The interviewed energy consultants are also not satisfied 

with the collaboration with architects. Most of them said 

they are usually hired late in the design process after all 

decisions have already been made by the architects and 

the clients. They feel they are expected to certify the 

building and calculate in such a way that the required 

performance is met. They cannot work on improving the 

building due to the short deadlines and small budgets. As 

such, they cannot fulfil their own expectations of 

providing a good consulting service. In some cases, the 

required performance threshold is not met and changes 

are required that cause difficulties with architects and 

clients. Furthermore, the output of results in their 

specialised software is for experts only and they find it 

difficult to explain the results to clients and architects.  

When asked how to improve the collaboration, all energy 

consultants first mentioned the communication of the 

necessary information. On average, they spend up to 50% 

of the total time for a project to collect the information 

needed, model the building geometry and input the 

construction and material properties into their specific 

software. Most interviewed consultants use a stand-alone 

3D input for the geometry to take-off the areas of the 

thermal model, but none of them use the data from the 

architects directly. Usually, they receive 2D plans in PDF 

or DWG format and sometimes additional 3D 

visualisations of the building.   
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The interviews showed there many difficulties regarding 

the collaboration between architects and energy 

consultants. Next to the issue of a lack of trust, the main 

aspect is the communication of the information needed for 

the calculation by the energy consultants. We therefore 

focus on this aspect in the following. 

Adaption of design-integrated tool 

CAALA Software (CAALA GmbH 2018) is a plug-in for 

SketchUp and Rhino - tools that are commonly applied in 

early design stages (Kanters, Horvat, and Dubois 2014; 

Köhler 2016). CAALA was developed for holistic Life 

Cycle Assessment (LCA) of buildings in early design 

phases. It is based on the method of parametric LCA 

(Hollberg and Ruth 2016) and uses a quasi-steady state 

approach based on a simplification of the German 

standard DIN V 18599 to estimate the energy demand in 

the use phase (Hollberg et al. 2018). It uses a simple 3D 

shoebox model as input. Therefore, it provides the basis 

for energy demand calculation using dynamic building 

performance simulation, e.g. EnergyPlus or using national 

codes usually based on monthly energy balancing, e.g. 

SIA 380, DIN V 18599, ISO 52016-1. To estimate the 

environmental impact over the complete life cycle of a 

building, architects can select predefined building 

components from a drop down menu to save time in 

inputting (see Figure 2). A few parameters such as the 

insulation thickness can be adapted using a slider. In 

addition, building services including heating systems can 

be selected. These are linked to a component catalogue 

providing all information needed for the building 

performance simulation. The software does not replace 

expert software for energy demand calculation, but serves 

as pre-dimensioning tool to provide design guidance. In 

theory, the information already input in the tool can be 

easily transferred to the expert software of the energy 

consultants to avoid re-inputting of information. 

The software is adapted to assess the potential of a direct 

link between the early pre-dimensioning tool for 

architects and the expert software of the engineers. It is 

adapted to allow for a simplified transfer using a 

spreadsheet in the format of the input in the energy 

certificate tool. Furthermore, introducing a gbXML 

interface allows transferring the geometry including all 

necessary material properties. The potential is tested by 

means of two real case study. 

Case studies 

Two case studies are used to answer the following 

questions:  

- Does the comparison of variants provide 

meaningful results for architects? (case study 1) 

- How much time can be saved by using the 

interface to transfer the geometry to the energy 

consultant? (case study 2) 

- Is the communication between architects and 

energy consultants improved through the use of 

a simple 3D model in early design stages? (case 

study 2) 

Case study 1 consists of an office building in Berlin. The 

architects used CAALA in phase 1 and 2 to compare four 

variants modelled in Sketchup. The same material and 

technical equipment was assigned to all variants to 

compare the performance of the geometry (see Figure 3) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: User interface of CAALA plugin for Sketchup 
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V1 V2 

  

V3 V4 

Figure 3: Geometric variants of case study 1 

 

Case study 2 consist of two multi-family houses in Berlin 

with a total net floor area of 3949 m2. The project 

developer set high requirements regarding the choice of 

materials and the energy performance and asked the 

architects to use the tool CAALA to compare different 

variants. Therefore, the architects used the CAALA 

Sketchup plugin and pre-dimensioned the building in 

phase 2 and 3. An energy consultant was hired in phase 4 

for the energy performance certificate that is needed for 

the building permit application. The energy consultant 

modelled the building conventionally according to 2D 

plans provided by the architects. Furthermore, the 

CAALA model from the architects (see Figure 2) was 

used and the results are compared here.  

 

Results 

Comparison of variants (case study 1)  

To compare the performance of the geometry for case 

study 1 only the annual heating demand is compared here. 

The results for the four variants are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of the heating demand of four 

variants of case study 2 

 

The difference between the best variant 3 and worst 

variant 2 is 20%. According to the architects, this was a 

significant result for their further planning. This benefit is 

important to motivate architects to use pre-dimensioning 

tools in early design stages.  

Comparison of areas (case study 2) 

The areas of the architects and the energy consultant’s 

model of case study 1 are compared to answer the 

question if the architects’ model is accurate enough. The 

comparison shows a very good agreement (difference 0%) 

for horizontal elements that can be easily taken off from 

2D plans such as the Roof, Roof terrace, Access balcony, 

Floor above air, and Floor to ground. There was a 

surprisingly big difference in the area of doors of 6.7 m2. 

When comparing the models in detail, it became apparent 

that 5 doors had not been correctly transferred from 

energy consultant’s 3D tool (HottCAD) to the EnEV tool. 

This error was correct and the area adapted accordingly. 

The comparison of the adapted areas is shown in Table 2. 

The difference for the total façade with 0.02% is 

negligible. However, the architects’ model shows a 

smaller area for windows and doors.  

 

Table 2: Comparison of adapted areas 

Element Area energy 

consultant 

(HottCAD) 

[m2] 

Area 

architect 

(CAALA) 

[m2] 

Difference 

% 

Exterior wall 

wood 
578.51 582.28 -1.81 

Exterior wall 

masonry 
551.25 548.49 0.50 

Windows 368.69 365.72 0.81 

Doors 57.11 52.80 7.55 

Total facade 1548.96 1549.27 -0.02 

Roof 483.47 483.47 0.00 

Roof terrace 24.40 24.40 0.00 

Access 

balcony 
56.30 56.30 0.00 

Floor above 

air 
36.61 36.61 0.00 

Floor to 

ground 
527.56 527.56 0.00 

 

According to the energy consultant involved in this case 

study, an additional benefit of transferring the architects’ 

3D model is that the energy consultant can understand the 

building better and quicker. Furthermore, all the material 

information needed is already assigned to the specific 

building component, avoiding phone calls or e-mails to 

clarify missing data. 

Comparison of input time (case study 2) 

The energy consultant needed 29 hours in total to provide 

the first simulation results and a report to the architects. 

16 hours were spent on modelling of the geometry of the 

two buildings in HottCAD. In addition, 8 hours were 

0
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needed to input the material information and construction 

details. Furthermore, 3 hours were spent in meetings and 

about 2 hours for sending e-mails and reports. These 

values are relatively low compared to an average of 80 

hours for office buildings provided by Lichtmeß (2010) 

or 113 hours by Erhorn-Kluttig et. al. (2005) 

If the energy consultant would us the architect’s model, it 

has to be checked for plausibility. Assuming this will take 

2 hours, only transferring the geometry would provide a 

potential to save 14 hours in this case study. 

 

Discussion and limitations 

The results of the case study showed that energy pre-

dimensioning can be of support for the design process. A 

typical question of architects in this context is if the pre-

dimensioning tools are accurate enough. In a previously 

published study we showed that the difference for the 

heating demand between the pre-dimensioning tool and 

full EnEV tools is smaller than 2% (Hollberg et al. 2018), 

which is acceptable for early design phases. 

In the two case studies, the communication between 

architects and energy consultant was satisfying for both 

parties. It could be observed that the simple 3D model 

facilitated the communication. In a way, it served as 

boundary object. According to Star and Griesemer (1989) 

“Boundary objects are both plastic enough to adapt to 

local needs and constraints of the several parties 

employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common 

identity across sites. They are weakly structured in 

common use, and become strongly structured in 

individual-site use.” The 3D model represents the 

architecture in an abstract form, but serves as a detailed 

model for the energy consultant. In contrast to a 

sophisticated BIM model, it is easy to handle and to use 

for all stakeholders. 

Currently, the process as described here using CAALA 

only works for residential buildings. According to 

German regulations, residential buildings can be 

modelled as single zone models. Non-residential 

buildings require modelling of multiple thermal zones. 

The correct modelling of these is quite difficult for non-

experts (Hollberg et al. 2016). To solve this problem in 

the future, an autozoning algorithm as proposed by 

(Dogan and Reinhart 2017) that is compliant with the 

German energy code could be developed. Furthermore, a 

simplified approach for calculating non-residential 

buildings with a single zone as described by Lichtmeß 

(2010) could be used. 

In this paper only two case studies were analysed. To 

make sure the process works in other projects, too, more 

studies should be carried out in the future. The architects 

of case study 1 were interested in trying the proposed pre-

dimensioning tool to improve their design. The results 

motivated them to also use it in the future. However, many 

interviewed architects did not show interest in testing the 

pre-dimensioning as they feel over-worked and do not see 

it as their responsibility. Therefore, these architects might 

only use a pre-dimensioning tool in the future, if clients 

ask for it as it was the case in case study 2. 

 

Conclusions 

The interviews with architects and energy consultants 

showed that both groups are not satisfied with the current 

form of collaboration. Between the many difficulties that 

were mentioned, we focussed on the communication of 

the information needed for the calculation by the energy 

consultants. We assessed the potential for improvement 

using simple 3D surface models and an early-BIM 

approach in early design stages by means of two case 

studies. 

The results of case study 1 show that comparing a number 

of variants provides meaningful results that support the 

further design process of the architects. This aspect is 

crucial to ensure the architects are willing to use this 

energy pre-dimensioning approach and invest time to 

model the thermal model that provides the basis for the 

energy consultant. The results of the case study 2 show 

that the architects’ model is accurate enough to be used as 

basis for the energy certificate. Plausibility checks are 

needed to ensure the model quality. However, they are 

also needed when energy consultants use the current state 

of the art approach and redraw the building in a stand-

alone 3D software. About 50% of the total input time can 

be saved by the energy consultant using this approach.  

The proposed the early-BIM approach using simple 3D 

surface models provides a big potential to improve the 

collaboration between architects and energy consultants 

in Germany and countries with a similar context. This is 

especially true for small to mid-size architectural offices 

that do not have in-house experts and usually work on 

smaller project without an interdisciplinary design team 

and BIM managers.  
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Abstract 

This paper presents a new tool for the simulation of the 

combined transport of moisture and heat in building 

components. The tool, called ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal, is more advanced with respect to the 

hygrothermal assessment methods based on the Glaser 

approach since it provides the possibility to perform 

dynamical simulations and because it takes into account 

capillary liquid transport and moisture storage properties 

of materials. ProCasaClima Hygrothermal aims to be 

user-friendly and easy to use in order to maximize its use 

among designers and consultants. The tool is partly 

presented through an analysis of a case study project, an 

historical building where the external walls are insulated 

from the inside with a vapour open insulation system. The 

hygrothermal performance of the historical wall are also 

monitored, giving the possibility to compare the results of 

the simulation with monitored data. 

Introduction 

During the last few decades there has been a growing 

activity in the development of numerical tools for the 

simulation of the coupled transport of heat and moisture 

in building constructions (Delgado et al., 2013). The main 

reason behind that is the prevention of building 

pathologies, that can lead to the degradation of building 

components and affect users’ comfort and health.  

Nonetheless, the usage of these simulation tools among 

designers in the everyday design practice is still limited. 

This might represent a problem considering that the 

number of energy-efficient interventions on existing 

buildings is expected to grow in future years (ANCE, 

2018; Directive 2018/844/EU, 2018) and will 

increasingly involve buildings with major design 

challenges from the hygrothermal point of view such as 

building of historical value with protected facades or with 

thermal bridges of difficult solution (Troi, 2011). Design 

solutions such as internal insulation will become more 

and more widespread making the use of advanced 

simulation tools essential. In fact, the application of 

internal insulation strongly modifies the hygrothermal 

equilibrium of the existing wall and a careful planning is 

needed in order to avoid problems such as interstitial 

condensation, frost damages, thermal bridges and mould 

formation (Troi and Bastian, 2015; Zhao et al., 2017). 

It is therefore of fundamental importance to encourage the 

use of dynamical hygrothermal simulations among 

designers by proposing user-friendly design tools. At the 

Italian level the Klimahaus Agency of Bolzano with the 

support of Eurac Research is pushing in this direction with 

the creation of a new extension of the ProCasaClima 

software (Rondoni et al., 2015) dedicated to the 

simulation of the combined transport of heat and moisture 

in building components.  

The aim of this paper is to present this new tool called 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal and to show its application 

to a real case study project where a comparison with 

monitored data is also performed.  

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal: the concept 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal is developed within the 

ERDF European project BuildDOP as part of the next 

generation of the ProCasaClima software, which will 

upgrade ProCasaClima from a certification tool of 

building energy performance into a full design 

instrument. ProCasaClima Hygrothermal will be 

distributed free of charge by the Klimahaus Agency of 

Bolzano.  

The main concept behind ProCasaClima Hygrothermal is 

to provide a tool that goes beyond the traditional 

hygrothermal assessment methods based on the Glaser 

approach (EN ISO 13788, 2012) but easier to use and 

more user-friendly than the dynamic simulation software 

most popular nowadays among designers, i.e. WUFI and 

DELPHIN. The software is formed by an Excel GUI, used 

to define the input and evaluate the output of the 

simulations, and by an external solver, which is run 

through the GUI and that provides the actual solution of 

the physical equations. The external solver is the same 

that is used within the software DELPHIN and it 

represents a high-performance solver validated according 

to the EN 15026.  

Similarly, to established hygrothermal simulation tool, 

such as WUFI and DELPHIN, ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal is capable of describing the following 

physical phenomena: heat storage, heat conduction, 

moisture storage, capillary liquid convective transport and 

vapour diffusion. It is a dynamical simulation tool that can 

deal with hourly boundary conditions and that can take 

into considerations the following climatic phenomena: 

internal and external temperature, internal and external 

relative humidity, solar radiation and driving rain.  

The main advantages of ProCasaClima Hygrothermal 

with respect to methods based on the Glaser approach are 
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the following: 1) capillary liquid transport is taken into 

account 2) hygroscopic storage properties are considered 

3) physical properties of building materials changes as a 

function of the moisture content 4) it considers hourly 

weather files 5) It includes the effect of radiation and 

driving rain. These limitations of the Glaser approach can 

lead to wrong evaluations of specific design solutions 

whenever the above-mentioned effects cannot be 

neglected. A typical example is internal insulation of 

walls with capillary active insulation systems, a design 

approach whose working mechanism is based on the 

capillary liquid transport properties of insulating 

materials (Zhao et al., 2017). In this situation the Glaser 

approach tends to exclude design variants that are safe 

from the hygrothermal point of view (Ruisinger and 

Grunewald, 2009) leading to wrong design choices. 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal is specifically designed to 

be accessible to a large number of practitioners including 

architects, engineers and building surveyors. Several 

aspects have been considered to make the tool user 

friendly and easy to use. Firstly, the Excel GUI is a 

working environment that most of the designers are 

familiar with. Secondly, the input of the necessary data 

for the simulation is guided and the use of drop-down 

menus help designers selecting the correct parameters. 

The parameters that can be varied by the user are selected 

carefully, finding a trade-off between flexibility and 

simplicity. Finally, the relevant outputs needed for the 

evaluation of the hygrothermal performances of the 

building component are predefined and associated with 

clear evaluation criteria, to support designers in the 

interpretation of the obtained results.  

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal can be used to simulate 1D 

building components and it can be applied to vertical 

walls as well as to inclined or horizontal construction 

elements. Its main application will be the evaluation of 

moisture related damages in internally insulated walls or 

flat roofs. These are the two type of constructions that are 

most frequently studied with hygrothermal simulation 

tools. Evaluation of 2D complex construction details is 

still not possible with ProCasaClima Hygrothermal. Also 

the simulation of energy or moisture sources is currently 

not possible with ProCasaClima Hygrothremal. Therefore 

the simulation of phenomena such as the effect of radiant 

heating system or external water infiltration cannot be 

performed.  

A detailed description of the tool will be given in the next 

sections by showing its application to a real case study.  

Application to a real case study 

The case study building is located in the municipality of 

Terlano, a few kilometres from Bolzano. The location has 

the same altitude of Bolzano and very similar climatic 

conditions.  

The building is a rural house from the seventeenth 

century, which is currently used as a single-family house. 

The relevant construction element for the present paper is 

the external wall and more precisely the north-east facing 

wall (azimuth: 62° from the North). The historical wall is 

made of a local stone with lime mortar joints and has a 

consistent thickness of about 44 𝑐𝑚. It is plastered on 

both sides with lime plaster. In 2017 the whole building 

was refurbished. In particular, the north-east wall was 

insulated from the inside with 8 𝑐𝑚 of wood fibre. The 

insulation boards were attached to the existing interior 

plaster by means of a clay adhesive mortar that was 

applied directly on the existing interior plaster. Also, the 

existing historical exterior plaster was kept in place, but it 

was covered with a new lime plaster in order to fill some 

cracks and some spots where the historical plaster was 

disrupted. The same lime plaster was used also on the 

interior side of the wall as finishing layer. A diagram of 

the wall build-up is sketched in the upper part of Figure 3. 

Methodology  

The internally insulated wall of the case study under 

consideration is analysed with ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal and the results are compared with those 

obtained from a monitoring system. Moreover, for 

comparison,  the construction is also analysed with the  

UNI EN ISO 13788 assessment method, a stationary 

monthly calculation based on the Glaser approach. 

UNI EN ISO 13788 evaluation 

The calculation according to the UNI EN ISO 13788 

standard is performed considering the climate of Bolzano. 

The external monthly data are taken from the UNI 10349 

standard while the internal boundary conditions are 

calculated following the prescriptions given in the 

National Appendix of the UNI EN ISO 13788 standard. 

In particular, the internal relative humidity is calculated 

using the model for maritime climates and applying 

moisture class 3: “Buildings with unknown occupancy”.  

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal simulation 

In this subsection the methodology that is applied for the 

hygrothermal simulation is presented. This provides also 

the opportunity to describe the parameters that can be set 

in ProCasaClima Hygrothermal and those that have 

predefined values.  

The material database of ProCasaClima Hygrothermal is, 

at present, the same of the software DELPHIN. In future 

it is planned to extend this database with focus on Italian 

materials, both in terms of products and in terms of 

existing building materials. For the simulation presented 

in this paper, the materials are all chosen from the tool 

database. For some materials, such as the wood fibre 

insulation, the database contains exactly the same product 

that is installed in the real case study project, for some 

other materials this is not the case. In such cases a material 

which is as close as possible to the one installed on site is 

selected. The selection is done mainly according to the 

material description and trying to match the available 

hygrothermal properties taken form the technical 

datasheet (such as bulk density, thermal conductivity or 

vapour diffusion resistance factor). In case the selected 

material has some properties that differ slightly from 

those of the datasheet, they are changed accordingly and 

the corresponding hygrothermal function are rescaled. 

The layer of the historical wall, composed by mortar 

joints and stones, is approximated with a unique 1D stone 
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layer, since it was shown that this has a limited effect on 

dynamical simulations when dealing with vapour open 

insulations systems (Bottino et al. 2018; Vereecken and 

Roels, 2013).  The basic hygrothermal properties of the 

materials employed in the hygrothermal simulation are 

reported in Table 1. 

Table 1: Basic hygrothermal properties of the materials 

used for the hygrothermal assessment. The identification 

number (ID) used in the table is the same that is used in 

Figure 3. The other parameters shown in the columns 

are: bulk density (𝜌), specific heat capacity (𝑐𝑝), thermal 

conductivity (𝜆), vapour diffusion resistance factor (𝜇), 

water uptake coefficient (𝐴𝑤). 

ID Material 𝝆  
[𝑲𝒈/𝒎𝟑] 

𝒄𝒑 

[𝑱/𝑲𝒈𝑲] 

𝝀 

[𝑾/𝒎𝑲] 

𝝁 

[−] 

𝑨𝒘 

[𝒌𝒈/𝒎√𝒔 ] 

1 Lime plaster 1200 830 0.57 12.5 0.208 

2 
Wood fibre 

insulation 
150 2000 0.042 3 0.082 

3 
Clay adhesive 

mortar 
2650 1050 1 10 0.045 

4 
Historical lime 

plaster 
1800 850 0.82 12 0.249 

6 Stone/ Granite 2453 702 1.718 53.8 0.015 

The ProCasaClima Hygrothermal climate database is 

based on the Italian climate datasets developed in 2016 by 

the CTI (Murano et al., 2016). They contain hourly data 

of temperature, relative humidity, global/diffuse 

horizontal radiation and wind speed in the form of TMYs 

calculated according to the EN ISO 15927-4 standard. 

Unluckily these datasets do not contain rain and wind 

direction data, and they cannot be used to simulate the 

effect of wind driven rain on the façade. The climate data 

are available for every Italian province for a total of 110 

datasets. In addition to the internal database, in 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal, it is possible to import 

external climate datasets using csv files with a specific 

header. These data can include also rain and wind data 

and, in this case, the effect of driving rain is simulated by 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal. In particular, driving rain is 

calculated starting from horizontal rain and wind data 

according to the model presented in the EN ISO 15927-3 

standard. For the specific case study under consideration 

the climate dataset is chosen from the internal database 

and, in particular, the province of Bolzano is selected. The 

effect of the driving rain is therefore neglected, but, for 

this specific building, the simplification has a minor effect 

due to the rain protection provided by a long roof 

overhang. 

The interior climate in ProCasaClima Hygrothermal 

consists in hourly data of temperature and relative 

humidity. It can be calculated according to two adaptive 

interior climate models that are derived from the standard 

EN 15026 and EN ISO 13788. In both models, the internal 

temperature is calculated from the external temperature 

according to the two graphs presented in the upper part of 

Figure 1. In particular the top left graph relates to the EN 

15026 model and the top right graph to the EN ISO 13788 

model. As regards the internal relative humidity, for the 

EN 15026 model it is directly derived from the external 

temperature according to the bottom left graph presented 

in Figure 1. Two different moisture classes can be selected 

depending on the moisture sources of the building. For the 

EN ISO 13788 model the internal absolute humidity, 𝜈𝑖, 

is derived from the external absolute humidity, 𝜈𝑒, with 

an added moisture supply that takes into account the 

internal humidity sources of the building, Δ𝜈: 

𝜈𝑖 = 𝜈𝑒 + Δ𝜈 (1) 

The value of, Δ𝜈, depends on the external temperature and 

on the type of building, in fact five different moisture 

classes can be selected. The values of Δ𝜈 for the five 

moisture classes are presented in the bottom right graph 

in  Figure 1. In the simulation presented in this paper the 

EN 15026 model is used and moisture class A is selected. 

This correspond to a buildings with normal occupancy 

and leads to an internal temperature ranging between 

20 °𝐶 and 25 °𝐶, and an internal relative humidity 

varying between 30% and 60%. 

 

 

Figure 1: Description of the adaptive models for the 

calculation of the interior climate of the building. The 

models are derived from the standard EN 15026 (left) 

and EN ISO 13788 (right). (Top panels) Interior 

temperature of the building as a function of the exterior 

temperature. (Bottom left panel) Interior relative 

humidity of the building as a function of the external 

temperature for two different moisture classes. (Bottom 

right panel) Variation of absolute humidity, Δ𝜈,between 

interior and exterior climate as a function of the external 

temperature and for five moisture classes. 

The heat and vapour exchange coefficients in 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal have predefined values that 

are taken from the standards EN ISO 6946 and EN 15026. 

The user has just to select the type of construction under 

analysis (vertical wall, roof, horizontal floor slab), its 

inclination and orientation. A vertical wall is considered 

in the case study analysed in the present paper. Therefore, 

the heat conduction exchange coefficient of the exterior 

surface is set to 25 𝑊/𝑚²𝐾, while the vapour diffusion 
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coefficient is set to 8.034 × 10−8 𝑠/𝑚. For the interior 

surface instead, the heat transfer coefficient is set to 

7.64 𝑊/𝑚²𝐾, while the value of the vapour diffusion 

coefficient is set to 2.42 × 10−8 𝑠/𝑚. Other parameters 

that should be selected in ProCasaClima Hygrothermal 

are the absorption coefficient for short wave radiation of 

the external surface, 𝛼, and the shading factor , 𝑠, that 

represents the fraction of solar radiation that reaches the 

simulated building component while the remaining part is 

blocked by the surrounding shading elements. For the 

case study under consideration the following values are 

chosen: 𝛼 = 0.7 and 𝑠 = 0.4.  

The numerical calculation in ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal always begins the 1st of October to simulate 

a worst-case scenario with the critical combination of 

built-in moisture and moisture input via diffusion in the 

winter period (W.T.A. Merkblatt 6-5, 2014). Also, the 

initial hygrothermal conditions of the construction have 

predefined values in ProCasaClima Hygrothermal: the 

wall is initially assumed to be in equilibrium in an 

environment with a temperature of 20 °𝐶 and a relative 

humidity of 80%.  

Finally, we would like to stress that the selection of the 

input parameters for the simulation presented in this paper 

was done with the information that typically a designer 

has when setting up a hygrothermal simulation. 

Therefore, no information obtained from the monitored 

data is used to select or calibrate the parameters of the 

model. 

The monitoring system 

The monitoring system is installed in the case study 

building with the aim of analysing the temperature and 

relative humidity profile within the wall. Therefore, 

combined temperature and relative humidity sensors are 

installed at the interfaces between the different materials 

composing the wall. The exact positions where the 

sensors were placed are indicated by the red arrows in 

Figure 2Figure 3. The sensors combine an NTC 

thermistor and a capacitive humidity sensor with an 

accuracy of ± 0.3 °𝐶 and ±2.5% respectively. In 

addition, the climatic boundary conditions are measured 

both inside and outside the building. Inside the building 

temperature and relative humidity of the room are 

measured, outside the building the following parameters 

are measured: ambient temperature, surface temperature, 

ambient relative humidity, global radiation on the wall 

surface and driving rain on the wall surface. The sun 

radiation is measured with a second class pyranometer 

directly placed on the external façade of the monitored 

wall. The driving rain is measured by means of a tipping 

bucket rain gauge combined with an aluminium plate 

placed on the wall that collects the rain impinging on the 

façade. The monitoring period presented in this paper 

starts the 1st of February 2018 and ends the 18th of 

December 2018. 

Results and discussion 

The hygrothermal assessment performed according to the 

UNI EN ISO 13788 standard results in an excessive 

hygrothermal risk. Condensation takes place at the 

interface between the insulation and the adhesive mortar. 

In particular, the condensation period starts in December 

and finishes in February with a total condensation 

accumulation of 519.5 𝑔/𝑚2. The condensate then 

evaporates completely during the summer period but the 

critical threshold of 500 𝑔/𝑚2 recommended by the UNI 

EN ISO 13788 standard is exceeded.  

However, the Glaser based approaches are known to be 

not accurate especially when dealing with vapour open 

insulation systems that involve materials with non-

negligible capillary liquid conductivity (Ruisinger and 

Grunewald, 2009). In particular, the main limitations of 

this approach in the context of this building are the fact 

capillary liquid transport is neglected and that the 

hygroscopic storage properties are not taken into account. 

The hygrothermal dynamical simulation performed with 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal as well as the analysis of the 

monitoring data provide a more accurate analysis of the 

construction under consideration. 

 

Figure 2: Time evolution of the total integrated moisture 

content of the wall build-up (top panel). Variation of the 

moisture content with respect to the previous simulation 

year as a function of time (bottom panel).  

The first output that it is analysed with ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal is the total moisture content, 𝑤𝑇(𝑡), i.e. the 

total amount of moisture accumulated in all the materials 

of the wall build up. This parameter is shown in the upper 

part of Figure 2 as a function of time. It is possible to 

observe that the total moisture content decreases in the 

first simulation years and then, after the third year, its 

behaviour becomes periodic. This last statement is even 

more clear looking at the bottom part of Figure 2 where 

the percentage variation of the total moisture content with 

respect to the previous year is shown. More precisely this 

parameter is defined as follows 
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 Δ𝑤𝑇(𝑡) =
|𝑤𝑇(𝑡)−𝑤𝑇(𝑡−𝑇𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)|

𝑤𝑇(𝑡−𝑇𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)
  (2) 

where 𝑇𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 is the time span corresponding to one year. 

Δ𝑤𝑇(𝑡) is defined only for 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟. The lower part of 

Figure 2 shows that after the 4th year Δ𝑤(𝑡) becomes 

smaller than 1% indicating that the simulation is long 

enough (W.T.A. Merkblatt 6-5, 2014). 

 

  

 

Figure 3: (Top panel) Graphical representation of the 

wall build-up after the retrofit intervention. The numbers 

in the left part of the figure identify the different 

materials: 1. new lime-based plaster 2. wood fibre 

insulation 3. clay adhesive mortar 4. historical lime 

plaster 5. existing stone wall. The red arrows indicate 

the position of the combined temperature and relative 

humidity sensors installed on site (Bottom Panel) 

Maximum, average and minimum relative humidity 

profiles obtained in the last simulation year. The vertical 

dashed lines represent the interfaces between different 

materials. 

The second relevant output of the ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal simulation is shown in the bottom part of 

Figure 3. The maximum, the average and the minimum 

relative humidity profiles in the wall build up are plotted 

for the last simulation year. One can observe that the most 

critical point from the hygrothermal point of view is the 

cold side of the insulation. In fact, there the highest 

relative humidity is reached. (a higher maximum relative 

humidity is reached in the outer layers of the wall, 

nevertheless this is simply due to a high external ambient 

relative humidity and should not be considered a critical 

hygrothermal behaviour). This confirms what was already 

observed with the UNI EN ISO 13788 approach. 

Therefore, the cold side of the insulation is analysed more 

carefully. In particular, the interface between the adhesive 

mortar and the existing lime plaster is considered since 

this is also the location where the combined temperature 

and relative humidity sensor was positioned. Figure 4 

shows the temperature and the relative humidity as a 

function of time for one simulation year (solid lines with 

lighter colours) when the periodic behaviour is already 

reached. The temperature behind the insulation varies 

between 3 °𝐶 and 27 °𝐶 and the relative humidity 

between 67% and 82%, excluding the occurrence of frost 

damages in this area as well as the formation of interstitial 

condensation. In fact, the relative humidity is below 95% 

that is typically identified as the critical value for the 

appearance of free water in the construction that can give 

rise to moisture related damages (W.T.A. Merkblatt 6-5, 

2014).  

  

Figure 4: Time evolution of the temperature behind the 

insulation (top panel) and of the relative humidity 

behind the insulation of the monitored and simulated 

data. 

In Figure 4 the temperature and relative humidity data 

monitored at the interface between the adhesive mortar 

and the existing lime plaster are also show (dashed lines 

with darker colours). It can be observed that the monitored 

and simulated temperature data have a similar behaviour. 

Clearly the local details of the curves are different since 

the simulation is based on a typical year and not on the 
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real monitored boundary conditions. Anyway, the overall 

evolution is very similar. The most significant difference 

between the two datasets occurs in the summer period, 

where the monitored temperatures reaches values around 

29 °𝐶 while the simulated temperatures have a maximum 

of about 27 °𝐶. This difference is due to the fact that the 

internal climate in the simulation is calculated according 

to the adaptive climate model of the standard EN 15026. 

This model limits the internal temperature between 20 °𝐶 

and 25 °𝐶. However, the monitored building does not 

have an active cooling system and therefore in summer 

internal temperatures can exceed the 25 °𝐶 limit. This 

results in higher temperatures also in the layer behind the 

insulation.  

The lower part of Figure 4 shows that the simulated and 

monitored relative humidities have the same overall trend. 

In both cases the relative humidity grows in winter due 

the fact that the vapour produced in the building reaches 

the cold spot behind the insulation. In summer the vapour 

reevaporates to the interior side of the building leading to 

a decrease of the relative humidity behind the insulation. 

This is a typical behaviour in vapour open insulation 

systems. However, the details of the two curves are quite 

different. In the monitored dataset the range of variation 

is larger: the maximum monitored relative humidity is 

95% while the minimum one is 60%. Moreover, the 

drying and the wetting processes that occur at the 

beginning of the warm period and at the beginning of the 

cold period, respectively, are faster in the monitored data. 

A possible interpretation for the lower relative humidity 

in summer is related again to the internal climate model 

used in the simulation. As previously mentioned, this 

model underestimates the internal temperatures in 

summer (Kalamees et al., 2006). Moreover, it 

overestimates the internal relative humidity leading to a 

slower drying and therefore to the observed discrepancy. 

 

Figure 5: Histogram representing the distribution of the 

daily average temperatures behind the insulation during 

the heating period for the simulated data (top panel) and 

the monitored data (bottom panel). 

In order to summarize the comparison between simulated 

and monitored data, the mean error for the temperature 

and relative humidity data is reported for the heating 

period and for the non-heating period. In particular, the 

mean error for temperature is −0.2 °𝐶 during the heating 

period and 1.0 °𝐶 during the non-heating period. The 

mean error for relative humidity is 9.8 % during the 

heating period and −4.6 % during the non-heating period. 

The heating period is defined according to the Italian 

standard UNI/TS 11300-1 and it runs from October 15 to 

April 15 for the specific climate zone of Bolzano. 

As regard the heating period, a more detailed analysis of 

the monitored and simulated hygrothermal parameters 

behind the insulation is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

This detailed analysis is limited to the heating period since 

it is the most critical for the occurrence of moisture related 

damages. In particular, Figure 5 shows a histogram of the 

average daily temperatures observed during the heating 

period for the simulated (top panel) and for the monitored 

data (bottom panel). Figure 5 confirms that the two 

temperatures distributions are very similar. The 

simulation shows lower temperatures but this might be 

due to the fact that the monitored data are currently not 

present for the coldest period of the year (last part of 

December and January).  

Figure 6 shows the same output of Figure 5 but for the 

relative humidity. 

 

Figure 6: Histogram representing the distribution of the 

daily average temperatures behind the insulation during 

the heating period for the simulated data (top panel) and 

the monitored data (bottom panel). 

Figure 6 clearly indicates that in the monitored data higher 

relative humidities are observed during the heating 

period, leading to an increased hygrothermal risk with 

respect to what is indicated by the simulation. Two 

possible causes are identified in order to explain the 

observed discrepancy: 

• Materials built in moisture 

• Convective air flows 
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The insulation system was installed at the end of August 

2017 by using a wet adhesive mortar, having therefore an 

initial bult-in moisture content corresponding to a relative 

humidity of 100%. It is reasonable to assume that this 

initial moiusture content has an influence on the 

monitored relative humidity, especially in the first months 

of 2018, that is when the highest relative humidities are 

measured. In ProCasaClima Hygrothermal a 

standardardized initial relative humidity of 80% is 

assumed by default for all the materials and it cannot be 

changed by the user. This choice is done in order to 

simplify the GUI of the tool and to reduce the numbers of 

input, making the tool more user friendly. Moreover, the 

tool is designed especially to evaluate the simulated 

constructions in the periodic part of the simulation and not 

during the transient periods. Anyway, this could be an 

oversimplified assumption if one wants to evaluate 

transient phenomena.  

The phenomenon of convective air transport is not 

included in ProCasaClima Hygrothermal. In 

constructions where the airtight layer is not designed and 

implemented properly this can lead to inaccurate results, 

in fact it is known that convective air transport has a 

dramatic influence in the moisture balance of 

constructions (Troi and Bastian, 2015; Havinga and 

Schellen, 2018). In the specific case study under 

evaluation, it was observed that during the construction 

stage, there was no strong emphasis put on the airtightness 

of the building and therefore it is reasonable to assume 

that this might play a significant role in the hygrothermal 

behaviour of the wall build up. In general, the occurrence 

of convective moisture transport must be avoided in 

constructions, especially when dealing with internal 

insulation solutions. For this reason, ProCasaClima 

Hygrothermal was designed assuming that convective 

moisture transport can be neglected thanks to the presence 

of an airtight layer that prevents the occurrence of this 

phenomenon. It is therefore important to consider that the 

ProCasaClima Hygrothermal provides realistic results 

only under these conditions.  

In other simulation software, such as WUFI or DELPHIN, 

the effect of a faulty airtightness layer can be simulated 

with an approximated model by means of an additional 

moisture source. It will be evaluated whether to include 

this option also in ProCasaClima Hygrothermal. 

However, having the possibility of simulating convective 

air flows should not lead to the design choice of not 

planning a continuous and uninterrupted airtight layer. 

From our point of view the simulation of convective air 

flows should only be used to evaluate the robustness of a 

design choice in relation to a wrong implementation of the 

airtight layer on site, that should preferably be avoided.  

Conclusion 

This paper has presented ProCasaClima Hygrothermal, a 

dynamical simulation tool for the hygrothermal modelling 

of one-dimensional building components.  

The tool has been applied to a real case study building, an 

historical rural house where the external walls have been 

insulated from the inside with wood fibre insulation 

panels.  

The hygrothermal behaviour of the wall has been also 

monitored by placing combined temperature and relative 

humidity sensors within the construction. A comparison 

of the results of the simulation with the monitored data 

has shown a very good agreement when considering 

thermal parameters. When considering hygrometric 

parameters, a similar qualitative behaviour has been 

observed, but from the quantitative point of view a 

deviation has been observed. Three possible causes have 

been identified as possible sources of error. Firstly, it has 

been observed that the simulation of the interior climate 

with the simplified adaptive model of the standard EN 

15026 does not always provide realistic results. Secondly, 

the initial conditions of the simulation are unrealistic. 

Built in moisture in materials is not considered in the 

simulation tool and this can be a second cause of 

discrepancy. Thirdly the fact that in the tool convective 

air transport is neglected can lead to an underestimation 

of the hygrothermal risk especially in buildings where the 

airtightness layer has not been implemented properly. 

A possible development of the analysis presented in this 

paper is to increase the agreement between the simulation 

results and the monitoring data by means of a calibration 

procedure. An effective strategy to reach this goal is the 

use of optimization tools (Roberti et al., 2015; 

Freudenberg et al., 2017). This approach would require 

the use of more advanced hygrothermal simulation that 

allow to use user-defined boundary conditions, that have 

the possibility to simulate built-in moisture and that can 

describe the effect of convective airflows, as for instance 

DELPHIN. This approach would give the possibility to 

identify the correct parameters of the hygrothermal model 

and, therefore, it could be used to check the correctness of 

the hypothesis above on the main sources of error of the 

numerical simulation. This information could then be 

used to further improve ProCasaClima Hygrothermal. 
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Abstract 

The conversion of the energy supply from fossil to 

renewable energy sources represents an immense 

challenge for technicians and engineers as well as the 

energy industry. The power supply with its short 

response times, low storage capacities and a largely 

liberalized electricity market is of particular importance 

in this respect. 

In regards to this, the consideration of the occupant 

related influence on daily and seasonal energy demand is 

gaining in importance, in many building domains such as 

heating and cooling. Due to increasing energy efficiency 

of buildings, exclusively weather dependent, static 

energy demands are being replaced by occupancy related 

demands (e.g. water heating). The importance of other 

domains of building energy consumption, such as 

cooling, are also increasing proportionately due to ever 

changing comfort requirements. 

Due to the volatile availability of renewable energy 

resources, the mere consideration of cumulative energy 

quantities is no longer possible. The evaluation of new 

solutions can thus no longer be based on existing 

standard load profiles or annual and monthly energy 

balances, respectively. A higher time and local 

resolution of the energy supply is necessary. This major 

requirement of building performance simulation is 

important for both building design and control during the 

planning and the later-on operation phase.  

Multi-agent simulation systems enable the consideration 

of individual and group behavior as well as machines 

and machine groups automatically and individually, in 

the planning of a future energy supply. The world of the 

interdisciplinary modelling language Modelica offers a 

variety of suitable simulation libraries for the evaluation 

of renewable energy production and storage, sector 

coupling for heat and cold supply, electric mobility and 

other energy systems. This paper describes the 

possibility of coupling both simulation worlds with the 

help of the Functional Mockup Interface Standard 

implemented, using a suitable application example. 

Introduction 

Building engineering requires extensive work effort as it 

combines a wide range of different engineering 

perspectives such as heating and cooling, air treatment 

and comfort, power supply, controller design and 

automation as well as connected tasks like mobility 

demand management. Heating power consumption 

highly decreases due to improved insulation and more 

efficient heat supply systems, smart control and 

renewable integration. Furthermore, energy supply is 

progressively changing from fossil fuels to local 

renewables and grid sources, like district heating and 

cooling. 

In the design of heating and cooling systems, building 

planners focus more on a temporally, high-resolution 

evaluation of occupant behavior. The high storage 

capacities of a building result in a significant time offset 

between occupant (re)action and energy demand. This 

reaction-time offset increases complexity however, often 

has major influence on the development of innovative, 

smart control systems. The coupling of energy 

generation in the domains of heat, cold and electricity 

and the different considered, local storage capacities also 

influence this development. 

Furthermore, building engineers of today increasingly 

consider the buildings’ power consumption, own-

production and storage as a main part of their energy 

supply system. One major task is to design power supply 

systems by evaluating different variants of local 

renewable power production, including local energy 

storage and smart control algorithms. This includes a 

high-level analyzes of occupants’ behavior as they are 

often responsible for 80% plus of overall power 

consumption. 

In addition, renewable power supply and storage address 

important topics such as availability and security of 

supply. Due to the increasing complexity and the 

dynamic nature of consumption, former analyzing 

methods regarding only average and overall 

consumption or monthly intervals, are not suitable for an 

advanced system layout. New methods are needed to 

compare future energy availability and consumption 

dynamically. 
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Figure 1 shows the comparison of the measured power 

consumption profile in different residential buildings 

with the utility company’s standard load profile of the 

same energy amount. The figure shows that the single 

resultant power peaks are much higher than any standard 

load profile maximum and that measured basic loads are 

much lower. The combination of all consumption 

profiles of a city district however, still result in the 

standard load profile. The previous approach of energy 

supply planning is therefore, still correct. However, by 

applying these average profiles an accurate definition of 

suitable PV systems, decentralized battery sizes and the 

implementation and test of a suitable battery control are 

not possible. 

Scientific Overview 

The integration of multi-agent-simulation models, in 

building performance simulation has been a major aim 

of many researchers and engineers, during recent years. 

Thus, a wide range of about 100 different multi-agent-

simulation platforms (c.f. Sangi et.al., 2017) have been 

developed and tested in different domains. A brief 

overview of recent scientific papers shall describe the 

background as well as the scientific foundation of the 

following presented co-simulation approach. 

This analysis summarizes the evaluated references into 

the four different topics, which are explained within the 

next paragraphs. A number of relevant studies and 

papers mainly describe copious evaluations of existing 

measurement data of occupancy behavior with the aim to 

develop suitable occupancy models. 

Adolph et. al., 2015 presents the development of 

occupants’ presence profiles of different room types, in 

residential buildings based on preset probability 

matrices. They use Markov Chains. Itagaki et. al., 2015 

provide extensive analysis of available measurement 

data representing power consumption in residential 

buildings, to define different agent types regarding 

electrical energy demand. Mahdavi et. al., 2015 evaluate 

available occupancy data, in offices, to define 

corresponding multi-agent-models, for building 

performance simulation purposes. Dimitrov et. al., 2016 

focus on private households. They establish a holistic 

approach to describe the buildings’ energetic behavior, 

including an agent-based description of the complex 

occupants’ behavior (i.e. with domestic water 

consumption, window opening, comfort set points, 

presence and activity). 

Other papers mainly use or extend existing multi-agent-

simulation systems and frameworks to conduct case 

studies regarding different application scenarios. 

Schaumann et. al., 2017 propose a narrative approach to 

represent occupants’ behavior and test it in a case study 

of a hospital ward. In Nikolopoulou et. al., 2015, multi-

agent-models were used to optimize the energy 

consumption in regards to thermal comfort, in a small 

campus with three different building types. Stefanoiu et. 

al., 2015 analyze a net zero energy residential building 

regarding influences of different types of inhabitants. 

This study shows in particular, the actual influence of 

occupants’ behavior on total energy consumption in 

modern, energy efficient buildings. 

A third share of scientific work with multi-agent 

simulation systems focuses on agent-based system 

control. Both evaluated papers focus on thermal 

simulation models of buildings. Bauer et. al., 2016 uses 

software agents to process sensor and actuator data, to 

sufficiently control passive building construction parts as 

additional thermal storages. In Sangi et. al., 2017, a new 

Figure 1: Comparison of measured power consumption profile in different buildings and corresponding standard load 

profile of the utility companies (Eckhardt, 2017) 
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Modelica library is presented which provides interfaces 

between Modelica HVAC system models and connected 

multi-agent-simulation models via UDP/IP standard. 

These agents are closely related to the physical HVAC 

system models and therefore serve as control units. 

The last category of analyzed papers mainly addresses 

approaches of simulator coupling between multi-agent-

simulation and physical building and HVAC system 

simulation models, with the aim to establish a co-

simulation. Chapman et. al., 2017 provides a framework 

(i.e. No-MASS) which co-simulates Energy Plus 

building models with the corresponding multi-agent 

model via an FMI connection. These models focus on 

occupants’ presence, activity, location as well as blind, 

light and window control. 

The second relevant paper in this category presents a 

real-time co-simulation between Modelica´s energy 

system models and JADE as a multi-agent simulation 

platform. Constantin et. al., 2017 establish this 

connection via a TCP/IP interface to the technical 

equipment of office spaces. 

This short excerpt of already conducted scientific work 

in the field of multi-agent simulation and simulator 

coupling shows a wide variety of applications and 

existing solutions. The following paragraphs will show a 

corresponding approach of a performant FMI-based 

simulator coupling between the Modelica-based 

simulation environments SimulationX as well the 

Netlogo multi-agent simulation tool set. The conducted 

case studies focus mainly on the influences of electric 

system design including renewables integration as well 

as storage dimensioning and control. 

Simulation Framework 

Dynamic simulation environments like SimulationX 

with suitable application-specific libraries (e.g. Green 

City for HVAC and power supply system simulation) 

can extensively help engineers to meet the introduced 

challenges. Green City is a simulation package, which 

provides a wide range of system components for holistic 

modeling of heating, cooling and power supply, storage 

and consumption in the scope of a city quarter. It enables 

the user to simulate sophisticated HVAC systems 

including renewables, storage, control strategies and 

eMobility. 

SimulationX is however, mainly focused on multi-

domain simulation of deterministic physical systems and 

not designed to simulate human or corresponding 

stochastic behavior. Therefore, a number of highly-

performant multi-agent-simulation tools, like JADE or 

AnyLogic, etc. are available. These tools offer engineers 

a simulation framework to describe this stochastic 

behavior. 

This contribution describes a coupling to the multi-agent 

simulation framework NetLogo [1]. This is a standalone 

scripting language and framework based on JAVA. It is 

accessible via superordinate software and can establish a 

co-simulation. The visual representation is limited and 

methods must be scripted independently. This tool is 

very popular in both teaching and research. Netlogo has 

a large library of ready-made sample models that can be 

used and extended. 

Figure 2: Basic software structure of SimulationBus framework 
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Coupling both powerful tool sets via the Functional 

Mockup Interface standard (FMI) enables the engineers 

to benefit from several advantages, like domain-specific 

solvers, etc. To exploiting these, a coupling FMU is 

automatically created via the SimulationBus framework, 

which establishes a variable step size communication via 

TCP/IP, protocol between the SimulationX model and 

the NetLogo multi-agent system. 

This software framework includes a number of different 

modules that automatically create FMUs of standard 1.0 

and 2.0 and thus enables the communication between 

different simulation (e.g. SimulationX) and controller 

platforms and languages (e.g. Python, Java, etc.), via 

native communication or web services. Figure 2, briefly 

describes this set of modules which are mainly all 

derived from the SimulationBus Core software. 

This basic software environment has been implemented 

in Java and provides suitable clients for any desired 

platform, e.g. Python, Java, C/C++, etc. It additionally 

integrates a Netlogo Client. This client automatically 

runs any modelled multi-agent-model and exchanges 

required simulation data between a coupling FMU in a 

Modelica building and HVAC system model, and the 

Netlogo model during a co-simulation. 

Co-Simulation Approach 

The occupants’ behavior has a major impact on the total 

energy consumption of a building, especially when 

regarding an increase in building energy efficiency due 

to better insulation and heat recovery. Occupants are 

responsible for the energy consumption in different 

building domains and thus influence the corresponding 

behavior of HVAC and power supply systems as well as 

building controllers. 

To define occupants’ behavior and at least occupants’ 

type in a multi-agent model, a detailed definition of the 

considered building type is required in advance. When 

considering industrial applications, like production halls, 

with highly specific energy consumption profiles and 

individual machinery, an extensive but individual set of 

dependencies between occupancy, building control and 

energy supply infrastructure, need to be defined.  

The present approach thus focuses on common 

applications of building performance simulation, like 

residential or office buildings. Complex industrial 

applications are feasible. However, this requires a 

sophisticated definition of individual agents and types of 

agents. 

Figure 3 shows an overview of the developed co-

simulation approach, including a variable multi-agent 

model as well as a Modelica-based building and HVAC 

system model. Both are connected via a Functional 

Mockup Unit (FMU), which establishes a suitable co-

simulation interface between both simulation platforms. 

The multi-agent-model (Eckhardt, 2017) in Netlogo 

includes two different types of agents, persons or groups 

of persons in the building as well as technical 

Figure 3: Integration concept of variable multi-agent models in a co-simulation with Modelica-based building and 

HVAC system model 
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equipment, like electrical consumers or building and 

HVAC system components. Each person’s agent can 

make its own decisions depending on a pre-defined set 

of characteristics (e.g. perception of light and 

temperature comfort). Several persons can also react 

dependent on each other’s behavior. Agents that 

represent technical equipment (e.g. washing machine as 

a simple consumer or window blinds as interactive part 

of a building control system) also include specific 

characteristics (e.g. maximum minimum shading; power 

consumption profile). However, these equipment-agents 

can only be switched-on by person-agents and have no 

further interaction with other agents in the multi-agent 

model. If there is a correlation with the connected 

building and HVAC system model, they can still affect 

the persons’ behavior via the implemented co-simulation 

link (e.g. activate window shading – daylight intensity 

decreases – occupant activates lighting – power 

consumption increases – etc.). 

This variable approach adds many degrees of freedom to 

the required multi-agent model. To avoid extensive 

engineering work the presented toolchain includes a 

Python-based framework (c.f. Figure 5), which 

represents a new approach of automated multi-agent 

model generation depending on a specific set of input 

parameters. Three types of lists define these inputs: 

 Occupants list 

 Activity list 

 Equipment list 

The occupants list defines a number of different 

categories of persons. Regarding residential buildings, 

Figure 4: In-the-loop control of blinds and lighting 

Figure 5: Automated approach of multi-agent model generation with Python and Netlogo templates 
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these can be children, students, working, unemployed 

and retired persons. Each of these categories results in 

different daily routines, which are individually defined 

in the activity list (e.g. wake up, shower, cooking, 

entertainment, etc.). The equipment list furthermore 

characterizes specific properties (e.g. power 

consumption of consumers) of relevant system 

components in the multi-agent model. Additionally, this 

list defines each component’s individual operation type 

(e.g. base load, time-controlled, weather-dependent and 

controlled by agents). The Python generator finally takes 

the implemented building structure and the pre-defined 

usage scenario to assemble a suitable multi-agent model 

with the information of the above-described lists and a 

pre-defined NetLogo template (c.f. Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Structure of Netlogo template model 

The opponent part of the co-simulation is a multi-

domain Modelica-based building and HVAC system 

model. This model calculates the total heat, cooling 

energy and power consumption of the building based on 

external weather conditions as well as the operation of 

the implemented technical equipment (e.g. lighting, heat 

pumps, CHP, renewables, storages, etc.). 

To improve the model accuracy the presented co-

simulation approach adds a multi-agent-simulation 

model, accurately defining the probability-based 

occupants’ behavior. This is especially necessary to 

implement the closed-loop control of the building 

control system, like shading or lighting, which have 

major influence on total energy consumption. This also 

paves the way for additional applications of building 

performance simulation models, i.e. in-the-loop tests of 

control algorithms.  

Figure 4 shows a comparatively simple example; the 

control cycle of lighting and window blind control 

dependent on available daylight in a room. The multi-

physical simulation model thus calculates the natural 

light intensity in a room. This input signal is used by the 

multi-agent simulation model to calculate the person’s 

response. This can be the adjustment of the existing 

blind (e.g. upwards if the room is too dark or downwards 

if the room is too light) or the usage of artificial lighting. 

These reaction results are returned to the building model 

in the co-simulation loop to calculate the adjusted power 

Figure 6: Co-simulation of Green City building model and NetLogo multi-agent model via FMI 

Coupling-

FMU 
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consumption due to lighting as well as reduced or 

increased solar heat gains depending on shading. 

The actual co-simulation interface between the multi-

domain building and HVAC system model as well as the 

multi-agent simulation model is an FMU with several 

inputs and outputs. Figure 3, shows a consistent set of 

required input and output variables of this co-simulation 

interface for residential and office building applications. 

From the HVAC system’s perspective, inputs are 

categorized as input data and reference values. Input data 

mainly defines additional building loads, like power and 

warm water consumption, which have only minor 

retroactive effects on occupant behavior. Reference 

values additionally characterize set points of specific 

building and HVAC system model components (e.g. 

reference shading of blinds), which are defined by the 

multi-agent model depending on its agents’ decision-

making. 

The outputs are also divided into two categories. 

Measurement values describe the delayed reaction, of 

different parts of the building and HVAC system model, 

on the changed system or control set points. They 

directly affect the behavior of the implemented agents. 

Evaluation results (e.g. energy prices) might also 

influence the agents’ behavior in a higher-order 

decision-making process. However, an implementation 

of long-term decision-making processes, in the multi-

agent simulation model, have not yet been developed. 

Application Example 

This paper already motivated the necessity of coupled 

simulation frameworks, which combine building 

performance simulation and an accurate multi-agent-

model-based description of occupancy behavior. The 

following paragraph shows a simple application example 

of such a framework in the building planning process. 

This example represents a typical task of building 

engineers, the design of a coupled renewable power 

supply system with connected storages in residential 

buildings. Thus, usual study cases in East Germany are 

10-storey prefabricated buildings with 40 flats per each 

entrance. This application example analyzes the size of a 

suitable photovoltaic system depending on different 

numbers of power-supplied flats as well as battery 

storage capacity. 

The implemented framework automatically generates 

different Netlogo models depending on occupants’ type 

and number described with the help of the activity, 

occupants and equipment list. The co-simulation 

framework then calculates PV power production as well 

as corresponding battery behavior. A multi-criteria 

variants analysis provides relevant data to find an 

optimal solution regarding system costs, renewable 

footprint and benefits for the occupants. 

The design of a renewable power supply system, 

including sufficient storage capacities for grid balancing, 

is dependent on a number of different influencing 

characteristics. Residential buildings in Germany, with a 

high share of tenants, represent a major challenge in 

particular. Each individual tenant can sign an individual 

power supply contract with a local or even international 

energy supplier. Due to this the produced renewable 

energy from the building’s roof (e.g. by photovoltaic) 

has to be sold individually to each tenant. There is 

however no obligation for tenants to purchase the 

amount of produced renewable energy. The size of the 

photovoltaic and battery system therefore highly 

depends on the number of tenants supplied and their 

individual consumption profiles. 

Figure 6 shows a simple Green City building model of a 

residential building that describes the thermal and 

electrical behavior of different apartments and floors. It 

is supplemented by a coupling-FMU, which links a 

NetLogo model that describes the residents’ behavior, to 

the simulation. Both models run in a co-simulation. In 

this case, the multi-agent model only provides detailed 

data about the residents’ presence and power 

consumption (e.g. via household appliances). These are 

used as variable input data in the SimulationX model to 

accurately model inner building loads. This model 

additionally adds an accurate photovoltaic system and 

variable stationary battery model to the considered 

building model. The implemented battery control 

strategy aims to balance grid consumption and grid feed 

in to zero. An extensive parameter study varied battery 

size as well as number and type of inhabitants, which are 

partly supplied with power from the photovoltaic system 

on the roof or the building internal battery storage. 

Figure 8 shows some exemplary results of the conducted 

case study for a share of 50% of participating tenants 

and a variable battery storage size (in 10 kWh steps). 

 

Figure 8: Case study results of different battery sizes and 

corresponding autarky degrees for a share of 50% 

participating tenants 

An increasing battery size provides an increased autarky 

degree, i.e. the bigger the battery size, the higher the 

amount of renewable energy, which is supplied to the 

participating tenants. However, additional battery 

capacity above 60 kWh does not significantly improve 

the autarky degree. Thus, the conclusion can be drawn 

that additional capacity in this saturation region is not 

cost-effective. With these results, it is easily possible to 
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identify the optimum battery size for any share of 

tenants’ participation. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This paper describes an approach to establish a co-

simulation between multi-agent simulation models (here: 

NetLogo) together with Modelica-based building, 

HVAC and power supply system models (here: ESI 

ITI’s SimulationX / Green City). The paper focusses on 

a consistent workflow for extensive planning projects 

regarding an automated model generation as well as the 

definition of a holistic set of exchange variables of the 

co-simulation interface based on the SimulationBus 

framework. 

Another focus is on the integration of accurate multi-

agent models, which are able to replace existing static 

approaches of occupancy behavior description (e.g. 

standard load profiles defining power consumption 

characteristics) with more accurate solutions. This 

includes a suitable result validation with available 

measurement data.  

 

Figure 9: Measured consumption profiles in different 

buildings (Tjaden, 2015) 

Figure 9 shows measured power consumption profiles in 

different small residential buildings in Germany based 

on an extensive monitoring study of HTW Berlin (c.f. 

Tjaden, 2015). These are measurement values for one 

week with a high time resolution. Furthermore, average 

power consumption and average peak-power level 

represent characteristic, probabilistic behavior. 

 

Figure 10: Corresponding output of the implemented 

multi-agent models of similar building structures 

Figure 10 shows the corresponding power consumption 

output of the implemented multi-agent simulation 

models of similar building structures regarding the 

measured example buildings in Figure 9. The depiction 

shows that the simulated maximum peak power and the 

corresponding average are at the same level when 

compared to the measurement values (c.f. Figure 9). The 

high peaks result from the high temporal resolution (60 

seconds) of both the simulation models and the 

measurement values as well as the accurate description 

of the consumer system setup. The resultant total energy 

consumption of these profiles is also equal to those of 

the measured values. These indicators suggest that the 

implemented multi-agent approach fits the defined 

accuracy requirements. Thus, the multi-agent model 

approach can ultimately be implemented as a powerful 

tool in building engineering and planning. 

The implemented approach provides several advantages. 

On the one hand, an automated multi-agent model 

generation helps engineers to run a high number of 

occupancy scenarios for a consistent system evaluation 

with suitable building and HVAC system models. On the 

other hand, the co-simulation enables the evaluation of 

occupants’ reaction on the simulated system behavior 

within one simulation loop (c.f. shading vs. lighting in 

Figure 4). 

However, a co-simulation framework is mostly not as 

performant as single simulation models with external 

offline input data sets (e.g. txt-files defining occupants’ 

behavior). A brief comparison of both approaches 

showed that the co-simulation master including all 

communication increases simulation time about ten 

times; e.g. from 6 to 60 seconds per simulated day for 

the chosen application example with a temporal 

resolution of 1 minute. This is not always feasible for 

complex engineering tasks and whole-year simulation 

runs. But, it is always suitable for controller evaluation 

with input data of different reference days or weeks. 
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Abstract 

A new tool carnotUIBK was developed for dynamic 

building simulations within MATLAB. It consists of two 

parts: the first part is a MATLAB based object-oriented 

building model framework for handling data within 

building simulation matters, including import (of gbXML 

(B.I.M.), Excel and PHPP), export, data preparation and 

data analysis. The second is a simulation framework 

within Simulink, which provides the simulation engine. 

One of the main features of the new model is that it is 

tailored for hardware in the loop applications, controller 

development and indoor air quality simulations in terms 

of multi-zone modelling. 

Introduction 

A large number of (non) commercial dynamic building 

simulations are available on the market (e.g. TRNSYS, 

IDA ICE, Energy+, Modelica etc., see e.g. (Attia et al., 

2012 or Crawley et al., 2008)). Most of these programs 

are for pre-design or design of buildings and HVAC to be 

used by architects or building engineers but are not 

(expect of Modelica) optimized for use in scientific 

practice, even if this is often claimed. Some models 

behave like a black-box (as the building model of 

TRYSYS), which is critical from the scientific point of 

view. First the reliability of such models cannot be proven 

by others and second the boundary conditions in which 

the models can be used accurately must be known. 

Furthermore, the numerical accuracy of building 

simulations is a problem not often discussed. It is hardly 

ever given in scientific papers (in contrast to 

measurements where the accuracy of the measurement 

equipment has always to be announced).  

One specific application case within the scientific context 

where not all requirements can be fulfilled is Hardware in 

the Loop. Within Hardware in the Loop not only the 

building has to be simulated accurately but also the 

possibility to develop and simulate complex control 

systems must be available.  

From the scientific point of view Modelica could be an 

alternative but there are some arguments against. First no 

comprehensive method is available to handle simulation 

data and to automatically create multi-zone models e.g. 

from a gbXML file. An idea of such a method in context 

with the library BuildingsSystems was presented by 

Nytsch-Geusen (2017), but the framework consists only 

of generators without a capability to analyse the results or 

even save complex models with different parameter 

variants. The capability for developing control systems 

within Modelica is compared to other tools quite small. In 

Majetta (2017) different controller types have been 

investigated with a quite high effort, which e.g. in 

Stateflow would had been an easy task. Also, Modelica 

delivers only possibilities to develop physical simulation 

models and not programs. For this reason no 

comprehensive graphical interfaces (GUI) or data 

analysis can be developed without knowing other 

programming languages (as e.g. Python). 

MATLAB offers an object-orientated programming 

language and gives a capability to develop comprehensive 

GUIs and analysis. Simulink is a modelling framework 

which solves ordinary differential equations (in contrast 

to Modelica which solves physical equations). For 

Simulink a high number of so-called Toolboxes are 

available. They extend the basic functionality. The most 

important are a Toolbox for developing control systems 

(which is widely used e.g. in the automotive industry), 

Stateflow (for developing controllers based on stateflow 

charts) and an optimization Toolbox. Moreover, Simulink 

allows to choose different solvers (discrete and 

continuous with automatic time steps). The implemented 

error estimation functionalities ensure the high 

calculation accuracy needed for scientific purposes. One 

of the disadvantages of Simulink is that solving algebraic 

loops (so physical equations without time constants) is 

very slow. Also the direction of a model must be defined, 

so e.g. a medium in a pipe can only flows in one direction. 

Also Toolboxes for building and HVAC simulations are 

already available for MATLAB Simulink (e.g. CARNOT 

Toolbox (CARNOT 2018)). Other toolboxes (e.g. MLE+ 

(Bernal et al 2018) were developed but seem not to be 

further developed nor maintained. Graphical user 

interfaces (GUI) and clear structures to build reproducible 

complex models are missing in these toolboxes, such as 

e.g. in the CARNOT Toolbox. In the field of scientific 

building simulations, a large amount of data is necessary, 

and it needs to be well organised and managed.  

For this reasons the carnotUIBK Toolbox (Siegele and 

Leonardi, 2019) has been developed within the project 

SaLüH (2018). By means of object-oriented programming 

a parameterized building model was developed, which is 

freely available to the community. It is fully compatible 

to the existing Toolbox CARNOT (CARNOT, 2018). The 

Toolbox requires MATLAB version R2018b or higher. 
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Functionality 

The tool carnotUIBK consists of two frameworks. A 

building model framework for handling data within 

building simulation matters and a building simulation 

model for the simulation itself. 

The main functionalities of the building model framework 

within MATLAB are: 

• Modern Graphical User Interface 

• Object-oriented programming with the opportunity to 

use all methods directly (e.g. for batch simulation or 

parametric simulation studies). 

• Data management of input data und results 

• Creation of variants to simulate different variants 

• Data import from gbXML, Excel and PHPP 

• Standardized post-processing with pre-built 

functions with the possibility to extend without 

limitations 

The simulation model in Simulink delivers the following 

main functions: 

• Simulink library with all blocks and a basic HVAC 

library 

• Templates for the Simulink model 

• 1*- and 2*-node models for the zone calculation 

• UA, R-C and hygrothermal model for the opaque 

structures 

• A Hardware in the Loop and co-simulation block 

which can be used in combination with BCVTB 

(Wetter 2010). 

Moreover, examples for all functionalities are provided. 

However, the MATLAB building model framework can 

also be used without Simulink. It is planned to support 

also other simulation engines as Modelica and Energy+. 

Workflow 

A building and HVAC simulation consists mostly of the 

following steps: 

1. Definition of the geometry 

2. Definition of the construction (structures) 

3. Definition of gains and sources like people 

(power, moisture, CO2), electricity, moisture 

4. Definition of the boundary conditions (weather, 

adjacent zones such as ground or neighbour) 

5. Definition of the thermal zones 

6. Creation of the building model 

7. Definition of the HVAC systems 

8. Creation of the HVAC systems 

9. Simulation with a simulation engine 

10. Post-processing (analysis) of the results 

11. Validation of the simulation results 

12. Parametric study or optimization by repeating all 

or several steps from 1 to 11. 

The steps 1 to 6 and the step 10 can be done in the GUI of 

the carnotUIBK Toolbox. The steps 7 and 8 (HVAC) and 

the step 9 (simulation) are proceeded in Simulink (the 

simulation engine). For the step 1 (geometry) and 5 

(thermal zones) the gbXML standard can be used to 

import the necessary data. 

Methods 

Object oriented Programming and Structure 

For programming the object-oriented language of 

MATLAB is used. There are many advantages by using 

this kind of programming style. Methods (which can be 

interpreted as functions in classical programming 

languages) are belonging to an object. This means e.g. the 

method ‘plot’ (which is also used by MATLAB itself) can 

be used to plot the geometry of the building, but also to 

plot a construction or a result. Only the object has to be 

known (the so-called caller). For this reason, method 

names can be short and simple and they don’t have to be 

unique. Also parts of the framework (e.g. one sub-object) 

can be changed and updated without influencing other 

parts of the framework. 

The building simulation framework uses one main object 

with different sub-objects (compare Figure 1). The main 

object is called ‘BUILDING’ and includes all necessary 

sub-objects and further global parameters. It also contains 

functions to start the simulation and to save the results of 

a simulation. 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of the object structure in MATLAB. 

The sub-object ‘GEOMETRY’ includes another sub-

object ‘ROOM’, which itself contains parameters of the 

room and another sub-object ‘WALL’. Moreover 

‘GEOMETRY’ provides methods to plot the room 

geometry or functions to check that only unique room 

names are used. The ‘WALL’ contains again parameters 

of itself (especially width and height, calculation model, 

sky-factor and boundary) and further sub-objects for 

windows and doors. 

The sub-object ‘CONSTRUCTION’ contains the 

structures (‘STRUCTURE’) used within the simulation 

and all relevant parameters necessary for the calculation. 

It also contains methods to create the discretization for the 

models starting with a list of layers and their properties. 

Furthermore, again methods to plot (compare Figure 3) 

are provided. 

‘GAINS’ stores the parameters for different kind of gains 

(compare section below) and again methods to plot them 

(compare also Figure 4). 

The sub-object ‘BOUNDARY’ stores the information 

about the boundary conditions weather, ground and 

neighbour (each again a sub-object). They can be used in 

the ‘GEOMETRY’ as boundary. Methods to add the data 

in different ways (e.g. data import of weather files, e.g. 

generated with METEONORM®) are provided. 

In the sub-object ‘THERMALZONE’ the zones and their 

belonging intersections (connection between two zones) 

are defined in additional sub-objects. Further on 
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parameters for the calculation model are defined there. 

Methods to plot the thermal zones are implemented. 

The HVAC systems are defined in ‘HVAC’. Systems can 

be defined (again as sub-objects) with parameters. The 

concept how to implement HVAC systems in the building 

is explained in the following sections below. 

Building model: Import, Export and GUI 

Thanks to object-oriented programming, a large number 

of import options can be implemented in a short time. 

Since one of the aims of the tool is his adaptability, the 

user can choose between many possibilities to import the 

data, depending on what suits best to his need or to the 

availability of the data. There are no limits to extend the 

existing import methods or to add new ones. 

A gbXML (gbXML, 2017) import is implemented. 

gbXML is compatible to the IFC standard which is widely 

used in B.I.M. The import of a gbXML file can be used to 

import the geometry (including the assignment of the 

construction) and the thermal zones. The import of the 

structures and gains is right now not implemented, but 

they can be defined in the GUI. The gbXML standard do 

not include all kind of information that is necessary to 

produce an accurate building simulation. For this reason, 

in the GUI of carnotUIBK several additional parameters 

can be changed. 

An import from the PHPP (Passive House Project 

Package) (Feist, 2018) is also available as a fast and 

efficient import option for 1-zone models. 

To allow fast and efficient changes on multiple 

parameters an Excel import and export of all of the 

parameters (expect of HVAC) was realised. 

Furthermore, a GUI was created. It is possible to use the 

GUI to go through most of the points of the workflow. 

The GUI can be started from any folder with the 

MATLAB command ‘start_carnotUIBK’. 

Figure 2 shows the interface to define the wall of one 

room.  

 

Figure 2: GUI of the geometry. 

Figure 3 shows a structure in the GUI.  

 

Figure 3: GUI of the construction. 

Figure 4 shows how gains and sources can be defined 

within the interface. 

 

Figure 4: GUI of the gains and sources. 

Building model: Post-processing 

Some predefined functions are implemented in the model 

for the post processing. Temperature, humidity and CO2 

graphs and data are available. Heating demand, cooling 

demand, balances of losses and gains can be plotted for 

every zone and month. Some useful plots as heat load 

sorted by ambient temperature and by hours, the 

temperature arranged by the hours are available. A 

comparison between the results of the simulation and of a 

PHPP can be done. The above-mentioned functions can 

be used out of the GUI or as usual MATLAB functions in 

user-defined scripts. 

Description of the used Models: Construction 

Different models for the opaque constructions are 

implemented and can be combined in a very flexible way 

depending on the purpose of simulation: Thermal 

Conductance (UA), the resistance-capacity (R-C, also 

called Beuken model) and a 1-D hygrothermal model 

(Siegele, 2014). 2D FD or FE models can be coupled, too 

but are not available in the standard version (Siegele, 

2014). 

For all models the heat transfer coefficients (convective 

and radiative) are calculated automatically during the 
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simulation depending on the boundary and the orientation 

(Feist, 1994). 

The UA model includes major simplifications and thus 

has the best computational performance. Only two 

temperatures are calculated (the external and the internal 

surface temperature). There is no capacity considered. 

Figure 5 shows the R-C model scheme. This model is 

taken from the CARNOT Toolbox. Compare Feist (1994) 

for more details and the effect due to the simplifications. 

For this model the conductivity, the density and the 

specific heat capacity must be defined for each layer. 

 

Figure 5: Scheme of the RC model of the structure. 

If a detailed investigation of the indoor humidity is 

required (e.g. for determination of thermal comfort or to 

proof moisture safety), the hygrothermal model should be 

used. The hygrothermal model for Simulink was 

presented in Siegele (2014). The model uses differential 

equations for the coupled energy and the mass transfer. A 

quite high number of input information is required 

(hygrothermal properties and functions). Figure 6 shows 

a generic sorption isotherm, which must be known for 

each material. Discrete values are used to describe it 

(compare with ‘Example of a Building Model’). 

With the R-C model and hygrothermal model it is also 

possible to include a source within the wall (for example 

for a floor heating system). These features are provided 

for expert users. 

One advantage of this approach is that the calculation 

model can be chosen for each wall. This allows for e.g. a 

detailed simulation of one or some zones with a 

hygrothermal model and less important zones with a R-C 

model. This saves simulation time. Also, if a structure is 

defined once with all hygrothermal parameters it can be 

calculated with all other calculation models, which means 

also UA or RC, without the need of changing something 

or duplicate it. Moreover, this leads to a reduction of the 

risk to introduce mistakes by changing calculation 

models. 

For the windows the existing model of the CARNOT 

library with a transfer function and an incident angle 

modified g-value is used. Improved models will be 

implemented in the near future. 

 

Figure 6: Sorption isotherm for the hygrothermal model 

(Davis, 2004). 

Description of the used Models: Zone Model 

The zones can be calculated by means of two models: the 

one-star model and the two-star model. 

In the so called ‘one-star model’, all powers are summed 

up in one node (compare Figure 7). The node’s capacity 

represents the whole mass of the building (Davies, 2004;  

Feist, 1994). This model is a big simplification that should 

lead to some inaccuracy in the results. This means the 

dynamic response of the temperature is not correct. But it 

can e.g. be used in thermal zones that are less relevant for 

the investigation. 

 

Figure 7: One-star model. 

A most accurate and complex model, the “two-star 

model” or “complex model” is implemented. The 

behaviour of the building is described by means of two 

nodes: the radiative and the convective node (Davies, 

2004; Feist, 1994). As shown in Figure 8 each surface is 

in exchange with each node. All powers are distributed to 

the convective and radiative node, depending on the type 

of gains and on the type of heating system. The surfaces 

(from the structure) and the convective node (the air mass) 

have a capacity, whereas the radiative node has only a 

small capacity for numerical reasons. 

 

Figure 8: Two-star model. 
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Description of the used Models: Gains and Sources 

Different types of gains and sources can be defined and 

assigned to each zone: 

• gains due to people, 

• electricity, 

• light and  

• moisture source. 

The internal gains due to people can be calculated in three 

ways. A presence profile and an activity profile have to be 

defined for the first two models. In the first model a 

constant value of 35 W (convective) and 25 W (radiative) 

per person is used. The moisture source and the CO2 

emission are calculated based on the activity. The second 

model uses also for the emitted power the activity profile. 

For the third model the specific power profile [W/m²] has 

to be defined. 

Light and other electricity (equipment) can be assigned in 

two ways: by a specific power profile [W/m²] or per zone 

[W]. 

A moisture source can be defined with a mass flow profile 

[kg/s]. The needed power for the evaporation is 

automatically calculated. 

Description of the used Models: Air Exchange 

In carnotUIBK three physical effects can be considered 

(compare Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Infiltration and air exchange model. 

Effect number 1 is the forced convection between the 

zones caused by a ventilation system. This effect has to be 

modelled with a HVAC system. Effect number 2 is the 

pressure driven air exchange between the zones that 

happens if a door is open. Effect number 3 is the 

infiltration and exfiltration to the ambient. 

The air exchange between the rooms caused by open 

doors can be calculated in two different ways: by means 

of an empiric model or with a power law model. The 

empiric model was described in Rojas (2015) and is used 

as a standard model. It calculates the mass flow depending 

on the temperature and the humidity difference between 

two zones. The second model calculates the mass flow by 

means of a power law. The volume flow depends on the 

density of the air, the dimension of the door and the 

difference of temperature. This model is accessible to 

expert users. 

The zone-wise infiltration can be calculated by using a 

constant infiltration rate or by a pressure depending 

infiltration rate. The parameters for the first model can be 

defined in the sub-object ‘ROOM’. The second model 

calculates an infiltration mass flow depending on two 

effects, the chimney effect and the wind pressure. The 

model can be used in combination with a window. The 

model is still in a testing status and not officially 

available. 

HVAC in the Building Model 

For the building simulation community it is extremely 

important to be able to rely on models that were developed 

and validated earlier. Very often this is difficult e.g. if 

similar variable names in different models are used. A 

closed parametric variable space is necessary to avoid 

such problems and to be able to consequently exchange 

models within the scientific community or a workgroup. 

For this reason, carnotUIBK allows to define ‘systems’. 

(These are comparable to the approach of the ‘Types’ in 

TRNSYS). The system numbers must be unique. In an 

object ‘system’ a parameter set in form of a MATLAB 

structure is defined. This parameter set is a closed 

parametric variable space. Models in Simulink have 

access to variables by using the variable prefix ‘hvac.’. 

The HVAC model itself can be freely programmed in 

Simulink with blocks, since the investigation of an 

innovative HVAC is often the aim of a building 

simulation in the scientific community. Full compatibility 

with the CARNOT Toolbox (which contains blocks for 

hydraulics, storages, etc.) is ensured. 

HVAC models itself can be easily exchanged with 

Simulink libraries. In a future release the support of FMU 

(Function Mock-up Units) is planned. The FMI (Function 

Mock-up Interface) allows to exchange physical models 

through different simulation platforms. A compatibility 

e.g. to Modelica could be easily realized with this method. 

To create new HVAC systems in Simulink a template of 

the library can be copied and modified. Several system 

blocks for Simulink and their parameter sets are pre-

defined in the carnotUIBK library. 

The analysis of the HVAC systems is user-specific. In the 

Simulink model is a data logger available with an input 

bus for the HVAC systems. All HVAC systems can use 

this bus to save simulation results. 

Hardware in the Loop 

A Hardware in the Loop (HiL) connection is implemented 

with BCVTB (Wetter, 2010). The Simulink block, which 

is used by Wetter (2010) to manage the connection was 

extended so that also continuous time steps can still be 

used. This is very important to avoid a stand-alone 

compilation of the whole Simulink model. With this 

approach the same model can be used for the building 

simulation with or without coupling with HiL. 

The block can also be used for any kind of co-simulation 

that is realized with BCVTB. 

This part is still work in progress and not an official part 

of the Toolbox. On request, the authors will gladly 

provide a beta version. 

Validation of the Model 

The models used in carnotUIBK were validated in most 

cases (compare with the corresponding publications in the 
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section above). A validation of overall simulation model 

of carnotUIBK in term of a comparison with other 

simulations tools has been done by Magni et al (2019). In 

term of the energy balance the results are within the range 

of the other simulation tools used.  

Example of a Building Model 

Building Description 

Based on a building model created within the frame of the 

research project SaLüH! (Ochs et al, 2019) an example of 

the workflow of carnotUIBK is demonstrated. The 

building is a typical multi-story building in Central 

Europe. It has five floors and two symmetrical apartments 

per floor (compare Figure 10). 

The tool is also used in further research projects. Here 

only basic results can be presented. 

Different cases of heating systems were e.g. investigated 

with this model (Calabrese, 2018). 

Further investigations with this model were done to 

evaluate the application of enthalpy exchangers compared 

to heat exchangers in Siegele (2018). A great advantage 

of carnotUIBK is the hygrothermal model, which allows 

such kind of investigations with a high accuracy and 

considering all relevant mechanisms. 

 

Figure 10: Ground plan of the building. 

Within the project SaLüH! (Ochs et al, 2019) an air-to-air 

heat pump with secondary air was developed. With this 

building model the controller was developed. The 

controller allows a room-wise temperature control with an 

air heating system. This was only realizable with a high 

number of control states and a comprehensive simulation 

in Simulink. 

Afterwards the controller was tested with Hardware in the 

Loop and a prototype of the heat pump. A publication 

with the results is in work. 

Definition of the Geometry 

The building was drawn in SketchUp (Trimble, 2018) by 

using the Openstudio Plugin (NREL et al, 2018). This 

plugin allows to generate a gbXML file. Many other 

products in the B.I.M. field allow to create such a file (e.g. 

Revit, archicad). All rooms are drawn with all relevant 

geometry elements (windows, doors). Constructions are 

assigned to all geometry parts (compare Figure 11, the 

different colours indicate different constructions). 

 

Figure 11: Building drawn in SketchUp and Openstudio. 

Additional parameters can be set within the GUI, e.g. 

assigning a control variable to a window for opening or 

shading. In a next step, the calculation models can be 

chosen. In this case, the hygrothermal model was used for 

all investigations. All geometrical parameters, as 

orientation and so on are automatically defined out of the 

input file. Connections (intersections) between two rooms 

are automatically recognized and the boundary of each 

wall is generated. 

Definition of the Structure 

To define the structure the type of wished calculation 

model must be known. A structure can be simulated with 

an UA-model (steady-state behaviour), a R-C model for 

thermal simulations or a hygrothermal model for 

hygrothermal simulations. For the window the model with 

a transfer function is available. 

Two ways are available to define the structure. With the 

GUI a R-C model of the wall can be defined. For 

hygrothermal models and for the definition of the 

windows the Excel import has to be used. A template can 

be found in the main folder. As the hygrothermal model 

requires a large amount of input data, it is necessary to use 

files for each material and the filename has to be 

specified. As data format the Delphin Material File 

Specification has been chosen. Example files are provided 

and the specification of the file format can be found in 

Vogelsang et al (2013). 

In this example model all structures were defined with 

hygrothermal parameters and the simulation studies used 

different kind of combinations for the calculation models. 

Definition of the Gains and Sources 

The gains and sources can be defined in the GUI. Optional 

an import of the Excel using the template is possible. 

Persons, electrical devices, lights and additional 

moistures sources can be defined. For each gain a control 

input can be defined to control it (also with numerical 

values to scale output factors) during the simulation 

depending on time or variable states. 

For the example building gains for persons, electrical 

devices and additional moisture sources were defined. 

Most of them are based on Dott et al (2013), some on 

internal documents. Different gains for different zone 

types were created and assigned to the zones. 
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Definition of the Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions can be imported in the GUI. 

Weather, ground temperature and neighbour temperatures 

profiles can be defined. 

The weather data are imported from a file, in the case 

Innsbruck generated with Meteonorm® according the file 

specifications of CARNOT Toolbox.  

For the ground and neighbour temperature profiles 

monthly values can be defined. The ground temperature 

has to be determined in the pre-processing e.g. according 

to the ISO 13370. In the template in one sheet this 

calculation is implemented, and the results can be taken 

as input data. 

Definition of the Thermal Zones 

The thermal zones can be defined in the gbXML file but 

also in the GUI. In this case a ten zone building model 

was realised. One flat (first floor, Northeast orientation) 

was used as a reference for the simulations. It was divided 

into six thermal zones. Below, above and adjacent flats, 

basement and staircase were each modelled as additional 

thermal zones.  

Different calculation parameters for the models can be set 

and the calculation model itself (1*- or 2*-node model) 

has to be defined. In order to reduce the simulation time 

in some cases only the reference flat was simulated. Also 

this can be realized by changing the calculation model to 

a profile. No additional changes have to be done. 

Creation of the Building Model 

By loading a template of a Simulink model the building 

model is already created. The only things which are left to 

do in Simulink are to add HVAC systems and connect 

them to the building. Moreover, it is necessary to connect 

controllers and control signals to the building e.g. if a 

strategy for window ventilation or shading should be 

considered. 

In this example separate HVAC systems were used to 

control the window shading and opening and also to 

control the door opening position of doors between 

different zones. 

Definition and Creation of the HVAC Systems 

The HVAC systems are always a combination of a 

Simulink model and the corresponding parameter set. In 

the GUI systems can be imported and the parameters can 

be checked. A change of the parameters can be done 

within the MATLAB workspace. 

Within the project SaLüH! several types of HVAC 

systems were investigated. Systems as room-wise 

electrical heater but also an air-to-air heat pump with a 

complex air distribution between different zones were 

realized (see also Calabrese, 2019). Some of the 

developed models can be found in the library of 

carnotUIBK. 

Simulation 

Within the GUI the simulation can be started. The 

simulation results can be saved automatically. The actual 

state of the building model is also saved. This allows to 

use input parameters also in the post-processing without 

having a risk of overwriting parameters within the further 

work. It is also possible (with expert knowledge) to repeat 

a simulation based on the results. 

Post-processing of the Results 

Several simulation studies were performed with this 

presented model. The automatic post-processing of the 

tool allows to produce the most relevant figures necessary 

for a first validation of the results. By accessing the result 

files (which are MATLAB based data files) user-defined 

post-processing scripts can be realised. 

The following pre-defined functions are available (with 

automatic captions): 

• Temperature, humidity and CO2 plots per zone. 

• Sorted temperature plots. 

• Energy demand plots for each zone. 

• Monthly energy balances for each zone 

(different losses and gains). 

• Heating and cooling power. 

• Heat and cool duration curves. 

Figure 12 shows for example the heat load duration curve 

for the presented building with all zones heated to 21.0 °C 

and the climate of Innsbruck. 

 

Figure 12: Heat load duration curve. 

Figure 13 shows another common plot for the monthly 

balance of the whole building for the same boundary 

conditions. 

 

Figure 13: Monthly balance of the whole building. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

With the presented carnotUIBK, consisting of a 

MATLAB object with various sub-objects, a GUI and a 

Toolbox for Simulink including template, a 

comprehensive tool for building and HVAC simulation 

has been developed for the scientific community. To tool 
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considers and uses the most recent developments in 

correlated fields (like B.I.M. integration via gbXML and 

HiL and co-simulation coupling via BCVTB). With the 

use of an object-oriented language it can also be used in 

other fields e.g. use as model in predictive controllers. To 

publish it as an open source tool with capability to be 

extended will hopefully help to distribute it and find a 

community that can provide support and maintenance. 

However, the MATLAB building model framework can 

also be used without Simulink. For this reason it is 

planned to support also other simulation engines as 

Modelica and Energy+. 
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Abstract

gbXML is an open schema that supports data inter-
operability between BIM applications and different
building design software tools (gbXML, 2018). Its
capability to bring in geometric and construction in-
formation can help reduce the time and uncertainty
of the energy modeling process (Ham and Golparvar-
Fard, 2015). However, during the design cycle, when
both geometric and system data are updated contin-
uously, the lack of methods to quickly insert system
information in the BIM-exported gbXML has a sig-
nificant impact on the modeling efficiency as well as
the model integrity. This project aims to develop
an open-source gbXML to EnergyPlus translator, the
gbEplus, which provides flexibility for user-defined
system modules plug-in. It adopts the OpenStu-
dio reverse translator to ensure a quality geometry
and construction data conversion. A plug-in inter-
face is designed as the gateway for importing data
from external resources to gbXML-EnergyPlus trans-
lation process in the run-time, and all the previously
developed system modules can be stored in a user-
defined library for reuse in the future. The gbEplus
was developed and validated with models from Phase
II gbXML geometry benchmark test documents. Two
applications, for parametric design and model calibra-
tion, were developed to demonstrate the adaptability
of this new BIM-BEM tool.

Introduction

The ability to import data from building information
models (BIM) has the potential to significantly re-
duce the time and effort needed in the building energy
modeling (BEM) process. The green building XML
(gbXML), a data schema developed to share building
information primarily with building energy modeling
tools, is widely adopted in many BEM applications.
However, the BIM-BEM data interoperability issues
were reported in various research (Steel et al., 2012;
Cemesova et al., 2015).
A typical workflow starts from a BIM model in Re-
vit, ArchiCAD or any other BIM tool. Almost all

BIM tools have a conversion function for creating a
gbXML model. However, energy modelers have lit-
tle control over this function, thus, the conversion
misses essential data for energy models. Therefore,
modelers often have to spend a significant amount of
time to prepare the data before executing simulations.
The whole process is labor-intensive. What’s worse,
building designs are continuously changing during the
early and schematic design phases. In each iteration,
modelers need to repeat the same workflow to calcu-
late the energy impact of the new design. Such work-
flow significantly affects the turnover time for energy
models and eventually decreases the value of model-
ing.
Tools such as DesignBuilder introduces the concept
of template to semi-automate this process. The tem-
plate stores a set of model assumptions so the same
inputs can be reused in different designs. However,
the technique still requires creating and linking tem-
plates to zones manually in each design iteration.
Similarly, a recent study tries to address this is-
sue by introducing an intermediate data schema id-
fXML as a template for keeping internal loads and
HVAC assumptions. The proposed idfXML schema
is an XML-based data structure that enables script-
ing. Such a framework has the potential of reduc-
ing the time for BIM to BEM conversion (Dimitriou
et al., 2016). However, this function was designed to
be part of a model calibration framework rather than
a stand-alone component.
This paper presents the development of a stand-alone
BIM-BEM translator that can directly convert a BIM
exported gbXML model into a ready-to-simulate En-
ergyPlus model. The application named gbEplus is
maintained on GITHUB1. gbEplus is a JAVA-based
application designed to be a light-weight component.
It implements an innovative data plugin interface,
which allows software tools and web applications to
benefit from its core functions. The data plugin in-
terface allows designers to customize detail building
system configurations, modularizes the building sys-

1gbEplus Repo: https://github.com/weilixu/gbEplus
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tems into the defined system categories, and store and
manage them in data libraries. More importantly, the
data that is registered on the plugin interface will be
imported during the translation run-time. This fea-
ture implies that all the converting processes can be
automated with no human intervention. Through the
data plugin interface, gbEplus has the potential to
improve the efficiency of BIM-BEM translation sig-
nificantly.

Methods

Inputs to BEM are often obtained from multiple
sources including drawings, specifications or other
resources that are available. Although the gbXML
schema include detailed data tags that have the po-
tential to cover the majority of this information, the
BIM exported gbXML model often includes the infor-
mation of geometry and construction only. Further-
more, the data format from the multiple resources
can vary significantly. Therefore, the primary focus
of the gbEplus development is to provide the free-
dom for inserting data to multiple breakpoints in the
gbXML-EnergyPlus translation process with a user-
specified data format. Figure 2 shows the gbEplus
workflow. Each component is color-coded to indicate
its functions. The ”BIM exported gbXML” is the
gbXML model exported from a BIM tool such as Au-
todesk Revit R© or GraphiSoft ArchiCAD R©. Before
converting, energy modelers need to evaluate the in-
puts to determine whether to supply a user-defined
data template. For instance, if energy modelers have
the lighting system specification from the manufac-
turer, these data can be easily defined in a preferred
data format and inserted to the break-point when
translating the lighting system. The break-points,
which are colored in orange in Figure 2, are the places
where energy modelers can insert collected data into
the model during the translation process. Currently,
there are eight break-points defined, which correspon-
dent to eight categories: opaque construction and fen-
estration, lighting, outdoor air, equipment and occu-
pant schedules as well as the HVAC systems. The
user-defined data has the highest priority among all
the data sources to be used in the translated model,
followed by the gbXML data and the default library.
Therefore, once each break-point is reached, gbEplus
will examine the availability of user-defined data first,
and then check both data in the gbXML model and
default library in order to ensure that all the essential
modeling inputs are in place for simulation.

To support such a workflow, the team has developed
three modules in the gbEplus, namely the Energy-
Plus script engine, gbXML translator, and data plu-
gin interface. Figure 1 illustrates the overall work-
flow between all modules. The process started with
a BIM exported gbXML model. gbXML translator
module manages the overall translation workflow. It
communicates with the data plugins, which contain a

group of user-defined data, through the plugin inter-
face, manages all model meta-data such as number
of floors and space areas, and transfer the organized
data into EnergyPlus script engine. The EnergyPlus
script engine will reform the data into the IDF format
by following the input data dictionary (IDD).

Figure 1: gbEplus system modules

EnergyPlus script engine

The EnergyPlus script engine provides the capabili-
ties of writing, modifying and removing data in the
EnergyPlus model using scripts. The engine sup-
ports three API requests. They are addEnergyPlu-
sObject, modifyAField and deleteEnergyPlusObject.
Once requests are initialized, EnergyPlus validation
will check the data integrity against the EnergyPlus
IDD. If the data is validated, it will be inserted into
EnergyPlus model. Otherwise, error messages will
be prompted in the command line to indicate the lo-
cation of erroneous data. Figure 3 depicts the En-
ergyPlus script engine framework. In addition, sev-
eral features were implemented by the team to allow
a flexible EnergyPlus input/output (I/O) using this
engine.

• This workflow supports batch API functions so
that it can save the computer processing cost.

• The IDD validation supports extension fields so
that modelers will not receive an error message
even when the EnergyPlus object reaches or go
beyond the maximum number of fields.
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Figure 2: gbEplus workflow overview

Figure 3: EnergyPlus script engine operation
workflow

Figure 4: Java addEnergyPlus API code sample

• Error requests will still be inserted into the Ener-
gyPlus model because those operations could be
intentional such as inputs for EnergyPlus para-
metric module.

The API requests typically need the EnergyPlus
key and value pairs. Figure 4 shows a sam-
ple code on how to add a new EnergyPlus ob-
ject using scripting. Listing 1 displays the Ener-
gyPlus data after processing by the script engine.

Listing 1: EnergyPlus data

! − This i s a sample
Schedule : Constant ,

Sample Schedule , !− Name
On/Off , !− Schedule Type Limits Name
2 ; !− Hourly Value
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gbXML translator

The gbXML translator implements the translation
logic following the OpenStudio gbXML reverse trans-
lator2. However, the OpenStudio translator utilizes
its OSM data structure, which is not available for
gbEplus. Therefore, migrating the logic from OSM to
IDF with the use of EnergyPlus script engine was per-
formed to ensure the integrity of the program. A set
of five validation tests were performed to ensure the
accuracy of the translation (Chong et al., 2019). The
test cases were built in Revit according to the instruc-
tions provided in Phase II gbXML geometry bench-
mark test documentation 3 (PNNL, 2014). Table 1
presents a visual comparison of the geometry between
the native BIM (Revit) and the energy model (Ener-
gyPlus). The image shows that the gbXML translator
is capable of identifying the spaces and surfaces in the
BIM models.
Besides the visual comparison, geometry metrics, in-
cluding gross wall area, window opening area, roof
area, and zone volume, were used to evaluate the
translation errors. The weighted absolute percent-
age error (WAPE) was used to quantify the differ-
ences when comparing the metrics between BIM and
BEM. The WAPE is calculated based on Equation 1,
where n is the number of surfaces or zones; Ai is the
area of the surface or volume of the zone in the BIM
(calculated in Revit), and Fi is the area of the surface
or volume of the zone in the BEM.

WAPE[%] = 100 ·
∑n

i=1|Ai − Fi|∑n
i=1 Ai

(1)

Table 2 illustrates the comparison between the cal-
culated WAPE for the translated energy model and
the BIM model. Majority of the WAPEs were less
than 1%, which implied the translations were nearly
identical. The only exception was the gross wall area
in Case 3 (WAPE = 3.720%) and Case 4 (WAPE =
1.716%). A detailed investigation on these two cases
revealed that the error was due to the different defi-
nition of wall surface boundary in BIM and gbXML
with a tilted roof. Figure 5 displays the results of the
detailed investigation. During the translation, the
inner surface of the wall was used to represent this
surface in the BEM, resulting in walls with a slightly
larger wall area since the wall would be extended to
the roof. Further details of the evaluation of these
test cases can be found in (Chong et al., 2019).

Data plugin interface

The data plugin interface allows energy modelers to
add preferred modeling data in the translation pro-
cess. The data plugin is categorized into eight break-

2OpenStudio gbXML Reverse Translator: https://github.
com/NREL/OpenStudio/blob/develop/openstudiocore/src/

gbxml/ReverseTranslator.cpp
3gbXML Test Case Documentation: http://www.gbxml.

org/downloads/gbxmltestcasedocumentation_PhaseII.zip

Table 1: Comparison of 3D view for Revit model as
compared to BIM-based EnergyPlus model (PNNL,

2014; Chong et al., 2019)
gbXML Test Native BIM (Revit) Energy Model (EnergyPlus)

Case 1 Second level
space

boundary

Case 2 Multiple
adjacent

overlapping

Case 3 Single
gabled roof

Case 4 Sloping slab
on grade

Case 5 Multiple
adjacent

overlapping

Table 2: Weighted absolute percentage error
(WAPE) for gross wall area, window opening area,

and zone volume of the BIM translated BEM
(Chong et al., 2019).

Gross Wall Area [%] Roof Area [%] Zone Volume [%]
Case 1 0.004 0.001 0.000
Case 2 0.0146 0.000 0.000
Case 3 3.720 0.002 0.001
Case 4 1.716 0.001 0.000
Case 5 0.907 0.000 0.000

points as shown in Figure 2. A plugin is activated
when the gbXML translator reaches a break-point
and matches the break-point’s category. For exam-
ple, when the translator is translating lighting sys-
tem, it will examine whether a lighting data plugin
is registered in the gbEplus. Once the data plugin is
identified, gbEplus will execute this data plugin and
bypass the BIM data or data in the default library.
The logic on how data plugin interacts with the
gbXML translator and EnergyPlus script engine is
depicted in Figure 6. When the translation process
reaches a break-point, the translator requests for the
availability of data plugin. As soon as it receives pos-
itive feedback, the translator asks the data plugin
to provide data for the model. Inside a data plu-
gin, two types of data can be specified, namely key-
value mapped data and system data. The key-value
mapped data can be a lighting power density value
that links to a set of specific spaces, or occupant den-
sity mapped with space type. On the other hand,
system data is a set of data that describes a system
for instance, the HVAC system. Based on the data
type, the data plugin can determine whether to map
the data through the gbXML translator or insert the
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Wall translated  as surface
in BEM, which extends

above the height of the wall
in the BIM (shaded region)

Figure 5: Illustration of the wall surface boundary
with tilted roof in Case 3 and Case 4 (Chong et al.,

2019).

data into EnergyPlus directly. The data plugin inter-
face offers flexibility for adding user-defined model in-
puts through multiple resources including standards,
manufacturer submittals, and building management
systems (BMS). It add the potential for performing
BIM-based iterative designs or model calibrations us-
ing gbEplus.

Application: Parametric design model-
ing

In the early design phase, exporting a BIM model to
a ready-to-use baseline energy model is often time-
consuming and labor-intensive. A set of baseline data
plugins were built in the gbEplus repository 4. The
data includes construction, lighting system, outdoor
air, and HVAC systems and these data were extracted
from ASHRAE standard 90.1 (ASHRAE, 2010a) and
ASHRAE standard 62.1 (ASHRAE, 2010b).

Figure 7 shows the test case adopted for the BIM-
BEM baseline application. The test case was con-
structed in Revit. The building had two stories with
a total of 100 m2 floor area. Windows were installed
on the south and west facing walls. Each of the win-
dows has an overhang and a single right-side fin.

Model data

In this study, the building was located in Chicago,
IL. Therefore, the baseline data for climate zone 5
was programmed and registered in the gbEplus. The
goal was to examine a better shading design strat-
egy among three proposed solutions: no shades, over-
hangs only, and overhangs with right-side fins. The
geometry modification was conducted in Revit, and
the energy models were then generated for comparing

4gbEplus repository: https://github.com/weilixu/

gbEplus

Figure 6: Illustration of data plugin workflow

Figure 7: Test model in BIM (Upper) and in BEM
(Lower)
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Figure 8: Cooling and heating loads comparison for
the three shading configurations.

the building loads. Baseline data were listed in Table
3.

Table 3: Baseline data for the case study
System Value Unit

Roofs U-Value 0.184 W/m2-K
Walls U-Value 0.513 W/m2-K
Floors U-Value 0.214 W/m2-K

Windows U-Value 2.38 W/m2-K
Lighting power density 8.8 W/m2
Outdoor air per area 0.6 L/s-m2

Outdoor air per people 2 m2/p
HVAC system PSZ-AC per zone

Results

In Revit, three configurations of the shades were cre-
ated on the south and west facade of the building. All
cases were exported through the gbXML export func-
tion. With the gbEplus and baseline data plugins,
three energy models were automatically generated,
and the designer ran the simulations for comparison.
The comparison results of these three cases were ob-
tained and displayed (Figure 8) in under one hour.
The results indicated that adding shades to the south
and west windows did not have a significant impact on
both cooling and heating loads. The heating load was
almost identical among the three cases. This obser-
vation suggested that adding shading devices such as
overhangs and fins in this small building did not have
a significant impact on the building loads in Chicago.
The possibility of investigating energy and load per-
formance of design options within the Revit en-
vironment were examined with the help of gbE-
plus through web APIs. This piece of work
was published on Github (https://github.com/
bimlauncher/buildsimhub-demo) and can be down-
loaded for testing.

Application: model calibration

The gbEplus is developed to be adaptable to any
energy modeling data sources. A model calibration
study typically extracts modeling data from various
resources, which makes it a perfect demonstration for

Figure 9: Actual building in BIM (upper) and in
BEM (lower)

gbEplus. Furthermore, a BIM-based energy calibra-
tion process eliminates the overhead of creating en-
ergy models. The results of the calibration can sup-
port operation optimization, fault detection (Dong
et al., 2012) and retrofit analysis (Miller et al., 2014)
throughout the life cycle of a building (Chong et al.,
2019).

The case study building is an office building located
on the campus of the National University of Singa-
pore (NUS) in Singapore. The building is 3-story
high with a total gross floor area of 5,445 m2.
The BIM file was first created in Autodesk Revit,
containing geometry and construction data, and ex-
ported into gbXML using the native gbXML export
function. One year of electrical energy consump-
tion data from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014
was collected and used to train the energy model.
The weather file used for calibration was the Ac-
tual Meteorological Year (AMY) weather data from
the Singapore Changi airport weather station (WMO
486980). Figure 10 depicts the workflow of the BIM-
based energy calibration process. gbEplus translated
the BIM exported gbXML into an EnergyPlus model
with data from BIM, baseline data plugin and user-
defined data. A sensitivity analysis was then per-
formed on the translated model to screen critical cal-
ibration parameters. Combined with data collected
from BMS, a Bayesian calibration was conducted to
produce a calibrated energy model. The Bayesian cal-
ibration was formulated according to (Kennedy and
O’Hagan, 2001). To reduce the computation time, a
Gaussian process model was used as the emulator for
energy models(Lim and Zhai, 2017). Furthermore,
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo was employed as the sam-
pling method as it was proved to be more efficient
in energy model calibration (Chong and Lam, 2017).
The overall calibration workflow and detailed algo-
rithms can be found in Chong and Menberg (2018).
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Figure 10: Actual building calibration workflow

Model data

In this application, three data types were defined
namely ”BIM”, ”User-defined Data”, and ”Stan-
dards or References”. The ”BIM” data was trans-
lated through the gbXML translator directly, and
the ”User-defined Data” such as lighting power den-
sity and equipment power density were derived from
the sensitivity analysis or BMS data. In addition to
these two resources, a full set of baseline data (includ-
ing construction layers, material properties, lighting
requirements, outdoor air requirements, and HVAC
systems) from Singapore Building and Construction
Authority (BCA) Green Mark Scheme (BCA, 2016)
was built into the ”Standards or References” data
plugins.

Results

The calibration results were assessed by both the
coefficient of variance of the root mean square er-
ror (CVRMSE) and normalized mean biased error
(NMBE). Equations 2 and 3 presents the formula-
tion of these two coefficient. As specified in ASHRAE
Guideline 14, an acceptable calibrated model should
have a lower than 15% CVRMSE and 5% NMBE for
monthly resolution (ASHRAE, 2002).

CV RMSE[%] = 100×
√∑n

i=1 (yi − ŷi)2 / (n− 1)

ȳ
(2)

NMBE[%] = 100×
∑n

i=1 (yi − ŷi)

(n− 1)× ȳ
(3)

where yi = observed value at hour i, ŷi = predicted
value at hour i, ȳ = mean energy consumption of n
observations; and n = number data points.

Figure 11: Box and whisker plots showing the
comparison between predicted distribution of

electricity consumption against measured data
(Chong et al., 2019)

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the mea-
sured monthly electricity data and the distribution of
electricity consumption generated from calibration.
The results indicate that the measured data falls
within the 95% confidence interval in every month.
The calculated CVRMSE is 1.04%, and NMBE
is -0.01%, which are well below the 15% and 5%
threshold.

Conclusion

This study introduced a newly developed gbXML
to EnergyPlus translator that could directly con-
vert a BIM exported gbXML model into a ready-
to-simulate EnergyPlus model. The translator fea-
tured a core gbXML-EnergyPlus translation module,
an EnergyPlus script engine, and a Data Plugin In-
terface. Through the interactions among these three
modules, modelers could plug and play with a vari-
ous set of data for different energy modeling projects
using BIM.
Two applications integrated with gbEplus were in-
troduced in this study as well. The first application
plugs a set of ASHRAE standard data into gbEplus
to support shading design comparison. The frame-
work suggested a possibility for developing an en-
ergy modeling workflow inside the Revit framework.
The second application relates to the energy model
calibration. The case study not only calibrated the
model at monthly resolution by integrating gbEplus
with Bayesian calibration framework but also demon-
strated the possibility of establishing a life-cycle cal-
ibration framework using BIM.
However, a few challenges remain in the translation
process. First of all, it is challenging to validate the
gbXML models. gbEplus does not check the valid-
ity of a gbXML model. So a gbXML model could
crash the translation process if it does not follow the
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latest gbXML version. One solution the team is work-
ing on is to develop a web-based validation tool that
can validate the gbXML before the translation pro-
cess starts. Another key challenge for using gbEplus
is to translate gbXML models with geometry defects.
The current gbEplus workflow begins with a validated
gbXML model. It does not have control over the
process of exporting the gbXML model from a BIM
model. One piece of future work will involve investi-
gating and summarizing commonly seen defects, par-
ticularly the building zoning in a curved shape block,
in the gbXML and implementing plausible solutions
under the gbEplus framework to resolve those geo-
metric issues.
Besides the challenges, the team is also developing a
logic engine which supports multiple data plugins un-
der the same category. Based on user-defined logic,
the logic engine will extract the model meta-data to
select one of the data plugins to be applied in the
translation. This will allow complex model genera-
tions such as ASHRAE baseline automation.
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Abstract

CSE (California Simulation Engine) and EnergyPlus
are state-of-the-art building energy simulation engines.
CSE is used for the underlying calculations for all
performance-based energy code compliance analysis for
low-rise residential buildings in the U.S. state of Cali-
fornia. EnergyPlus is developed through funding by the
U.S. Department of Energy, and has historically been
used primarily for commercial building applications.

We evaluate these tools with regard to algorithmic
methodology, software design, features, accuracy, and
runtime in the context of modeling residential building
energy use. We compare qualitative differences between
the two tools, present quantitative comparisons of accu-
racy relative to empirical measurements, and show com-
parative accuracy in the context of prototypical build-
ing models.

The tools show comparable accuracy and perform cal-
culations at similar levels of algorithmic fidelity. En-
ergyPlus has more capabilities for simulation of non-
traditional HVAC systems. CSE demonstrates a more
careful application of object-oriented software design
practices and has significantly better runtime perfor-
mance (by an order of magnitude).

Introduction

CSE is a relatively unknown yet powerful open-source,
whole-building simulation engine. EnergyPlus is a well-
known, powerful, open-source, whole-building simula-
tion engine with a historical focus on commercial build-
ing applications. With increasing use cases for building
simulation software in the residential sector—including
performance-based energy codes, and energy rating
systems—increasing attention is placed on the capa-
bility of simulation engines to perform quick and accu-
rate simulations of residential buildings. Horowitz et al.
(2018) describes many of the use cases for residential
building simulations and provides a general overview of
the residential simulation landscape. This paper high-
lights some of the key differences that might inform

selection of a whole-building simulation engine for res-
idential applications.

Algorithmic similarities

It is worth noting some of the similarities of these tools
that make them two of the most powerful simulation
engines currently available. Both simulation engines
utilize rigorous approaches to calculating heat balances
within a building, including:

• performing sub-hourly calculations
• using a heat balance model for each zone (with a

single, well-stirred thermal zone air node)
• calculating interior and exterior convection and ra-

diation for each surface heat balance on a time-step
basis

• passing calculated loads to HVAC systems and cor-
recting the heat balance when the systems are un-
able to meet the load (resulting in a floating zone
temperature)

• calculating inter-zonal and envelope airflow using
pressure-based networks

• calculating multi-dimensional heat flow through
the building foundations.

Because of these capabilities, both tools are being used
in the development of future versions of the “Building
Thermal Envelope and Fabric Load Tests” in ASHRAE
Standard 140 (“Standard Method of Test for the Eval-
uation of Building Energy Analysis Computer Pro-
grams”) (ASHRAE, 2017) with consistent results be-
tween the two tools.

Input Similarities

Both tools operate in batch mode by reading text input
files containing a description of the building model and
relevant simulation settings, performing relevant cal-
culations, and outputting simulation result files. The
individual building blocks of the text input files (e.g.,
surfaces, internal gains, zones, meters, reports) are re-
ferred to as “objects” in both tools—although there
are some notable differences between the way objects
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are defined and used. Some of these differences will be
highlighted throughout the following sections.

Algorithmic differences

Although both tools take similarly rigorous approaches
to calculating loads, there are some important differ-
ences in how the tools approach different aspects of
the zonal and surface heat balances. Details of the
calculation methods employed by CSE can be found
in Barnaby et al. (2013) and in Appendix E of Ferris
et al. (2015). The methods used in EnergyPlus are doc-
umented in its Engineering Reference (United States
Department of Energy (DOE), 2018a).

Long-wave radiant exchange

Within a zone, the enclosing surfaces exchange long-
wave radiant heat. The amount of radiation heat trans-
ferred among surfaces is based on:

• surface temperatures (raised to the 4th power)
• surface emissivities
• view factors among all enclosing surfaces.

The resulting system of equations required to balance
radiant heat exchanges among the enclosing surface
creates a computationally intensive, non-linear, dense-
matrix problem.

CSE uses Carroll’s method (Carroll, 1980), which em-
ploys a simplifying assumption that makes the system
of equations much more computationally manageable.
Instead of each surface exchanging heat directly with
every other surface, they all exchange heat with a cen-
tral radiant temperature node. This changes the ex-
pensive dense matrix calculation into a single simple
calculation that requires no specialized linear algebra
techniques. It also eliminates the need to calculate view
factors.

EnergyPlus uses a method called “scriptF”, that calcu-
lates the full dense matrix system of equations with
view factors. However, unless view factors are pre-
processed and input directly by the user, EnergyPlus
uses a coarse approximation of view factors based solely
on surface area and orientation that is only slightly
more rigorous than the Carroll method (Carroll, 1981).

Conduction

There is some commonality in the way EnergyPlus and
CSE calculate conduction through opaque surface:

• Both tools have methods to accommodate steady-
state (or “massless”) conduction calculations using
only overall conductance of the surface.

• Both tools have the ability to use finite difference
to calculate one-dimensional conduction through a
surface.

CSE has options for either implicit or explicit (the de-
fault in CSE) finite difference calculations (where the
spatial discretization of the explicit calculations is de-
termined by the software to ensure stability). The
use of finite difference allows modeling materials with
temperature-dependent conductivity.

EnergyPlus, by default, uses Conduction Transfer
Functions (CTFs). These function are fast, but have
known limitations for very light and very massive sur-
faces. Additionally, CTFs cannot handle variable ther-
mal properties (e.g., temperature-dependent conductiv-
ity and phase change materials). A finite difference
implementation using a Crank-Nicholson scheme with
an implicit linear solver is also available in EnergyPlus.
EnergyPlus can also model combined heat and moisture
transfer into surfaces.

Shading

The shading of incident solar on building surfaces can
be computationally intensive, especially when the cal-
culations are generalized for any structural geometry.

CSE has two shading methods:

1. Analytical algorithms for rectangular fins and over-
hangs over rectangular windows (that only impact
the amount of solar incident on the window—not
the parent wall surface).

2. GPU-based pixel counting (Jones and Greenberg,
2011) is supported for calculating the shading of
photovoltaic arrays. The same technique will be
generalized to all surfaces in an upcoming version
of CSE (though it does not currently model shading
of opaque building surfaces).

EnergyPlus utilizes computational geometry to calcu-
late the polygonal shadow projections on a surface
cast from other nearby surfaces. This method requires
algorithms to account for overlapping shadows using
boolean operations that only work for the convex sub-
set of polygons.

Software architecture

Software architecture refers to the underlying design of
a project’s source code structure. A well designed ar-
chitecture enhances software usability, flexibility, scal-
ability, and maintainability of the program. While the
underlying software architecture is rarely seen by users,
it is critical to their experience. As open-source soft-
ware projects, the source code illustrating the architec-
ture of these programs is freely available online (see The
CSE Authors (2018a) and United States Department of
Energy (DOE) (2018c)).

EnergyPlus has a relatively loosely defined software ar-
chitecture. The in-memory representations of simu-
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lation objects each have independently defined struc-
tures. Most consistency between object structures is
achieved through implicit conventions rather than ex-
plicit enforcement by the program architecture. En-
ergyPlus objects are all stored in simple arrays, again
with very little in the form of software architecture to
enforce consistency among object arrays.

Furthermore, EnergyPlus source code relies heavily on
global state variables (e.g., BeginDayFlag) to operate.
This practice has long been viewed as problematic since
global variables can be changed anywhere in the code
and have unintended consequences elsewhere. To fix
problems like this, one must debug the entire program
instead of just the isolated components. The use of
global state variables also means the EnergyPlus source
code is not thread safe (meaning it cannot execute code
on multiple processors to take advantage of parallel
computing).

Recent efforts including moving EnergyPlus from For-
tran to C++ have opened the door to the greater po-
tential of re-architecting the source code (using C++
object-oriented practices). However, the source code is
sizable and the overall architecture of the program has
experienced little change since the original conversion
from Fortran. The reliability and maintainability of the
EnergyPlus program remains a high priority for its de-
velopment and actions are being taken to improve its
architecture.

CSE was originally written in C in a time when mem-
ory and performance considerations were much more
important. As a result there are some gimmicky (and
potentially un-safe) programming techniques employed
to minimize memory use. Over time, CSE transitioned
to C++ and embraced object-oriented practices.

CSE has a well-defined software architecture: Compo-
nents of the simulation (e.g. surfaces, internal gains,
meters, HVAC systems) are all stored in the program
memory as “Records”. There is a common “Record”
base-class that defines attributes and methods that
offer general functionality (e.g., each “Record” has a
name and methods for handling object-specific errors).
“Records” of a given type are stored in a common con-
tainer class, called an “Anchor”, again providing a set of
common methods (e.g. construction/destruction, copy-
ing, and iteration). This standard object-oriented ap-
proach reduces the development effort for adding new
capabilities by minimizing duplication of functionality.

A well designed software architecture emphasizes gen-
eralization and minimizes repetitive code, resulting in
more efficient source code. As a point of comparison,
the compiled executable sizes of CSE and EnergyPlus
are 2 MB and 55 MB, respectively. Some, but not all,
of the the difference in size is related to the additional

modeling capabilities in EnergyPlus. While modern
computers don’t have any trouble storing a 55MB ex-
ecutable, 55MB of compiled code can be very difficult
to maintain and extend.

Building systems capabilities

On the whole, EnergyPlus is much more feature-rich
than CSE. EnergyPlus has experienced much higher
levels of funding to incorporate new features. Many
of these features include models for a wide variety of
advanced HVAC technologies, implemented primarily
for commercial buildings. However, recently there has
been an increased focus on making enhancements for
residential buildings.

HVAC systems

Both tools have the capability to represent traditional
heating and cooling systems:

• Furnaces (fuel and electric resistance)
• Direct expansion cooling and heating (air condi-

tioners and heat pumps)

There are a number of HVAC systems that EnergyPlus
can represent that are not explicitly modeled in CSE,
including:

• Variable speed compressor technology for air con-
ditioners and heat pumps

• Evaporative cooling
• Ground source heat pumps
• Hydronic boiler/baseboard systems
• Embedded radiant heating/cooling systems.

EnergyPlus can also model any number of systems serv-
ing a single thermal zone.

Air distribution

In residential buildings the design and location of duct-
ing for air distribution is critical to performance. To
capture this performance the simulation engines must
be capable of accounting for air leakage (and the corre-
sponding interaction with other mechanical and natu-
ral airflows within the building) as well as conduction,
convection, and radiant exchange with the surrounding
environment.

Modeling the effects of ducts in EnergyPlus requires use
of its AirflowNetwork capability. EnergyPlus models
the pressure throughout the distribution system. This
is a more physical representation, however it requires
greater input detail, including definitions of all pressure
drops within the distributions system characterized by
its dimensions (e.g., length and hydraulic diameter of
each duct segment)—that are not always available de-
pending on the level of analysis—as well as flow coeffi-
cients and exponents for every leakage. This more de-
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tailed characterization of distribution systems is likely
more accurate, however it also contributes to longer
simulation times.

CSE takes a simplistic approach to modeling leakage
in that the duct leakage is set as a constant fraction
of the system airflow. Pressure within the ducts is not
calculated to determine leakage.

Hot water events

Many occupant driven events within a housing unit are
discrete, on/off, events (e.g., switching lights, running
a shower, turning on an oven). These can all be de-
scribed using a start time, a duration, and a magni-
tude (e.g., power level or flow rate during the event).
For the sake of calculating energy loads, the magni-
tude of many of these events can be estimated using
a time-averaged value (e.g., it is not uncommon to see
an occupant schedule with non-integer number of peo-
ple in a zone during a given hour). Hot water systems,
however, are one case where the energy impact is highly
non-linear. A high-flow-rate, short-duration event does
not have the same impact on energy as a low-flow-rate,
long-duration event of the same total draw volume.
This is especially true for heat pump water heaters that
typically use backup resistance heat for short-duration,
high-flow-rate draws.

CSE is able to characterize hot water draws as dis-
crete events using localized 1 minute “sub-sub-hour”
timesteps, whereas EnergyPlus requires shorter overall
timesteps to represent short duration events.

User Features

There are some notable differences in how the programs
are used that do not necessarily relate to the actual
building systems represented in a model. One impor-
tant, but fairly straightforward difference is the use of
unit system: EnergyPlus uses SI units while CSE uses
IP units (due to its original, limited application within
the United States). The features of both programs are
described in their respective user manuals (The CSE
Authors (2018b) and United States Department of En-
ergy (DOE) (2018b)).

Input syntax

The only direct interface to both simulation engines
(whether within a user-interface or directly by the user)
is through text input files. The design of the input
syntax impacts the usability, flexibility, scalability, and
maintainability of any software interfacing to the engine
at a higher level, including graphical user interfaces.

EnergyPlus’s traditional input format is IDF (input
data format). IDF describes input objects using a
comma separated list of values terminating in a semi-
colon. Each position in this list correlates to a differ-

ent input field for the object (e.g., the sixth value for
the ElectricEquipment object represents the design
wattage of the equipment). Non-required values left
blank or not entered are allowed to default. While this
input structure allows for extensible value fields (e.g.,
repeat the last four fields of the coil object to define
performance at different stages), it does not accommo-
date more complex data structures (e.g., multiple lists
of different lengths or nested hierarchical components).

As of its version 8.9.0 release (in March, 2018), Ener-
gyPlus now offers a JSON-based input format called
epJSON. This allows for objects to be defined using
key/value pairs (rather than the IDF’s positional list
structure). In this format, any non-required keys that
are not defined are allowed to default. JSON itself al-
lows for many of the complex data structures that were
not possible in IDF, however, the current implementa-
tion of epJSON does not utilize this capability as its
data structure is defined by (and generated from) En-
ergyPlus’s input data dictionary (IDD), the same doc-
ument that defines the structure of IDF input.

When reading IDF or epJSON, EnergyPlus converts
everything to in-memory JSON objects, then maps the
JSON objects to each simulation object structures us-
ing customized source code for each object. This is
necessary since there is currently no base-class to map
inputs to source code objects in a consistent fashion.

CSE’s text file format is unique to CSE and by con-
vention uses the *.cse extension. It uses both key/-
value pairing and an extensible hierarchical structure.
The hierarchical relationship of objects can be implicit
(e.g., any GAIN objects defined after a ZONE object will
automatically be associated with that zone.), or explic-
itly linking key values to reference a parent object (e.g.,
gnZone = "Dwelling").

When reading an input text file, CSE maps the object
keys directly to the data members of the corresponding
“Record” class in the source code using a consistent
mapping structure across all “Record” types.

Automated input manipulation

CSE’s input format also accommodates a built-in para-
metric preprocessor (used for basic parameter substitu-
tion and conditional logic) and contains a set of instruc-
tion commands to modify the input between multiple
runs without needing to produce an entirely separate in-
put file. While this kind of functionality is not available
natively within EnergyPlus similar capabilities are pos-
sible through the application of various scripting and
middleware frameworks (e.g., EPMacro, eppy, Open-
Studio SDK, and Modelkit—see Roth et al. (2018)).
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User-defined behavior

Some advanced applications of building energy model-
ing require users to adapt the default runtime behavior
of the simulation. Both simulation engines have some
capability to override or manipulate aspects of objects
throughout the simulation.

EnergyPlus has the Energy Management System
(EMS), which allows the user to create “Programs”
to override object “Actuators” based on “Sensor” out-
puts elsewhere in the model1. Only a subset of Ener-
gyPlus object inputs can be “actuated” with an EMS
program, however any time series report variable can
act as a “Sensor”. As an example, schedules in Ener-
gyPlus are defined for many inputs that can vary over
time (e.g., setpoints, ventilation, internal gains). While
schedule objects can only represent variation with time
of year, an EMS program can override schedule values
with results calculated based on sensor values. Because
it is not always clear when a “sensor” value is updated,
EMS “Programs” can only be called at specific points
throughout the simulation (e.g., beginning of the zone
timestep or within the HVAC iteration loop). The fol-
lowing IDF input below shows how one would vary the
power of a refrigerator based on zone temperature using
EMS.

ElectricEquipment,

Refrigerator, !- Name

Dwelling, !- Zone Name

Refrigerator Schedule, !- SCHEDULE Name

EquipmentLevel, !- Calculation method

0, !- Design Level {W}

, !- Watts per Area

, !- Watts per Person

0, !- Fraction Latent

0, !- Fraction Radiant

0, !- Fraction Lost

Refrigeration; !- End-use Subcategory

EnergyManagementSystem:Sensor,

DwellingTemperature, !- Name

Dwelling, !- Output Key Name

Zone Mean Air Temperature; !- Output Name

EnergyManagementSystem:Actuator,

RefrPowerLevel, !- Name

Refrigerator, !- Component Name

ElectricEquipment, !- Component Type

Electric Power Level; !- Component Control

EnergyManagementSystem:Program,

RefrigeratorProgram, !- Name

SET TinF = (DwellingTemperature*(9/5)) + 32,

1EnergyPlus also provides the External Interface that allows
external programs to read EnergyPlus “Sensors” and override
object “Actuators”.

SET RefrPowerLevel = 150 * ! {W}

(-0.5 + (0.0195 * TinF));

EnergyManagementSystem:ProgramCallingManager,

RefrigeratorProgramCallingManager, !- Name

BeginTimestepBeforePredictor, !- Calling Point

RefrigeratorProgram; !- Program Name

In CSE, every user input is an “actuator” with a de-
fined variability: some inputs can vary hourly, some
vary sub-hourly, and others can be defined only once
per run (i.e., they are constant). The value of a an in-
put can be set using an expression. Expressions include
“probe” values (prefixed with an @), similar to the way
EMS programs use sensor values. In CSE, every mem-
ber of a record (including both inputs and outputs)
can be a probe. The expression for any given input
may include probes of equal or lesser variability (e.g.,
the expression for lighting power can include the zone’s
floor area, but not vice-versa). Expressions can also be
used to describe time-of-year variability. In fact, there
is no “schedule” object in CSE—if something varies ev-
ery hour, you simply write an expression using the hour
value ($hour) or providing an array of 24 values to the
built-in hourval() function. The same refrigerator ex-
ample using expressions in CSE is shown below.

GAIN

gnZone = "Dwelling"

gnPower = 512 * // {Btu/hr}

(-0.5 + 0.0195 *

@znRes["Dwelling"].prior.H.tAir )

gnFrRad = 0

gnMeter = "MtrElec"

gnEndUse = "Refr"

CSE expressions are an elegant way to provide user
flexibility and is a core component of the program’s
software architecture. EMS was added later in Energy-
Plus’s development after the software architecture and
input file syntax was already established. Both capa-
bilities provide users with enhanced control over simu-
lation behavior.

Comparisons of results

The two simulation engines were compared in the con-
text of modeling real homes and prototype homes. All
models were created and simulated by the same per-
son to ensure consistent inputs. The models use prac-
tices representative of code compliance simulations in
the State of California (e.g., 3-minute timesteps, and
use of pressure-based airflow). These practices are not
necessarily representative of all residential modeling ap-
plications.
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Central Valley Research Homes

The Central Valley Research Homes (CVRH) project
monitored four Stockton, California homes of differ-
ing vintages (1948, 1953, 1996, and 2006) with well-
controlled, repeatable indoor conditions. Detailed de-
scriptions of the homes can be found in Proctor and
Wilcox (2016). Roughly 130 data channels in each
home provide minute-by-minute data of space temper-
atures, surface temperatures, component power, and
local weather. The homes are unoccupied; occupant-
driven latent and sensible heat gains are simulated us-
ing humidifiers and electric heaters. Data recording be-
gan in July, 2012 and is ongoing as of 2019. The com-
parisons presented here are based on data from July,
2012 to November, 2014.

Each home is equipped with an additional HVAC sys-
tem with electric resistance heating, direct expansion
cooling, and distribution within the conditioned space.
Use of this “Reference System” allowed accurate mea-
surement of thermal loads without system uncertain-
ties. Thermostatic control of the home alternates every
two days between the “Reference System” and a typical
“House System” installation.

Part way through data collection, the homes underwent
deep retrofits including changes to the air distribution
system, higher efficiency HVAC equipment, wall and
attic insulation, air sealing, and window replacements.
Each of the homes were modeled pre- and post-retrofit
in both CSE and EnergyPlus with and without the Ref-
erence System running.

Simulation results were compared for two of the homes
(Grange and Mayfair) on the basis of total daily heat-
ing or cooling energy. Comparisons against the mea-
sured data from the CVRH project are based on total
daily energy use for cooling and heating. Aggregate
results are presented as Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Mean Bias Error (MBE). The results in Figures 1 -
4 show close agreement between CSE and EnergyPlus,
with notable examples where each simulation engine
provided better agreement with the measured data;
however, neither engine demonstrated consistently bet-
ter agreement than the other. Table 1 shows a summary
across both homes.

Table 1: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Bias
Error (MBE) in kWh/day (across both homes).

End Use CSE MAE CSE MBE EnergyPlus MAE EnergyPlus MBE

Heating 6.21 3.95 5.52 -2.42
Cooling 0.44 0.20 0.49 -0.13

Prototypes

Further comparison of algorithmic differences was con-
ducted in the context of four prototype residential

Figure 1: Grange Heating Comparison.

Figure 2: Grange Cooling Comparison.

building models: One Story, Two Story, Multifamily,
and Townhome.

Prototype models offer a simplified and idealized en-
vironment to compare the simulation engines within a
larger parameter space. Weather for California’s Cli-
mate Zone 12 (Sacramento) was used for all prototype
simulations.

Temperature-dependent conductivity

Temperature-dependent conductivity of materials is
part of CSE’s default conduction algorithm. Energy-
Plus has the same capability, but requires the use of
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Figure 3: Mayfair Heating Comparison.

Figure 4: Mayfair Cooling Comparison.

its more advanced, finite difference model. Accounting
for variable thermal conductivity of insulation materi-
als is required for energy code compliance calculations
in California.

The four prototype models were used to compare the
effect of temperature-dependent conductivity of wall in-
sulation for each prototype building in CSE and Ener-
gyPlus. Results for annual heating and cooling energy
are shown in Figure 5 and simulation runtime is shown
in Figure 6.

While the variable thermal conductivity does not show
a large impact on annual energy, the impact is typi-

Figure 5: Prototype heating and cooling energy
sensitivity to variable conductivity.

Figure 6: Prototype runtime sensitivity to variable
conductivity.

cally greatest during the cooling season when electricity
prices are much more volatile. Capturing the tempo-
ral impact of these loads on the greater electric grid is
important.

Timestep sensitivity

CSE uses 3-minute timesteps for California energy code
compliance analysis, while typical EnergyPlus simula-
tions use 10- or 15-minute timesteps. For equivalent
comparisons, all prototype models were compared us-
ing both 3- and 15-minute timesteps (using default con-
duction algorithms). Results for annual heating and
cooling energy are shown in Figure 7 and simulation
runtime is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Prototype heating and cooling energy
sensitivity to simulation timestep.
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Figure 8: Prototype runtime sensitivity to simulation
timestep.

Conclusion

CSE and EnergyPlus perform calculations at similar
levels of algorithmic fidelity and offer comparable ac-
curacy. EnergyPlus has significantly more simulation
capabilities for non-traditional HVAC systems. CSE
source code is based on object-oriented software design
practices, which are less susceptible to inadvertent cod-
ing errors. CSE’s input and expression syntax allows
cleaner and more readable model definition.

The most notable difference between the two tools is
the disparity in runtime with CSE simulations tak-
ing roughly 20 seconds each, and EnergyPlus taking
roughly 300 seconds in the context of California code
compliance. The disparity is exacerbated when using
EnergyPlus’s variable thermal conductivity algorithm
(a requirement for compliance analysis California) re-
sulting in runtimes up to 800 seconds—while CSE has a
negligible change in runtime when using variable ther-
mal conductivity.

Disclaimers

1. The lead author is a developer of both EnergyPlus
and CSE. Other authors include developers of CSE,
and users of both EnergyPlus and CSE.

2. Software changes rapidly. The content presented in
this paper may be less relevant as developments are
made to the respective simulation engines.
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Abstract 

Most thermal comfort models and indices consider the 

human body in environments with uniform and 

unchanging temperature. We developed a set of tools that 

simulate human response to changing and non-uniform 

thermal conditions adjacent to the body rather than 

average space conditions. This allows the analysis of 

thermal comfort under environmental conditions such as 

stratification, radiant asymmetry, and those created by 

personal environmental controls. We present a case study 

in which our tool is used to determine relaxed thermostat 

setpoints for multiple thermal zones of a US airport, 

leading to savings in energy consumption and first cost. 

Introduction 

Buildings are responsible for 39% of US energy use (EIA, 

2018), and within commercial buildings, the combined 

demand of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 

(HVAC) accounts for 35% of energy consumption (DOE, 

2016). Load reduction strategies such as natural 

ventilation, wide thermostat setpoint bands, and personal 

comfort systems can reduce overall building energy 

demand, but they require careful analysis to avoid causing 

thermal discomfort to building occupants (Zhang, Arens, 

& Zhai, 2015). Determining how best to leverage the 

external environment to reduce energy cost and maintain 

comfort requires tools that can describe and predict 

thermal sensation and comfort. 

Currently, most tools and methods for assessing thermal 

comfort assume that environments are uniform and static 

in temperature. The ASHRAE 55 (2017) and ISO 7730 

(2006) standards describe a range of thermal 

environments using the Predicted Mean Vote scale 

(Fanger, 1972), which assumes a homogeneous 

environment. Comfort standards such as these are slow to 

change and not necessarily representative of the modern 

workforce. Recent interest in personal comfort systems 

such as seat- or desk-mounted heaters and fans (Zhang, 

Arens, & Zhai, 2015) or wearable devices 

(Delkumburewatte & Dias, 2011) requires an 

investigation of comfort under non-uniform and time-

varying conditions. Transient and asymmetric 

environments have a large bearing on thermal comfort but 

have received relatively little study, particularly in cases 

that are both changing and non-uniform. Common tools 

such as EnergyPlus (2018) and IES (2018) do not account 

for these conditions, and we are not aware of any 

commercial computational fluid dynamics or 

multiphysics packages with built-in thermal comfort 

tools. Furthermore, tools based on ASHRAE 55 or similar 

standards do not account for differences in build that 

affect individual perception of temperature. 

In this paper, we develop a set of tools for predicting 

thermal sensation and comfort in time-varying and non-

uniform environments. These tools include a web app for 

early design studies, a stand-alone application for detailed 

and customized studies, and a CFD plug-in for advanced 

multiphysics analysis, all based on a common software 

library. Routines in this library are validated against data 

collected from 27 individuals in tests at the University of 

California, Berkeley (Zhang, 2003). To demonstrate the 

usefulness of these tools, we present a case study of 

transient thermal comfort in a large airport. This design 

project includes multiple program elements with different 

comfort requirements and various user populations with 

different sensitivities moving through them. Our tools for 

advanced thermal comfort analysis allow us to improve 

comfort while reducing energy use and first cost. 

Background 

Most thermal comfort indices treat the body’s temperature 

as constant and uniform. These indices typically calculate 

a uniform temperature under neutral conditions (50% 

relative humidity and no air movement) at which the 

body’s rate of heat exchange with its environment is the 

same as under actual conditions. These models may treat 

the body as a single node exchanging heat with its 

environment through some amount of insulation provided 

by clothing (Fanger, 1972) or they may divide the body 

into separate core and skin nodes so that the skin 

exchanges heat with both the core and environment 

(Gagge, Fobelets, & Berglund, 1986). Some thermal 

comfort indices report the uniform environmental 

temperature directly, such as Standard Effective 

Temperature (SET*) (Gagge, Fobelets, & Berglund, 

1986), Equivalent Homogeneous Temperature (EHT) 

(Wyon, Larsson, Forsgren, & Lundgren, 1989), and the 

Universal Thermal Climate Index for outdoor conditions 

(ISB, 2009). Others relate this temperature or the 

corresponding heat exchange rate to a subjective comfort 

scale. The Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) scale (Fanger, 

1972) correlates heat exchange with a sensation scale 

from -3 (too cold) to 3 (too hot), with values between -1 

and 1 indicating comfort. As a corollary, the Predicted 

Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD) scale relates the distance of 
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the mean vote from neutral sensation to the fraction of the 

population that reports discomfort according to surveys 

(Fanger, 1972). Because all these indices assume constant 

and uniform thermal conditions, they register the greatest 

comfort in a neutral environment (neither warm nor cool). 

Advanced Thermal Comfort 

Advanced thermal comfort analysis accounts for human 

perception of variation in temperature around the body 

and over time. To do this, it is necessary to define separate 

scales for thermal sensation and thermal comfort. 

Sensation refers to the degree to which a person or body 

part feels hot or cold. Like the PMV scale, sensation 

varies from cold (negative numbers) to hot (positive 

numbers) with zero representing neutral temperature 

sensation (Zhang, Arens, Huizenga, & Han, 2010a). 

Comfort refers to the level of satisfaction derived from the 

thermal environment. The comfort scale is similar to the 

sensation scale, but negative numbers represent 

dissatisfaction, while positive numbers correspond to 

positive satisfaction and zero represents indifference 

(Zhang, Arens, Huizenga, & Han, 2010b). Notably, 

individual body parts may simultaneously experience 

different sensations. The comfort felt by each body part 

may be influenced by the sensations of other body parts, 

and each body has a different level of importance in 

determining overall sensation and overall comfort 

(Zhang, Arens, Huizenga, & Han, 2010c). 

Separating the concepts of sensation and comfort allows 

us to describe alliesthesia, the condition in which two 

opposing sensations result in greater comfort than either 

sensation can produce independently (Parkinson, de Dear, 

& Candido, 2015). Opposite thermal sensations come in 

two forms. In asymmetric environments, simultaneous 

application of heating and cooling to different body parts 

can produce a pleasant overall sensation. In transient 

environments, an occupant moving from a cool space into 

a warm space (or vice versa) may take pleasure from the 

sudden removal of a thermal stress. Architectural 

precedents demonstrate the desirability of alliesthesial 

effects. In unconditioned homes, the hearth or k’ang 

provided comfort by warming one side of the body 

through radiation or conduction, while the frigidarium 

and caldarium of Roman baths allowed bathers to 

alternate between extreme thermal environments 

(Heschong, 1979). 

Physiology and Modelling 

Prediction of comfort in asymmetric and transient 

environments requires three steps. First, temperatures of 

individual body parts must be calculated as a time series. 

Second, local and overall sensations must be derived 

based on skin and core temperatures. Finally, comfort can 

be assigned to body parts and the whole in accordance 

with sensations. 

Various models of human physiology and 

thermoregulation predict body part temperatures with 

different granularities. The Stolwijk (1971) model divides 

the body into ten cylindrical and spherical segments for 

the trunk, limbs, and head, each containing core, muscle, 

fat, and skin nodes with corresponding thermal 

capacitance in a nodal network. Heat is generated by 

metabolic production in each node and exchanged 

through the network between adjacent layers via 

conduction and with a central blood node representing 

convective heat transfer within the body (Shitzer, Arens, 

& Zhang, 2015), as well as by convection and radiation to 

the environment (de Dear, Arens, Zhang, & Oguro, 1997) 

and by latent diffusion through respiration and sweat 

(Stolwijk, 1971). Tanabe et al. (2002) expand Stolwijk’s 

model to include 65 thermal nodes (four each in the head, 

chest, back, pelvis, upper and lower arms and legs, hands, 

and feet, in addition to the central blood node). Further 

refinements include modelling of non-cylindrical body 

parts (Ferreira & Yanagihara, 2009), addition of arterial 

and vein nodes in each segment (Kobayashi & Tanabe, 

2013), and the division of each segment into differently 

oriented strips to account for radiant asymmetry (Al-

Othmani, Ghaddar, & Ghali, 2008). To support this, 

thermal manikin studies have been used to collect 

clothing insulation (Lee, Zhang, & Arens, 2013) and 

radiant and convective heat transfer coefficients for each 

body segment (de Dear, Arens, Zhang, & Oguro, 1997; 

Oguro, Arens, de Dear, Zhang, & Katayama, 2002). 

Only a few studies directly relate individual body part 

temperatures to overall sensation and comfort. Most of 

these are modifications of PMV or SET*. Asymmetric 

thermal environments have been considered in the 

automotive industry, where directed airstreams can easily 

serve distinct regions of the body (Hagino & Hara, 1992; 

Ingersoll, Kalman, Maxwell, & Niemiec, 1992; Brown & 

Jones, 1997; Kohri & Mochida, 2003). Sensation under 

transient conditions has also been assessed for uniform 

environments (Wang & Peterson, 1992; Fiala, Lomas, & 

Stohrer, 2003). In a series of papers, Zhang et al. (2010a; 

2010b; 2010c) developed a comprehensive model for 

sensation and comfort that separately considers 19 body 

parts (dividing the head from the Tanabe model into face, 

head, and neck, and adding a breathing zone for the inside 

of the mouth) under both transient and asymmetric 

conditions. Following work by Frank et al. (1999), Zhang 

et al. find that local sensation is influenced equally by skin 

and core temperatures, as well as by the rate of heat gain 

or loss: 

 Local Sensation = 𝑓 (𝑇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛 ,
𝑑𝑇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑡
, 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ,

𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑑𝑡
 ) (1) 

The body’s overall sensation is calculated using one of 

seven models, depending on whether any body parts 

experience unpleasant sensations (hot or cold, rather than 

warm or cool) or sensations opposite the dominant 

sensation (hot while the rest of the body is cool, or vice 

versa) (Zhang, Arens, Huizenga, & Han, 2010c). Local 

comfort is highest when body parts are close to neutral 

sensation or act to pull the overall sensation away from an 

extreme. Overall comfort is determined by the group of 

body parts with the greatest local discomforts. To express 

these values, Zhang et al. developed numerical scales 

inspired by the PMV scale. Sensation values range from 

-4 (very cold) to 4 (very hot), and comfort from -4 (very 

uncomfortable) to 4 (very comfortable). 
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Method 

Our approach to predicting thermal comfort is to calculate 

skin and core temperatures using the 65-node human 

physiological model (Tanabe, Kobayashi, Nakano, Ozeki, 

& Konishi, 2002) and apply these as inputs to the thermal 

sensation and comfort models by Zhang et al. (2010a; 

2010b; 2010c). To do this, we created a set of tools built 

around a single software library that implements these 

models in an object-oriented manner. In this section, we 

describe the common software library and three tools 

intended for use at different stages of design that 

implement this library. 

Regardless of how the tool is used, the software library 

requires the same input data to describe a list of static or 

transient environments. Each environment, or simulation 

phase, requires the following input: 

 Length of the phase in minutes 

 Dry bulb temperature 

 Mean radiant temperature 

 Relative humidity 

 Air velocity 

 Metabolic rate 

 Clothing ensemble description 

The temperatures, humidity, and air velocity may be 

provided separately for the air surrounding each of the 16 

body parts or as single values if the conditions are 

uniform. The library performs an iterative simulation in 

which a body encounters each of the phases for the 

specified length of time and produces the following time 

series as output: 

 Local skin temperatures 

 Skin wettedness from sweat 

 Temperature and humidity of respiratory air 

 Local and overall sensations 

 Local and overall comfort levels 

 Additional comfort indices: 

o Standard Effective Temperature (SET*) 

o Effective Temperature (ET*) 

o Discomfort Index (DISC) 

o Thermal Sensation Index (TSENS) 

o Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) 

o Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD) 

While the software library generally follows the works of 

Tanabe and Zhang, we have made several improvements. 

 We adjust certain physiological parameters based on 

height, weight, and body composition, if these are 

known. The body surface area, used to compute a 

variety of heat production and heat flow terms, is set 

based on height and weight (Du Bois & Du Bois, 

1916). The body’s thermal capacitance and metabolic 

heat production are adjusted proportionally to weight, 

with additional modification if the fat content of the 

body is known (Hodgdon & Beckett, 1984a; Hodgdon 

& Beckett, 1984b). 

 We adjust the convective heat transfer coefficients 

according to air speed (de Dear, Arens, Zhang, & 

Oguro, 1997). The input air velocity may also be used 

to represent motion of the body through still air. 

 We introduce a maximum simulation time step to 

ensure smooth derivatives in the physiology model 

output. The default for this user-adjustable setting is 

10 seconds. This value is close to the reporting 

frequency of sensors in Zhang’s tests, so phase lengths 

less than this setting are not recommended.  

 When a condition is encountered for the first time in a 

simulation, we perform a warm-up routine to establish 

neutral sensation set-points. We first calculate the 

uniform temperature that achieves a PMV of zero 

under current air speed, air moisture content, 

metabolic rate, and overall clothing insulation, and we 

then allow the 65-node model to coast under these 

conditions until it reaches a steady state, as suggested 

by Zhao et al. (2014). The individual body parts’ skin 

temperatures at steady state become the neutral 

setpoints for use in Zhang’s local sensation model. 

 We adjust the local sensation of each body part to 

account for age, sex, and fat content of individuals 

(Zhang, 2003). 

 Rather than calculate only the relevant one of Zhang’s 

seven overall sensation models, we calculate all of 

them and use sigmoid smoothing functions to 

interpolate between them, as suggested by Zhao et al. 

(2014). This removes discontinuities from the time 

series of overall sensation that occur when the relevant 

model changes. Furthermore, we simplify the control 

logic involved in selecting the dominant overall 

sensation model from what Zhang et al. (2010c) 

originally proposed without affecting the outcome of 

the calculation (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Control logic for selecting one of Zhang’s 

seven overall sensation models (shaded boxes) based on 

the array S of local body part sensations. 
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 Zhang’s overall sensation model for asymmetrical 

conditions defines an individual force for each body 

part that quantifies its influence on overall sensation 

(Zhang, Arens, Huizenga, & Han, 2010c). Each 

individual force is a function of the change in local 

sensation since the beginning of the heating or cooling 

period. In order to apply this model to scenarios in 

which the body is exposed to multiple transient 

environments in sequence without abrupt changes in 

the reference sensations, we store a history of local 

sensations and calculate individual forces at each time 

step in reference to sensations recorded a certain 

amount of time earlier. This creates a moving window 

of thermal sensation “memory” that influences the 

current sensation. 

With the software library we have described, we created 

three tools for evaluating thermal sensation and comfort. 

We developed each tool for use at a specific design phase, 

although all tools may be used at any point during design. 

Web Tool 

The web tool is intended for early design studies. The goal 

of thermal comfort studies in early design is to establish 

temperature, humidity, and air velocity requirements to 

ensure that the design will provide comfortable 

conditions. The interface (Figure 2) allows the user to 

rapidly define and edit environments by giving each a 

name, dry bulb and mean radiant temperatures, relative 

humidity, and air velocity. The user can arrange these 

environments to form a path in which each environment 

may appear repeatedly, and the user can set the time 

duration spent in each environment and the activity level 

and clothing ensemble worn in each phase. The 

simulation runs immediately on any change to the input, 

allowing the user to make informed decisions with 

immediate and continuous feedback. No extra step is 

required to start a simulation. 

 

Figure 2: The web tool allows input of thermal a series 

of thermal environments (left side) and display of 

resulting sensation and comfort levels (right side). 

The centre of the web tool interface contains a time 

history plot showing overall sensation or comfort, 

together with the local sensation or comfort of any 

selected body parts. Next to this, a manikin displays color-

coded thermal sensations for all body parts. A time slider 

under the plot controls the moment in time displayed on 

the manikin. Any change to the environment or path 

inputs is immediately reflected in the output display. 

Stand-Alone Application 

The stand-alone application is a command-line utility 

intended for more detailed and customized studies than 

are possible with the simplified web interface. This tool 

can model any transient or asymmetric condition per the 

designer’s intent. It requires the user to generate an input 

file in comma separated value (CSV) format listing 

conditions for all environments in sequence. It produces 

output temperatures, sensations, comfort values, and other 

indices also in CSV format. While the stand-alone 

application may be accessed directly by the user, it also 

offers maximum flexibility for scripting. It can be called 

on by DOS, Python, Grasshopper, or any other scripting 

language, and scripting tools may also be used to 

automatically generate the input CSV file and to interpret 

and display the output. 

CFD Plug-In 

Our CFD plug-in is geared toward multiphysics analysis 

which typically occurs later in design or as part of non-

standard design projects. For transient computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, the plug-in allows a 

manikin modelled in the CFD domain to give off heat and 

moisture to its surroundings as directed by the 

physiological model in our software library (Figure 3). At 

each simulation timestep, the dry bulb and mean radiant 

temperature, relative humidity, and air velocity around 

each body part are read from the CFD simulation, and a 

similar time step iteration is performed using our library 

to calculate new skin temperatures, skin wettedness, and 

respiratory heat and moisture that feed back into the CFD 

simulation as updated boundary conditions. The plug-in 

also allows local and overall sensation and comfort values 

to be collected by the CFD tool and output as time series 

or final values at the end of the simulation. Currently, the 

plug-in targets ANSYS CFX (2018), but this serves as a 

proof of concept toward eventual broader applicability. 

  
Air Temperature (°F)

 
 65 °F 85 °F 

Relative Humidity 
 

 40% 80% 

  
Sensation 

 

 Cold Hot 

Comfort 
 

 Uncomfortable Comfortable 
Figure 3: The CFD plug-in causes environmental 

conditions such as temperature and humidity (top) to 

interact with the body’s thermal experience (bottom). 
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Validation 

We verified the accuracy of our software library by 

simulating conditions from some of the human subject 

tests originally used by Zhang (2003) to develop the 

sensation and comfort models. Zhang performed 109 tests 

on 15 female and 12 male volunteers. Tests involved 

cooling or heating one or more body parts while the 

participants reported thermal sensation and comfort via an 

electronic survey. Thermocouples worn under clothing 

recorded skin temperatures, and subjects swallowed a 

radio pill to record core temperature. Typical tests 

included multiple heating or cooling phases separated by 

a recovery period to return to ambient conditions. 

We recreated the environmental conditions for each test 

as input to our stand-alone tool and compared the 

predicted skin temperatures, sensations, and comfort 

levels to original data collected by Zhang (Figure 4). 

Because Zhang did not record the exact start and end 

times for each cooling or heating phase, we created an 

automated script to identify these phases from the 

recorded data and align our simulations with the 

timestamps on the original data. This was effective with 

local cooling tests, but it proved more difficult with local 

heating tests because changes in skin temperature in 

response to local heating were often less apparent. 

However, subjects also reported less discomfort from 

local heating, so our main concern is with predicting the 

effects of cooling the body. 

In the tests shown in Figure 4, most of our predictions 

track Zhang’s recordings within about one degree for 

temperature and one unit on the voting scales for 

sensation and comfort. Our simulations reflect Zhang’s 

observations that sensation changes suddenly upon 

exposure to a new environment, while skin temperature 

adjusts more gradually, and that central body parts affect 

overall sensation and comfort more strongly than 

extremities. In general, our model performs better on core 

body parts such as the back than on extremities such as 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Correspondence between measured and predicted skin temperature, sensation, and comfort for selected 

tests of local body part cooling or heating. 
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the head and hands. This may be because Zhang treated 

the head as multiple zones, differentiating the face, scalp, 

and neck, and also because rapid vasodilation and 

vasoconstriction in the hands result in more varied skin 

temperatures than predicted by Tanabe, et al. (2002). 

Case Study 

Our tool was used to plan the thermal comfort setpoints 

for multiple thermal zones in an airport expansion project 

located in the Pacific Northwest. Airport design is 

complex due to the variety of occupants, space types, and 

dwell times in those spaces. This makes airports 

interesting and difficult to analyse for thermal comfort.  

Passengers experience transient effects as they take 

different paths through an airport. A common path is 

entering the airport, going to the ticketing kiosks, waiting 

in line and passing through security, shopping and dining 

in the concession area, and finally waiting at the boarding 

gate. This path takes a passenger from thermal conditions 

of the outdoors to those of the hold room where 

passengers could have a dwell time on the order of hours. 

Designers must consider the activity and dwell times of 

the passengers as they progress through the building when 

developing a thermal zoning strategy. 

Thermal considerations differ for the staff. Airport staff 

typically have longer dwell times in the various thermal 

zones. Therefore, specific systems need to be designed to 

meet the thermal comfort needs of the staff who 

experience their local thermal environment for longer 

periods of time than the passengers do. Localized or 

personal controls can serve the stricter needs of staff, 

while the main conditioning systems serve passengers.  

A large airport can be split into many thermal zones with 

different cooling and heating loads and different comfort 

criteria. Airport HVAC systems can be chosen to meet 

these loads and achieve thermal comfort. There is a 

myriad of available system types and distribution 

strategies, depending on the space in question. The chosen 

HVAC systems need to meet adequate thermal comfort 

criteria and also meet energy efficiency design goals. 

Here, we look at one path that a passenger might take 

through entry, ticketing, security, and concessions to the 

final hold room. The time spent for each space is broken 

down in Table 1 with the original and proposed setpoints 

to achieve thermal comfort for each space. Our early-

stage modelling assumes 50% relative humidity and still 

air with average velocity 0.1 m/s (20 fpm). Occupants are 

expected to dress in typical summer clothes (0.5 CLO) 

and winter indoor clothes (1.0 CLO) on dates at the upper 

and lower ends of the adjusted setpoint band, respectively. 

We propose the adjusted setpoints in Table 1 such that the 

transient thermal sensation of passengers on this path will 

remain neutral. Our tools shows no thermal discomfort 

resulting from the adjusted temperature setpoints under 

the summer (Figure 5) or winter (Figure 6) conditions in 

our model. Therefore, our recommendation was to use 

this expanded temperature range during operations. 

 

Figure 5: Thermal sensation for a typical passenger 

path in an airport on a summer day. 

 

Figure 6: Thermal sensation for a typical passenger 

path in an airport on a winter day. 

Relaxing the setpoints reduces HVAC system energy 

consumption in building operation. We used EnergyPlus 

to model annual energy use in the spaces listed in Table 

1. Figure 7 compares the expanded setpoints to a baseline 

model with a constant temperature setpoint of 72°F for all 

spaces. The expanded setpoints cause a reduction in 

annual heating energy use of 38% and a 26% savings in 

annual cooling energy. The reductions in HVAC energy 

use show the operational changes can save energy without 

adverse effects to overall thermal comfort. 

Table 1: Airport passenger path. 

Zone Time 

(minutes) 

Activity Metabolic 

Rate (MET) 

Baseline Setpoint (°F) Adjusted Operative 

Temperature Setpoints (°F) 

Entry 15 Walking 1.4 72 62 – 82 

Ticketing 15 Walking, Standing 1.2 72 66 – 80 

Security 15 Standing 1 72 68 – 76 

Concessions 30 Walking, Standing, Sitting 1.1 72 62 – 82 

Hold Room 45 Sitting 1 72 70 – 74 
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Figure 7: Baseline temperature setpoint vs adjusted 

temperature setpoints by space and dwell time. 

In addition to energy savings during building operation, 

there is also a reduction in first cost of the HVAC 

equipment as the system sizes are decreased. Therefore, 

expanded setpoints can save on both the first cost of 

HVAC equipment and energy during building operation, 

while providing comfort to the airport passengers. 

Discussion 

Providing thermal comfort is an important function of 

buildings and a major reason for the use of HVAC 

systems. The tools we describe in this paper can give 

designers valuable insight into the thermal comfort 

implications of transient and non-uniform environments. 

Accounting for transient effects can lead to expanded 

setpoint temperatures that save energy during the building 

operation and reduce equipment first cost. Our tools can 

also quantify the effects of other energy and sustainability 

measures such as personal control systems, passive 

systems, and task HVAC controls. 

The validation presented in this paper represents a limited 

dataset provided by the Center for the Built Environment. 

We closely replicated the conditions from Zhang’s study. 

However, thermal comfort continues to be highly 

subjective, and it is not our aim to predict an individual’s 

thermal comfort. Rather, thermal models must grow to 

encompass groups and populations, accounting for 

variation in individual preference and physiology. 

Future work should focus on validating the tool’s 

predictions against population data and integrating 

thermal comfort data into design workflows. We hope for 

tools such as ours to become commonplace in the design 

industry and for practitioners to acknowledge thermal 

comfort analysis as a necessary input for design. 

Conclusion 

We developed tools that predict thermal comfort under 

transient and asymmetric conditions for use at multiple 

design phases. These include a web tool aimed at early 

design, a stand-alone application for detailed analysis, and 

a CFD plug-in for multiphysics analysis of non-standard 

projects. The tools are based on a shared software library 

which was able to predict skin temperatures within one 

degree and thermal sensation and comfort within one 

voting scale increment for selected validation test cases.  

We applied the tool to an airport project to demonstrate 

the usefulness of an expanded setpoint band for multiple 

different thermal zones to reduce energy consumption and 

HVAC equipment first cost. Our software revealed that a 

wider thermostat setpoint band can maintain comfort and 

reduce energy consumption by up to 38% in winter and 

26% in summer. This is in keeping with our broader goal 

to create a positive building user experience by making 

simulation data available at all stages of design. 
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Abstract

Nowadays, urban energy projects are becoming more
complex in order to meet operational, economic and
environmental challenges. This requires using deci-
sion support tools in pre-study phases to easily design
and adapt the energy system model several times in
order to meet stakeholders requirements. This paper
presents OMEGAlpes, a linear optimization tool de-
signed to easily generate multi-carrier energy system
models. Its purpose is to assist in developing district
energy projects by integrating design and operation
in pre-studies phases. OMEGAlpes is open-source
and written in Python. A use example is described
to illustrate the modeling and solving of optimization
problems in OMEGAlpes.

Introduction

Nowadays, cities consume more than half of the global
primary energy use, most of which is produced from
fossil fuel power plants. Concurrently, climate change
issues require a drastic decrease of CO2 emissions.
The development of low-carbon and decentralized re-
newable energies as well as the increase in energy re-
covery potential suggests that districts or cities will
be the next place for energy production. However,
these low-carbon energies create new challenges such
as intermittency.

Multi-carrier energy systems and flexibility appear to
be answers to the intermittency issues but increase
the complexity of the energy systems. Intermittency
also requires taking into account the energy system
operation in the pre-design studies. In addition, the
shift from centralized production to district level pro-
duction make new actors like local producers, pro-
sumers or even consumers to join the incumbent ac-
tors in decision-making on energy project.

The previous considerations raise the following ques-
tion: how to design an energy project and manage
energy flows in order to be optimal from ecological, fi-
nancial, and other relevant points of view, while guar-
anteeing constraints such as thermal comfort for oc-
cupants or industrial requirements? One way to help

∗Institute of Engineering Univ. Grenoble Alpes

stakeholders to answer this question is to help them
to formulate, and then solve such complex problems.

In order to integrate the complexity presented be-
fore in district energy system projects, numerous
models and decision support tools have been devel-
oped to answer issues ranging from technological sys-
tem and building system design to policy assessment
(Keirstead et al. (2012)). Mendes et al. (2011) and
Allegrini et al. (2015) focus on decision support tools
dedicated to district energy systems, some of them
will be presented later.

Allegrini et al. (2015) focus on simulation tools and
highlight the difficulty to use classical dynamic sim-
ulation software, as TRNSYS , at district scale. In
fact, simulation tools are based on trial and error res-
olution repeated on various simulations to improve
the solution. The pre-study phase and the scaling
up of simulation models to the neighborhood or city
level is drastically reducing the capacity to compute
it successfully, due to memory and time issues. Op-
timization tools seem thus more dedicated for design
and energy management for district energy projects.

The complexity of the projects and the involvement
of various stakeholders with different objectives and
constraints require the ability to easily generate and
adapt several times the models of the project as mod-
eling tools do. Thus, a modeling tool is considered as
a tool to help in generating energy system models.
It should also help in identifying the whole of possi-
bilities in energy project pre-studies as it is easy to
consider various models. And help decision makers
to understand the challenges linked to their visions of
the energy project modelled as constraints and objec-
tives. TEASER is a widespread example of modeling
tool, but is dedicated to simulation models generation
(Remmen et al. (2018)).

Only few multi-carrier energy project optimization
modeling tools have been highlighted and are com-
pared (Table 1). Over half of them are proprietary
tools or require the use of proprietary tools: HOMER,
REopt, Artelys Crystal Energy Planner, and Ehub
Modeling tool. DER-CAM is also a proprietary tool
although it is free to use. However, proprietary tools
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prevent easy contributions from third parties and
thus are unable to quickly adapt the model to the
stakeholders needs. Furthermore, as Lopion et al.
(2018) highlight, using proprietary tools also prevents
the modeling review by third parties. These reasons
lead us to orient ourselves towards open-source tools.

Recently, open-source optimization and modeling
tools like oemof, ficus and thus OMEGAlpes have
also been developed. OMEGAlpes and oemof have
been developed at the same time. Oemof (Open En-
ergy Modeling Framework) (Hilpert et al. (2018)) is
an energy framework aiming at linking data edition
and energy system optimization. Solph is the inter-
nal library of oemof aiming to help in modeling the
energy system model providing basic energy units or
few specific energy components. OMEGAlpes aims to
provide a panel of pre-built energy units with prede-
fined operational options, and associated constraints
and objectives. Ficus is also an optimization mod-
eling tool but developed for factory energy systems
(Atabay (2017)). It aims to help in finding the min-
imum cost energy system to satisfy given demand
time-series. Because it is mainly based on Excel for
the model definition, it may be difficult to integrate
more complex energy projects in the tool. Finally,
Ficus and oemof are open-source however they use
the GNU General Public License which limits the use
of the tools considering that each contribution has to
be open-source with the same license.

OMEGAlpes is a multi-carrier open-source genera-
tion model tool based on an intuitive and extensible
object-oriented library. This tool aims to offer the
possibilities to consider various energy study-cases
taking into account stakeholders constraints and ob-
jectives focusing on the optimization. We aim at tak-
ing into account both energy management and design
optimization. OMEGAlpes is based on the Apache
License software, less restrictive than the GNU Gen-
eral Public License.

Considering the consequential amount of variables in-
volved due to the district scale and the desire to inves-
tigate early stage projects, and also considering the
type of the variables continuous and integer -, we de-
cided to focus on Mixed-Integer Linear Programming
(MILP). As we can see in Table 1, most of the other
tools identified use also MILP formulation.

The paper presents an overview of OMEGAlpes.
The first section describes the main characteristics of
OMEGAlpes and details the structure of the library
from the modeling step to the solving step. Addition-
ally, the second section presents a use case in order to
illustrate the potential of OMEGAlpes as a modeling
tool.

Methods

MILP, object-oiented programming and MDA
approaches and principles

The OMEGAlpes library aims to help the generation
of MILP optimization models. The most basic form
of an optimization problem consists in adjusting a
set of decision variables (x1, x2, ..., xn) to minimize
an objective function (1).

Minimize F = f(x1, x2, ..., xn) (1)

However, most of the optimization problems encoun-
tered in engineering applications have to respect
physical laws bounding the values of some decision
variables. In this case, the problems are denoted as
constrained optimization problems and can be math-
ematically expressed as (2):

Minimize F = f(x) for x ∈ En

Subject to: ai(x) = 0 for i ∈ (1, 2, ..., p)

cj(x) ≥ 0 for j ∈ (1, 2, ..., q)

(2)

According to the nature of the search space (or choice
set) E and function f, ai and cj , the optimization
problem (2) is qualified as linear, integer, quadratic,
etc. As explained before, only MILP formulations
are considered in this paper. In order to be classi-
fied linear, an optimization problem should take the
following form (3):

Minimize f(x)− cTx

Subject to: Ax = b

x ≥ 0

(3)

Where c ∈ Rn∗1, A ∈ Rp∗n and b ∈ Rp∗1. However,
many energy systems problems include binary and
discrete in addition to continuous variables. While
many variables (e.g., power, energy, costs, etc.) are
continuous, integer variables are needed for the for-
mulation of typical constraints. For instance, mini-
mum continuous run time of generators can be im-
plemented using binary variables. More generally,
each time that the state of a system (on/off, high-
/low, charge/discharge) has to be constrained, binary
variables are needed and thus a MILP formulation is
then required. However, the standard form of a MILP
problem is more complex as the variables could be ei-
ther continuous (x ∈ Rn) or integer (y ∈ Zm) and
can be expressed as (4):

Minimize f(x)− cTx− hT y

Subject to: Ax + Gy ≤ b

x ≥ 0 for x in Rn

y ≥ 0 for y in Zm

(4)

With this formulation, it becomes obvious that the
optimization solvers can only interpret specific for-
matting of the optimization models, composed of
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Table 1: Available multi-carriers energy project optimization modelling tools.
Tool Description Programming License Commercial

or free
Artelys Crystal
Energy Planner
(Artelys (2016))

Fully configurable software based on a
full library model of energy units and

operating process

MILP proprietary Commercial

DER-CAM
(Berkeley Lab

(2018))

Decision support tool that primarily
serves the purpose of finding optimal
distributed energy resource (DER)
investments in the context of either
buildings or multi-energy microgrids

MILP proprietary Free

Ehub Modeling
tool (Bollinger

and Dorer
(2017))

Set of Matlab scripts for creating,
executing and visualizing the results of
an energy hub model for a given case

study and a set of technologies.

MILP open-
source

Free, but
requires
Matlab

ficus (Atabay
(2017))

Mixed integer optimization model for
local energy systems

MILP GNU
GLP3

Free, but
based on

Excel
HOMER
(HOMER
(2018))

Optimize microgrid design in all
sectors, from village owner and island
utilities to grid-connected campuses

and military bases

- proprietary Commercial

oemof (Hilpert
et al. (2018))

Modular open source framework to
model energy supply systems

MILP and
others

GNU
GPL3

Free

OMEGAlpes Energy systems modelling tool for
linear optimization (LP, MILP)

MILP Apache 2.0 Free

REopt
(Simpkins et al.

(2014))

Optimize the size and operating
strategy of microgrids, storage, and

energy/water systems

MILP proprietary
(exept

REopt lite)

Commercial

equalities and inequalities. The four main formats
and modeling languages used for linear programming
are MPS, LP, AMPL and GAMS (Benson (2011)).

• MPS (Mathematical Programming System) is
the oldest input format for linear problems. It
is widely used by both commercial and academic
solvers, but can be difficult for a user to read.

• LP (Linear Programming) format is easier for
users to understand by describing the problem
with readable algebraic expressions. However, it
could be harder for solver to interpret this for-
mat.

• AMPL (A Mathematical Programming Lan-
guage) was developed at Bell Laboratories and
became the standard modeling language for op-
timization problems. Many solvers (such as
CPLEX, Gurobi, Xpress or CBC) are supported
by AMPL.

• GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System)
was the first algebraic modelling language
for mathematical programming and supports
the most famous optmization solvers (CPLEX,
Gurobi, Xpress or CBC).

As explained before, one of the aims of OMEGAlpes
consists in avoiding the creation of an optimization
model for each study case, by using the concept of
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). Launched by the

Object Management Group in 2001, this approach
is used in software developments to switch between
a very-high level of abstraction to specific models
(Kleppe et al. (2003)). The high-abstraction level is
more related to a human understanding and could
sometimes be represented with diagrams, while the
specific models are closer to a description for a par-
ticular software. Here, the very-high level of abstrac-
tion corresponds to the formulation of the study case
of the problem on energy systems. For instance, it
could be a building that consumes heat power from
the heating network, while aiming to minimize its
CO2 emissions. In order to be solved, this optimiza-
tion problem has to be translated into a specific lan-
guage to be understood by an optimization solver.
For open-source purposes, OMEGAlpes was written
in Python, an open-source and widely-used high-level
programming language. Moreover, Python supports
object-oriented programming, a crucial feature for
the construction of multiple abstraction layers. The
OMEGAlpes library relies on this concept by creat-
ing complex classes from elementary objects. More
detailed explanations about the construction can be
found in the next section.

Package structure of OMEGAlpes

OMEGAlpes is based on low-abstraction elements in
order to create high-abstraction classes. For instance,
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Figure 1: OMEGAlpes class diagram.

a low abstraction element Unit creates a high ab-
straction element HeatPump. The available classes
are represented on Figure 1 and belong to one of the
three main sub-packages: general (e.g. optimization
and time related elements), energy (e.g. production,
consumption, storage and conversion) and actor (e.g.
regulator and operator actors).

To translate the models related to energy and ac-
tors concepts into an optimization model, we used the
python package PuLP, which will be detailed later in
this paper (Mitchell et al. (2011)).

The general sub-package represents the first ab-
straction layer, by providing all the classes
needed for the optimization problem. Indeed,
the OptimisationProblem class inherits from the
LpProblem class provided by PuLP to project the
Python model into optimization models. The el-
ements module contains the optimization elements
needed to formulate a constrained optimization prob-
lems:

• Quantity defines a decision variable or a param-
eter

• Objective defines an objective (the objective of
the optimization problem will be the sum of all
objectives)

• Constraint defines a constraint

– DynamicConstraint defines a constraint
with a time-dependency

∗ HourlyDynamicConstraint defines a
constraint that repeats each time for
an hour range (for instance from 7am
to 9am)

– ExternalConstraint defines a constraint
which does not reflect a physical equation
(for instance, a power plants that does not
operate during the night).

In the general.optimisation.units module, a Unit is
defined to represent the elementary object of an op-
timization problem. A Unit is a set of the three
optimization elements mentioned above (Quantity,
Objective and Constraint). An other elementary
class is included in the general package: TimeUnit.
This class is needed to define the dynamic of the study
case (i.e. the time step, the duration, ...). Moreover,
the time module contains several methods based on
the time series data analysis package: Pandas1, in
order to help the user to link the index of the de-
cision variables (low-abstraction) to dates and hours
(high-abstraction).

The energy package gathers all the models used in
OMEGAlpes to describe an energy system. The Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of an energy system that links
various configured energy units: ProductionUnit,

ConsumptionUnit and StorageUnit through an en-
ergy node, with constraints and an objective. In this
example, the objective is to minimize the capacity of
a storage unit while providing energy to a fixed con-
sumption unit, thanks to a variable production unit
with maximum (pmax) and minimum (pmin) power
boundaries. The storage unit also has maximal charg-
ing and discharging power (pc max and pd max). En-
ergy nodes allow to link energy units of the same en-
ergy type while ensuring the power balance.

1pandas.pydata.org
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Figure 2: Principle diagram of an energy system op-
timization problem modelled with OMEGAlpes.

The various parameters and objectives of the main
energy unit classes are detailed in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: Energy units class diagram with parameters
and objectives.

In OMEGAlpes, inputs and outputs of energy units
are defined as poles: the generic pole is FlowPole, a
pole with a directed flow, and EPole defines an en-
ergy pole with a power flow and an energy type. In
order to help modelers to take into account stakehold-
ers objectives and constraints in the design process,
we developed an actor modeling layer . This actor
layer enables a bigger panel of modeling possibilities.
However, an energy project model can be generated
without integrating the actor modeling. We identi-

fied two main actor categories and divided them into
the following packages:

• The operator actors package focuses on stake-
holders who operates energy units and have a
scope of responsibility on these energy units.
Consumer, Producer and Prosumer are opera-
tor actors and are defined as classes. Using the
oriented object modeling, the Prosumer class in-
herits from the Consumer and the Producer ones.
Modeling an operator actor enables to add the
actors constraints and objectives to all or part of
the energy units in the area of responsibility.

• The regulator actors package focuses on stake-
holders who do not operate energy units but in-
fluences final decisions via network (economical,
values) and resource regulation.

In Figure 4, the previous example is described from
an actors point of view. The two main actors are rep-
resented with their own scope of responsibility: one
for the production unit, the other for the storage and
consumption unit. The objectives, which may be con-
tradictory, are associated to each actor. Additionally,
the producer imposes a CO2 limit constraint on its
production unit.

Figure 4: Diagram of an energy system optimization
problem that considers actors constraints and objec-
tives.

Optimization model generation and resolution

Once created with the packages detailed above, the
study case has to be translated into an optimiza-
tion model. As already explained, several formats
are commonly used to model an optimization prob-
lem (MPS, LP, AMPL and GAMS). In order to write
this optimization model from the Python description
of the study case, we use the PuLP package. Mitchell
et al. (2011) defined PuLP as a ”linear programming
toolkit for Python”, focused on supporting linear and
mixed-integer models. Similarly to PuLP, the Pyomo
framework can also be used to describe optimization
problems in Python. Where Pyomo benefits from the
ability to express non-linear models, PuLP has the
advantage of keeping the formulation simple, while
guaranteeing the interoperability with many solvers
as well as Pyomo does. Indeed, two standard for-
mats are available in PuLP for the model genera-
tion: LP and MPS. Thus, once generated, the op-
timization model can be solved by a large range of
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solvers. The LP and MPS formats allow the interfac-
ing with popular commercial solvers such as CPLEX
or Gurobi. For a fully open-source utilization of the
OMEGAlpes library, a CBC solver is included in the
PuLP library (COIN-OR Foundation (2018)), allow-
ing OMEGAlpes to handle all the steps from the
study case description to the optimization problem
resolution.

Open source and collaborative develop-
ment

OMEGAlpes has been developed with the ambition
of creating a community of users and developers, and
efforts were made to facilitate the involvement and
contributions of this community. First, OMEGAlpes
development was driven with an open-source philos-
ophy. Thus, OMEGAlpes is coded with Python,
based on the open-source license Apache Software
License 2.0 (Apache Software Foundation (2004)),
and can be freely downloaded through The Python
Package Index (PyPI). Then, a detailed documen-
tation2 and energy study cases3 allow the users to
easily pick up OMEGAlpes. Finally, a versioning
process of OMEGAlpes development based on a Git-
Lab project4 enables to track the contributions and
to facilitate collaborative development. This ensures
OMEGAlpes ambition to create a community and en-
rich the model library, but also to perpetuate the
study cases presented in scientific papers.

Example application

The aim of this subsection is to show how to use
OMEGAlpes on a study case. For this purpose,
we use demand-side management to maximize self-
consumption of photovoltaic (PV) generation. We do
so by shifting the energy consumption of a clothes
washing machine and a dryer, and by storing heat
into a water tank (see Figure 5). However, the focus
here is not on the example in itself but how to easily
study a complex problem thanks to OMEGAlpes.

Figure 5: Representation of the study case.

2https://omegalpes.readthedocs.io
3https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-

alpes.fr/omegalpes/omegalpes-examples
4 https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/omegalpes

Our goal is to move from the representation of the
example drawn in Figure 5 to its formulation with
OMEGAlpes, step by step (available online5).

A typical study case can begin with two code lines
creating an OptimisationModel and the time char-
acteristics.

model = OptimisationModel(name="example")

The time characteristics are gathered in the class
TimeUnit, that may include:

• the start (start)/ the end (end)

• the time step in hours (dt)

• the number of time steps (periods)

time = TimeUnit(periods=24*12, dt=1/12)

In this example, the study is realized on a 5-minutes
time step (1/12 hours) during a day (the number of
periods equals 24 hours*12 time steps, i.e 288 peri-
ods).
Then, the energy package can be used in order to de-
scribe the study case. In this example, there is two
types of load:

1. The electrical loads whose starting time is
not defined but whose consumption pro-
file is known, such as the clothes dryer.
This type of unit is available with the class
ShiftableConsumtpionUnit, where the
power values corresponds to its consump-
tion profile, that can be shifted.
ShiftableConsumptionUnit( time,

"dryer", power values=dryer load,

energy type="Electrical")

2. Non-shiftable heating load whose consumption
profile cannot be changed, such as the domestic
hot water. The corresponding model can be
found under the class FixedConsumptionUnit

and can be instantiated by the entire consump-
tion profile on the time period (p).
FixedConsumptionUnit(time, "dhw", p=

dhw load, energy type="Heat")

When the production profile is known, OMEGAlpes
provides a FixedProductionUnit class. In ad-
dition to the fixed electric production from the
PV panels, the house is connected to the elec-
trical grid. The power exported to the electri-
cal grid is modeled as consumption, while the im-
ported power is represented as production. As
the power profiles of these units are not fixed by
advance, the classes VariableProductionUnit and
VariableConsumptionUnit are used.

Besides the electrical appliances’ consumption,
electricity is used by a water heater to meet
the domestic hot water demand. The ob-
ject ElectricalToHeatConversionUnit(time,

"water heater", elec to heat ratio=0.9) repre-
sents the water heater’s electrical consumption and

5https://tinyurl.com/OMEGAlpes-Basic-Example
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the heat production. The parameter elec to heat
ratio (90%) is the efficiency of the water heater.

Finally, the heated water can be partly stored into a
water tank.

StorageUnit(time, "water tank", capacity=

6000, ef is e0=True, self disch=0.05,

soc min=0.2, energy type ="Heat")

In this case, the capacity of the thermal storage is
6000 kWh. The initial state of charge (SoC) has
to be equal to the SoC at the end of the period
(ef is e0=True). Moreover, the SoC is not allowed
to go below 20% and the storage has a self-discharge
of 5% per hour.

We add an external constraint to model the fact that
the dryer cannot be launched before the end of the
washing machine cycle. This constraint is consid-
ered to be an ExternalConstraint because it rep-
resents an operational, rather than a physical con-
straint. Moreover, this constraint is time-dependent
and is created as a DynamicConstraint. For these
reasons, the ExtDynConstraint, inheriting from both
classes is used as follows:

cst = ExtDynConstraint(name= "wait to dry",

exp t ="dryer start up[t] ≤ lpSum(

clothes washer switch off[k] for k in

range(0, t))", parent=clothes dryer)

Then, the constraint is added to the clothes dryer
through the following command:

setattr(dryer, "wait to dry", cst)

To specify the objective, we apply a func-
tion available for the class ProductionUnit:
minimize production to the imports from the
electrical grid:

imports.minimize production()

The method sets the objective corresponding to the
minimization of the electrical imports from the grid,
i.e. the maximization of the self-consumption. Fi-
nally, the energy nodes are created using the following
code:

EnergyNode(time, "heat node", energy type=

"Heat")

The units have to be connected to the corresponding
node:

heat node.connect units(dhw, water tank,

water heater.heat production unit).

Now that the energy model is set, it can be added to
the empty optimization model by adding the nodes:

model.add nodes(elec node, heat node).

Finally, the optimization is launched by the com-
mand: model.solve and update().

With 6922 variables (2890 continuous and 4032 bi-
nary) and 79172 non-zeros, this optimization problem
is generated within 1,2 seconds on an Intel bicore i5
2.4 GHz CPU. Two MILP solvers are compared in

term of performances. For the free CBC solver avail-
able in the PuLP package, the optimal solution was
found in 43,6 seconds, while the commercial Gurobi
solver provided an optimal result in 2,5s.

Regarding the results of the study case, the reference
case with no thermal storage and electrical appliances
not starting before 6pm, only 3% of the electrical con-
sumption is self-consumption while the optimization
reaches 53% of self-consumption with a demand-side
management strategy. Self-consumption can be sig-
nificantly improved with optimal planning, so that a
quick and easy formulation of the optimization prob-
lem can be game changing for prosumers.

More generally, the generation of optimization models
through the combination of pre-defined units can help
many actors to study optimal energy planning. While
we have focused on a simple example, OMEGAlpes
was also used for optimization problems with hun-
dreds of thousands of variables, solved by Gurobi in
several minutes.

Conclusion and Perspectives

In many urban contexts, cities and districts face nu-
merous challenges in terms of energy projects. Be-
sides technical and financial issues, considering the
environmental and social aspects is required more
and more, which renders energy systems very complex
problems. The optimization tool OMEGAlpes (Opti-
mization Models Generation As Linear Programming
for Energy Systems) was created to help the stake-
holders to address these new challenges.

As indicated by its name, OMEGAlpes generates lin-
ear optimization models for energy systems. Indeed,
this tool can be described as a MILP modeling tool,
with a focus on multi-carriers energy projects at the
district level. Written in Python, OMEGAlpes re-
lies on the object-oriented concept to gather energy
and actors models for a quick design of various en-
ergy study cases. A low-abstraction layer is based
the the PuLP package in order to translate the study
cases into MILP models with two available formats
(MPS and LP). Then, the model is sent to vari-
ous solvers (CBC, CPLEX, Gurobi, etc.) for its
resolution. Available at https://gricad-gitlab.univ-
grenoble-alpes.fr/omegalpes, this Python library is
fully open-source with a permissive license for a non-
restrictive contribution.

An example of utilization for PV self-consumption
with electric load shifting and water tank man-
agement according to domestic hot water needs is
available online at https://tinyurl.com/OMEGAlpes-
Basic-Example.

Besides the energy package used on this study case,
actors models are also integrated in OMEGAlpes to
explicit the actors’ objectives and constraints. How-
ever, OMEGAlpes have been designed for pre-studies
and does not integrate very-detailed models such as
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those required for real-time management.

One perspective of our work is thus to link
OMEGAlpes with simulation tools, based on more
detailed models. This would enable one to use
OMEGAlpes for model predictive control.

Alternatively, thermal building models have been in-
tegrated to OMEGAlpes in order to enable the mod-
eling of heat building consumption curves based on
an RC model.

Aiming to facilitate the use of the library, a Graphical
User Interface may be developed based on the package
presented before.

Finally, as presented before, OMEGAlpes aims to be
developed by a community of developers and so inte-
grate new contributions.
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Abstract 
The energy simulation of buildings with complex curved 
envelopes is still a difficult task. Although an accurate 
building representation is desirable for energy analysis, a 
refined mesh representation of (double)curved facades 
still requires a significant modeling effort for building 
energy simulation and in most cases the resulting models 
entail a simulation overhead that is incompatible with 
design times. This becomes more relevant in fully 
automated parametric and building energy optimization 
studies, where a computer program is responsible to 
instantiate several variations of a building energy model 
from parametric conceptual building masses. In such 
settings, it is mandatory that the generated simulation 
models are valid (i.e., without errors and with accurate 
building representation) and it is desirable that they are 
efficient (i.e., fast to run). To answer these challenges, this 
paper presents a computational tool that automatically 
simplifies the geometry of complex curved building 
envelopes for energy simulation. The tool is based on two 
heuristics - one that post-rationalizes building surfaces 
and another that samples large energy models and isolate 
and simulate their most representative parts. We tested 
our approach in two building masses with complex curved 
envelopes. The results show that the two heuristics, either 
combined or applied separately, are able to generate valid 
and fast building energy models with minimal impact on 
simulation output.  
Introduction 
Recently, 3D parametric design tools, that interface with 
whole Building Energy Simulation (BES) software and 
optimization algorithms, promise to facilitate 
Performance-based Design (PBD) workflows at early 
design stages. However, modeling differences between 
Computer-Aid Design (CAD) programs, Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) tools, and BES software 
hamper a smooth PBD workflow, often requiring 
redundant and tiresome manual remodeling or 
reparameterization tasks. 
The accurate description and representation of the 
building in BES is an ill-defined problem: although is an 
essential requirement in energy analysis it involves a time 
cost that is incompatible with design times, particularly at 
early stages (Picco and Marengo, 2015). This problem is 
particularly important in the case of complex curved and 
double-curved building envelopes due to the current 

modeling challenges of representing such surfaces in BES 
software.  
At early design stages, it is common to use simplified 
versions of complex building geometry to perform faster 
simulations with manageable outputs, such as in 
(Delgarm, Sajadi, and Delgarm, 2016). However, this 
approach entails tedious re-modeling tasks that, 
inevitably, expands the gap between the initial building 
model and the correspondent simplified Building Energy 
Model (BEM). Moreover, the literature on automated 
BEM inference and simplification either focuses on the 
thermal zoning of massing models according to ASHRAE 
guidelines (ASHRAE, 2013) (Dogan, Reinhart, and 
Michalatos, 2016; Dogan and Reinhart, 2013; Jones et al., 
2013) or in sensitivity analysis of simple box-shaped 
buildings composed by planar surfaces (Picco and 
Marengo, 2015; Amitrano et al., 2014). In (Picco and 
Marengo, 2015), the authors assessed the impact of 
different BEM simplifications including shading 
elements and thermal zoning in annual energy 
simulations. Mostly due to the limited formal range of 
their models, the authors found that strong simplifications 
in geometry did not produce relevant deviations in the 
energy simulation outputs. However, Amitrano et al. 
(2014) showed that, even in simple shoe-box BEM, the 
inclusion of detailed geometry reduces the uncertainty of 
energy simulations by 5 to 15%.  
Despite these efforts in studying the impact of geometric 
detail in BEM, the literature that addresses curved or other 
types of sophisticated building envelope geometry is still 
limited. Chatzivasileiadi et al. (2018) conducted a 
sensitivity analysis on the simplification of simple curved 
building envelopes in BES. The authors found that a 
significant reduction of geometry complexity has a 
negligible impact on energy simulation output. This work 
also shows that simulation accuracy deteriorates rapidly 
below a critical threshold. Albeit its valuable contribution, 
the study mostly focuses in simple extrusions of planar 
curves (Chatzivasileiadi et al., 2018). The statistical 
approach in measuring the difference of simulation 
outputs is also very simple and it does not reflect the best 
practices of BEM assessment and calibration. 
Considering that current digital fabrication technology, 
CAD and BIM tools facilitate the generation and 
fabrication of buildings with intricate geometries, and that 
architects are increasingly adopting such geometries in 
their formal discourse, we argue that it is relevant to 
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include complex curved building envelopes in energy 
simulation studies. Current simplification techniques of 
complex curved geometry in BEM are mainly ad hoc, and 
their effectiveness heavily depends on the energy modeler 
experience. Thus, we need better modeling guidelines, 
approaches, and tools to deal with complex curved 
building envelopes in BES. Such guidelines and methods 
would be particularly important for non-expert building 
energy software users and for automated search 
procedures used in building energy optimization. 
Research goals 
This work targets the current gaps in the literature 
regarding the automatic simplification of complex curved 
building geometry for fast and accurate BES. Our study 
aims to answer two essential research questions: 
1) How to automatically simplify early-stage building 
models, namely those with single- or double-curved 
envelopes?  
2) How far can that simplification go?     
To answer these questions, the authors developed and 
computationally implemented two envelope geometry 
simplification heuristics for BEMs. The first is a 
tessellation procedure that generates a low-poly mesh 
version of the building’s envelope while preserving the 
original volume. The second proposes a zone sampling 
technique that reduces a complex multizone BEM to its 
most representative parts.  The result is a novel digital tool 
that automatically simplifies complex and convoluted 
building envelopes for BES. The authors tested this tool 
in two different experiments in order to discuss potential 
modeling recommendations for mesh reduction in BES, 
particularly at early design stages. 
Methods 
This paper proposes the computational implementation of 
the two heuristics for automated simplification of 
complex curved building envelopes in BES. The first 
heuristic tessellates the building’s envelope into a simpler 
low-polygon mesh, composed by planar faces. By 
dividing the original the surface width (u) and length (v) 
the proposed approach generates an approximated mesh 
formed by quadrilateral faces, i.e., quads. If planar quads 
do not entirely compose the resulting mesh, the heuristic 
remeshes the envelope surface using a quasi-isothermic 
planarization algorithm (Rörig et al., 2015; Sechelmann, 
Rörig, and Bobenko, 2013) and already used in the 
context of BES (Santos, Schleicher, and Caldas, 2017). If 
the planarization step is not successful in planarizing all 
quads, the heuristic will split the resulting non-planar 
quads into tri-meshes. The simplification of the building’s 
envelope into a low-poly mesh directly impacts the 
original volume of air of the thermal zone or zones, thus 
introducing deviations to the heat balance calculation. To 
avoid volume deviations, our approach automatically 
scales the simplified thermal model in order to match the 
original volume. Equation (1) determines the factor of the 
uniform 3D scaling (Sfactor) for the x-, y-, and z-direction. 
 S factor = (original volume / simplified volume)(1/3) (1) 

The second proposed approach simplifies multizone 
BEMs by decomposing them into a set of representative 
single zone models. The user can manually identify and 
isolate the sample thermal zones by drawing a polygon 
over the model or let the system automatically find and 
isolate the representative thermal parts. Currently, the 
implemented heuristic uses information regarding 
orientation, zone program, schedules, loads, and other 
zone properties such as heating and cooling set points to 
perform this automatic subdivision. After subdividing the 
BEM into representative single thermal zones (Zi), the 
system calculates the original volume of influence of each 
representative zone (Vzi) and closes the sampled 
simplified thermal model with adiabatic surfaces. Then, 
the tool simulates each single thermal zone in parallel and 
normalizes the simulation outputs in a volume-based 
Energy Use Intensity (EUIv), as an alternative to the 
typical EUI that normalizes energy by unit area. Equation 
(2) is then used to find the energy consumption of any 
energy end-use of the entire building, which sums the 
energy consumption of all representative zones Zi, which 
in turn result from the multiplication of the correspondent 
EUIv by Vzi. 
 Energy consumption(Zi) = ∑ i=1 

n (Vzi × EUIv(zi)) (2) 
This work presents two experiments that assess the 
performance of the proposed approaches in automatically 
simplifying BEM in terms of run time and energy 
simulation output deviation. In both experiment, we 
compare the simplified BEM (i.e., a BEM with a coarser 
geometric resolution) results with the ones from a BEM 
with a high geometric resolution using the following 
metrics: simulation time, measured in seconds, the 
Coefficient of Variation of the Root Mean Squared Error 
(CVRMSE), and Normalized Mean Bias Error (NMBE). 
In this case, NMBE provides the average of the errors of 
the BEMs with simplified versions of the building 
envelope (the simplified models) normalized by the mean 
of the results of a BEM with a highly detailed envelope 
representation, the benchmark model. In NMBE, negative 
values mean over-prediction while positive values 
indicate underprediction. Because NMBE is susceptible 
to the cancelation effect, it needs to be complemented 
with CVRMSE, a statistical index that is not affected by 
it. In our experiments, CVRMSE measures the variability 
of the errors between the benchmark BEM and the 
different simplified BEMs. NMBE is presented in 
equation (3) while CVRMSE in (4). In both equations di 
is the simulated data of the high-resolution model at hour 
i, si is the predicted value of the simplified BEM, n is the 
number of hours i simulated, d̄ is the mean of the detailed 
model data. 
 NMBE = 1/d̄ × ∑i=1 n(di - si)/n × 100(%) (3) 
 CVRMSE = 1/d̄ × √∑i=1 

n(di - si)2/(n-1) × 100(%) (4) 
Table 1 shows ASHRAE Guideline 14 (ASHRAE, 2002) 
acceptability thresholds for CVRMSE and NMBE for 
hourly building energy simulations. Although, these 
guidelines directly apply in BES calibration studies (i.e., 
compare BEM results with measured data), this work uses 
them to study the impact of different geometric 
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resolutions of complex (double)curved building 
envelopes in simulation outputs. We assume that the 
higher the geometric resolution of a BEM the higher the 
accuracy of the simulation results. Thus, the benchmark 
case used to compare different levels of resolution is the 
BEM with the highest resolution produced by our 
approach.  
Table 1: ASHRAE Guideline 14 for calibration criteria. 

Data type NMBE (%) CVRMSE (%) 
Hourly ± 10 30 

The authors used EnergyPlus (Crawley et al., 2001) to 
conduct all whole building energy simulations and Rhino 
3D modeling CAD software to generate the initial 
geometry of the models. Grasshopper, a visual 
programming language for Rhino, and Python allowed the 
computational implementation of the BEM simplification 
heuristics proposed in this paper.  
All simulations used Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) 
data from Oakland’s Airport. Table 2 presents the thermal 
and optical properties of the building envelope used in 
both experiments. The thermal properties of the opaque 
surfaces align with ASHRAE 90.1 standard (ASHRAE, 
2013) recommendations for Oakland’s ASHRAE climate 
zone (3). Since ASHRAE 90.1 recommended glazing for 
climate zone 3 has a low visible transmittance (VT), the 
thermal and optical properties used in this work is of a 
clear, low-emissivity double-glazed unit that balances 
well thermal and daylight performance. 

Table 2: Building envelope thermal and optical 
properties used in the experiments 

Opaque Surfaces 
Building Element R-value (m2∙K/W) 
Floor 1.8 
Walls 1.95 
Roof 1.95 

Glazing Surfaces 
U value (W/m2∙K) 2.56 
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 
(SHGC) 

0.27 

Visible Transmittance (VT) 0.64 

Table 3 lists the main simulation parameters used in the 
EnergyPlus simulations including internal loads, HVAC 
system properties, thermostat, infiltration and ventilation 
rates, and daylighting controls. 

Table 3: EnergyPlus simulation parameters 
Internal Loads 

People (ppl) 0.05 ppl/m2, with a typical office 
schedule 

Lights 11.8 W/m2, with a typical office 
schedule and daylight dimming 

Equipment 7.64 W/m2, with a typical office 
schedule 

HVAC System 
Type EnergyPlus Ideal Load Air System 
Cooling COP* 3.5 
Heating COP* 0.9 
Economizer None 
Outdoor Air 0.14 cfm per person 

Thermostat 
Cooling setpoint 26 ⁰C, with a typical office schedule 
Cooling setback 32 ⁰C 
Heating setpoint 21 ⁰C 
Heating setback 18 ⁰C 

Daylight Controls 
Type Continuous off dimming control 

with typical office schedule 
Minimum Input 
Power Fraction 

0.1 

Minimum Light 
Output Fraction 

0.1 

Illuminance Setpoint 300 lux 
Zone Fraction per 
daylight sensor 

1 / Number of daylight sensors  

* Coefficient of Performance 

The simulations report annual data on an hourly basis for 
heating, cooling, lighting, and process loads. The 
following discuss in more detail each experiment. 
Experiment 1 
This experiment assess the impact of simplifying complex 
double-curved building envelopes in BES outputs. The 
authors seek to find how to rationalize the geometry of 
complex curved building surfaces for BES. We 
particularly seek the optimal degree of geometry 
simplification in terms of simulation time and accuracy. 
In this experiment, the authors used the massing model 
illustrated in Figure 1. The model is a 1700 m3 double-
curved pavilion with a varying depth (7.5 m to 16.8 m), 
25 m of length, and height (3.75 m to 8.4 m) inspired in 
the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall pavilion in 
Stuttgart, Germany (Krieg et al., 2015) and in the Sage 
Gateshead building designed by Norman Foster 
architects. 

 
Figure 1: Initial massing model composed of Non-
Uniform Rational Basis Spline (NURBS) surfaces. 

Using the first geometry simplification heuristic, our tool 
generated 10 different BEM from the initial massing 
model with varying mesh resolutions, i.e., quad count. All 
BEM have a Window-to-Wall-Ratio (WWR) of 40%. 
Initially, the authors used the NURBS surface parser 
available in Honeybee (Roudsari, Pak, and Smith, 2013), 
a popular EnergyPlus and Radiance front-end for 
Grasshopper, to produce the benchmark energy model, 
i.e. the high polygon count BEM used to assess the impact 
of geometry reduction/simplification in simulation 
output. The Honeybee resulting BEM (Figure 2) 
encompassed 6,278 faces, and it was unable to run in 
useful time – after 4 hours the energy simulation was still 
initializing warmup calculations. Thus, the BEM consider 
as the comparison benchmark in this experiment was the 
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model generated by our approach with a high mesh 
polygon count.  

 
Figure 2: Initial massing model (left) and resulting 

Honeybee BEM. Due to the high polygon mesh count, 
the BEM was unable to run in EnergyPlus in useful time. 
Table 4 lists the different simplified models along with 
the original envelope surface u and v subdivisions and the 
resulting main and subsurfaces (windows and skylights) 
count. A thicker box marks the benchmark BEM. 
Table 4: BEMs generated by the proposed approach for 

the initial massing model.  
BEM 

ID 
Envelope 

subdivisions (u, v) 
Main 

Surfaces Subsurfaces 

Res01 (4, 4) 26 16 
Res02 (6, 6) 52 36 
Res03 (8, 8) 86 64 
Res04 (10, 10) 126 100 
Res05 (12, 12) 178 144 
Res06 (14, 14) 236 196 
Res07 (16, 16) 298 256 
Res08 (18, 18) 376 324 
Res09 (20, 20) 457 400 
Res10 (22, 22) 543 484 

Although our approach ensures that the resulting 
simplified BEM maintains the air volume of the 
benchmark model, it is important to measure the 
deviations on external surface area, since the heat transfer 
through the envelope is directly correlated to it. Table 5 
compares relevant envelope surface parameters including 
form-factor (i.e., surface-to-volume ratio) and area of 
surface. The approach keeps the deviation very low both 
in envelope surface area and in form factor, thus 
minimizing any simulation output errors due to 
differences in surface area. 

Table 5: BEMs form parameters comparison.  
BEM 

ID 
Surface 

Area (Sa) 
[m2] 

Sa% error 
(compared 
with Res10) 

Form 
Factor 
(FF) 

FF% error 
(compared 
with Res10) 

Res01 1005.3 5% 0.592 5% 
Res02 979.1 2% 0.576 2% 
Res03 970.5 1% 0.571 1% 
Res04 966.4 1% 0.568 1% 
Res05 964.3 0% 0.567 0% 
Res06 962.9 0% 0.567 0% 
Res07 961.9 0% 0.566 0% 
Res08 961.3 0% 0.566 0% 
Res09 960.9 0% 0.565 0% 
Res10 960.5 N.A. 0.565 N.A. 

 

Table 6 assesses the difference between glazed area 
consider as window and as skylight. This is a sensitive 
modeling point since there are differences in terms of the 
heat transfer coefficients applied to different tilts of 
glazed surfaces. Our approach automatically dispatches 
envelope surfaces as roofs or walls, and consequently as 
windows or skylights, depending on the tilt angle of the 
surface. Walls and windows are assigned to surfaces with 
a tilt angle between ≥ 60⁰ and ≤ 120⁰. The deviation 
variability presented in Table 6 shows is a direct 
application of this rule. Nevertheless, starting from 
Res03, the deviation error is acceptable for the area 
assigned to skylights and windows in the simplified 
models (≤ |10|%).   
Table 6: BEMs’ window and skylight area comparison. 

BEM 
ID 

Window 
Area 

(Warea) 
[m2] 

Warea % 
error 

(compared 
with Res10) 

Skylight 
Area 

(Sk_area) 
[m2] 

Sk_area 
% error 
(compared 

with Res10) 
Res01 149.8 -21% 87.64 105% 
Res02 176.61 -7% 57.52 35% 
Res03 194.62 3% 38.59 -10% 
Res04 188.7 0% 44.08 3% 
Res05 187.8 -1% 44.74 5% 
Res06 191.46 1% 40.9 -4% 
Res07 185.44 -2% 46.8 9% 
Res08 191.2 1% 40.95 -4% 
Res09 192.77 2% 39.33 -8% 
Res10 189.31 N.A. 42.75 N.A. 

All the energy models have three daylight sensors equally 
spaced located along the central North-South axis at 0.8m 
height. Figure 3 shows three of the generated BEMs, each 
one illustrating different levels of envelope mesh 
resolution; low (Res01), intermediate (Res04), and high 
(Res10). 

 
Figure 3: Different levels of envelope geometric 

resolution. From left to right: Res01, Res04, and Res10, 
the BEM with higher polygon count and considered as 

the benchmark model in this experiment. 
This experiment compared the simulation time, NMBE 
and CVRMSE for heating, cooling, lighting, process, and 
total energy of the benchmark BEM (Res10) against the 
other coarser energy models. 
Experiment 2 
This experiment assesses the performance of the second 
simplification heuristic that decomposes a multizone 
model into simpler representative single thermal zone 
models. The aim is to estimate the overall results of a 
larger BEM by quickly simulating smaller parts of it, thus 
saving simulation time and reducing the effort in complex 
modeling tasks. To test this heuristic, the authors used a 
torus building mass with a volume of approximately 
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27,426 m3, an inner radius of 12 m, an outer radius of 24 
m, and an arched section with 12 m high. This massing 
model is inspired on funnel structures of contemporary 
large commercial buildings such as the ones of the Milano 
Trade Fair, design by Massimiliano and Doriana Fuksas, 
or the ones proposed by Norman Foster Architects in the 
scheme for the new Mexico building airport. Figure 4 
shows how our tool automatically processed the curved 
building envelope of the initial torus mass into two BEM 
with a WWR of 60%; one with a high and another with a 
coarser geometric resolution. Since this heuristic is based 
on slicing a larger BEM model into single zone models 
that would be capped on the sides it is important that the 
different thermal zones are physically separated by a 
partition wall. Thus, zones are separated by a typical low 
mass partition walls with an R-value of 0.39 k.m2/W. 

 
Figure 4: Original torus mass building mass (left) and 
the correspondent generated BEM with different mesh 
resolutions (right). The thicker black lines represent 

thermal zone division. 
After generating the BEM, our approach isolates a 
representative part of each thermal zone. Figure 5 shows 
the sliced representative zones generated by our tool for 
the high-resolution BEM and its simplified counterpart. 
Each slice is caped on the sides with adiabatic surfaces, 
colored in magenta. 

 
Figure 5: Representative zones used in Experiment 2. 

Left: BEM with a high-resolution envelope 
(Sample_High_res). Right: BEM with simplified 

geometry (Sample_Simp). 
Table 7 compares the geometry of the different BEM used 
in this experiment. Full_High_res is the detailed 4 zone 
energy model, the benchmark BEM in this experience. 
Sample_High_res corresponds to the four resulting single 
thermal zone models produced by simply slicing 
Full_High_res. Sample_Simp models result from using 

the first simplification heuristic to simplify the envelope 
of Full_High_res and then subsequently slicing it.  
Table 7: BEMs generated by the proposed approach for 

the initial massing model.  
BEM ID Number of 

Main Surfaces 
Number of Sub 

Surfaces (windows) 
Full_High_res 732 480 
Sample_High_res 588 (147 per 

single zone) 
288 (72 per single 

zone) 
Sample_Simp 156 (39 per 

single zone) 
72 (18 per single 

zone) 
This experiment compared the results of 
Sample_High_res and Sample_Simp against the outputs 
of the benchmark BEM, Full_High_res. 
Results 
Experiment 1 
To find a relation between geometric resolution and 
simulation time, for each BEM produced by our approach, 
the authors paired run time with the number of main 
surfaces. Figure 6 shows a plot of those pairs with a third-
order polynomial trendline fit to the points. The 
coefficient of determination of the polynomial fit (R2) is 
0.98. Using this regression model an user can reasonably 
predict the amount of simulation time that a certain degree 
of simplification entails in this specific case.   

 
 Figure 6: Relation between the number of main surfaces 

and simulation time. Each data point is a BEM 
generated by the proposed approach.  

Figures 7 and 8 show the relation between the geometric 
complexity of each simplified BEM and CVRMSE 
NMBE. CVRMSE and NMBE use Res10 as the 
benchmark BEM and are break down by energy end-use; 
cooling, heating, lighting, process, and total energy.  
Finally, Table 8 relates the percentage of geometry 
reduction, simulation speed, and CVRMSE and NMBE of 
the total estimated building energy consumption for each 
simplified BEM relatively to the benchmark model 
(Res10). 
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Figure 7: Geometry complexity and CVRMSE of each 

simplified BEM per energy end-use. 

 
Figure 8: Geometry complexity and NMBE of each 

simplified BEM per energy end-use. 
Table 8: Geometry reduction, relative run speed, and 

CVRMSE and NMBE of each simplified BEM.  
BEM 

ID 
Geometry 
reduction 

CVRMSE 
(total energy) 

NMBE 
(total energy) 

x faster 
than Res10 

Res01 95.2% 11.4% -6.7% 595 
Res02 90.4% 4% -1.3% 204 
Res03 84.2% 3.4% 0.1% 112 
Res04 76.8% 3% 0.5% 37 
Res05 67.2% 2.2% 0.3% 19 
Res06 56.5% 1.4% 0.4% 12 
Res07 45.1% 1.1% 0.3% 6 
Res08 30.8% 1% 0.3% 4 
Res09 15.8% 0.6% 0.2% 2.5 

Experiment 2 
Tables 9, 10, and Figure 9 present the results of this 
experiment, capturing the two tests performed: (1) 
sampling, isolating, and simulating the detailed multizone 
BEM (Full_High_res) in four detailed samples 
(Sample_High_res), (2) further simplify the geometry of 
the samples (Sample_Simp) by adopting the heuristic 
used in Experiment 1. Table 9 shows the simulation time 
of the Full_High_res, Sample_High_res, and 
Sample_Simp. It also lists the % of simulation time 

reduction of the simplified BEMs in comparison with 
Full_High_res. 
Table 9: Simulation time of the three BEM approaches 

and reduction of simulation time of the simplified BEMs. 

BEM ID Simulation time 
(seconds) 

% of simulation 
time reduction 

Full_High_res 15,407  N.A. 
Sample_High_res 644,4  95.8 
Sample_Simp 89 99.4 

Table 10: Geometry reduction of the simplified BEM and 
correspondent CVRMSE, NMBE, and improvement of 

simulation run time.  

BEM ID Geometry 
reduction 

CVRMSE 
(total 

energy) 

NMBE 
(total 

energy) 

x faster than 
Full_High_res 

Sample_ 
High_res 20% 6.4% -1.4% 24 

Sample_
Simp 79% 7.2% -1.7% 173 

Finally, Figure 9 presents a full breakdown of the error 
metrics CVRMSE and NMBE by energy end-use for the 
two simplified BEMs. 

 
Figure 9: CVRMSE and NMBE of the simplified BEMs 

for each energy end-use. 
Discussion 
Both experiments show that a direct translation of 
complex double curved building geometry to a BEM 
entails considerable computational overheads, making 
such literal translations useless and undesirable for design 
workflows based on building energy performance. The 
results show that automatic simplifications are useful in 
delivering faster and efficient simulation models as long 
as they capture the overall building shape, maintain the 
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same zone air volume, and keep deviations to the external 
surface area minimal.  
In Experiment 1, we observe an exponential relationship 
between simulation run time and geometric complexity, 
measured in terms of the number of quad panels necessary 
to describe a complex curved envelope in BES. Figure 6 
clearly shows that small increments in surface subdivision 
yield a significant impact in simulation time. However, 
Figure 7 and 8 demonstrate that high levels of 
simplification are extremely useful in reducing the 
simulation time at a minimal cost in simulation output 
results. They also show that extreme simplifications 
CVRMSE and NMBE rapidly increase. Albeit the simpler 
BEM, Res01, presents acceptable CVRMSE and NMBE 
for most of the energy end uses, we observe a drastic spike 
in this point. The error is more evident for lighting and 
heating, indicating that high levels of geometric 
simplification might fail in fully capturing solar-related 
phenomena such as solar heat gains and daylighting. In 
fact, Res01’ NMBE in lighting is not acceptable (> |10|%).  
It is plausible to assume that if we increase the level of 
simplification, for example to only 2 u and v subdivisions 
of the shell surface, that both heating and lighting would 
also not fulfill the acceptance criteria for both error 
metrics. This indicates that reducing envelope dominated 
buildings with complex curved facades to shoe box BEM 
results in an oversimplification that will likely fail in 
properly model the heat transfer phenomena. Considering 
Figure 6 and 7 and the results listed in Table 8, we 
recommend a maximum of ≈ 80% of reduction of the 
original number of polygons that describe complex 
envelopes’ geometry. Res03 (≈ 84% of geometry 
reduction) shows an excellent balance between error and 
simulation time – it ran in 3 min and 53 seconds (112 
times faster than Res10) and shows minimal error in total 
energy consumption; CVRMSE and NMBE is 3.4% and 
0.1% respectively. 
The heuristic studied in Experiment 2 also presents 
promising results in significantly improving simulation 
run time with little impact on simulation results. Sampling 
a multizone model and decomposing it into smaller and 
simpler single thermal zone models was able to simulate 
a full detailed, complex multizone BEM in useful time. 
The combination of this approach with the building 
envelope geometry simplification used in Experiment 1 
yield significant improvements in simulation time with a 
minimal cost in accuracy. Sample_Simp, the BEM that 
combines both the thermal zone sampling and surface 
rationalization approaches, is 7 times faster than 
Sample_High_res, the BEM that only uses the sampling 
and decomposition approach. This improvement in run 
time as a small impact in NMBE (-0.3%) and CVRMSE 
(+0.8%). Compared with the benchmark model of this 
experiment, Sample_Simp is 173 faster to run (1 min and 
29 seconds) and reports acceptable CVRMSE and NMBE 
in terms of total energy; 7.2% (22.8% below the 
acceptance threshold) and -1.7% (8.3% above the 
negative range of acceptance threshold) respectively. 
Moreover, Figure 9 shows that both Sample_High_res 
and Sample_Simp solutions energy end-uses are within 

the acceptance criteria for CVRMSE and NMBE in all 
energy end uses. As expected, the process loads don’t 
show any deviation since they are exclusively dependent 
on surface area and schedule and both simplifications 
introduced minimal deviations to surface area. The error 
in both Cooling and Heating are similar, indicating that 
the simplifications can properly capture the overall 
performance of the highly detailed BEM. 
The small difference between Sample_High_res and 
Sample_Simp in all energy end-uses also indicates that 
the combination of the two simplification heuristics is 
feasible, valid, and beneficial to use in the study of 
multizone BEMs with complex curved envelopes, 
particularly at early design stages where faster whole 
building energy simulations are desirable. 
Conclusion 
This work demonstrates that whole building energy 
simulations are sensitive to geometry complexity, 
particularly in simulation run time. It argues that a direct 
translation of complex curved building envelopes is 
undesirable since it leads to slow simulations that are 
incompatible with design times, particularly at early 
stages. To overcome this problem, and to avoid time-
consuming manual remodeling tasks, the authors propose 
two computational approaches that, from any curved 
enclosed building envelope, automatically generates 
simpler and computationally efficient BEM. The first 
method simplifies complex surfaces that compose the 
building envelope by producing a low polygon mesh of 
the original surfaces. The second approach samples a 
multizone BEM to isolate smaller and representative parts 
of the original model.  
The results presented in this paper demonstrate that both 
approaches deliver faster BEMs with minimal deviation 
on simulation outputs. Since EnergyPlus usually assumes 
a well-mixed air volume for each thermal zone and that 
the HVAC system used in this work is an ideal and simple 
air system, it is paramount to preserve the same air 
volume in simplification processes. Adding to those 
simulation assumptions the fact that this work focusses in 
BES at early design phases, the work did not consider 
thermal stratification in the zones. Future work will 
contemplate if the proposed simplification processes are 
useful in other types of HVAC systems, particularly in 
underfloor air distribution and non-air systems such as 
radiant floors or ceilings. Because thermal stratification is 
relevant in such systems, the authors will also investigate 
the impact of geometric simplification on it.  
This work also indicates that extremely simplified models 
that are unable to capture the overall building shape are 
likely to be bad surrogates. Future research endeavors will 
look at deeper plan buildings, which are core dominated, 
to determine to what extent it is relevant to capture, even 
in a coarse way, the complex geometry of the envelope. 
Both Experiment 1 and 2 shows that the tool proposed in 
this paper is able to generate simplified BEMs within the 
acceptable range for CVRMSE and NMBE error metrics. 
Experiment 2 also shows that is also possible and viable 
to combine both simplification approaches – geometry 
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simplification of building envelopes and the 
decomposition of a complex BEM into isolated 
representative surrogates.   
Because the experiments only study the impact of 
geometry simplification in energy simulation results, the 
authors plan to assess the effectiveness of the tool in 
generating simplified BEM geometries for calibrated 
building energy simulations where measured data is 
available. 
Finally, both experiments used TMY data from Oakland, 
CA. The mild Oakland climate might be smoothing 
errors; thus, the authors of this paper intend to test the 
proposed approaches in locations representative of more 
extreme climates such as Phoenix, AZ (hot and dry), and 
Boston, MA, (cold winter and hot and humid summers). 
In sum, the proposed tool facilitates the effective 
description of building with complex geometries in the 
context of BES, particularly for non-expert energy 
modelers, and yields a high potential to be used in 
building energy parametric and optimization studies, 
particularly the ones that use metaheuristics, since the tool 
can automatically generate valid BEMs that run faster.  
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Abstract 
Beyond doubt, climate-sensitive urban planning and 
architecture have to be considered in urban development 
and retrofitting process, to counteract to current urban 
challenges, like climate change adaptation, water 
management, air pollution and many more.  
In line with that, the municipality of Segrate and cities all 
over the world need an easy-to-use, fact-based and in 
planning processes integrable decision support regarding 
urban challenges, to apply climate-resilient urban 
planning and architecture and to finally achieve a higher 
quality of life for current and future conditions. 
Microclimate simulations exist since more than 20 years 
but are very complex and scientific systems to use in daily 
practical world of urban planning and architecture. 
The innovative GREENPASS® technology combines first 
time (ENVI-met) microclimatic simulation and 
evaluation analysis with complex numerical resources 
and cost calculations in a standardized and transparent 
way – applicable by common architects and urban 
planners. It provides the relevant information for decision 
making in planning processes regarding the urban 
challenges: climate, water, air, biodiversity, energy and 
cost. The easy-to-use software tool allows to compare 
different designs for one urban development areas, 
moreover, comparison of different projects based on the 
unique set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 
planning, evaluation, optimization and certification of 
projects (Kraus et al. 2019, Scharf 2018).  
For the Case Study areas, a selected set of KPIs got 
applied, including following meaningful indicators: TCS 
(Thermal Comfort Score), PET (Physiological Equivalent 
Temperature - Thermal performance), AT (Air 
temperature), RH (Relative humidity) and WF (Wind 
flow). 
The results show potential thermal outdoor hot spots 
within the areas, will give information about the human 
temperature behaviour and the wind flow of the areas. The 
final output are easily understandable thermal image maps 
and  meaningful scores, shown by extracted results for the 
thermal performance of the areas. 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
Urban growth and climate change are two of the main 
challenges worldwide (UN, 2015; EC, 2016). Today, 70% 
of all Europeans live in urban areas (EU, 2016), which 
highlight the need for Green Infrastructure (GI) and 
Nature-based solutions (NBS), with their important role 
in mitigating the impacts of climate change related natural 
hazards (EEA, 2015). 
Because of the growing awareness of the importance of 
using designs and principles based on nature to achieve 
positive effects on the urban environment, has led over 
time to the definition of solutions and actions capable of 
simultaneously providing environmental, social and 
economic benefits. In this sense, since its first 
"appearance" in the scientific literature at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century, the concept of Nature-based 
Solutions (NBS) emerged as a priority for the sustainable 
development of urbanization (through stimulating 
solutions for economic growth, improvement 
enhancement of the environment, making cities more 
attractive and improving the well-being of humans), 
The work presented in this paper is part of a large EU 
funded H2020 research and development project named 
Nature4cities (N4C), which is developing tools to support 
GI and NBS growth. One of the applied tools of the 
project is GREENPASS®, which allows an easy and 
resource-efficient project processing and serves as the 
very important interface between the practical world of 
planning and the scientific simulation of microclimatic 
impacts. The software technology has been scientifically 
developed and validated within the last 9 years, a variety 
of national and international R&D projects and 
successfully applied by more than 25 project 
developments in Austria. (Kraus et al. 2019). 
This work is the first Italian use case. In line with that, 
two selected project case study areas with different 
characteristics in the municipality of Segrate/Milan got 
evaluated by using the innovative tool.  
Within the N4C project, this case study will be the 
foundation for the urban development and re-planning of 
Segrate, helping the stake-holders taking decisions in its 
transformation targeting better social and living 
experiences. 
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Methods  
The applied planning technology is based on ENVI-met, 
a world-leading microclimate simulation software 
representing the main support for surveying, studying and 
modelling urban areas. The approach adopted is holistic 
and considers the environment as a single body, by 
interlinking different sub-models. The results of the 
simulations and analysis show the effects that the 
architectural solutions, sustainable technologies, the use 
of green and water, allow to improve the outdoor 
microclimatic conditions (Scharf et al. 2017). 
A so-called Toolbox offers a tailored tool for each phase 
of urban development (Kraus, 2017; Scharf 2018): 

1. Preliminary design: The Assessment is based on 
a multi-parametric database analysis through a 
preliminary check of a project potential climate 
performance and helps stakeholders in design 
decisions. It can be used to evaluate different 
design options in the early stage of a project or a 
competition.  

2. Concept design: The Pre-Certification delivers 
comprehensive information about the projects 
most important KPIs, based on a simplified 
ENVI-met simulation. It gives profound 
information to enable fact-based decision 
making in competitions or tenders. 

3. Detailed design: The Certification is a constant 
and iterative process of on-going project 
optimization and based on a full ENVI-met 
simulation. During this process the full scope of 
key performance indicators and costs are 
optimized to achieve the highest climate 
efficiency on the best possible return on 
investment. After completion an official 
certificate about the overall project perfor-mance 
is presented and can be used for marketing and 
communication. 

 

 
Figure 1 Segrate Milan - Italy 

In the frame of this paper, the Pre-certification (2.) tool 
has been chosen to analyse the main important KPIs for 
the chosen case study areas. 

Case Study: Segrate, Milan, Italy 
To perceive the actual value (qualitive-quantitative) of 
different types of NBS applied in a defined urban context, 
the innovative tool has been tested by an Italian case 
study. Bearing in mind the geographic area and the 
occurring weather conditions, the tool should allow to 
identify and highlight potential positive and negative 
effects of NBS and climate-resilience actions in urban 
context with different morphological and structural 
characteristics by buildings and materials. In this regard, 
a verification of the tool is established in two different 
territorial areas of the city of Segrate/Milan. The 
municipality is one of the densely urban areas 
surrounding Metropolitan City of Milan, located at the 
centre of a dense infrastructure network. The city today is 
fragmented into very distinct macro-areas which are 
almost isolated from each other. To the composition of 
this, morphology has also contributed to the road network, 
organized according to a model of internal viability to the 
nuclei, which is grafted into the great supra-municipal 
arteries forming barriers between the neighbourhoods. 
The main urban districts of Segrate are: 

• Rovagnasco – Villaggio Ambrosiano:  is 
extending over an area of 2.25 km2 with a 
population density of about 3000 p/ km2, being a 
predominantly residential district; Rovagnasco 
is the oldest settlement of the entire territory. 

• Milano 2: about 3.57 km2 and a population 
density of around 2300 p/km2; is located in the 
north-west area of Segrate aligned with the 
border of Milan. 

 
Figure 2 Milan 2 (google.com) 

 
Figure 3 Villaggio Ambrosiano (google.com) 

Parts of the districts of Milan 2 Figure 2 and Villaggio 
Ambrosiano Figure 3 were chosen for the following 
project process. The areas have very inhomogeneous 
morphologies, but with similar building densities. The 
choice to carry out the simulations in two different areas 
allows to evaluate the effectiveness of the tool and to 
check if the tool is able to interpret the different urban 
characteristics of these two selected areas.  
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Project Process 
Modelling 
For simulation purpose, a digital model has to be 
generated first. Related to simulation technics, this 
typically is a very time-consuming and complex process 
and one of the reasons, why the use of microclimatic 
simulation so far is stuck in scientific world.  
The applied software technology is designed, to close this 
gap and allows first time a straight import of the 
necessary, but often vectorized, urban data via GIS or 
CAD files. These data also can be modelled directly in the 
software, called GREENPASS® Editor (GP.me, 2015).  
For modelling and a profound project evaluation towards 
climate-resilience, the following project and NBS data 
have to be available in digital form within the system:  

• Project area (as Polygons): Area of project and 
GPS location - longitude and latitude  

• Buildings (as Polygons): Shape of buildings, 
building heights - top and lower edges, surface 
materials and constructions of walls and roofs 

• Surfaces (polygon): Shape of open spaces and 
surface materials 

• Simple vegetation (polygon): Lawn - 10 cm, 
Perennials - 25 cm, Meadow - 50 cm, Shrubs - 
2m 

• Green wall types: climber, planter, green wall 
system - with lengths and heights 

• Green roof types (polygon): Extensive - 15 cm, 
semi-intensive - 30 cm, intensive - 60 cm, super 
intensive - 150 cm 

• 3D-vegetation (point): Tree in small - 5m, 
medium - 10 m and large - 15 m 

The relevant data got imported to the software via using 
the available shapefiles of Segrate city, prepared by QGIS 
open source software. These shapefiles are classified by 
the Lombardy Region (which are divided into geographic 
information, roads, buildings…etc) and defined by codes 
that refer to the main attributes, secondary attributes and 
subsequent information. 
After the import, the data got translated and classified in 
quick and easy steps within the GREENPASS® Editor. 
Further got verified for any possible errors before 
exporting the data and generating a simulation model with 
ENVI-met compatible file format. The whole modelling 
process took in total for both areas about 8 hours, this time 
was mainly spent in understanding the shapefiles and their 
classification to be translated to the correct equivalent 
layer in GREENPASS®, the modelling time could be 
reduced if the original shapefiles are less detailed and 
more simplified, besides that, some little corrections and 
some polygons have been made inside GREENPASS® 
directly to get a more accurate models of the selected 
areas. 

Thus the modelling time is much less compared to 
traditional modelling approaches for microclimate 

simulation modelling of similar sizes, moreover, city 
shapefiles are widely available and easy to be obtained. 

 
Figure 4 GREENPASS® editor in use by case study 

Segrate/Milan 
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Figure 5 Generated digital simulation model for ENVI-

met out of GREENPASS® editor | bird‘s-eye view 
SEGRATE MILANO 2 

 

 
Figure 6 Generated digital simulation model for ENVI-

met out of GREENPASS® editor | bird‘s-eye view 
SEGRATE VILLAGIO AMBROSIANO 

Simulation 
After successful generation of the digital models, ENVI-
met simulations have been occurred within the applied 
tool. The climatic input data for simulation refer to the 
weather station of the Linate airport, ITA_Milano-
Linate.160800_IGDG, which is close to the area of 
intervention. The simulations are done for an idealized 
and typical hot summer day – the 21st July with weather 
conditions of 28°C as the maximum air temperature and 
average wind speed of 1.3 m/s at 10 m altitude by using 
the main wind direction for July – South. 
The evaluation was carried out at three observation times 
- 4 am, 3 pm and 10 pm – and at a height from the ground 
equal to 1.5 m (exemplary height of head for a standard 
human), with a standard resolution of the calculation 
mesh of 2x2 m. 
Evaluation and Analysis 
The evaluation and analysis of the applied tool delivers 
easy understandable results in form of a multi-parametric 
score for the thermal comfort – ajar to the energy pass. 
TCS considering the following parameters: 

• PET - Thermal performance [Physiological 
Equivalent Temperature] 

• AT - Air temperature [air temperature] 
• RH - Relative humidity [relative humidity] 
• WF – Wind flow [effects of ventilation] 

The final results of one score enable standalone and in  
combination with the known thermal images a 
comparison between different simulations and/or options. 
With the additional qualitative description and derived 
optimization measures the planning areas can be 
optimized towards climate-resilience, the use of NBS and 
the perceived thermal comfort.  
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Results 
The evaluation and analysis of the simulated modelling 
for the Case study finally shows the PET, AT, RH and WF 
of the two different areas – Segrate Milano 2 and Villagio 
Ambrosiano. 
Segrate Milano 2 
It is noticeable from the following results and due to the 
presence of high building in the upper right corner which 
block the wind, therefore the temperature rises behind that 
building. 
Moreover, the big sealed parking plot on the left result on 
a relatively higher temperature than the surrounding 
areas.  

 
Figure 7 Segrate Milao 2 microclimate simulation 

results at 3pm 

 
Figure 8 Segrate Milao 2 microclimate simulation 

results at 10 pm 

 
Figure 9 Segrate Milao 2 microclimate simulation 

results at 4am 
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Villa Ambrosiano 
The following results show the positive impact of having 
small houses with more vegetations around, although the 
high air temperature especially around the sealed road in 
the middle, the Physiological Equivalent Temperature are 
relatively good.  

 
Figure 10 Villa Ambrosiano microclimate simulation 

results at 3pm 

 
Figure 11 Villa Ambrosiano microclimate simulation 

results at 10pm 

 
Figure 12 Villa Ambrosiano microclimate simulation 

results at 4am 
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Comparison of two case studies 

 
Figure 13 TCS - Thermal comfort score (PET-Day-3pm) 
 
The urban advantages of Milano 2 are: 

• partially good ventilation 
• generous open spaces (unsealed) 
• scattered building structure, which 

mainly avoid hotspots 
• partially good shading through building 

structure. 
• mainly good cooling at night-time 

The urban disadvantages of Milano 2 are: 
• several large hot spots (low TCS) 
• some buildings have bad ventilation 

(overheating trend) 
• ventilation is missing partially 
• partially hot spots during night-time 
• large sealed areas and streets 

 
Potential optimization measures for Milano 2 are: 

• large unsealing of sealed areas (e.g use of 
gravel turf for parking spaces, …) 

• additional tree plantings, especially at hot spot 
areas – exposed parts of the project area 

• use of façade greenery northern of U-building 
complex and by high-rised building 

• keep north-south corridors for ventilation free 
and do not build buildings to block ventilation 

• retrofit greening of roofs to lower thermal 
storage 

• use light colours and increase albedo of roofs, 
walls and surfaces 

 

 

 
Figure 14 TCS - Thermal comfort score (PET-Day-3pm)  
 
The urban advantages of Villa Ambrosiano are: 

• mainly good ventilation 
• generous open spaces (unsealed) 
• scattered building structure, which 
• mainly avoid hotspots 
• good shading through trees. 

The urban disadvantages of Villa Ambrosiano are: 
• partially hot spots at day 
• some buildings have bad ventilation 
• (overheating trend) 
• ventilation missing partially 
• hot spots during night-time 

 
Potential optimization measures for Villa Amb. are: 

• additional tree plantings, especially at hot spot 
areas at plaza 

• use of façade greenery by building complex 
northern to plaza 

• keep north-south corridors for ventilation free  
• retrofit greening of roofs to lower thermal 

storage 
• use light colours and increase albedo of roofs, 

walls and surfaces 
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Conclusion  
So far, climate-resilient urban planning in form of 
microclimate simulations could mostly only be applied 
and understood in an effortful way by experts and scientist 
and thus not found the way to practical planning 
processes. 
Contrary to that, the innovative GREENPASS® approach 
qualifies for a comprehensive application to design, 
evaluate and optimize urban areas and architecture 
towards climate-resilience. The whole project process for 
the case study has been applied in a very efficient and 
uncomplicated way, based on official existing data and an 
intuitive software environment also for non-experts. 
The ENVI-met simulations in the frame of the applied 
tool were carried out on a relatively hot day, so in 
meteorological conditions. This aspect is crucial, as the 
high temperature and the lack of wind - typical of this area 
in July- doesn’t allow to evaluate some local effects of 
wind speed and temperature distribution such as the 
canyon effect and the barrier effect caused by winged and 
aligned buildings. 
Consequently, in the simulation aspects related to the built 
coverage and to the amount of green present in the areas 
of analysis prevail. The technology shows the various 
parameters with a good differentiation based on specific 
urban spaces; in the different times, the effect of the sun 
and the effect of the shading caused by buildings is 
evident and calculated with significant differences in the 
two areas considered. 
The presence and alignment of buildings with respect to 
the wind direction (although reduced in speed) are 
elements that the tested tool can accurately assess. This is 
significant and is a useful indication in the planning or 
verification phases of the morphological project. 
As expected, in the case of the Villa AMB., air 
temperature and relative humidity have similar 
geographical distributions in all the simulated times. This 
means that the tool correctly interprets the individual 
parameters in a diffuse morphology. 
In the case of Milan 2, the two parameters differ in the 
presence of areas close to tall buildings, and the effect of 
shading is deduced from the calculations and the graphic 
restitution. This result is also positive and means that the 
tool correctly interprets the input data. 
Moreover, in the case of Milano 2, since there are 
continuous and significant high-built walls, the tool 
correctly interprets the presence of the walls which affect 
the temperature and relative humidity. 
Based on the gained experience and results out of the case 
study, the applied tool is approved to consider climate-
resilient aspects and the use of NBS in urban development 
in practice.  
Due to the crucial interface, which allows a straight and 
easy import and finally use of already existing planning 
data, climate-resilient urban planning can be integrated 
into common planning processes worldwide by non-
scientific urban planner and architects. 
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Abstract 

Augmented reality can be considered as a nascent field for 

building simulation of variables that are not visible for the 

naked eye. Luckily, the proliferation of smart-phones and 

the developments on Augmented Reality (AR) are 

opening new avenues for the better information transfer 

to these users. For energy and conditioning, AR can offer 

tools for improving energy literacy at home. This work 

shows the evaluation of four different AR methods for the 

representation of energy consumption by A/C machines. 

These methods use simple analogies instead of letters or 

numbers. The systems have been tested with 25 

participants with heterogeneous demographics with the 

SUS survey, and it has been seen that there is a large will 

to use these systems among the participants in all 

demographic groups. It has been proven that depending 

on the demographic group, participants preferred specific 

representations which keep a high level of correlation 

with age. There is therefore a high customization potential 

for this type of services. This makes the technology highly 

interesting as its cost is virtually null in users with a smart-

phone and an A/C machine connected to the Internet (as 

the latest models available in the market). 

Introduction 

Augmented reality can be defined as the superposition of 

virtual elements over a vision of the reality, so that it adds 

additional information to that reality. The birth of 

augmented reality is linked to the virtual reality from its 

inception and will not be until later, when the augmented 

reality is sufficiently perfected to separate the two 

branches. In this work, augmented reality has been 

considered as a vehicle to improve energy literacy since 

the reduction of energy consumption in buildings is 

essential to meet the emission reduction objectives, which 

has been marked, among other actions, as essential by the 

European Union (Energy Efficiency Directive Recast, 

2011). It has been established that buildings are 

responsible for up to 40% of emissions in developed 

countries (Pérez Lombard, Ortiz y Pout, 2008).  

People are not aware of energy waste, partly because of a 

lack of energy literacy (Jervey, 2012). There are 

initiatives such as the FIESTA project, financed by the 

Intelligent Energy-Europe Program, whose main purpose 

is to promote new daily consumption habits that are more 

energy efficient, especially in relation to the use of heating 

and air conditioning, given that the spending on air 

conditioning represents 66% of the total use of energy in 

the home (Fiesta-audit.eu, 2018). To achieve this change 

of habits that leads to a better energy consumption, it is 

necessary to put the user in perspective, providing the 

necessary information in a simple and direct way. 

The user cannot manage what he cannot measure. Making 

visible the invisible attracts people's attention (Gardner 

and Stern, 2002), cited by Pahl (2016), that is why in this 

work an application for mobile phones and tablets called 

“Panoptic” has been developed. It makes use of two-

dimensional codes (QR (Quick Response) Codes) and 

augmented reality with the aim of showing energy 

consumption in real time of air-conditioning consoles. 

Four different visualization models have been designed 

and implemented, and they have been evaluated by 25 

users. The results of the tests have been collected through 

a questionnaire that includes, in addition to the 

demographic profile of the person, questions about their 

attitude towards the use of energy, a standardized test on 

usability of the system (SUS - System Usability Scale) 

and various questions about the visualization models. 

The first study to be highlighted is that in (Pelliccia et al., 

2015). This study proposed a power visualization system 

for industrial machinery. In the study (Rashed-Ali et al., 

2014), researchers focused on passive energy efficiency. 

An application was developed that allowed placing a 

house on a plot of land and changing the parameters in 

terms of orientation of the house, size, proportions or 

shade, in addition, the user can select the time of day or 

the season of the year.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

presents the methodology followed in our experiments. 

The attained results are showed and discussed in Section 

III. The paper ends in Section IV highlighting the most 

important findings. 

Methodology 

This work includes a field work experimentation to 

evaluate a series of methods of interpretation of energy 

used by an air conditioning unit using augmented reality. 

This has been developed as a mobile application with 

several choices of interpretation, a questionnaire to 

evaluate the impression of the participants and the 

usability of the system has been done with the subsequent 

statistical analysis of the data. 
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Mobile application 

The functionality is based on the reading of a QR code 

that has been placed in each one of the devices to be 

monitored, this code includes a unique identifier that will 

be used to consult, through an API, your current 

consumption level.  The panoptic application has been 

developed using Unity3D, a free engine for cross-

platform applications. The reason for using this 

technology is to facilitate integration in a variety of 

applications. This tool can be used to create applications 

(primarily games) both in 3D and 2D, cross-platform, 

using a language of scripting in C# or Javascript. 

The Vuforia project, allowed to include Virtual Reality 

within a project created with Unity. Vuforia is an 

augmented reality library for mobile SDK. It uses 

computer vision to recognize and make tracking of flat 

images and simple objects in 3D in real time. It allows to 

position and orient virtual objects, such as 3D models, in 

relation to the real world in such a way that the user can 

navigate through the scene keeping the perspective of 

virtual object within the real world, leaving it completely 

integrated into the scene. The library of open source 

ZXing that allows to read QR codes was also integrated. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the working mechanism of 

PANOPTIC. 

The augmented reality system begins when the user 

focuses the camera of the phone or Tablet in the QR code 

that contains the identifier associated with the device, at 

this time the application communicates with the given 

servers to download the associated information and 

begins a polling process every 5 seconds by which the 

consumption information will be refreshing. 

To have real numbers, data from an air conditioning 

machine, was used to determine the level of consumption 

with respect to room temperature and the temperature of 

the thermostat. We obtained this from a building model 

which details can been seen in (Ramallo-González et al. 

2019). From these data, it is possible to calculate the level 

of current consumption with equation (1): 

 

C = 2667 + 48, *(Ts −Tt)    (1)

    

Being:  

• Ts: current room temperature.   

• Tt: temperature set on the thermostat.   

The constants were obtained through a simulation of air 

conditioning machines of the University of Murcia using 

the EnergyPlus7 software.  

Representation models 

As mentioned before, in the related literature little was 

found on the application of augmented reality in the 

visualization of energy systems or as a tool for the 

improvement of building simulation results visualisation. 

As a first goal, you want to design an attractive display 

model to show the consumption in real time from a 

particular device. To ensure that interpretations are being 

studied with a large target audience, the system should be 

simple and direct. It was considered (and it will be 

evaluated with the questionnaire) that a good approach 

would be to support the information in metaphors rather 

than actual numbers so that it can be understood quickly 

regardless of prior knowledge of the user. 

The development of this study has been designed and 

implemented a mobile application of 3D augmented 

reality called panoptic (/ panˈɒptɪk /) meaning, according 

to the Oxford Dictionary: "showing or seeing the whole at 

one view". 

The four different models of representations are as it 

follows: 

Particles based model 

For the first model the system of particles of Unity has 

been used to show the use of the device in real time. 

Figure 1 shows the model showing a low consumption 

level.  

 

Figure 2: Particles-based visualisation method. 

Different levels of consumption are represented as:  

• Low level: green and with a speed of movement of the 

particles of 2.   

• Medium level: yellow and with a speed of simulation of 

3. Increasing the speed also increases the ratio of particles 

that are currently displayed in the visualisation.   
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• High level: red and with a speed of simulation value 4. 

As in the medium level, faster consumption, greater 

number of particles. 

Also the values of "velocity over time" and "colour over 

time" have been adjusted so that the movement of the 

particles is as natural as possible. The effect is very 

similar to the soft snow fall at low speeds and something 

more akin to a storm when the speed is determined by the 

level of high consumption. In addition, by adjusting the 

values of opacity, size, colour, and speed of the particle is 

possible to control their behaviour. 

 

 Figure 3: Text-based visualisation method. 

Text-based model 

The text-based model is a simple model of display which 

only shows a text in 3D stack on the device label. The 

label indicates what the current consumption is:  

•Low Level: green label showing the word "low".   

•Medium Level: yellow label showing the word 

"moderate".   

•High Level: label in red showing the word "high" 

accompanied by a recommendation for the user to adjust 

the level of the thermostat. 

The model for a low consumption level is shown in 

Figure 2. 

Surface based model 

In the Surface-based model, the entire surface of the 

device which is being measured changes colour and 

opacity depending on the level of consumption. With a 

level of average consumption model is shown in Figure 3. 

Depending on the level of consumption behaviour is as 

follows: 

•Low Level: the surface of the device is green, with a level 

of opacity of 0.5.   

•Medium Level: the surface of the device is yellow, with 

a level of opacity of 0.75.   

•High Level: the surface of the device is red, with a level 

of opacity of 1, i.e., at this level the device already it will 

not be visible, but a completely solid representation of it 

in red.  

 

Figure 4: Surface-based visualisation method. 

Sound-based model 

This is the only metaphor that is not visual and is due to 

two reasons: on the one hand, you want to see the effect 

that produces an audible warning regarding levels of 

perception of consumption; and on the other hand it is also 

necessary to make the application to those persons with 

certain visual disabilities accessible. This model 

depending on consumption behaviour is as follows: 

• Low level: the system emits a short beep.   

• Middle level: System emits three short beeps.   

• High level: playing on loop the middle level until the 

situation is corrected, or until the user stops focusing on 

the device. 

As shown in the section of the analysis of the results, 

sound-based model shows a level of understanding of the 

very low current consumption, but gives the greater sense 

of urgency prints the users to correct a situation of high 

consumption. 

Experimental design 

Once developed the augmented reality system, it has 

undergone evaluation by a group of users. 

To evaluate the performance of different models of 

visualization, usability and the viability of the project, a 

questionnaire has been developed which has been 

performed using a cohort of 25 users (14 men and 11 

women), aged between 21 and 78 years, with 

heterogeneous income and levels of education. Users 

were recruited through invitation. And the test was done 

into a test room without incentives of any kind for 

participating in the test. 

Users evaluated the usability of the system and other 

aspects according to the standardized test SUS. The 

questionnaire consists of four parts:  

• Demographic profile: includes basic questions on age, 

sex, level of education, as well as data on monthly 

earnings. 

• Attitude towards the use of energy: is made up of 

statements assessing the usage and customs of the user 

regarding the use of energy. In this section, questions have 

been included to assess the social aspect of the behaviour 

of the participants.  
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• System usability test: is assessed using a standardized 

test widely used in the industry as it is the System 

Usability Scale or its. It consists on a quick questionnaire 

that allows you to measure the usability of a system, even 

if the number of participants is not too high. Designed by 

Brooke (1986) and used as a standard in the industry, it 

has been referenced in more than 1300 articles and 

publications (Usability.gov, 2013).  

• Evaluation of displays: includes statements about the 

impact of each of the displays, the levels of urgency to fix 

a level of high consumption and comparisons between 

them.   

The test was performed in a test room that consists of a 

real room of 35m2 located in the city of Murcia. The test 

was conducted during the months of July and August.  

In the test room is available a poster with a replica of the 

conditioned air in the different faculties of the University 

of Murcia. The machine has a QR code with an identifier 

that will be later used to collect consumption. The reason 

for this design is to extend this functionality to more than 

400 air conditioning machines available in the University 

of Murcia. 

In terms of communication of the components of the 

experiment, orders are sent to an API (Application 

Programming Interface) testing which changes in the 

level of consumption have occurred, being automatically 

reflected in the application.  In addition, to avoid losing 

the environmental component, also an air conditioning 

machine is present in the room, so real temperature 

perceptions are perceiving by the participant. The 

interviews are conducted on an individual basis, with the 

room at an ambient temperature of 23 ° C. 

The session with the participant starts with the user by 

filling in the first two sections of the questionnaire: 

demographic profile and attitudes to the use of energy.  

Once users are ready to begin, they are given a tablet with 

the application installed and opened. The only 

instructions given to users is that to start the test (not 

guided) should focus on the poster containing the replica 

of the air-conditioning machine. 

The first display that the user faces is the model based on 

particles, showing each of the different levels of 

consumption. Then the user will use models based on text, 

surface and sound.  When the user has finished the test, 

they can fill the usability test and evaluation of each of the 

display models. 

System usability scale (SUS) 

This test provides a reliable tool to measure usability. It 

consists of a ten-item questionnaire with five options of 

response in a Likert scale; from "completely agree" to 

"totally in disagreement". 

As already said in the presentation of the experiment, the 

test has become an industry standard. Its benefits are: 

• It is a scale that is easy to use for the participants.   

• It can be used with a small population, obtaining reliable 

results.   

• It is verified, i.e., it can determine effectively between 

systems usable and not usable. The score of each of the 

answers is converted to a new number: added together and 

then multiplied by 2.5 to convert the original scale (0-40) 

to the end (0-100). Although the scale reaches 100, they 

are not percentages. 

Based on studies (Sauro, 2011), a score above 68 would 

be considered to be above the average, and any score 

below 68 would be below the average. 

Bangor, Kortum and Miller (2011) in his study 

“Determining individual what your scores mean: Adding 

an adjective rating scale", established a scale which 

accounted for scores and their corresponding adjectives or 

names. They also established the score by which separate 

the usability of "good" systems of the "not so good". This 

cohort is located in the score of 71.4. Any score above 

71.4 is considered a system whose usability is above the 

average, and any score below 71.4 corresponds to a 

system whose usability is below the average 

Results 

To evaluate the results of the experimentation, a series of 

statistical evaluations were done and are explained in this 

section. 

Desirability  

The analysis of the results begins with the intention of use 

of users depending on their demographic profile and other 

questions. Figure 4 shows that women who underwent the 

assessment have an increased willingness to use the 

system than men, although the Mann-Whitney test 

confirms there is no statistical significance with a p-value 

= 0.581. 

Figure 5: Desirability depending on gender. 

Figure 5 shows as, in general, there is a high willingness 

to independently use an augmented reality system despite 

the monthly net income of the family. The willingness to 

use is inversely proportional to the level of the family 

income, i.e. those families having less income are which 

require more information to adjust their consumption. It 

is true that there is a decline in the willingness to use in 

the range from 1,500 to €1,999 monthly income, this may 

be due to a low of subjects that meet this criterion since 

the sample is not very large. Making the Kruskall-Wallis 

test you get a p-value of 0.662 indicating that a 

relationship between income level and willingness to use 

in not significant.  
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Figure 6: Desirability depending on income. 

The willingness of use the tool is also very high regardless 

of the academic level. (Figure 6). Although this time the 

Kruskall-Wallis test confirms that a correlation exists 

between the level of studies and willingness to use the 

system (p-value = 0.0215). At the same time, at first 

glance there is no significant difference in the willingness 

to use depending on who pays the bills, the Mann-

Whitney test yields a p-value of 0.145 by what we can 

confirm that this is so. 

Figure 7 shows a graph comparing willingness to use with 

different questions of the section "attitude towards the use 

of energy", it makes reference to "save energy is 

something I do frequently", ACT_K is "I would consider 

better person if I wore less energy" and ACT_N is "If you 

have more information about my energy consumption 

would make a more responsible use”.  

It can be seen that those who said that they saved energy 

frequently with one value greater or equal to 3 on 5 

present a great willingness to use the system, those who 

claim a 2 are not interested in using the system, the 

Kruskall-Wallis test confirms that both claims are related 

to a 95% confidence level (p-value = 0.002). In the same 

way as in the previous question, it seems that users who 

indicated that feel better saving energy giving a score 

would be equal to or greater than 3 out of 5 show great 

willingness to use the system, but using the above test 

yields a p-value of 0.135 by what this assumption should 

be discarded. 

For the statement that indicates that the user would make 

a better use of energy if he has more information, also the 

willingness to use the system is correlated. For higher 

scores or equal to 4 out of 5 the test confirms this with a 

p-value of 0.006. Curiously, none of the respondents 

marked with 5 out of 5 to the assertion "saving energy is 

something I do frequently".  From this first part of the 

analysis, it can be inferred that the will to use the system 

by users, in general terms, is quite high.  

 

Figure 7: Desirability depending on academic level. 

 

Figure 8: Desirability depending on attitudes towards 

energy. 

Usability Test 

The evaluated system has an average of 89.6 rating so it 

can be considered "excellent" on the proposed scale, and 

very close to the category "best imaginable". Figure 8 

shows the distribution of scores. The majority of scores in 

the test have fallen into the bucket, 90-99, which 

demonstrates that the designed augmented reality system 

excels in usability with a fairly high note.  

Results depending on the visualisation model 

This section will analyse the results of the different 

display models proposed and evaluated by users. In 

Figure 9 the results of the first item of the questionnaire 

related to models are shown. The statement was related to 

the speed with which the level of consumption was 

understood when it was high. The text-based model is 

above the rest followed by the model of particles and 

surface. Sound-based model is the worst in this aspect.  
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Figure 9: Scores on the SUS. 

 

Figure 10: Answers to the statement: I have understood 

fast the consumption when observing a high level. 

In Figure 10 the results of the second item in the test 

evaluation of the models is shown. In this case, the 

question is related to the satisfaction that it is felt when 

the consumption is shown to be low.  A rather moderate 

satisfaction is seen when showing low consumption level 

in general. The highest score was the surface model; it 

might be because in this model the display occupies a 

larger percentage of the screen with green colour.  As 

shown in Figure 10 with none of the models of display 

users have felt a special urgency to act to correct a 

moderate energy consumption, once again, the model 

which slightly stands out above the rest is the surface-

based model. In Figure 10 is observed clearly as the model 

is the one that encourages the user to correct a high 

consumption. 

In Figure 11 t is shown a breakdown of the visualization 

method preferred for the age range. Continuing with the 

affirmation of the previous paragraph, it comes with no 

surprise that users that fit in the lower age ranges do prefer 

more Visual models and those who are in the upper age 

ranges, prefer more direct models as based on text. 

As a conclusion to the sections of results, it is correct to 

assert that augmented reality system have achieved a 

score well above the average in terms of usability despite 

display model chosen, but if any of them outstands by the 

majority of users this has been the model based on 

particles. It is also true that the model that most urgently 

moves users to correct a situation of high energy 

consumption has been the model based on sounds, so 

perhaps the model idea is one that combines an attractive 
 

 

Figure 11: Answers to the statement: I have felt satisfied 

when I see a low level. 

 

Figure 12: Favourite model depending on age group. 

display as the model based on particles with a more 

"annoying" model as the sounds to correct high levels of 

consumption. 

Conclusion 

In the literature consulted about the topic nothing similar 

to this study was found, so it is likely that this paper opens 

a new avenue of research. It was found that joining 

augmented reality with a lack on energy literacy allows 

the user to understand in real time and on demand, the 

energy consumption of certain devices. There are also 

other studies that aim to promote energy literacy of users 

and efficiency of devices emerging in the industry, so the 

interest is justified. 

With the tests carried out here it was found that, among 

users who had the test, there is a great willingness to use 

this type of technology to visualize and thus controlling 

energy use in the home. It has been shown that, among the 

surveyed population, both men and women have a very 

high willingness to use the augmented reality system, 

moreover, the results confirm that an inverse correlation 

exists between the monthly income of the family unit and 

the willingness to use. 

Statistical tests have also confirmed that the willingness 

to use the system is directly linked to the educational level 

of the users, the highest interests are concentrated at the 

higher educational levels. In addition, there is no 
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difference at will when determining who is responsible 

for paying the bills. The participants who claimed that 

they were saving energy were more willing to use the 

augmented reality system. The same applies to persons 

who claim that they feel better when saving energy. Also 

a high intention to use the system is seen in those who 

scored above 4 out of 5 to the statement which indicates 

that the user would make better use of energy if their have 

more information about their consumption. 

According to the results obtained in the analysis of the 

willingness to use the system, it is possible to conclude 

that, in general terms, it is quite high, and very transversal.  

In terms of the evaluation of the usability of the developed 

system, even considering that it is still at a very early 

stage, it has shown a usability far above expectations, 

obtaining a score of 89.6 points on the test and an 

"excellent" rating, very close to the "best imaginable". 

Within the display models proposed for evaluation, users 

have chosen the model based on particles as the one that 

more impact generates on them. They were not especially 

motivated with specific proposed models to correct a high 

consumption level, but if they claim that they felt a special 

urgency to correct a high consumption level it was when 

the sound-based model is presented to them. A priori, it 

seems that models based on particles with sound alerts 

when consumption is high, seems to be the best option. 

In conclusion and observing all the results, it can be said 

that it is possible to move forward on energy literacy using 

such a system. Users will have a usable system, economic, 

simple and direct that informs in real time of their habits 

of consumption, in such a way that they can correct them. 
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Abstract 

Different methods are used for calculating the energy 

consumption of buildings. While the heat balance method, 

weighing factor method and thermal network methods are 

complex and require intense computing power, the 

degree-day and the BIN methods are relatively simple. In 

this study, we have used the degree-day approach 

published in CIBSE TM-41 to develop a Python tool to 

calculate the energy consumption of energy buildings on 

an hourly basis. The tool calculates the building energy 

for 59 Indian cities for five different cases: 1) fully air-

conditioned, 2) with evaporative pre cooling, 3) 

evaporative cooling, 4) with comfort cooling and 5) with 

night ventilation with five different thermal comfort 

models. These cases are run for two building versions: 1) 

Business as Usual and 2) Energy Conservation Building 

Code compliant , and the study resulted in two realistic 

versions of Balance Point Temperatures for these cases. 

In total these add up to 2900 simulation which the Python 

tool completes within 1 hour. The results are shown in an 

excel dashboard. 

The results indicate the cooling energy reduction possible 

due to the three passive design strategies. The CDD-based 

results are compared with EnergyPlus results. The 

Normalised Mean Biased Error is 4.6% while the Root 

Mean Squared Error value is 15%.  

Introduction 

The global energy consumption is expected to rise from 

13.2 Gtoe in 2010 to 20.7 Gtoe in 2040 following a 

growth in energy consumption of 56% between 2010 and 

2040 (Berardi, 2017). And in India, the growth in 

commercial sector energy consumption is growing at a 

rate of 5.4% per year. Cooling energy accounts for about 

40-60% of the total energy consumption of buildings 

(Berardi, 2017; Clean Energy Ministerial, 2014). The 

total floor area in India was expected to increase by about 

400% between 2005 and 2030 (Kumar, Kapoor, 

Deshmukh, & Kamath, 2010).  

Passive cooling techniques reject heat from the building 

with architectural design strategies using a naturally 

available heat sink. Passive cooling techniques can be 

combined with active cooling. This approach is termed as 

mixed mode. Operating the building in mixed mode 

greatly help reduce the space cooling demand as the space 

cooling is only turned on when it is required and for the 

rest of the time the building operates in natural 

ventilation. The India Model for Adaptive thermal 

Comfort (IMAC) (Manu, Shukla, Rawal, Dear, & 

Thomas, 2014), is now a part of the National Building 

Code of India, and provides a standard for the building to 

be operated in mixed mode, and most Indian building are 

operated in a seasonal mixed mode. However, while 

simulating for new construction, buildings are most 

typically simulated in fully air conditioned mode. The 

Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) 2017, in its 

whole building performance approach, also suggests the 

building be simulated in fully air conditioned mode and 

gives no credit to passive design strategies. 

Passive strategies are climate dependent and each location 

will have different potential for different strategies. Past 

studies have quantified the potential of passive cooling 

strategies to achieve Thermal Autonomy, and the Degree 

Discomfort Hours (DDH) using the thermostat set point 

as the base temperature (Bhadra, Vaidya, & Sarraf, 2017).  

The Thermal Autonomy and DDH are calculated for 5 

passive cooling strategies for 59 cities in India. However, 

that study does not quantify the amount of cooling energy 

that can be reduced by the passive strategies.  His method 

implies that comfort can be achieved with a BPT equal to 

the thermostat set point, which does not take in to account 

internal and solar thermal gains in the building.  Chiesa & 

Grosso (2015) quantified the potential of controlled 

natural ventilation in reducing the cooling energy for 

Mediterranean area using the residual cooling degree 

hours. Their study has used two different comfort models, 

fixed set point temperature and adaptive comfort, for 

calculating the residual cooling degree hours. Similar to 

Bhadra (2017), their method implies that comfort can be 

achieved with a BPT equal to the thermostat setpoint, 

which does not take in to account internal and solar 

thermal gains in the building. 

This study takes that work further to quantify the 

reduction in the cooling energy due to passive cooling 

strategies. A preliminary estimate of reduction in the 

cooling energy by various passive strategies for different 

climate locations can help designers select suitable 

passive strategies in the early design stages. Also planners 

and policymakers can use this to estimate the energy 

consumption and savings at a larger scale to formulate and 

implement new policies. 

Each passive cooling strategy has different heat sinks. 

Givoni, (1994) has classified passive strategies based on 

natural heat sinks available such as ambient air, soil mass, 
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and moisture for natural ventilation, ground cooling, and 

evaporative cooling respectively. The effectiveness of 

each strategy needs to be estimated based on the amount 

heat transfer possible between the building and the heat 

sink, which can also be climate or location dependent.  

There are different methods to calculate energy 

consumption such as Heat Balance method, Weighing 

Factor method, Thermal Network method, Degree Day 

method and Bin method (ASHRAE, 2013) (Reddy, 

Kreider, Curtiss, & Rabl, 2017). The Heat Balance 

method is a rigorous approach used in many energy 

analysis programs like NBSLD and TARP (ASHRAE, 

2013). Weighting Factor method is used to calculate 

instantaneous space sensible loads. The Thermal Network 

method represents the building in a network of thermal 

nodes (ASHRAE Fundamentals, 2013). The Degree Day 

method is the simplest method for annual energy 

estimation (ASHRAE Fundamentals, 2013). Of the 

various approaches for Degree Days method our study 

uses the CIBSE Technical Memorandum 41 (TM41)s 

(Day, 2006) to calculate the cooling energy consumption.  

The Cooling Degree Days (CDD) for any location are 

calculated by subtracting the hourly outside dry bulb 

temperature from a base temperature and summing up the 

difference for all the hours for entire day. Degree-days are 

versatile climatic indicators, used in building design and 

operation to estimate the heating and cooling energy 

consumption (Aktacir, Büyükalaca, Bulut, & Yilmaz, 

2008; Mourshed, 2012 ).  

The base temperature, also called the Balance Point 

Temperature (BPT) and is a building specific temperature 

based on building envelope, building form, internal loads 

and solar gains. BPT is that outdoor temperature at which 

heating or cooling systems need not operate inside the 

building to maintain thermal comfort inside (ASHRAE, 

2013). To simplify the process, most approaches assume 

a common BPT for all buildings and building types.  

Traditionally used base temperatures to calculate HDD 

and CDD are 18.38°C in the United States, 15.58°C in the 

United Kingdom, and 15.08°C in Germany (Carbon 

Trust, 2012). Golden, Woodbury, Carpenter, & O’Neill 

(2017) used indoor thermostat set point temperature as the 

BPT for the calculation of CDD. 

The energy signature method and performance line 

method are widely used to estimate BPT (Lee, Baek, & 

Cho, 2014). Both methods use actual energy consumption 

of existing buildings which is plotted against daily mean 

outdoor air temperature or CDD or HDD values (Fazeli, 

Ruth, & Davidsdottir, 2016),  (Carbon Trust, 2012). 

CIBSE TM-41 gives a detailed method to calculate the 

BPT based on the temperature set point, and estimates of 

internal loads of the building, solar gains, building 

envelope characteristics, etc. This method is suitable for 

calculating BPT for buildings that are not yet built.   

In our study, we calculate BPT suitable for Indian context 

for two building versions: the Energy Conservation 

Building Code (ECBC) 2017 compliant buildings and 

non-compliant business as usual (BAU) buildings. These 

two versions give CDD values that are more accurate for 

India than those currently published, which use 18.3°C as 

base temperature for calculation of CDD. We further 

calculate the cooling energy based on CDD for the two 

building versions for 59 Indian cities for five different 

cases: 1) fully air-conditioned, 2) with evaporative pre 

cooling, 3) evaporative cooling, 4) with comfort cooling 

and 5) with night ventilation with five different thermal 

comfort models. In total, these add up to 2900 cases. As a 

part of the study, we have developed a python based tool 

that calculates the cooling energy and CDD for all these 

cases.  

Research objectives 

 Finding the efficiency of passive strategies based on 

literature 

 Calculating the BPT and CDD values based on Indian 

building conditions. 

 Develop a tool to view the results and facilitate 

analysis and decision-making. 

Methodology 

The methodology discusses the equations and algorithms 

used to develop the python based energy estimation tool 

called BQEET. 

Cooling Degree Days 

Equation (1) is used to calculate the CDD. 

𝐶𝐷𝐷 =
∑(𝜃𝑜−𝜃𝑏)

24
   (1) 

Where, 𝜃𝑜 is the outside air temperature and 𝜃𝑏 is the BPT 

temperature. 

Balance point temperature 

The TM41: 2006 method to calculate the balance point 

temperature (BPT) takes into account the internal loads 

(occupancy, lighting and equipment), envelope load, solar 

gains and latent loads into consideration to calculate the 

BPT. Equation (2) is used to calculate the BPT: 

𝜃𝑏 = 𝜃𝑠𝑝 − [
�̇�∆𝑃

�̇�𝑐𝑝𝜂𝑓𝑎𝑛
+

𝑄𝑠

�̇�𝑐𝑝
+

∑(𝑈𝐴)×(𝜃𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝜃𝑠𝑝)

�̇�𝑐𝑝
+

2400(𝑔𝑜 − 𝑔𝑠) −
𝑄𝑐

�̇�𝑐𝑝
]    (2) 

Where, 𝜃𝑠𝑝 is the indoor set point temperature 

�̇�∆𝑃

�̇�𝑐𝑝𝜂𝑓𝑎𝑛
 is the temperature rise due to fan gains 

𝑄𝑠

�̇�𝑐𝑝
 is the temperature rise due to sensible loads which 

include the lighting loads, equipment loads, occupancy 

loads and the loads due to solar gains through windows 

∑(𝑈𝐴)×(𝜃𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝜃𝑠𝑝)

�̇�𝑐𝑝
 is the temperature rise due to gains 

through envelope 

2400(𝑔𝑜 − 𝑔𝑠) is the notional temperature rise due to 

latent load 
𝑄𝑐

�̇�𝑐𝑝
 is the mitigation of heat gain due to heat loss at night 

Cooling energy 

Hourly Cooling energy is calculated by the following 

equation: 
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𝐹𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 =
24×�̇�𝑐𝑝𝐶𝐷𝐷

𝐶𝑂𝑃
   (3) 

Passive cooling effectiveness 

There are 3 different methods used to calculate the indoor 

temperature achieved by the following 3 passive 

strategies. Residual cooling load, or Residual Cooling 

Degree Hour (CDH) is calculated as the difference (if 

greater than zero) between the indoor temperature and the 

BPT for that hour.   

Effect of evaporative cooling 

Patel (2017) has done a survey on the availability of 

evaporative cooling systems in the Indian market. The 

efficiency of direct evaporative cooling systems used in 

this study is 90% 

The actual temperature drop is calculated as  

Wet Bulb Depression = (DBT – WBT)×η    (4) 

After using the evaporative cooling, we calculated the 

Residual Cooling Degree Hours (RCDH) for all the 

hours that are still outside the comfort hour as per the 

selected comfort model.  

 

 

Figure 1 explains the control logic used for cal culating 

the RCDH after using the evaporative precooling 

rtechnique. While Figure 2 explains the control logic for 

calculating the RCDH for evaporative cooling. 

Effect of comfort cooling 

Chiesa & Grosso (2015) derived equation-20 for decrease 

in the air temperature perceived by a person due to 

increased air velocity. They considered indoor airspeed as 

30% of the outdoor airspeed. Hence, the effectiveness of 

this passive strategy depends on the indoor air speed and 

the moisture carrying capacity of air which can be 

measured by RH. 

∆𝜃𝑣,𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 2.319𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 0.4816   (5) 

Where, 

∆𝜃𝑣,𝑎𝑖𝑟  is the air temperature decrease percieved by a 

person as the effect of air movement 

𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟  is the indoor air speed with  𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 0.3 × 𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑  

𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑  is the outdoor air speed 

After calculating the percieved air temperature, we 

calculated the RCHD for the hours that are outside of the 

comfort hours. The control logic used for the calculation 

of RCDH after using the comfort cooling is explained in 

the Figure 3. 

 

Night ventilation 

To calculate the indoor air temperature after using the 

night purge ventilation, we used the following equation 

developed by Bhadra (2017): 

𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 =
𝑇𝑖𝑛(max)−𝑇𝐼𝑛(𝑚𝑖𝑛)

2∗𝑆𝑖𝑛(−𝜃)
+

𝑇𝑖𝑛(𝑚𝑎𝑥)+𝑇𝑖𝑛(𝑚𝑖𝑛)

2
    (6) 

The equations for Tin(min) and Tin(max) are derived by Givoni 

(1998) 

After calculating the hourly indoor air temperature, we 

calculated the RCDH for the remaining the uncomfortable 

hours. For calculating the RCDH for the remaining hours, 

we used the control logic as shown in the  

 

Figure 4: RCDD logic for night ventilation 

The example case and validation 

The building example used in this study is a single-storied 

5000m2 hypothetical institutional building oriented in E-

W elongated axis with a plan aspect ratio of 1:2. The 

construction assembly for the building is assumed to be 

typical uninsulated masonry walls and concrete roof  for 

BAU case and insulated for ECBC 2017 compliant case 

(Rawal & Shukla, 2014). Window assembly is assumed 

as single clear glazing for BAU and as required for the 

ECBC compliant case. The window to wall ratio (WWR) 

is 40%, distributed evenly on each side for both BAU and 

ECBC 2017 compliant cases. The cooling system COP is 

assumed as 3.1, representing commonly available split 

AC units available in the market. The Lighting Power 

Density (LPD) of the building is 11.2 W/m2 based on the 

building area method of ECBC 2017. The Equipment 

Power Density is 11.1 W/m2. 

Figure 1: RCDH logic for Evaporative pre-cooling 

Figure 2: RCDD logic for using Evaporative cooling and 

mechanical cooling separately 

Figure 3: RCDD logic for comfort cooling 
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Figure 5: Example EnergyPlus model used for study 

A five zone energy model in EnergyPlus with same 

building and weather inputs was simulated, and the results 

were compared with the CDD method described above. 

The cooling system used in EnergyPlus was a PTAC 

system with a CoP of 3.1 and the flow rate was set to 1 

CFM/ft2, which equals 2.37 m3/s for a 5000m2 building. 

The simulation was carried out for Amritsar, which is a 

composite climate. 

For both the cases, ASHRAE standard-55 comfort model 

was used for calculating the CDD and energy 

consumption. 

Results and discussions 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of monthly energy estimation for BAU 

building between EnergyPlus results and the results obtained by 

the method described in the study 

The Figure 6 shows the monthly energy results for BAU 

building version using the two methods.  From the figure 

it can be seen that the energy results of the CDD method 

deviate slightly from the EnergyPlus results. In the 

summer months, the estimation done by the CIBSE 

method is on an average 16.2% higher than the results 

obtained from EnergyPlus. However, in winter months, 

the estimation is on an average 23% lower than the 

EnergyPlus results.  

 

 

The Figure 7 shows the cooling EUI calculated by the 

CIBSE method and the EUI obtained by the EnergyPlus. 

The annual EUI calculated by using the CIBSE TM41 

method is 199 kWh/m2/year while that with the 

EnergyPlus is at 191 kWh/m2/year. Then annual EUI 

calculated by using the CIBSE method is 4.6% higher 

than the EUI calculated using EnergyPlus.  

 
Figure 8: Comparison of monthly energy estimation for ECBC 

2017 building between EnergyPlus results and the results 

obtained by the method described in the study 

Figure 8 compares the monthly results for ECBC 2017 

compliant building version.  In the summer months, the 

estimation done by the CIBSE method is on an average 

38% higher than the results obtained from EnergyPlus. 

However, in winter months, the estimation is on an 

average 23% lower than the EnergyPlus results. Then 

annual EUI calculated by using the CIBSE method is 4.6 

% higher than the EUI calculated using EnergyPlus 

(Figure 4). Figure 9 shows the end use split for the energy 

calculated by the using the CIBSE method and energy 

calculated using EnergyPlus. From the figure, it is seen 

that the cooling energy varies slightly but the lighting and 

equipment energy values do not. The Normalised Mean 

Biased Error is 4.6% while the Root Mean Squared Error 

value is 15%. Lighting and Equipment loads and energy 

use are calculated in BQEET using the total installed 

watts and use schedule for the respective end uses.  100% 

of the lighting and equipment loads contribute to the 

cooling load in the space.  Beyond the schedule which can 

be edited by the user, the tool does not account for any 

additional occupancy or daylighting control of the loads. 

 
Figure 9: End use split comparison 
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Figure 7: Annual EPI comparison for CDD method and 

EnergyPlus results 
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Both the Energy Plus and BQEET models use schedules 

to to compute the lighting and equipment loads and 

energy.  Unlike Energy Plus, BQEET converts 100% of 

the lighting and equipment load in to a cooling load.   

The Table 1 compares the model set up and run time for 

simulating  2900 cases in EnergyPlus and BQEET which 

is the tool developed in this study. To set up so many cases 

in EnergyPlus will take an average modeller more than a 

week, as it requires very detailed inputs. Whereas it takes 

only  1 minute to set up all the cases in BQEET. Similarly, 

simulation of 2900 cases in EnergyPlus take at least 3 

days in running batch simulation. Whereas, BQEET takes 

only 55 minutes to run all the cases. 

Table 1: Comparison of simulation time 

 EnergyPlus BQEET 

Model set up 1 week 1 minute 

simulation 3 days 55 minute 

 

Although, BQEET is not a replacement of EnergyPlus or 

conventional energy simulation software, it gives a fairly 

accurate result for using it during the early design stage of 

a project. For studies related to policy making decisions, 

this tool can be used to estimate the energy consumption 

of similar kind of buildings across a larger regions. 

 

 
The Figure 10 shows the impact of building version on the 

CDD values. Ahmedabad represents hot & dry climate, 

Bangalore represents temperate climate, Chennai 

represents warm & humid climate, Delhi represents 

composite climate and Sundernagar represents cold 

climate. For all the climate zones the CDD calculated by 

using the variable base temperature is almost twice than 

the values published by ASHRAE by using 18.3°C in case 

of BAU buildings. The reason for  higher CDD values are 

the load conditions for Indian buildings. Since Indian 

buildings have different load conditions than western 

countries, the CDD values are higher. The higher values 

of CDD are mostly due to the solar loads and the envelope 

loads. Since in the ECBC 2017 compliant building 

version, the building envelope has a lower U values, the 

CDD value is also lower as compared to BAU building 

envelope. In case of ECBC compliant buildings, the CDD 

values are 5-7% lower than the values for BAU buildings 

for all five cities. 

Since Indian buildings have different envelope conditions 

and loads than the buildings in the USA, it is important to 

consider those in calculating the BPT and the CDD 

values. Figure 11 shows the values of CDD published by 

ASHRAE considering 18.3°C as the base temperature and 

CDD calculated in this study for two 2017 compliant 

buildings and using ASHRAE standard 55 as thermal 

comfort model. 

The results shows that the CDD values for Indian 

buildings are almost twice than the values published by 

ASHRAE. This mean that the cooling energy estimated 

by using the published CDD values is underestimated.  

Figure 11 shows the impact of adaptive comfort model on 

CDD values. Since the base temperature depends on the 

internal loads and the set point temperature, the CDD 

values change with change in set point temperature. For 

adaptive comfort model, the upper band of the comfort 

temperature is considered as the set point temperature. 

 

 
Figure 12: Cooling energy of building after using various 

passive design strategies 

Figure 8 shows the cooling energy reduction by using 

passive strategies. The comfort model used here is 

ASHRAE 55 adaptive model. It is clear from the figure, 
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that for Sundernagar, night ventilation is the most 

effective passive strategy while it is least effective for 

Chennai. 

 
Figure 13: Cooling energy of building after using various 

passive design strategies 

For ECBC compliant buildings, envelope has a better 

thermal performance and hence the envelope loads are 

reduced. This reduces the cooling need in buildings. 

Figure 10 shows the reduction in cooling energy if the 

building is ECBC 2017 compliant and uses ASHRAE 55 

adaptive comfort. 

Further validation of this tool is being done using the 

HERS BESTEST method. HERS BESTEST seems to be 

an appropriate method for the comparative testing of a 

simplified tool like BQEET. But the HERS BESTEST 

testing procedure for an air-conditioned building has been 

designed for fully conditioned typical US residential 

buildings, whereas the BQEET tool has been designed for 

single zone Indian buildings operating in Mixed Mode. So 

reference building models developed previously for 

India need to be used to modify the HERS BESTEST 

L100AL case. Additional HERS BESTEST cases that 

vary loads also need to be modified to develop cases that 

are relevant for mixed mode buildings. 

Conclusion 

The CDD published by ASHRAE using 18.3°C as the 

base temperature underestimates the cooling energy in 

Indian buildings, as the loads in Indian buildings are 

different. Since the CDD based energy estimation method 

is often used for policy analysis cases, this study provides 

a more accurate method for determining the BPT, CDD 

and estimating the energy use.  Cooling energy can be 

greatly reduced by using passive strategies in buildings. 

However, the amount of reduction is dependent on 

climatic potential of passive strategy. The method 

developed can help calculate building specific CDD for 

any location in the world. The Python based tool BQEET 

is able to simulate a large number of cases in a short 

amount of time, and can make early design or policy 

analysis energy estimation accessible to non-simulation 

experts. The limited validation of the tool has shown 

promising results. 

Application and limitation of study 

This method can be used only during the early design 

stage when details of all the components of building is not 

available in detail. The degree day method cannot be used 

during the detail design stage. 

At macro level, because of the lower simulation time this 

method can be used for planning and policy decisions.  
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Abstract

In the commercial building sector, retro-
commissioned and new constructions alike are
implementing the use of highly integrated and
connected Building Information Systems (BISs) to
use fewer resources, improve occupant health and
productivity and reduce life-cycle costs. Even if
programs such as Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) are becoming more and more
popular, single factors such as horizontal integration
at the portfolio level can drive this change leading to
an increase in simulation and forecasting demand.

BISs generate large amounts of data from various
sources such as control networks or utilities. This
data is critical in applications such as continuous
commissioning through Automated Fault Detection
and Diagnostics (AFDD) or predictive analytics.
Moreover, depending on the analysis constraints such
as computational maximum runtime or overall cost
as well as results’ availability and presentation, cur-
rent techniques can prove to be challenging to use or
integrate.

This paper aims to introduce to the building per-
formance simulation’s space, techniques from other
fields such as computer science and data analytics
to help improve quality, reproducibility, scalability of
workflows used by this industry and research commu-
nity. Cloud computing and open source technologies
described in this paper can help answer many of the
aforementioned challenges. When dealing with big
datasets, file formats such as Comma Separated Val-
ues (CSV) offer little compression resulting in large
files creating unnecessary costs and increased query
complexity. File formats used by distributed query
engines such as Parquet can offer 98% size reduc-
tion while being easily queryable using the Struc-
tured Query Language (SQL) at the expense of time
compared to relational databases which can be sub-
sequently used as a caching mechanism.

Containers, often used for cloud-based applications,
can also be used for simulation offering scalable, re-
producible and hardware agnostic environment to de-
ploy large scale analysis at the expense of a little

performance overhead, less than full-fledged Virtual
Machines (VMs). Moreover using Infrastructure-as-
a-Service (IaaS) can allow significant cost reductions
by paying only for what is needed in terms of com-
pute and/or memory. For example, running AFDD
on 200+ buildings can cost on the order of less than a
US dollar per day which is equivalent to a quarter the
cost of running a local server. Web technologies such
as Javascript-based User Interfaces (UIs) can as well
be used to distribute and access simulation results
as well as managing the simulation engine altogether
remotely. This enables collaboration of international
team members as well as deployment of analytics to
international or remote clients.

Introduction

Within the commercial building space, significant op-
portunities to reduce energy consumption lie in the
efficient operation of Heating, Ventilation and Air-
Conditioning (HVAC) systems. Poorly maintained
and improperly controlled HVAC equipment are re-
sponsible for up to 22% of the energy use of a build-
ing’s HVAC system (Basarkar et al. (2011)). In the
United States of America, commercial buildings rep-
resent 18.6% of the total primary energy consumption
(U.S. Department of Energy (2012)). Thus, measures
to improve the operation of building HVAC systems
can have significant national, and global, impact.

A cross-section of studies in literature have exam-
ined the efficacy of HVAC operations focusing on the
discrepancy between expectations of performance at
the design stage versus actual observed performance.
Numerous causes have been observed including op-
erational problems such as improper equipment in-
stallation, equipment degradation, sensor failures, or
control logic problems (Djuric and Novakovic (2009),
Wang et al. (2013)). In particular, the work of Tor-
cellini et al. (2006) contains several prominently ref-
erenced case studies revolving around underperfor-
mance of net zero-energy buildings. A conclusion
echoed throughout these studies is that building un-
derperformance is not limited to buildings that are
old or new, or buildings designed with energy effi-
ciency measures implemented throughout the design
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process. These industrial case studies conclude that
underperformance is caused by insufficient monitor-
ing and underdeveloped analysis of the systems and
equipment managed where a lack of availability of
building operational data is a key determinant of
whether a building will meet its expected energy effi-
ciency goals.

Traditionally, building performance has been the re-
sponsibility of an organization’s facilities manage-
ment team where underperformance is determined
through energy audits. These audits, on a prelimi-
nary level, include building walkthroughs and review
of facility utility bills and scale up to detailed en-
ergy analysis, building life cycle cost analysis, and de-
termination of more capital-intensive improvements
through retro-commissioning (ASHRAE (2018)). A
growing requirement within organizations however
is to develop corporate level sustainability planning
which introduces new stakeholders and objectives
into the facilities management realm. Although these
changes are positive in the long term, they may also
be counterproductive, in the short term, as the ad-
dition of stakeholders and objectives can introduce
complicated workflows and data silos. Energy audits
are limited in this context as they are time consum-
ing and effectively applying a single-building-at-a-
time type workflow to a portfolio level. Although au-
dits can be effective, particularly in situations where
equipment retro commissioning is needed, it is a
costly first pass at analysis. A need exists for sys-
tems that can work continuously at a portfolio level
and are extensible thereby enabling the development
of integrations and analysis allowing stakeholders to
interoperate.

A unifying thread between stakeholders is shared ac-
cess to data. In modern commercial buildings, such
information sources are available through the Build-
ing Automation System (BAS) which, when inte-
grated into complex sensor networks, generate large
amounts of data. However, until recently, this data
was only used for sporadic problem-solving. Recog-
nizing the potential of the BAS as a data source,
practitioners have begun to develop techniques which
comprehensively utilize this data in ongoing oper-
ational tasks. Depending on the frequency that
data is collected, solutions fall into one of two cat-
egories: dedicated edge deployments that are on
premises or cloud-based. Edge based solutions in-
clude projects such as the Building Controls Vir-
tual Test Bed (Wetter (2011)) which operate build-
ing equipment through model predictive control via
co-simulation of a building’s systems in order to de-
termine a forecast of some optimal operational profile.
Alternatively, in a transition away from costly occa-
sional energy audits, cloud-based Building Informa-
tion Systems (BISs) have begun to surface which aug-
ment the BAS stack by adding a continuous and on-
demand online analytics / informational layer. These

systems are invaluable as they enable Fault Detection
and Diagnostics (FDD), energy monitoring, continu-
ous commissioning, and other supportive tasks in the
building management process.

In this work, the requirements and challenges of de-
veloping building information analysis platforms are
examined. A case-study is evaluated where monitor-
ing and analysis of building data is presented uti-
lizing simulations running on cloud-based systems.
The software stack utilizes a variety of open-source
database / data warehouse technologies for scal-
able storage with performant querying of raw data
and aggregates. Additionally, open-source computing
frameworks enable simulation environments which
can be executed on-demand and at low per-unit com-
pute cost. These tools enable an intuitive develop-
ment environment for creating maintainable applica-
tions. When combined with a web application in-
terface, the confluence of these technologies allow for
a scalable BIS that can integrate data from multi-
ple building portfolios and is extensible to support
new data sources and applications. The goal of this
paper is to present usage patterns to motivate more
widespread adoption of these tools within the com-
munity of building analysts.

Background

A BIS generates and stores multiple types of data
ranging from HVAC or lighting sensor, energy meter,
occupancy or security video data to tenant billing,
utility bills, building schedules or mechanical draw-
ings. Facilities need easy access to this data for mul-
tiple operations such as maintenance, management,
billing or security. However, the personnel can’t an-
alyze in its entirety, the raw dataset generated by a
BIS. Building operators will focus their analysis ef-
forts on only key areas. For example, the biggest in-
efficiencies and largest savings opportunities are often
located at the central plant level (Air Handling Units
(AHUs), chillers, cooling towers, boilers, etc.). Mod-
ern computers through their repetitive task handling
capabilities and compute power can help reduce vari-
ous building inefficiencies via a combination of build-
ing simulation, continuous commissioning and Auto-
mated Fault Detection and Diagnostics (AFDD).

A wide variety of analysis and simulations can be de-
composed into at least three tasks: raw data man-
agement, computation and visualization. They are at
their core, data related jobs. Other fields, in partic-
ular software engineering, have been looking at how
to solve these tasks as well and overcoming their in-
herent issues. In this field, a concept known as clean
architecture (Martin (2017)) is used to improve the
efficiency of various systems. Figure 1 shows the
clean architecture concept as well as the main ele-
ments found in each layer. Layers are independent
from each other and the dependencies between lay-
ers can only move inwards. Moreover the inner layers
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close to the core are generic and unlikely to be modi-
fied while the outer layers are very specific and prone
to changes. By using software as inspiration for solv-
ing the challenges of building simulation, it could be
possible to improve buildings’ efficiency.

Domain

Data

Visualization

Entities

Repositories

User Interface

Presenters

Use Cases

Abstractions

Data Source

Dependency

Flow

Figure 1: Clean architecture concept. Parallelism be-
tween software architecture and building simulation
can be drawn to increase buildings’ efficiency through
continuous commissioning, building simulation and
Automated Fault Detection and Diagnostics (AFDD).

Multiple people can be in charge of maintaining each
data set as well as owning them. This results in
data being siloed within a company’s service or ex-
ternal ones. Data silos can create inefficiencies in
how data is shared across members often due to the
tools used such as email, public cloud-storage solu-
tions, thumb-drives or even paper for in-person meet-
ings. They also have the tendency to create heteroge-
neous storage solution both in terms of data formats
or accessibility. Finally, data can be at a security
risk due to where and how it is stored, accessed and
shared. Using Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) and/or standard data formats can improve the
efficiency and security of such system when accessing
or sharing data between applications, infrastructures
or devices remotely.

Data generated by the BAS is often stored on-premise
at each building. Institutions which have to deal with
numerous buildings have nonetheless started central-
izing their data at a specific location for remote build-
ing control and operations. In these cases, propri-
etary software is often used to collect, store and dis-
play data making interoperability with other soft-
ware architectures often tied to hefty licensing fees for
drivers. However, some international standards and
data collection tools have emerged easing this pro-
cess such as the BACnet protocol (ASHRAE (2016))

in 2003, the VOLTTRON platform (VOLTTRON
(2019)) or Project Haystack (Project Haystack Cor-
poration (2019)) both in 2014. Moreover, using open-
source data storage solutions in combination with a
centralized data store (at the same location or within
the same network) can enhance the interoperabil-
ity with other companies and software architectures
alongside tightening its security.

Analysis of this accumulated data can be added to
the BIS providing another layer of insight into a spe-
cific building or portfolio. The challenges are more
significant when you have to provide results for an
entire portfolio, since buildings within the same in-
stitution can have many different designs and opera-
tion requirements. This is especially true in the case
of commercial real-estate corporations where selling,
buying and constructing new buildings and having a
wide variety of tenants is common practice. Simu-
lation and analysis need to be agnostic of buildings’
equipment in order to scale with the portfolio easily.
This also applies to the storage solution which needs
to handle fluctuations in the portfolio’s size and in
the types and sources of data being generated.

When looking at continuous commissioning and/or
AFDD, simulation runtime over an entire portfolio
can exceed tens of minutes even hours. This creates
an issue where a lot of time is spent waiting on results
that might not be satisfactory, especially during the
analysis tuning phase. To reduce it, scaling the pro-
cessing power can prove very costly on-premise due to
the requirements of server-grade components and in-
stallations. Moreover, depending on the tools used, it
cannot be done cost-effectively due to software license
limitations. Cloud-based solutions with Open-Source
Software (OSS) can offer a cost and performance ad-
vantage over on-premise installations. Additionally,
using the cloud and its technologies can boost pro-
ductivity and security through near 24/7 availability
while tools such as containers allow easy deployment
of new features and updates.

Finally, building inefficiencies could not be solved
without proper communication between the appro-
priate parties. The need to share meaningful infor-
mation efficiently becomes prominent. Internet and
the technologies that resulted from its use as a fast,
efficient and universal means of communication can
help solve this problem. Researchers and data scien-
tists can benefits from these cloud and Web technolo-
gies towards a clean research initiative encouraging
a collaborative work environment. Their work can
be shared online alongside visualizations and repro-
duced easily, increasing transparency and validation
by other scientists.
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Cloud and Open Source Technologies

Cloud Technologies

Cloud computing is defined as a paradigm for en-
abling network access to a scalable and elastic pool
of shareable physical or virtual resources with self-
service provisioning and administration on-demand
(ISO (2014)). Cloud computing services are delivered
using 3 different models or capability types:

• Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
or Application Capability Type (ACT)

• Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
or Platform Capability Type (PCT)

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
or Infrastructure Capability Type (ICT)

We are going to focus our interests on the PaaS
model which allows the deployment of applications
and configuration settings to the cloud infrastructure
deployed by providers which can be public such as
Google Cloud Platform, Amazon Web Services, Mi-
crosoft Azure, Salesforce’s Heroku or private.

Building simulations and information systems can be
developed locally and then deployed to the cloud.
Two competing approaches allow such use case as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.

Bins/Libs

App C

Bins/Libs

App B

Bins/Libs

App A

Infrastructure

Host OS

Container Engine

Container

Guest OS

Bins/Libs

App C

Guest OS

Bins/Libs

App B

Guest OS

Bins/Libs

App A

Hypervisor

Infrastructure

VM

Figure 2: Two competing approaches towards de-
ploying workflows such as simulation in the cloud
while offering local development capabilities: contain-
ers versus Virtual Machines (VMs). The application
requires in both cases its dependencies (binaries and
libraries). The differences lie within the interaction
of the application and the resources such as the Op-
erating System (OS) and infrastructure.

The first and most common is to use Virtual Machines
(VMs) which are environments created by the simu-
lation of the software and/or hardware upon which
other software runs (NIST (2011)). This allows the
deployment of workflows already present on Personal
Computers (PCs) to the cloud. The second one is us-
ing containers, a method for packaging and securely
running an application within an application virtu-
alization environment. By inferring constraints, con-
tainers are lighter, more efficient and easier to de-
velop and deploy than VMs. Container technology
have been gaining traction over the past decade with
open-source implementations such as Docker or the
Open Container Initiative (OCI) and availability on
several Cloud Service Providers (CSPs).

With a Docker implementation, the application’s
code and its dependencies are packaged into what is
called an image. Images are read-only, often based on
other images such as “ubuntu” and then customized.
An image can be resumed to a set of instructions to
build it – called a Dockerfile. Images can be uploaded
to public or private registries as well, making them
easy to share with others.

A container is an instance of an image so multiple
copies of an image can be run at the same time,
with different environment variables, making them
suitable for scalable software stacks or infrastructure
based on resources or demand. They could be used
for sensitivity analysis for example.

Cloud computing, with its pay-as-you-go model can
offer great cost benefits due to its monitoring and
scalability capabilities. Since most services are billed
hourly or monthly, running simulation in the cloud
can become cost and time efficient compared to on-
premise simulation when they require variable com-
pute power. CSPs offer server-grade hardware which
enables a variety of instance types that can be tai-
lored for variable use-cases such as compute, mem-
ory or graphics-accelerated workloads. For example a
practitioner can get a memory optimized instance de-
livering large amounts of memory while not paying for
unused compute power. As such, it has been shown
that running large-scale (over 1 million) EnergyPlus-
based building simulations on cloud instances versus
on-premise can yield runtime reduction of 95% for a
cost less than 2 500$ (Richman et al. (2014)).

Open Source Technologies

Open-Source Software (OSS) is software distributed
under a license which at minima gives free access to
its source code and allows modifications and redistri-
bution without additional permissions (Open Source
Initiative (2019)). OSS has been growing exponen-
tially since the 1990s (Deshpande and Riehle (2008))
and has many advantages such as low costs, flexibility,
reliability, quality & security through their commu-
nities, freedom, and transparency (Odun-Ayo et al.
(2018), Morgan and Finnegan (2007)). On the other
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Table 1: List of popular Open-Source Software (OSS) usable towards executing specific tasks or applications.
Application Description Example of OSS

Relational Databases
Database type used for storing and reading
data with a known schema. Data is queried
through SQL

MySQL, PostgreSQL and
SQLite

Containerization
Containers are used to deploy packaged ap-
plications locally or in the cloud

Docker and Kuberneties

Data visualization
Libraries used to plot and visualize data.
They can offer support for various program-
ming languages via interfaces

D3 and Plotly

Distributed SQL Query Engines
Software that enables fast query of heteroge-
nous data and very large data sets (TB+)

Hive, Presto and Spark

File Formats Data containers based on files Avro, CSV and Parquet

Web Frameworks*
Frameworks enabling rapid development of
web interfaces.

Django and Flask

*This paper focuses on Python but many frameworks are available in others languages.

hand, there are drawbacks to OSS such as lack of ex-
tensive support or not being as user-friendly as com-
mercial solutions (Morgan and Finnegan (2007)).

OSS can be found in various applications. Table 1
offers a listing of popular OSS that are used in the
cloud industry for a specific application such as data
storage.

BIS Case Study

Through this Building Information System case
study, we will dive into three steps of the whole in-
frastructure: data collection and storage, simulation
environment and finally User Interface and visualiza-
tion.

Data Collection and Storage

Sharing raw data generated by a BAS has been chal-
lenging due to proprietary protocols and security con-
siderations. This issue is mitigated by the growing
adoptions of the BACnet protocol, developed by the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) in the 1990s and
now an ISO standard. Additionally its use over com-
patible data link and physical layers such as IPv4 over
Ethernet allows fast setup of Data Acquisition Units
(DAUs) in conjunction with OSS such as VOLT-
TRON. DAUs enable Data Acquisition (DAQ) at reg-
ular intervals (5-min interval for most cases) and shar-
ing data to a cloud storage solution through a se-
cured connection. IT security considerations are still
present which can require the use of VPNs or proxies.

A cloud storage solution, known as Facts Service,
has been developed using the Python programming
language, the Flask micro web framework to han-
dle HTTPS requests and the PostgreSQL relational
database (PostgreSQL Global Development Group
(2019)) to store metadata. The Python code and its
dependencies are packaged in a Docker container to
enable fast and consistent deployment on the cloud
platform.

Simulation often relies on files to store data such
as CSVs. Querying data is not easy unless the en-
tire dataset is stored into memory, making it im-
practical for large datasets. Moving to a cloud re-
lational database enabled remote and consistent ac-
cess to data. Using SQL, very large amount of data
is queryable quickly and efficiently. However as the
dataset kept growing so were the costs. A solu-
tion was to move back to files using the open-source
columnar data storage format known as Apache Par-
quet (Apache Software Foundation (2019)). Parquet
supports very efficient compression allowing small
file sizes compared to CSV or PostgreSQL table as
demonstrated in Figure 3. These files can then be
stored on key-object stores such as Amazon’s S3 at
one fifth the cost of cloud database storage. Com-
bined with distributed SQL query engines such as
Presto, data can still be queried using SQL while
keeping the cost down. This approach gives the best
of both worlds with minimized downsides such as con-
sistent reads.
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Figure 3: Storage utilization comparison of 2 data file
formats and 1 database table format: Comma Sepa-
rated Values (CSV), Parquet and PostgreSQL table.
All stores contain 14 818 630 records of building data
consisting each of an id, a timestamp and a float.
Parquet file format offers in this example a 50x com-
pression ratio against the CSV file format.
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Table 2: Pros and Cons of different data storage solutions.
CSV PostgreSQL Presto with Parquet

Pros

- Great read performance
(especially on small datasets)
- Available as export format
of many software

- Query language built-in
- Fast lookup of data within
table (SELECT operation)
- Consistent data access speed

- Query language built-in
- Small dataset storage footprint
- Distributed system handling
large datasets

Cons

- External libraries needed to
support queries
- Files have to be loaded into
memory to be queryable

- Expensive due to large
dataset storage footprint

- Inconsistent data access speed
- Slow access on small datasets

Most CSPs offer fully managed instances for
databases, map-reduce clusters or key-object stores
allowing the developer to focus on using these cloud
technologies while not having to worry about main-
tenance nor setup.

Each storage solution offers its own set of pros and
cons as shown in Table 2. CSV files are easy to work
with and implement since they are the de-facto export
format for data in many software solutions. However,
due to their underlying nature, they do not offer a
native query language nor support for various com-
pression schemes. PostgreSQL and other relational
databases offer often fast lookup of data due to the
use of indexes, are consistent at the expense of being
very costly to operate with large amounts of data. Fi-
nally Presto using the Parquet file format, offers low
operation costs due to its distributed nature and com-
pressed dataset but reads are not consistent which can
be an issue for visualization and UI.
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Figure 4: Time to select a month (14 818 630
records), a day (462 119 records) within a month and
a day of building data using CSV, PostgreSQL and
Presto with Parquet on the same instance type (AWS
m4.large, 2 virtual CPUs and 8 GB of RAM).

Overall, distributed SQL query engines should be re-
served for processing of large datasets and simulation,
relational databases for storage of results meant to be
visualized rapidly, and CSV files for prototyping on
small datasets. As shown in Figure 4, the time to
query building data can widely vary depending on

the task at hand such as accessing large and small
datasets or querying a subset of data within a larger
dataset.

Simulation environment

Analysis of time-series building performance data
is executed using an internal simulation environ-
ment known as PyRithm. PyRithm is a software
for AFDD. The environment is based on analy-
sis and modeling techniques previously presented in
Georgescu et al. (2017), Nesztler et al. (2016) and Lit-
tooy et al. (2016). Essentially, sensors from a real or
simulated building are modeled against a metadata
schema (Balaji et al. (2016)) enabling common de-
scriptors to be applied across a wide range of building
HVAC system hierarchies. These descriptors enable
a system of equations to be realized that describes
diagnostics of the simulated building system. These
diagnostics are applied based on the metadata schema
types so diagnostics are not equipment or system type
specific, but are agglomerative based on the measure-
ments available on a simulated equipment or device.
Measurements used include data from actuators (e.g.
dampers, heating / cooling coils), sensors (e.g. tem-
perature, pressure, flows), and control system signals
(e.g. status / modes, schedules, alarms).

The execution of simulations is orchestrated using
Docker containers. The source code of the software,
and its dependencies, are stored in an image, and
for each simulation, a container is instantiated. An
advantage of this workflow is that it enables the ap-
plication to be executed in a computational environ-
ment that is portable to other machines also running
the container engine. In a numerical computing set-
ting, this approach offers the benefit to practitioners
of being able to reproduce the runtime of applications
(or simulations) to any other computer running the
container engine. Thus, experiments can be devel-
oped on one’s local machine and distributed to other
researchers or executed in other environments that
have more powerful computational resources.

Even if cloud platforms enable scalable infrastruc-
tures that local ones often can’t match, some indi-
vidual tasks can have quicker runtimes locally due to
the differences in the underlying hardware infrastruc-
ture such as CPU or RAM clock speeds, networking
or microarchitectures. Figure 5 shows that the same
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Docker container simulation task running locally on a
laptop can execute faster than on the cloud using the
equivalent allocated resources (2 virtual CPUs and 4
GB of RAM).
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Figure 5: Runtime of building simulation software
for a day of building data running locally and on
the Cloud (AWS t3.medium) using Docker contain-
ers with 2 virtual CPUs and 4GB of RAM allocated.

User Interface and Visualization

When running software in the cloud, multiple inter-
faces are available to interact with it such as an User
Interface (UI) or a Command Line Interface (CLI).
However to reduce the barrier of entry, an UI is bet-
ter suited due to its ergonomics. This interface needs
also to be accessible remotely on as much platforms
as possible. A solution resides in designing a website
mimicking a local application, allowing anyone with
an Internet connection to do work through a Web
browser.

A web interface was designed to support many as-
pects of building simulations such as raw data and
simulation arguments management; raw data and re-
sults visualization; and simulation remote execution
and scheduling through an ergonomic UI with tailored
micro-services.

Coming from a data scientist and engineer back-
ground, the development of this interface, internally
known as Platform, needed to use as many tools as
possible known by all parties. That is why it was de-
veloped in Python using the open-source and popular
Django web framework.

Data visualization is handled with tables and/or Web
plotting libraries such as Plotly, D3 or Chart.js al-
lowing support for a wide variety of visualizations.
Also libraries such as Plotly can provide interfaces in
many languages such as Python, Matlab or R allow-
ing a smooth transition between existing workflows
and web interfaces.

Overall, a web interface creates a collaborative work
environment where anyone involved in a project can
bring their own expertise. It can bring together exist-
ing processes and workflows together enabling the use
of the application from anywhere in the world. For re-
searchers, it offers the ability to easily share work and
results in an efficient manner while being accessible

to other researchers for validation and transparency
purposes. Moreover, a web application in combina-
tion with containers can enable a very high degree
of reproducibility of the work since all simulation pa-
rameters can be accessible within the interface. This
reproducibility can help the community move towards
a clean research initiative encouraging researchers be-
coming better scientists.

Finally, cloud technologies are often based on open
standards enabling interoperability between current
and future software making the time developing the
simulation software a sound investment.

Conclusion

In this paper, frameworks, services, and the offerings
of Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) are described as
they relate to developing a software stack which can
utilize these technologies for efficient compute, stor-
age, and visualization or UI.

These tools can enable software architectures for the
building simulation community in that they (1) en-
able work to be reproducible in different comput-
ing environments thus allowing work to be more dis-
tributable to other researchers, (2) allow scalability
in that additional resources can be provisioned as a
needed, (3) are, on a per unit work basis, often less ex-
pensive compared to a locally managed environment.

The goal of this paper is to raise a discourse on how
these technologies can be implemented in the building
simulation community. A practitioner doesn’t need to
apply all techniques described to realize some benefit.
In many cases, only small changes need to be made.
The following best-practices can be applied to many
projects with minimal modification of existing appli-
cations: (1) the use of Docker/containerization to de-
couple their application from specific configuration of
the host machine. (2) the adoption of D3, Plotly, or
some other Javascript based visualization framework
so that figures and graphs are HTML-native and thus
compatible across multiple platforms.

With these recommendations, there is of course a bal-
ance to maintain between an application being dis-
tributable, ease of development, and the lifespan of
a project. These considerations exist on a project by
project basis. It is foreseeable though that, as cloud
managed services become more refined, and technolo-
gies such as IoT become more ubiquitous, the adop-
tion of cloud technologies may be more of a require-
ment. A great potential of CSPs is that they provide
a platform to work with building simulations, virtual
devices, and physical infrastructure/devices within a
single context.
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Abstract 

A new Building and Environment Simulation Platform 

(BESP) has been conceived to be an advanced 

multidimensional simulation platform for fast and 

accurate assessment of energy and hygrothermal 

performance of building elements, buildings and building 

communities by means of an intelligent co-simulation 

approach among building energy simulation tools and 

specialized software. The simulation platform has also 

been idealized to be a user-friendly tool that enables to 

bring Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to different 

building energy simulation programs such as EnergyPlus, 

Domus and Modelica among others. The platform is open 

for contributions from researchers or students who wish 

to help on the development of the contents of the toolbox 

by adding, for instance, new FMUs (Function Mock-Up 

Units). This paper presents the platform structure and 

backbone. The concept and one example of co-simulation 

is provided, illustrating some of the potential of the new 

simulation platform. 

Introduction 

A great number of building performance simulation 

(BPS) tools are currently available. Most of tools have 

been developed for comprehensive unsteady energy 

analyses (BLAST, BSim, Domus, EnergyPlus, ESP-r and 

TRNSYS), some of them since early seventies due to the 

energy crises. Since early nineties, more sophisticated 

wall models have emerged to consider not only heat 

transport but also moisture adsorption/desorption effects. 

Despite this great number of tools and models that have 

appeared during the last 50 years, building energy 

simulation tools still considerably simplify the physics, 

especially regarding three-dimensional convective and 

diffusive transport phenomena (heat, air and moisture). In 

addition, components, equipment and systems, are 

commonly represented by steady-state, lumped or 

empirical models. All those simplifications may 

significantly increase the gap between reality and 

simulation. Mendes et al. (2016) presented a brief history 

on heat and moisture modelling and a view on the trends 

for building simulation tools (see Figure 1). According to 

the authors, in the upcoming years, with the interest of 

smart cities and urban physics, building simulation moves 

to the city scale, which greatly increases the challenges. 

Moreover, simulation tools must be prepared to face the 

challenges related to the fourth industrial revolution and 

to be easily expanded to include advanced building 

elements and systems that might arise rapidly in the 

market. Furthermore, they should be also prepared to 

exchange models and be open to communicate to third-

part tools.  

Therefore, an innovative and modular conception is 

needed for the upcoming generation of building energy 

simulation tools. In this new conception, users can work 

individually on model development and the results can be 

easily explored by all building simulation tools. 

Some modular tools emerged in the past such as 

ASTECCA (Mendes et al. 2003), the International 

Building Physics Toolbox (IBPT), SIMBAD (SIMBAD, 

2005) and CARNOT (Wemhöner et al. 2000) as 

specialized tools in the building services area, while 

others such as HamLab (Schijndel and Hensen, 2005) 

focused on building physics. Those tools were developed 

to run over Matlab/ Simulink platform to be more flexible, 

modular, transparent and an easy-to-use developing 

environment and to the availability of libraries, including 

the state-of-the-art ordinary differential equation (ODE) 

solvers.  

  

Figure 1: A brief history on heat and moisture modelling for building simulation tools (Mendes et al. 2016). 
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However, the computer run time to simulate whole-

buildings is an important constraint associated to the use 

of those Matlab/ Simulink based tools, even by using only 

lumped approaches in the air domain, i.e., based on a 

simple integral formulation of conservation equations that 

assume air as perfect mixed within the thermal zone 

space. 

In this way, a new simulation platform is proposed as a 

toolbox with a methodology to bring advanced physics 

into the building simulation, by integrating different 

simulation tools and specialized software such as the 

packages for computational fluid dynamics. Thanks to the 

use of the methodology of intelligent co-simulation 

presented in Mazuroski et al. (2018) and Berger et al. 

(2018), the computer run time can be drastically reduced 

even for 3D whole-building simulation.  

In addition, this simulation platform enables to make use 

of the best features of different BPS tools. For instance, 

the pixel counting available in Domus (Rocha, Oliveira 

and Mendes 2017; Rocha, et al. 2019) allows accurate and 

fast calculation of sunlit areas on all external and internal 

building surfaces regardless the complexity of shading 

elements. On the other hand, co-simulation of Modelica 

libraries enables to use detailed information for 

considering control of HVAC systems among other 

features. Modelica libraries that are part of the Modelica 

IBPSA Library are developed for design and operation 

through and can also be integrated to the platform by 

means of a FMI (Functional Mockup Interface). 

In the article, we first present a brief discussion on the 

simplification of transport phenomena in buildings. Then, 

we describe the methods, including the BESP structure, 

co-simulation method, the intelligent co-simulation 

feature and some examples to describe the building 

simulation platform. 

Transport Phenomena in BPS tools 

Contemporary BPS (Building Performance Simulation) 

tools are typically used to predict performance of 

buildings for long periods such as a whole year. As a 

result, the representations of certain physical phenomena 

are simplified, or even neglected, for instance, the 1-D 

treatment of heat conduction through the building 

envelope and foundation. These simplifications certainly 

reduce the precision to represent complex physical 

phenomena associated to non-uniform conditions of 

convective and radiative boundaries, thermal bridges and 

complex geometries. Such issues have been studied in a 

few publications, for example, in Rodler, Virgone and 

Roux (2016) the effect of a more complex 3-D thermal 

analysis in a low energy building is described. The 3-D 

thermal envelope model is more accurate to describe the 

air, the surface temperature field and the heating load 

requirement. Comparisons with a 1-D thermal model and 

on-site experiments presented important discrepancies for 

the assessment of surface temperatures and heating power 

when using a simplified model. Moreover, a 3-D model is 

more adapted than 1-D models when the objective is to 

evaluate the behavior of surfaces composed of different 

materials with different thermal masses (Rodler, 2014).  

The evaluation of heat losses through thermal bridges and 

their effect on the overall building performance represent 

a difficulty frequently faced in building simulation 

(Déqué, Ollivier and Roux 2001). The dynamic effect of 

thermal bridges on the building energy performance is 

evaluated in Ge and Baba (2015) using WUFI Plus 

software, modeling the thermal bridges using a 3-D 

dynamic method and the equivalent U-value method. 

Simulation results show that the annual heating load is 

underestimated by 12.5-14.8% using the equivalent U-

value method compared to the 3-D purely diffusive 

transient method. 

CFD is currently an option to perform more complex 

predictions in buildings physics, by including detailed 3-

D modelling of heat and air transport. According to 

Wurtz, Nataf and Winkelmann (1999), the major 

difficulty with CFD - especially in three dimensions - is 

that the calculations are very slow and require large 

amounts of memory. An intermediate approach that 

allows to determine the airflow pattern inside a room 

without the computational investment of CFD is the 

“zonal method” which is adapted to a building domain 

characterized by great volumes. However, this method 

has shown a reasonable accuracy only for simple 

rectangular geometries. 

To bring the CFD approach into the building simulation 

field, some authors have used co-simulation techniques. 

For instance, Mazuroski et al. (2017) included 

multidimensional effects, natural convection airflow, 

non-uniform convective heat transfer coefficients by 

means of co-simulation. It is shown how the zone 

temperature prediction can be highly improved in terms 

of accuracy with the co-simulation between a BPS and a 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tool. The results of 

a co-simulation of a triangular-prism-shaped attic model 

showed that a good improvement in terms of accuracy can 

be achieved, although the technique presents as a 

drawback a high computational cost.  

In Berger et al. (2016), a co-simulation was performed 

between a building simulation program and an in-house 

reduced order model for simulating 2-D heat and moisture 

transfer through a porous wall. Among other examples 

arising from the co-simulation in building physics, one 

can mention the one presented in Zuo (2016) that 

proposes a co-simulation to deal with the interactions 

among room airflow, heat, ventilation and air 

conditioning (HVAC) systems and building envelope, 

within the outlooks of management of systems. In Hensen 

et al. (2004), the reduction on emission of greenhouse 

gases and the substantial improvements on health, 

comfort and productivity based on co-simulation between 

tools is mentioned. 

Therefore, innovative and fast simulation/co-simulation 

methods are needed to enable detailed and accurate 

simulation of buildings, including 3-D heat/moisture 

transfer and airflow simulation, considering non-
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homogeneous distribution of radiative boundary 

conditions. This need has inspired the development of 

BESP to bring complex physics in building performance 

assessment via the intelligent co-simulation approach 

presented in Mazuroski et al. (2018). 

Methods 

Co-simulation 

Co-simulation can be technically defined as a type of 

simulation where at least two simulation tools - each one 

offering different numerical solutions to a physical or 

mathematical problem - jointly solve differential-

algebraic systems of equations, exchanging data while the 

coupling is active (IEA Annex 60 2012, Nouidui et al. 

2014, Mazuroski et al. 2017). 

Improvements in building analysis could be achieved with 

the help of a BPS tool when buildings and their systems 

are treated as a complete optimized entity. It is a fact that 

the development team of a BPS tool needs to have an in-

depth knowledge of the software architecture, 

programming language, hardware support, modelling 

approaches and strategies, and due to the rapid 

innovations in building and system technologies, to keep 

a BPS tool continuously updated is a hard task. In this 

context, co-simulation can be an interesting alternative 

(Trcka, Hensen and Wetter 2009).  

There are some co-simulation techniques and 

combination of methods such as the one-to-one approach 

and the FMI standard. In the one-to-one approach, a 

specific protocol regulates the exchange of data during 

run time. It can be considered as the most flexible 

approach and can support any kind of numerical solution 

method (Wetter and Treeck 2017). For instance, a one-to-

one coupling was adopted to connect Domus to the 

commercial CFD tool ANSYS-CFX. The type of 

coupling used was the Ping-Pong method (Hensen 1999), 

creating a weak coupling between the tools. The one-to-

one approach requires a specific implementation in each 

of the tools to be coupled. Such demands require 

implementation efforts over time to keep the 

compatibility between the tools. To overcome these 

limitations, an open-source standard for coupled 

simulation, known as FMI Standard, was proposed by 

Modelisar project in 2008. The use of the FMI standard 

provides greater scope for co-simulation between tools 

that adopt the same standards such as EnergyPlus, 

Modelica Models and many others available at 

https://fmi-standard.org. 

A review of co-simulation examples can be found in some 

works in the frame of the IEA Annex 60 (Wetter and 

Treeck 2017) as well as Wetter (2011) and Berger et al. 

(2018). 

BESP: Building Environment Simulation Platform 

BESP has been developed to be an advanced 

multidimensional simulation platform for fast and 

accurate assessment of energy and hygrothermal 

performance of building elements (glazing/opaque 

components, innovative systems etc.), buildings (smart 

systems etc.) and building communities (smart grid, smart 

city) by means of intelligent co-simulation (Mazuroski, et 

al. 2018; Mazuroski, et al. 2017) among building energy 

simulation tools (EnergyPlus, Domus, Modelica) and 

specialized software. The simulation platform has also 

been conceived to be a user-friendly tool that enables to 

bring Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to different 

building energy simulation programs such as EnergyPlus, 

Domus and Modelica among others. Any researcher and 

student can help on the development of the contents of the 

toolbox by adding new FMUs (Function Mock-Up Units). 

BESP has been built in C++Builder and designed to 

integrate different tools by means of FMI 1.0 interface for 

model exchange and python scrips to provide co-

simulation with a CFD tool. The platform program runs 

in the Windows operating systems. The user interface 

consists of a series of windows in which the user can 

enable the relevant input data (since a building element to 

a city), the BPS software to be run, the Modelica or 

python model or CFD package to be co-simulated with 

and the post-processors files to review the results.  

The use of BESP may enable to consider the best features 

of different BPS tools and combine to CFD packages – 

for modeling improvement of processes such as 

ventilation, interzone airflow, pollutants transport, 

moisture migration and microclimate and heat island 

analyses. In addition, BESP enables the co-simulation of 

building districts, considering the convective phenomena 

around buildings and short- and long-wave radiation. The 

use of CFD to simulate a room, a building or a district 

becomes possible thanks to the intelligent co-simulation 

technique, which allows to perform extremely time-

consuming simulations over a reasonable period.  

BESP structure 

Figure 2 illustrates the BESP structure composed by co-

simulation using FMI standard and a python script-based 

co-simulation, a set of plug-ins to provide services such 

as energy efficiency and thermal analysis according to 

regulations and certifications and the Intelligent co-

simulation feature to make possible the use of complex 

physics as the one available in CFD tools for fast and 

high-precision analysis.  

 

Figure 2:  BESP structure. 
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BESP co-simulation 

The one-to-one and FMI approaches are implemented in 

BESP and enable its coupling with other models and 

tools. For the co-simulation between a BPS tool and a 

CFD tool, the one-to-one coupling based on python 

scripts is used. In the case of co-simulation for coupling 

of models, the FMI 1.0 standard was chosen, allowing to 

use models created in Modelica and models developed 

directly in python language. As an example, Figure 3 

shows the setup interface of a python model using FMI 

for co-simulation, where it is defined the boundary 

conditions that are exchanged between the BPS tool and 

the coupled model. Such interface was devised to be user-

friendly, requiring only the path to the FMU file and some 

associations among the variables. 

 

Figure 3: Model setup interface. 

As a distinct feature of the tool, a C++ DLL was 

developed to provide the interface between the FMI 

standard and a python-developed model. This DLL must 

be included inside the FMU file, as well as some small .py 

configuration files edited by the user. This FMU enables 

to execute Python models that can act in the form of co-

simulation and directly influence the behavior of the 

building. Some examples of use – but not limited to - are 

wall and window models. 

Intelligent co-simulation approach 

The intelligent co-simulation approach was first proposed 

in Mazuroski et al. (2018), and improved versions were 

detailed in Berger et al. (2018), considering Domus, as a 

building performance simulation tool, and CFX as a CFD 

specialized software. As described in Mazuroski et al. 

(2018) there is a significant computational effort involved 

in the co-simulation approach. Therefore, the idea of 

intelligent co-simulation is to have a machine learning 

model that can stop the communication between the two 

programs and replace one of them. The intelligent co-

simulation is composed of two phases: i) the training 

phase and ii) the prediction phase. Thus, as soon the 

prediction model is trained, CFX is disconnected from the 

co-simulation and Domus performs the rest of the 

simulation using the prediction model, being much faster 

to simulate with a low impact on the accuracy of the 

results.  

An important improvement in the intelligent co-

simulation technique was presented in Berger et al. 

(2018), based on the definition of the training climate to 

build an accurate prediction model. In its original version, 

the intelligent co-simulation used the first days of the 

simulation period to perform the training. In the improved 

version presented in in Berger et al. (2018), a new strategy 

was used to specify periods of training, using a set with 

the hottest and coldest days of the year.  

An implementation of the intelligent co-simulation 

approach is available in the BESP and provide capability 

to speed-up a complex simulation by means of machine 

learning technology. 

Plug-ins 

Specialized plug-ins are planed to be available into the 

BESP funcionalities to provide useful resouces for the 

building simulation user community. Plug-ins to perform 

building rating based on certifications such as LEED 

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) from 

United States Green Building Council and Brazilian 

equivalent standards, NBR and RTQ, are also under 

development. 

Case Study 

The detailed building model presented as case study in 

this work comprises a two-storey building as illustrated in 

Figure 4. With approximately 723 m³ total volume, the 

building is composed by four 3-mm glazing windows, 1 

wood door, a 20-mm tiled roof, 100-mm concrete walls, a 

2 m x 4 m opening between the two storeys with a 13-step 

ladder (2 m x 0.1 m x 0.3 m), as depicted in Figures 5 and 

6. 

 

 

Figure 4:  Isometric view of the case study in the 

SpaceClaim graphical interface. 
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Figure 5:  Details of case study building - west view. 

 

 

Figure 6:  Details of case study building - south view. 

Domus has been chosen as the BPS tool due to the full 

understanding and access to the source code by the 

authors. Moreover, currently, only Domus has the pixel 

counting technique for sunlit calculation integrated to the 

calculation engine. The chosen CFD tool was ANSYS-

CFD.  

Previously described in Mazuroski et al. (2018), Figure 7 

illustrates the communication between Domus and CFX, 

where Domus is the master of the simulation. At the initial 

stage, the building envelope thermophysical properties (ρ, 

ϲ, λ) and the boundary conditions are informed to CFX. 

The latter computes a steady-state simulation step as 

initial conditions.  

 

Figure 7:  Co-simulation scheme between Domus and 

CFX. Source: Mazuroski et al. (2018). 

The common information used in the entire building is the 

external weather temperature (𝑇𝑒), the outside convective 

heat transfer coefficients (ℎ𝑒) and the external and 

internal heat fluxes (𝑞𝑒 , 𝑞𝑖). An additional information 

presented in this work for boundary conditions is the 

sunlit for all the internal and external surfaces. At each 

time step, Domus provides the outside and inside 

boundary conditions (𝑇𝑒 , 𝑞𝑒 , 𝑞𝑖 , ℎ𝑒) for each surface to 

CFX.  

The CFX simulates the whole 3-D building model, 

considering the natural convection in the air domain and 

the 3-D diffusive heat transfer in all solid parts. After a 

successful run, CFX returns to Domus the desired output 

variable, for example the spatially averaged surface 

temperature (𝑇�̅�) of all building internal surfaces that have 

been considered in the Domus-CFX coupling.  

The CFD coupled model receives non-uniform boundary 

conditions during the run time period of simulation. This 

coupling requires the pre-definition of a template of the 

target geometry, as well as the setup of the mesh by the 

user. The information transmitted to the CFD tool, such 

as air temperature, incident radiation flux and convective 

heat transfer coefficients, are from the previous time-step 

simulation. 

For the CFD, an adaptive mesh is generated for the 

building geometry and, based on a grid convergence index 

(GCI) calculation (Roache, 1994), with limitations 

imposed by the available computational capacity, a mesh 

of 420 thousand nodes presents good mesh independent 

results, since a greater refinement does not bring 

considerable difference in the results of the model. The 

thermal parameters of different materials used in the 

simulation are listed in Table 1. Simulations were 

performed using a computer equipped with Windows 8 64 

bit and an Intel Core i7 4790 Processor with a four-core 

CPU at 3.6 GHz. The CFX used three cores for the 

simulation. The co-simulation time step was set to 6 min 

and the total horizon time of co-simulation was 2 weeks 

(14 days). 

 

Table 1: Range of parameters used in simulation. 

Parameter Material 

Air Roof 

Tile 

Concrete 

Slab 

Wood 

Density (kgm³) 1.200 2000 2200 720 

Specific heat 

(Jkg¹K¹) 

1007 920 1000 1255 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(Wm¹K¹) 

0.024 1.05 1.75 0.16 

 

Boundary and Initial Conditions  

By means of the co-simulation, Domus provides all 

boundary conditions to CFX. Providing the weather 

temperature, external convective heat transfer coefficient, 

direct, diffuse and reflected radiation fluxes, and the sunlit 

contour on each internal and external surface of the 

building. 
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The initial temperature is 𝑇𝑖  =  20 ∘𝐶 The convective heat 

transfer coefficients are set to ℎ𝑒   =  23 𝑊/(𝑚 2. 𝐾). The 

outside conditions represent a temperate climate of 

Curitiba, Brazil. The inside temperature and relative 

humidity vary freely. Due to the extremely high 

computational cost, a two-week simulation period was 

chosen. One week including the winter solstice in the 

southern hemisphere, starting at June 21, and the other 

one on the summer solstice, starting at December 21. The 

objective is to closely analyses the results on days 21 and 

22 to verify the thermal-physical behavior. The complete 

result of day 21 to 27 are used to evaluate the prediction 

model accuracy.  

The boundary conditions for the 3-D building model 

consist of 38 input variables, provided by Domus. 

Results 

In order to explore the air temperature and velocity 

behaviors within the building space, major advantage of 

the physical simulation in three dimensions, virtual no-

mass sensors are detailed in this section.  

To better illustrate the potential of the present approach, 

this paper presents results from the winter period in 

Figures 8, showing the airflow computed by the CFD tool 

and in Figure 9 the temperature contour plot and velocity 

vector field in a vertical plane. In general, the airflow 

calculated by means of CFD codes may improve the 

accuracy of BPS tools, but at a prohibitive simulation 

cost. As one can observe, the airflow varies significantly 

along the day and a constant value, which is normally 

used by BPS tools, may significantly affect the results. 

Indeed, the magnitude of this airflow could be greatly 

magnified if a heater or a fan had been considered and 

traditional lumped-based simulation tools would not be 

able to provide accurate/reasonable results. 

The entire 14-day simulation period took approximately 

1200 hours of computation (50 days). An average time of 

18 minutes per time step is consumed by CFX. 

 

 

Figure 8:  Mass airflow at the opening, on 21st and 

22nd of June. 

 

Intelligent Co-Simulation 

The RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) used in the 

intelligent co-simulation approach managed to predict 

satisfactorily the airflow, (see Figure 10), to be used very 

rapidly in annual simulations, even varying the external 

boundary conditions, i.e., simulating the same building 

for other climates. The models built to predict the mass 

airflow were trained by using the representative climate. 

 

Figure 9:  Contour plot of the air local range 

temperature, overlaid by the velocity vector field, 

calculated at a vertical plane at 1 m from the west wall. 

 

The computational time for the 14-day simulation using 

the RNNs model is of the order of seconds, i.e., much 

faster than the detailed Domus-CFX model. Once trained, 

the prediction model can be stored for further usage. 

 

 

Figure 10:  Mass airflow at the opening, on 21st and 

22nd of June. 

  

It is important to note that because of the rapid response 

present in airflow behavior, the prediction becomes more 

challenging than it would be for more compliant systems 

such as air or solids temperature. A 14-day training period 

with a 6-minute time step generates a relatively small 

amount of data for the training set. A larger set of training 

would certainly bring a considerable improvement in 

prediction. One of the great advantages of the method is 
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to use the principles of machine learning and accumulate 

training to generate an increasingly powerful database in 

predicting the physical behavior of the building. 

The training phase generated 8 RNNs, one for each sensor 

and type of training. All with only one hidden layer and 

number of nodes ranging between 1 and 9, the networks 

to predict the air velocity tended to form networks with 

less nodes in the hidden layer.  

Conclusion 

This paper described the Building and Environment 

Simulation Platform (BESP), conceived to bring 

advanced physics to building performance assessment. 

The structure and the methods are first described. Then, a 

one-to-one co-simulation approach is presented. 

Preliminarily, within the BESP structure, Domus-CFX 

was used to calculate the transient airflow through a 

ladder way of a two-storey house.  

BESP applied the RNN technique in the frame of the 

intelligent co-simulation approach, which managed to 

predict the transient mass flow, to be used very rapidly in 

annual simulations, even varying the external boundary 

conditions, i.e., simulating the same building for other 

climates, as shown in previous intelligent co-simulation 

publications (Mazuroski et al. 2018). The models built to 

predict the mass airflow were trained by using a 

representative climate so that it can be applied in cities 

with similar climate data with no need to co-simulate 

again with the specialized CFD tool. Moreover, unlike 

simulation tools based on integral approaches for the air 

domain, BESP can also provide results in terms of 

temperature, air pressure and air velocity as a function of 

time and position in the building, with no additional cost 

after the accomplishment of the prediction phase. 

Therefore, it has been seen the advantage of combining 

different tools (BPS and CFD) with an innovative co-

simulation method based on machine learning. In future 

versions, the platform will be also prepared to co-simulate 

with FMUs dedicated to photovoltaic systems and HVAC 

systems. The next step, within the BESP development 

framework, is to combine EnergyPlus and a CFD tool - 

CFX, Fluent or OpenFoam - to simulate in detail a 

complex building by means of the intelligent co-

simulation approach. 
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Abstract 
Advanced control strategies are becoming increasingly 
necessary in buildings in order to meet and balance 
requirements for energy efficiency, demand flexibility, 
and occupant comfort.  Additional development and 
widespread adoption of emerging control strategies, 
however, ultimately require low implementation costs to 
reduce payback period and verified performance to gain 
control vendor, building owner, and operator trust.  This 
is difficult in an already first-cost driven and risk-averse 
industry.  Recent innovations in building simulation can 
significantly aid in meeting these requirements and 
spurring innovation at early stages of development by 
evaluating performance, comparing state-of-the-art to 
new strategies, providing installation experience, and 
testing controller implementations.  This paper presents 
the development of a simulation framework consisting of 
test cases and software platform for the testing of 
advanced control strategies (BOPTEST - Building 
Optimization Performance Test).  The objectives and 
requirements of the framework, components of a test case, 
and proposed software platform architecture are 
described, and the framework is demonstrated with a 
prototype implementation and example test case. 
Introduction 
Background 
Advanced control strategies (ACS) for building HVAC 
systems, such as model predictive control (MPC), have 
the potential to provide significant energy savings for 
reducing operational costs, greater demand flexibility for 
providing grid services, and improved occupant comfort 
(Afram and Janabi-Sharifi 2014).  While such ACS have 
demonstrated their potential in research and field tests, 
their adoption at scale in industry is still limited.  The 
primary barriers to adoption for any new building 
technology include: installation costs, performance risks 
and uncertainties, and lack of understanding and 
quantification of benefits (Chan et al., 2017).  Particularly 
for MPC, implementation costs (Rockett and Hathway 
2016) and lack of approach comparisons (Afram and 
Janabi-Sharifi 2014) are problems.  Simulation-based 
testing of ACS can help solve these challenges by 
reducing risks associated with malfunction, reducing 
costs for equipment and installation, reducing real 

implementation costs by testing software and deployment 
processes in advance, and controlling the testing 
environment for comparison of strategies and evaluation 
over varying conditions. Despite these benefits, modeling 
limitations within simulation programs, research-grade 
co-simulation environments, and lack of publicly 
available benchmark cases have prevented simulation-
based testing from reaching its potential for scaling ACS. 
Therefore, this paper introduces the development of a 
framework for simulation-based testing and comparison 
of building ACS, called BOPTEST - Building 
Optimization Performance Test, depicted in Figure 1.  
Key elements of the framework includes use of the 
Functional Mockup Interface (Blochwitz et al. 2012) 
standard and Modelica (Mattsson and Elmqvist 1997) to 
simulate dynamic building response, implementation in a 
software architecture for scalable deployment and use, 
and provides a platform for making benchmark test cases 
publicly available.  The current focus of the framework is 
the testing and objective comparison of ACS algorithm 
performance and does not cover issues such as network 
cyber security, communication protocols, and bandwidth. 
 

 
Figure 1: Framework concept. 

 
Related Previous Work 
The concept of using simulation of HVAC systems for 
controls testing has been explored previously by the 
participants of the IEA-ECBCS Annex 17 (IEA 1997).  
Six participants built building emulators using TRNSYS 
(Klein et al. 2017) and HVACSIM+ (Park et al. 1985) as 
simulation programs.  Notably, after testing four 
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emulators of the same building with the same BEMS, 
differences in calculated energy use between any one of 
the emulators and the average of all emulators was as high 
as 6%.  Further development introduced new dynamic 
component model libraries and emulators.   
The first was SIMBAD (SIMulator of Building and 
Devices), developed by France’s Centre Scientifique et 
Technique du Bâtiment in the early 90’s (Husaunndee et 
al. 1997), for the MATLAB/Simulink (Mathworks, 2000) 
environment.  SIMBAD was then used to build Simbad 
GTB and SIMTEST (Lahrech et al. 2002) for testing 
complete building management systems and certification 
of control products according to EN 15500 as well as 
Simtrain (Soethout, 1998) and Qualisim (Riederer et al. 
2001) for training and innovative development purposes.  
A second component library was for the HVACSIM+ and 
TRNSYS environments (Haves and Norford 1997) used 
as the simulation basis for the Virtual Cybernetic Building 
Testbed (VCBT) (Bushby et al. 2010).  The development 
of EnergyPlus (Crawley et al. 2001) and Modelica 
Buildings Library (Wetter et al. 2015) led to emulators 
using the Building Controls Virtual Testbed (Wetter 
2011) and the VOLTRON platform (Huang et al. 2018).  
To train the skills of operators, the development of an 
emulator with a BACnet interface will hold the 1st World 
Championship in Cybernetic Building Optimization 
(SHASEJ, 2019).  Finally, NREL has recently developed 
Alfalfastack (https://github.com/NREL/alfalfa), a web-
hosted emulator using EnergyPlus as simulation engine. 
While these emulators and tools facilitate development of 
ACS, they do not meet all of the requirements outlined 
below for ACS comparison and benchmarking. 
Requirements 
The requirements have seven aspects worth considering: 
1. Reference emulation models must simulate the 

physics, dynamics, and time-resolution necessary for 
controls design and assessment at the supervisory and 
local-loop levels.  This requires modeling of not only 
envelope heat transfer and airflow networks, but also 
dynamic actuators like valves and dampers. 

2. The simulation environment must be standardized so 
that results for benchmarking are consistent.  This 
includes the solver and tolerance, computing 
environment, and implementation tools.   

3. Data exchange between a test controller and the 
emulator should be facilitated by an interface that is 
independent of the modeling and controller 
programming languages, preventing limits on the 
implementations of controllers and interfaces to the 
framework.   

4. All exogenous data that defines a test case should be 
provided by the framework, such as weather, 
occupancy schedules, and energy prices.  In cases of 
MPC testing, it needs to be made available as 
forecasts.  Providing deterministic forecasts is the 
priority.  Stochastic forecasts will be considered as a 
future extension. 

5. A standard set of key performance indicators (KPI) 
should be specified to facilitate benchmarking and 

comparison of controllers.  The specification needs to 
include equations or guidelines to unambiguously 
quantify the KPIs, enabling a fair and clear 
comparison between controllers. 

6. Flexibility in synchronizing simulation and controller 
times to meet different application requirements. In 
Option 1, the simulation is advanced to the next time 
step according to real time, representing a realistic 
building-controller interaction.  In Option 2, the 
simulation is advanced to the next time step when the 
controller returns with an updated control action, 
which is easier for controller development and allows 
for reproducible tests. 

7. All software is open source and documented to allow 
for inspection of the models, their underlying 
assumptions and the computing platform. 

Value to Stakeholders 
The requirements of the BOPTEST framework translate 
into features designed to facilitate the needs and 
objectives of stakeholders interested in either investing in 
or developing ACS from the design through 
implementation stages (i.e., algorithm researchers and 
industry developers, building owners and facility 
managers, and administrators of research and 
development (R&D) programs).  First, the menu of KPIs 
and test cases, along with the flexibility in synchronizing 
simulation and controller times, offers the ability to cater 
performance evaluation metrics based on the parameters 
and conditions that a particular stakeholder is optimizing 
for using an ACS along with the building type or 
configuration targeted.  The KPIs, along with the 
emulation environment, also provide a standardized 
comparison for consistency in making fair comparison 
between algorithms. Finally, the open-source emulation 
environment and documentation are useful tools for 
transparent testing when expertise or resources (e.g., 
detailed model, simulation environment) are not readily 
available.  It provides a critical first step in evaluating an 
ACS before moving to physical test beds and real, 
operational buildings.  These features can accelerate the 
technology development process.       
For researchers and developers, a fair comparison of 
different ACS is currently hampered by the use of 
different boundary conditions and variety of assessment 
indicators. A common framework, consisting of test 
cases, KPIs, and a deployment platform for the testing of 
ACS, allows this fair comparison of ACS developed by 
researchers world-wide. This approach generates insights 
into which ACS performs best in which building type and 
associated boundary conditions according to a specific 
KPI, facilitating further developments in ACS.  
For building owners and facility managers, a big 
challenge is maintaining low operating costs. Advanced 
sensing and metering technologies, data collection and 
analytics, and energy modeling combined with ACS offer 
the ability to monitor and optimize in near-real-time.  The 
framework offers a platform to de-risk ACS by 
demonstrating performance and affordability with 
supporting test data.  
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Finally, for decision-makers investing in a portfolio of 
R&D strategies, the framework provides a useful 
methodology with which to assess the level of maturity, 
how ACS approaches will complement each other, 
contribute to achieving overarching sectoral goals with 
respect to reducing energy consumption and cost, and 
eliminate any portfolio gaps. 
Objective 
The goal of the BOPTEST framework is to enable 
simulation-based testing and benchmarking of advanced 
control strategies in buildings for researchers and industry 
that satisfy the specified requirements.  This will occur 
through the development of the following components, 
each described in subsequent sections: 
● Reference building emulation test cases that are 

available to all users (Section: Test Cases). 
● Key performance indicators (KPIs) that quantify and 

assess the performance of a control strategy (Section: 
Key Performance Indicators). 

● Software platform to select and manage test cases, 
exchange control and measurement data between the 
user’s control software and the building emulation, 
calculate KPIs, and generate reports (Section: 
Software Platform). 

A final section of the paper presents a prototype example 
of the framework (Section: Prototype Example). 
Test Cases 
Test cases contain the building model, boundary 
conditions, documentation, and other content related to 
the framework application programming interface (API) 
to run the emulation.  Reference cases will be provided, 
satisfying the fourth requirement of the framework, while 
user-specified cases will also be functional if they abide 
by established development guidelines. 
Building Energy Models 
The framework uses FMI v2.0 for simulating Functional 
Mockup Units (FMU).  It supports model-exchange and 
co-simulation FMUs using pyFMI as part of the 

JModelica.org distribution (Modelon 2017).  For 
reference cases, the models will be written in Modelica 
and compiled into FMUs.  Using Modelica addresses the 
first and seventh requirement of the framework as an 
open-source, equation-based, object-oriented language 
developed to model hybrid physical systems.  It offers the 
ability to utilize shareable component libraries and 
variable time-step solvers for systems of nonlinear 
differential-algebraic systems of equations (DAE).  The 
models will be developed using Modelica libraries 
extending the IBPSA Modelica Library, formerly called 
Modelica Annex 60 Library (Wetter et al., 2015). 
Ten building models have been identified as references, 
presented and described in Table 1.  The models range in 
building type, size, and HVAC system to test controllers 
over a wide range of operating cases. 
Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions of a test case define the exogenous 
operating conditions, including weather, internal load and 
occupancy schedules, energy prices, and carbon emission 
factors, and will be provided specifically to each reference 
case.  However, variations may test different scenarios.  
An example is providing three energy pricing schemes, 
constant, moderately dynamic, and highly dynamic to 
evaluate a controller’s ability to shift load. 
Documentation 
Documentation for the reference cases will be provided to 
inform users of building design and use, HVAC system, 
other systems, such as lighting, shading, or renewable 
generation, model implementation details, such as 
infiltration or media, and sensor and control signals. 
Framework API Interaction 
One important interaction is the exchange of input and 
output data between the test controller and emulation 
model at each simulation step.  Other interactions include 
the starting, stopping, and resetting of simulations, setting 
of options, and choosing between test case scenarios.  
More detail is provided in the section Prototype Software.

 
Table 1: Overview of selected reference models. 

Type Size Water-Based Air-Based 

Residential Single Zone BESTEST (ANSI/ASHRAE 2007) Case 900 construction 
with hot water radiator. 

BESTEST (ANSI/ASHRAE 2007) Case 900 
construction with forced air heating and cooling. 

Multi Zone 8-zone detached residential building with hot water radiator 
heating and central boiler with controller. The cooling is 
provided by room split systems controlled simultaneously 
by a central controller. 

Detached House Central Air (Basis of Design TBD) 

Commercial Single Zone Single zone of teaching/office building with hot water 
radiator heating.  CO2-controlled VAV ventilation from 
AHU with heat recovery wheel and heating coil. 

Single-zone building with RTU containing direct 
expansion (DX) cooling coil and gas-fired heating. 

Multi Zone 28-zone office with concrete core activation (4 sections, 1 
circuit), 2 geothermal heat pumps and geothermal passive 
cooling, 1 cooling coil, 1 thermal wheel, 22 heating coils 
for 1 AHU, 15 VAVs and 11 CAVs. 

5-zone office floor with ASHRAE 90.1 construction.  
VAV hot water reheat for each zone and 1 AHU 
containing economizer, chilled-water cooling coil, and 
hot water heating coil.  Air system only. 

Complex 
Multi Zone 

32-zone office using concrete core activation (24 sections, 
two circuits), 4 geothermal heat pumps and geothermal 
passive cooling, 1 pellet furnace, solar collectors and 2 
indirect evaporative heat exchangers, 26 heating coils for 2 
AHUs, 24 VAVs and CAVs. 

15-zone office with VAV hot water reheat.  Three 
AHUs with five terminal boxes each, economizer, 
chilled water cooling coil, and hot water heating coil.  
Central plant includes chiller and boiler. 
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Key Performance Indicators 
Key performance indicators (KPI) constitute the basis on 
which ACS performance is evaluated.  While many 
possible KPIs exist, a core set has been chosen to serve as 
standard KPIs to be evaluated by default for every test 
using the BOPTEST framework.  These are described 
below, presented mathematically in Table 2, and satisfy 
the fifth requirement of the framework. 
Thermal discomfort 
This KPI is calculated as the integral of the deviation of 
the temperature with respect to a predefined comfort 
range during a given time period, expressed in Kh.  
Total building energy use 
This KPI represents the total building energy use in kWh 
when accounting for all energy end uses over a given time 
period. The scenarios defined in each test case determine 
which components are included. 
Total building CO2  emissions  
This KPI quantifies the total amount of CO2 emissions in 
kg over a given time period using a fixed emission factor 
profile for each emulator. This emission factor is chosen 
based on source-to-site energy profiles for energy use 
types at the testing location.  
Total operational cost 
This KPI quantifies the total operational cost over a given 
time period using a price profile for each energy end-use.  
Profiles are fixed for each emulator and three specific 
archetypes of profiles are defined: constant, moderately 
dynamic, and highly dynamic. 
Capability of the controller to steer flexibility 
A controller capable of estimating and steering energy 
demand flexibility presents added value to the grid. This 
KPI considers how well a controller follows an artificial 

external signal within a predefined scenario where 
boundary conditions are given. Then, characteristics such 
as those defined by Junker et al. (2018) and considered in 
Annex 67 (Pernetti et al., 2017) are calculated.  
Installation metrics 
The installation metrics refer to the effort and cost 
required to implement in real life. Many aspects play a 
role and are intrinsically subjective. Therefore, a set of 
qualitative metrics and associated descriptions are 
developed and the user who is testing a controller shall 
assign a description to each installation metric.    
Maximum allowed capital cost 
The maximum allowed capital cost is the installation cost 
that would lead to a maximum payback period of five 
years. The reason for calculating the maximum allowed 
capital cost instead of payback period directly is the 
qualitative nature of installation metrics which could 
hamper the quantification of payback period. On the 
contrary, the maximum allowed capital cost to obtain a 
fixed payback period of five years can be objectively 
quantified with a reference baseline controller. 
Computational time ratio 
This KPI is defined as the average ratio of computation to   
sampling times.  The computation time is the time 
required by the controller to compute control outputs 
during one iteration. The sampling time is the real time 
lapse between two instants where the control outputs are 
computed and applied in the building. This KPI quantifies 
the computational effort required by ACS. 
 

 
Table 2: List of core KPI definition/calculation. 

Key Performance Indicators  Calculation formula / Definition  Nomenclature 

Thermal discomfort 

 

 𝜖 - total amount of CO2 emissions  
𝜉- the set of equipment in the system with 
an associated energy use of any type 
𝑒$- the emission factor of equipment𝑖 
𝑛- the number of iterations that take place 
between 𝑡( and 𝑡) 
𝑝+- the price profile of equipment 𝑖 with a 
tariff τ 
𝑠-(𝑡)- the deviation (slack) from the lower 
and upper set point temperatures 
established in zone 𝑧 
𝑡(- initial time 
𝑡)- final time 
𝑡1(𝑘)-the computational time at iteration k 
𝑇4(𝑘)-the sampling time at iteration k 
𝑧 - the zone index for the set of zones in the 
building ℤ  
𝐶+- the total cost with a tariff τ   
𝐷- total discomfort time 
𝐸- total amount of energy use 
𝑃$- instantaneous power use of equipment 𝑖 

Total building energy use 

 

Total building CO2 emissions 

 

Total operational cost 

 

Capability of the controller to 
steer flexibility 

To be defined as capability of a controller to follow an artificial 
external signal within a predefined boundary conditions.  

Installation metrics To be defined as a set of metrics to evaluate the effort and cost 
required to get the controller implemented and running.  

Maximum allowed capital cost  

Computational time ratio 
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Software Platform 
Architecture 
The software platform architecture is proposed in Figure 
2 and is based on the previously mentioned Alfalfastack 
project to promote useability and scalability.  This 
architecture consists of four major components:  
Emulator pool - Contains source files of the test cases and 
temporary files generated during the simulation.  
Database - Contains updated values and metadata of all 
input/output points.  Allows data exchange between 
emulator and external controller to be synchronous or 
asynchronous, satisfying the sixth requirement. 
Simulation Manager - Provides the environment to run the 
simulation, parses the source files of the emulators to 
obtain the simulation information, configures/conducts 
simulations, exports metadata to the database, and 
exchanges data between the database and simulation. 
HTTP Rest API - HTTP Rest API is the main point of 
interaction with the BOPTEST platform and satisfies the 
third requirement. Via the HTTP Rest API, the external 
controller as a client can submit requests for actions such 
as adding or selecting an emulator to test, extracting 
information about the emulator, setting simulation 
settings, starting a simulation, and reading/writing control 
signal and measurement data. 
Docker (https://www.docker.com/) containers are used to 
implement the proposed architecture.  They allow for 
standardized, rapid, and scalable deployment of the 
platform on a range of local and cloud-based computing 
resources using Linux, Windows, and macOS.  Also, 
specifically for the Simulation Manager, Docker 
addresses the second requirement of the framework.  The 
FMU simulator, solver, and dependencies can be exactly 
specified within the Docker container. 
Modelica Blocks for Signal Exchange 
Two Modelica blocks for handling input and output signal 
exchange have been developed for the IBPSA Modelica 
Library (development at 

https://github.com/ibpsa/modelica-ibpsa commit 
e51759a) to: 
● Facilitate the propagation of many input/output 

signals in large Modelica models.  
● Allow such models to contain local-loop controllers 

where either the setpoint or actuation signal can be 
written by the test controller, enabling testing of 
supervisory or local loop controllers. 

● Facilitate tagging of signals for KPI calculations. 
The overall concept is presented in Figure 3.  The first 
signal exchange block is 
IBPSA.Utilities.IO.SignalExchange.Overwrite, 
which can switch the output of the block between input 
and external signals.  The second signal exchange block 
is IBPSA.Utilities.IO.SignalExchange.Read, which 
passes an input signal through to an output.  Each of the 
two blocks contains a protected parameter (hidden from 
user adjustment), boptestOverwrite=true and 
boptestRead=true as appropriate, used by a Python 
parser to identify block locations throughout the model.  
The read block contains an additional parameter KPIs, 
with which the user can associate KPIs with the signal. 
A Python parsing script writes a new top-level Modelica 
model in which the original model is instantiated, unique 
activation and signal inputs are added and connected to 
corresponding Overwrite blocks, and unique outputs are 
added and connected to corresponding Read blocks.  The 
new top-level Modelica model is exported as an FMU.  In 
addition, a json file is exported containing a list of FMU 
outputs that are needed to calculate each KPI. 
Prototype Example 
An implementation of the framework is being developed 
at https://github.com/ibpsa/project1-boptest to prototype 
the key components.  Open development satisfies the 
seventh requirement of the framework.  The development 
site can be referred to for more detail about use and API 
than presented in this paper. 
Test Case 
The example test case illustrates the capabilities of the 
framework and is presented in Figure 3.  The emulation 

Figure 2: Proposed software platform architecture. 
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model is a single thermal zone with heater, represented by 
an RC network and direct heat input to the heat capacitor.  
The outside air temperature is represented by a sinusoidal 
signal with offset 20 °C, amplitude 10 °C, and period of 
24 hours.  A proportional feedback controller is included 
in the model that tracks a zone temperature setpoint by 
adjusting the heater output.  
An Overwrite block is added between the output of the 
proportional controller and input of the heater in order for 
an external controller to control heater actuation.  If 
external actuation is not activated, the actuation 
determined by the modeled feedback controller would be 
used.  Read blocks are added to the zone temperature 
measurement, power measurement, and energy 
measurement.  The zone temperature Read block is 
parameterized with KPI “comfort” and the energy read 
block with KPI “energy.”  The Python parser is invoked 
to export Wrapper.mo, Wrapper.fmu, and kpis.json, 
which are the final emulation model components. 
Software 
The deployment solution implemented for this prototype 
test case demonstrates core components of the proposed 
architecture in Figure 2, namely the Simulation Manager 
and HTTP Rest API.  As presented in Figure 4, the 
solution utilizes Docker to package the test case 
emulation model components outlined in the previous 
section into a container with Ubuntu 16.04, Python 2.7, 
JModelica and pyFMI (Modelon 2017), required Python 
packages, and two core Python scripts.  The first of these 
scripts testcase.py acts as the simulation manager by 
instantiating the model FMU (Wrapper.fmu), defining 
structures for data trending, containing functions for 
getting/setting. communication step, having a function for 
stepping the simulation forward, and implementing 
modules for calculating KPIs as directed by the 
kpis.json.  The second script restapi.py implements 
the HTTP Rest API, mapping web requests to 
functionality provided by testcase.py. 
A makefile builds the Docker container image and 
deploys the test case container.  From the user’s point of 

view, the deployment of the test case requires only 
Docker software and interaction requires only HTTP 
requests.  
 

 
Figure 4: Prototype of BOPTEST software platform. 

 
Controller Testing 
Interaction with a deployed test case is demonstrated with 
a simple test proportional controller to actuate the heater 
in response to zone temperature measurements and a 
setpoint of 20 °C.  To demonstrate the combined 
flexibility and consistency of the software platform, the 
controller is written in two languages and tested on two 
computers.  A Python controller test took place on an 
Ubuntu 16.04 virtual machine with Intel Core i7 
processor where the controller was hosted on the virtual 
machine.  A Julia controller test took place on an Ubuntu 

oveSet_u

oveSet_activate

Wrapper Model
TRooAir_y

PHea_y

ETotHea_y

Original Model

Figure 3: Signal exchange blocks (tan) and Python parser facilitate use of a Modelica model within the framework. 
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16.04 virtual machine with Intel Xeon processor where 
the controller was hosted in a separate Docker container. 
For each controller, two scripts have been written, one to 
implement the controller, and a second to implement a 
testing interface.  The interface has four main steps:  
1. Get test information - Uses the /name, /inputs, 

/measurements, /step GET requests to retrieve the 
test case name, available control inputs, available 
measurements, and current communication step.   

2. Run test - Uses the /advance POST request with 
control signal data in the form of 
{“oveAct_u”:<value>,“oveAct_activate”:1} in a 
loop for the length of the test to advance the 
simulation forward one communication step, receive 
measurement data after the step is completed, and 
compute a control signal for the next step. 

3. View results - Uses the /kpi GET request to retrieve 
the calculated KPIs.  They are heater energy [kWh] 
and thermal comfort violation [Kh]. 

4. Post-process additional data - Uses the /results 
GET request to retrieve data trends and make plots. 

After deploying the test case as described in the previous 
section (commit f500b0b), running the two controller 
tests for two days of simulation and a communication step 
of 300 seconds produces identical results, as presented in 
Figure 5. 
 

 

 
Figure 5: Results of running example controller test 

interface in Python (top) and Julia (bottom). 
 

Conclusion 
This paper presents the development of a framework and 
software platform for simulation-based testing of ACS in 
buildings, called BOPTEST.  We first outlined the 
requirements of the framework.  Then, we presented the 
core components, including test cases, KPI specifications, 
and a software platform for deployment and interaction 
with controllers.  Finally, we demonstrated prototypes of 
core pieces of the proposed architecture and an example 
test case.   

Continued work includes development of a forecast 
module to retrieve boundary condition forecasts from the 
emulator for MPC testing, completed reference test case 
development, full implementation of KPI calculation and 
reporting, and full architecture implementation.  Future 
considerations include the addition of stochastic occupant 
behavior and uncertainty in the forecasts of boundary 
conditions as well as use of the framework for testing 
automated fault detection and diagnosis and operator 
dashboard design and training. 
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Abstract 

Including daylighting strategies from early to the end in 

the building and urban design process is crucial when it  

comes to the compliance of environmental certification  

systems or when the aim is to simply create an interior or 

exterior space with sufficient access to natural light while 

still thermally comfortable. Therefore, in this paper, we 

are going to introduce and discuss a new tool that is an 

add-in for Autodesk Revit and newly developed by the 

authors to help architects or urban designers/planners to 

evaluate daylight condition of exterior or interior spaces 

by calculating different daylight metrics in different  

design stages. Since, in a BIM model, most of the 

information that is needed for daylight analys es are 

already included in the model, lots of time and human 

errors can be reduced by making direct communication  

between the BIM model and Radiance as a physically 

valid lighting and daylighting simulation software that 

works as the main calculation core for doing different  

types of daylight simulations in this add-in. Thus, by 

saving time and minimizing the mistakes and associated 

problems when exporting the model for analysis  directly  

from Revit to Radiance and importing the results vice 

versa, this new add-in makes its users free from using any 

other third-party software. The main goal of this add-in is 

to work as a supportive decision-making tool for those 

dealing with indoor or outdoor quantity and quality of 

daylight and its associate threats during the architectural 

design process. Moreover, its results can be used for other 

assessments such as when doing thermal comfort analyses 

or electrical energy consumption in a building. Therefore, 

it can be helpful for architects, urban designers/planners, 

and engineers in their everyday works.  

Introduction 

The European Parliament supports three binding targets 

for 2030. In addition to a 40% reduction in GHG 

emissions and at least 30% renewable energy sources, 

they aim for a 40% target for energy efficiency (EPRS, 

2014). It means that to achieve a considerable reduction 

in greenhouse gas (GHG) emission, there is a need to 

work on energy efficiency in every aspect that is related 

to production or consumption. Since, the building sector 

responsibility for total carbon emission is usually more or 

less about 40% (Reinhart, 2014), considering daylight as 

a means of reducing energy consumption by providing 

enough amount of natural light for lighting up interiors 

should be part of architectural design during the design 

process. However, when working with daylighting of any  

 

buildings or urban realms, not only it is needed to include 

visible natural light and how to combine it with electrical 

light, but also, it should not be forgotten its effects on 

heating and cooling loads, users comfort, and more 

importantly psychological and physiological health of 

occupants (Boyce et al., 2003; Heschong, 2002). 

In addition to boosting human comfort, human wellbeing , 

or reducing building energy consumption, another 

application of using daylight analysis during the 

architectural design process is when architects want to 

apply for one of the existing environmental certifications  

like LEED, BREEAM, etc., or comply with national 

building regulation such as BBR in Sweden or new 

European EN 17037 standard. Although such compliance 

does not necessarily mean that the result will be an 

energy-efficient solution or a totally healthy man-made 

environment, it is usually good enough to not allow to 

make a bad solution. That is why a new tool to help them 

doing such analyses is needed.  

Since the 1990th, a few simulation tools have been 

developed to study the daylighting performance of 

buildings. Many of these tools primarily import a CAD 

model that is created by another architectural 3D 

modeling software. Then converting it as a suitable model 

for daylight analysis and adding all missing information  

are required to do a proper daylight calculation by its 

daylighting simulation engine. To get the right or 

acceptable results from the simulations, each tool has its 

own rules that should be followed by architects or 

engineers. Generally, the preparation of simulation  

models is time-consuming and regarding the complexity  

of the implemented tool, the accuracy of the results and 

outputs can sometimes change drastically. 

Daylight simulation software 

Among all the daylighting simulation software that are 

available in the market, Radiance that is a physically 

based, backward raytracing lighting simulation tool is the 

most prominent program that has been used by architects 

directly or indirectly through other software for around 30 

years. Its simulation results are validated for many  

different types of building geometries and shading 

devices (Mardaljevic, 1995; Reinhart and Walkenhorst, 

2001; McNeil and Lee, 2013). Being an open source 

software, its users have much more flexibility to extract  

whatever they need. Moreover, this software has more 

capability in handling complex models when comparing  

with other similar simulation tools in the market. 
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Generally, there are two types of daylight analyses that 

can be divided into static and dynamic methods 

depending on whether they consider a single or a series of 

consecutive sky conditions. Static analyses are those 

metrics that are based on a specific date and time, or under 

a reference sky (like the CIE overcast sky when 

calculating Daylight Factor). We can argue that the 

Radiance is the best or at least among the best software 

that are capable of calculating such metrics for any 

projects, while, the dynamic metrics are the ones that are 

based on a calculation for a full or a specific period of year 

rather than a snapshot of specific condition or at a specific 

instant. Such metrics are climate-based metrics and are 

based on the typical weather condition of the place 

(Reinhart, Mardaljevic, and Rogers, 2006). Since it is 

based on hourly calculation for a specific period, one of 

the most difficulties about these metrics is that it really  

takes time to finish its calculation. However, by 

integrating Daylight Coefficient (DC) approach that “was 

originally proposed by Tregenza as a method to calculate 

indoor illuminance levels due to daylight under arbitrary  

sky conditions” (Tregenza and Waters, 1983) into the 

conventional Radiance calculation method, it is much  

easier to estimate daylight availability for a whole year or 

a specific period of time (Bourgeois, Reinhart and Ward, 

2008). Therefore, as soon as we manage to export the 3D 

model as a Radiance model, Daysim (a Radiance based 

software including Daylight Coefficient method in its 

simulation) is another software that can be applied to 

calculate a variety of Dynamic daylight metrics such as 

Daylight Autonomy, Useful Daylight Illuminance, etc. 

(Reinhart, Mardaljevic and Rogers, 2006; Nabil and  

Mardaljevic, 2005). Although by using the Rcontrib  

program, Radiance is also capable of doing Dynamic 

daylight analysis, Daysim is usually a better choice if we 

are measuring a grid of points on a surface. 

Both Radiance and Daysim are Dos-command-based 

programs. Although such software gives their users much 

more flexibility, generally it is not easy for architects and 

engineers to learn and use them for their everyday works. 

That is why after around a decade since Radiance is 

announced for doing daylight simulation, a few graphical 

user interfaces (GUI) have been introduced into the 

market. Although Desktop Radiance, Rayfront and 

Ecotect (Roberts and March, 2001) were some of the 

pioneers, some other tools such as Open Studio 

(Guglielmetti, Macumber and Long, 2011), Diva4Rhino  

(Jakubiec and Reinhart, 2011), LadyBug (Roudsari, Pak 

and Smith, 2013), and Sefaria have been developed later 

and are widely used all around the world.  

Building Information Model (BIM)  

Based on ISO/TS12911, Building (Construction) 

Information Model (BIM) is defined as  a “shared digital 

representation of physical and functional characteristics 

of any built object, including buildings, bridges, roads, 

process plant”. In contrast to other CAD tools, in BIM -

based 3D modeling software, not only can we create and 

modify 3D models and visualize it with different  

appearances in 2D or 3D, but also the whole model and 

also each element can separately hold non-graphical 

information such as geographical information, building  

orientation, rooms and space types, and types of materials 

constructing each element, etc. Therefore, most of the 

data that are needed for daylight calculation already exists  

in the model, thus there is no need to define them in the 

simulation software again. 

Regarding the growth of implementing BIM 3D modeling  

software in the Architecture, Engineering and 

Construction (AEC) industries, the importance of having 

a tool that easily communicates between the BIM 

software and simulation engine is essential when 

considering to have a user-friendly program is one of our 

main goals. According to studies done in some countries 

like UK (National BIM Report, 2017), Malaysia (Bin  

Zakaria et al., 2013) and the middle east (Gerges et al., 

2017), Autodesk Revit is the most commonly used BIM-

based 3D modeling tools. That is why our main focus has 

been on developing a new tool under the Autodesk Revit  

Platform recently. 

Moreover, both the survey and interviews of an 

international survey within the framework of IEA-SHC 

Task 41-Solar Energy and Architecture (SHC Task 41, 

2012) strongly indicate the importance of having a user-

friendly interface, low cost and integrated to a Cad  

software as main features of a tool to improve users’ 

satisfaction. (Kanters, Horvat and Dubois, 2014) 

Existing Daylight Analysis Tools for BIM 

Based 3D Modeling Software 

Generally, there are two different ways of doing a daylight 

analysis for a BIM-based 3D model. The first and the 

most common way is to export the model as another 

format such as GBXML, IFC, DWG, DXF, OBJ, etc., that 

can be read by another daylight/light or energy simulation 

program like IES-VE, IDA ICE, Diva4Rhino, LadyBug, 

Ecotect, Dialux Evo, Relux, etc. Then all the calculations, 

evaluations, and results presentation are done inside that 

software. Most of the important information that is 

embedded inside the BIM model such as materials, room 

functions, and geographical information are lost during 

importing and exporting the 3D model except IFC and 

GBXML formats. In the case of using IFC and GBXML 

formats, although most of the information are preserved, 

the software that can handle such files are usually 

energy/HVAC analysis software like IES-VE and IDA 

ICE. Since such software only works with Zones that are 

defined by surfaces with only one layer, all walls, floors, 

ceilings, roofs, etc., need to be simplified with only one 

surface. That is why the users of these software usually 

need to remodel or simplify the 3D models that are 

imported from BIM based software. 

The second method is to do the analysis directly inside the 

BIM-based software and use all the needed information  

directly from the model. Regarding the Autodesk Revit as 

a BIM-based 3D modeling software, programs like 

Sefaria, Elumtools, and Autodesk Insight 360 are add-ins 

that can help architects to directly communicate between 

Revit and daylight simulation cores. Among the above 

three mentioned programs, Sefaria that is a Radiance 
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based program is more suitable in the early stages of the 

design process while the other two tools use their own 

algorithms. Therefore their users are confined with the 

offered solution and cannot use the whole power of an 

open source software like Radiance to get what they want 

when working with it.  

Development of a New Daylight Analysis  

Tool for a BIM Based 3D Modeling Software  

Architects can play a key role in achieving low-energy  

buildings. Since a successful passive design is related to 

those architectural decisions that are mostly made early  

during the design process (Kanters, Horvat and Dubois, 

2014), we need an analysis tool that can easily support 

architects to make a correct decision in the early design 

phase. It means that regarding the rapid change of the 

design and a large variety of design alternatives, its 

simulation time should be quite fast and reliable  

(Østergård, Jensen and Maagaard, 2016). Such a tool 

should be able to handle much higher complexity in the 

model because of increasing in the Level of Details in the 

journey from early stages to the final design or 

construction phase. However, regarding the accuracy and 

efficiency, it should have a possibility to simplify the 

model as much as possible while keeping its accuracy at 

an acceptable level.  

Regarding all the above discussion, the need for a 

software to handle a BIM-based model in all phases of 

design and easily communicate between the BIM 

software and calculation core is essential. Such software 

should also have a user-friendly interface to facilitate its 

implementation by architects and engineers.   

Therefore, in the following, this newly developed tool and 

the way of using it by architects and engineers for their 

daily applications will be discussed further. 

AftabRad Add-in for Autodesk Revit 

AftabRad is an Autodesk Revit add-in that is scripted 

mainly in C Sharp and IronPython with some commands  

written in Python and C++, and uses some of Radiance 

commands inside its interface. It has been developed by 

the authors to help architects and engineers to estimate the 

daylight and sunlight availability in and around the 

building in every stage from early to the end of the design 

process. This add-in works well with a stand-

alone/detached Revit model, central model or even cloud-

based BIM360 model file. 

Exporting all geometrical and none geometrical data that 

are needed by Radiance to do any daylight simulations 

and presenting the results, all can be done with this add-

in inside Revit. Thus, it is an Add-in that can be useful for 

both advance and ordinary Radiance users that are using 

Radiance in their everyday works or research. For 

advanced users, it can be helpful by providing Radiance 

geometries, and their relevant materials, geographical 

position, and orientation by translating the Revit model to 

the Radiance model. Then, they can continue their 

research by doing their custom analyses. However, for an 

ordinary Radiance user, in addition to the above 

possibilities, they can calculate the most common 

daylight metrics that are usually asked by most of the 

building design standards, rules, recommendation or 

environmental certifications . Moreover, not only can it  

save the 3D model preparation time, but also it minimizes  

the mistakes and errors that are related to export to another 

file. Except the need for installing Radiance as its daylight 

calculation core, there is no need to have another 

intermediate software to do any analyses that is possible 

by Radiance too. 

 

  

 
Figure 1: The presentation of Daylight Factor 

calculation in Revit (the image on top) and Annual 

Sunlight Hours as a Falsecolor image (the image in the 

below) by AftabRad add-in. 

 

Here it is worth to mention again that in this add-in, the 

calculation core is Radiance. Therefore, regarding the 

validity of the software, what is important here is the input 

data. Since Radiance takes charge of doing the 

calculation, the accuracy of its simulations is dependent 

on the accuracy of its inputs. Based on what is already 

discussed, most of the input data that are needed for doing 

any daylight calculation are usually available in the 3D 

BIM models. Information like geographical 

specifications, building orientation, room or space types, 

or material specifications can be extracted from the 3D 

model in this add-in. However, based on the project needs 

and which type of metrics we are going to analyze, there 

is some other information that is needed to be added into 

the calculation process. For example, the height of surface 

analysis grids, spacing distances between the grids, their 

offset from the surrounding walls, the levels and type of 

rooms that we are interested to analyze, the weather data 

file of the place, shading behavior of the exterio r 

windows, occupancy schedule and user behavior are some 

of them. Therefore, we need to import or add such 

information directly into the analysis process. 
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Based on the project needs, the figure 2 shows how, when, 

and which part of this add-in can help architects  during 

the architectural design process to assess their design 

against existing rules and recommendations dealing with  

daylight questions. 

To assure the results accuracy and minimizing the 

calculation time, generally three types of 

considerations/modifications should be taken into 

account and handled in a quite reasonable way. These 

three areas can be defined as the level of details for the 

exported model, the area of interest to do analysis in the 

building and finally the material definition for each 

surface of all the elements in the model. Here, we will 

explain how it is possible to manage those three areas and 

some other functions with their relevant interfaces inside 

this newly developed Revit add-in.  

 

 

Figure 2: Applicability of different parts of AftabRad 

add-in during the architectural design process. 

 

 

Figure 3: “Material by Category” page in the add-in. 

Level of Details When Exporting to Simulation 

Program 

Generally, to achieve the results with good accuracy and 

in an acceptable time, each energy simulation software 

suggests an acceptable range of complexity to accurately 

and efficiently work with. In this add-in, there are six 

different ways for manipulating the level of details and 

preparing the model when exporting the 3D model from 

Revit to Radiance. These methods are as follows: 

1. By using a Section-Box, it is possible to exclude 

all the elements that are outside that section box. 

2. With the help of the Isolating, Hiding or 

Temporary Hiding the selected elements or 

categories in the current view, exporting the only 

needed elements and skipping the others are 

easily possible. 

3. By selecting which categories can only be 

exported and which cannot, it is easily possible 

to filter out unwanted elements such as furniture, 

electrical equipment, mechanical pipes, etc. 

Figure 3 shows the “Material by Category” page 

in the add-in that can help its users to decide on 

included or excluded categories, and their 

default optical surface properties values when 

exporting to Radiance. 

4. By adjusting the level of detail when producing 

triangles from each surface in the model (see 

figure 4 as an example) and finally by merging  

them, we can lighten the exported model in  

Radiance. In this add-in, the merging algorithm 

can reduce up to 40% of the exported files size  

(the below image in figure 4). However, such a 

file size reduction does not have any effects on 

the calculation time in Radiance. 

5. By converting transparent objects of categories 

like Windows, Doors, or Curtain Panels into 

single surfaces that are needed by Radiance, one 

of the tedious Radiance preparation works can be 

automatically done by this add-in. 

6. By making an area limitation to exclude objects 

in some categories. For example, in this way, we 

can exclude all door or window handles in the 

Windows or Doors category without a need to 

hide or delete them in the model. 

 

Figure 4: Examples of converting some Revit elements 

into triangles when the conversion setting is set to the 

“lowest level of detail” with and without using the 

merging algorithm. 
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Selecting Area of Interest/Calculation Surfaces  

To create the calculation points  that are based on defining 

their XYZ coordinate positions and directions , this add-in 

provides five different ways that we can apply one or 

some of them together. Those five methods are shortly 

explained in the below: 

1. By placing a sensor (as a Generic-Model Revit  

Family) manually wherever is needed in the 

model (In figure 5, the top image shows how a 

Generic Model Revit Family can be worked as a 

calculation sensor, while the below image shows 

the Daylight Factor results on the points defined 

by using such a Generic Model Revit Family). 

2. By selecting the desirable surfaces for analysis 

(In the figure 6, the image on the top shows how 

to select calculation surface grid points with the 

help of Rtrace Settings page, while the below 

image shows the presentation of the results on 

the selected surfaces by the ImportToRevit 

command in the add-in).  

3. By filtering the room or space names for the 

selected levels are calculation grids made by 

their boundaries (see the top-right image in 

figure 7). 

4. By selecting all floors of the selected levels from 

which the surface grids are offset (through 

choosing the “Rooms in Levels” in “Finding  

Calculation Surfaces Floors” part of the page 

that is shown in the top-right image in figure 7). 

5. By creating a list file including all the room 

numbers. Then, it creates surface grids confining 

by those rooms boundaries (see the top-right 

image in figure 7 and choose “Room Numbers in  

File” in “Finding Calculation Surfaces By”). 

 

Figure 5: Creating calculation points with the help of 

placing one type of Generic-Model Revit Family and 

presenting its results in Revit with this add-in.  

 

In Radiance, the Rtrace program calculates the irradiance 

or illuminance values of a series of calculation sensor 

points by tracing rays from them. Thus, the top-left image 

in figure 7 shows a page in the add-in that makes it  

possible for the user to define the Radiance Rtrace 

parameters that are needed for any sensor points analysis. 

Moreover, on this page, the user is able to define the offset 

distance between the grid points and the selected surfaces 

and the spacing distance between each point on the grids. 

 

Figure 6: Selecting calculation surfaces and presenting 

the results in Revit with the help of “Rtrace Settings” 

and “ImportToRevit” pages in the AftabRad add-in. 

 

Figure 7: Part of AftabRad add-in (images on top) to 

help its users to create surface analysis grid points, 

adjust calculation setting or grid creation parameters, 

and an example of presenting its results in Revit. 
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Figure 8: Two pages in the AftabRad add-in to replace 

Revit material by Radiance material (the left image) or 

modify the exported Radiance materials before starting 

the calculation (the right image). 

Modifying Material Definition 

In order to handle the material definition for each surface 

of every element in the model, there are three different  

ways in this newly developed add-in that are briefly 

explained in the below: 

1. Using the Revit material definition and 

translating its relevant information into an 

appropriate Radiance material. 

2. Applying a default reflection or transmission 

value (based on opaqueness or transparency in  

Revit material definition) by defining it in the 

“Material by Category Page” section for each 

Revit category (see the image in figure 4).   

3. Defining a Radiance material for each specific 

Revit material that is used in the project before 

translating it as a Radiance material in the 

“Selecting Material Page” in the add-in (see the 

left image in figure 8). 

4. Modifying or previewing the Radiance materials  

in the “Material Panel” (see the right image in  

figure 8) when the whole 3D model is translated 

and exported for daylight calculation in  

Radiance. 

Creating Views from Revit 3D Views 

Regarding the project needs, sometimes we need to do 

some view-based daylight analysis such as Glare analysis. 

Therefore, this add-in has an ability to choose and 

translate any 3D views defined in Revit as Radiance 

views. Moreover, in this add-in, is there another page to 

double check the exported views parameters and preview 

them before starting to render in Radiance that sometimes  

can be time-consuming. 

In Radiance, in the Rif file, there are some parameters and 

specifications that can help Radiance to intelligently set 

parameter values and control the simulation when 

rendering a specific scene. Therefore, in figure 9, the left  

image is the “Rif Setting” page in the add-in that can help 

its users to not only define and modify the Radiance Rif 

file parameters that are needed by Radiance but also select 

which views the users want to render by Radiance. 

However, the right image is the “Radiance Views Panel”  

in the add-in that can help the users to modify the 

Radiance view parameters (such as view points, view 

directions, view horizontal and vertical sizes, etc.) of each 

selected views and preview it, before doing the final 

rendering by Radiance. 

 

Figure 9: Two pages in the AftabRad add-in to select 

which Revit views to render by Radiance or adjust its 

rendering settings (the left image), or modify the selected 

views parameters before starting the calculation (the 

right image). 

Creating Sky File 

Each Revit model has information about the north 

orientation of the building, and geographical specification 

of the place like its relevant Latitude and Longitude. 

Moreover, each Revit 3D view has a sun setting 

parameters that defines a time of day or a period. 

Therefore, each 3D view in Revit has all the informatio n  

that is needed by Radiance to create a sky file. Therefore, 

all this information automatically extracted from the 

current 3D view and used by this add-in when exporting 

the 3D model to Radiance. 

 
 

Figure 10: The “FalseColor Analysis” in the AftabRad 

add-in to help its users to do different types of per-pixel 

analysis.  
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Falsecolor Analysis Page 

The main goal of developing this page for the add-in is 

presenting and analyzing the HDR images which are 

created by Radiance or some other simulation software. A 

High Dynamic Range (HDR) image is an image in which  

each pixel corresponding to a realistic luminance, 

illuminance, radiance, or irradiance value. Therefore, in 

this page, the users are able to do different types of Per-

pixel analyses for an HDR image corresponding to its 

relevant Revit 3D view. Figure 10 shows an example of 

creating a falsecolor image from an HDR image that is 

simulated by Radiance in the “FalseColor Analysis Page” 

in this add-in.  

 

Figure 11: The “Aftab Glare Analysis” page in the 

AftabRad add-in to help its users to do different types of 

glare analyses. 

Evalglare Analysis Page 

Here, on this page, different types of glare analyses can 

be done for each HDR image that is made by Radiance. 

Its main engines for this kind of analysis are “evalglare” 

that is a Radiance based tool being developed by Jan 

Wienold at the Fraunhofer Institute in Germany and 

“findglare” that is a Radiance command. Therefore, this 

page is an interface to detect glare sources and calculate 

glare indexes such as Daylight Glare Probability (DGP), 

Daylight Glare Index (DGI), Unified Glare Index (UGI), 

Unified Glare Rating (UGR), etc. for each Radiance based 

HDR image. 

Figure 11 shows the “Glare Analysis Page” in the add-in 

that can help its users to do glare evaluation for each scene 

that is rendered as an HDR image by Radiance. 

Radiance Control Panel 

When all the files that are needed by Radiance are created, 

we have an option to open this page before starting to 

calculate. This page allows the user to edit and preview 

the whole or a selected part of Radiance files such as Rad, 

Rif, Sky and Material files. A good interactive attribute of 

this tool is that it can help beginners and even the 

advanced users of Radiance to learn or adjust Radiance-

based required parameters or specifications. 

Daylight and View Metrics in the Add-in 

Considering the existing building regulations, 

recommendations, or environmental certifications, this 

add-in can do some of the most common static or dynamic  

daylight analyses. At the moment, users of this  newly  

developed add-in can measure the following daylight 

metrics for images or on surface grid points : 

- Illuminance 

- Luminance 

- Daylight Factor 

- Radiance or Luminance based Cumulative Sky 

- Sunlight Hours 

- Shadow Range 

- Exposure to Sunlight (based on EN-17037) 

- Annual Sunlight Exposure 

- Dynamic Metrics such as Daylight Autonomy, 

Useful Daylight Illuminance, etc., by exporting  

the 3D model and the other needed data to 

Daysim 3.0 

- View Out (based on EN-17037) 

- Visibility Analysis 

Regarding the possibility to work with parametric design, 

this add-in provides a few Dynamo nodes that can 

calculate all the above metrics except those needing 

Daysim as their calculation core. 

 

Figure 12: The “Wind Analysis Settings” page in the 

AftabRad add-in (the left image) and an example of a 

wind analysis project being visualized by the ParaView 

software. 

Wind Analysis 

Finally, there is an additional feature within this newly  

developed add-in that its main function is to export the 

Mass, Generic model or Topography elements into 

OpenFoam program that is is a free and open source 
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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Simulation  

Software and do some adjustment for the wind analysis 

calculation.  

In this part of the add-in, architects can easily find the 

dominant wind direction for the whole year, different  

seasons, or each month separately by importing the 

relevant weather data file of the place. At the moment, it  

only works for the urban realm and it is mostly useful for 

working in the early stages of the design process.  

In figure 12 the left image shows the “Wind Analysis 

Settings” page in the add-in that can help its users to do 

wind analyses for outdoor spaces by defining the 

dominant wind direction and its average speed together 

with some other parameters that are needed by ParaFoam. 

The right image shows an example of a wind analysis 

project that is visualized by the ParaView software, while 

the right image shows an example of a wind analysis 

project that is visualized by the ParaView that is an open 

source data analysis and visualization software that easily 

works with ParaForam to show its  results. 

Future Works 

In addition to solving the bugs and errors of the program 

and developing its interface to make it more and more 

user-friendly, there are some plans for future 

developments that are as follows: 

- Developing the wind analysis page to be able to 

work not only in early stages and for urban 

realms but also later in the design stages and for 

interior purposes. 

- Combining the wind analysis results with  

Sunlight and Radiation studies to make some 

kinds of thermal comfort analysis for outdoor 

spaces. 

- Updating its merging three-angles algorithm to 

minimize the exported file size while still 

keeping the accuracy at an acceptable level. 

Conclusions 

The main purpose of this newly developed add-in (Aftab 

RAD) is providing an Autodesk Revit add-in for 

architects and HVAC engineers to facilitate the 

communication between the 3D model in Revit and 

Radiance as a daylight calculation core through some 

user-friendly and interactive graphical user interfaces. 

The primary function of this tool is to translate the 3D 

model as Radiance objects and export information like 

geometrical specification, building orientation, material 

definitions, room/space type, etc., into Radiance. It has a 

quite good interface to define surface grids by selecting 

surfaces, rooms, spaces, etc. It also comprises two other 

interfaces to do glare evaluation and HDR image analysis. 

Providing a wind analysis for the users (with the help of 

OpenFOAM software) in the early stages of the 

architectural design process can be seen as an extra 

function of this tool. In case of using other BIM-based 3D 

model software such as Archicad or Microstation, it is 

possible to take advantage of all functions of this add-in 

through exporting the model as IFC file and importing it  

into Revit. 
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